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October 15, 1981

Jim Foster
Pat Gynn
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III

Subj ect: 1) Weld WR K-523
2) KE-1 23037
3) KE-2 97957

Dear Sirs:

The following is a respor.se to pur oral request of October 9,1981,
regcrding falsification of heat nunbers for Weld Wa n-523 on thu XE-1 and

*KE-2 forms.
Kaiser has investigated the cbove alle ged filsification of docuncnts

and has found no justification for this allegation, Kaiser bas net all ASME
code requirements and has docunented evidence of heal n eber traceability for
the abova referenced weld and further states that there are rio false entries
made on any of the above referenced documents.

Kaiser is unable to investigate the rod slip provided Mr. McCarten (as
referenced in Mr. Reiters statement to the NRC) . Please provide a copy of
this rod slip in order for Henry J. Kaiser to respond to this second allegation.

j

Sincerely,

Henry J. Kaiser Company

Mark Albertin
Project Manager

CC: J. Foster
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July 14,1%1

MC'OP.A;*DU:! TOR: J. G. Keppler
A. B. Davis
J. F. Streeter
R. F. L'crnick
J. F. Schapl.cr
F. A. Maura
R. Janke
M. Sin.ch
p. A'. Earrett
J. 2. TcCarten

Fno't: J. Z. Foster Invectinator
SGJr.0T: STATl'S OF ZDSCP E;VESTICATION FIFO?.T, ASSION'T T OF

TASTJi A:ib PICOT"d* !DATIONS

fx overall report fornat, allecation fornat, and nunberint. scherie have
bann developed for the report. Applegate/O.A.P. cliegations !;os. 1, 3,
5, 7, C 11,13,14,15,17 cad 10 have been edited and raor: anized in-
to t'.n allo. cation for.ct. Allo:',ation 1 is attached as a cican draf t
c :::. lo.

Attached is an outline of the repert so proposed, including propesuls
for subsections of the report. Timse ite::n t'arked with a dot either
have not been prepared, or are in the earliest states of pro,*.uction.
When these itens are drafted, additional editorial, ort:snizine and
typitm vill Le recuired. Tabics and exhibits vill also need nur.berinn
when the final report is organized.

In an cfiert to expedite production of the report, the following assign-
reats of respene.ittlity for the recaining subacetions is proposed:

TPA:'3'IITT3.L LETri'f1 TO LICC; SCC Streeter, Tcppler

IJ'''CDI5 "A" Barrett

rep 07.T COV~?'. PACE AND SD'''A".Y Fonter

FIASci FO!t INVMSTICATION Foster

SL9 MARY Or FACTS Uarnick, Strecter, Keppler

PEF.SO:-?iCL CO?iTACT10 JankeP

RIII

Foster /qn- g g } 3[j O /?
~
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I'ultiple Adircaseco 2 July 14, 19c1

SCOl'!: Festor

2AClCidC D ?!cCarten, Foster

DC ALLdC/.TIO;;5 Schap) er (';o. 2)
"r.*:ra (:fr . 1)
ficCarten (No. l.)

OT= ITC' /0Tri ISSC'i EctrettS

T. :IT I;:TrJ:VID S I?arnick

?TP!A T :'r' IP'""T*C ' fa rn ic.' , Strenter

!.Ir.}::Sn; C'Jf:IIT7D~C/COI' CTIU ACTIC;: 'Tirnick , t'arrett

ATTACrC T "'",7T;7 Oitn'.
|

T/JLE 0" COCC SJ m 't

I also recomend the follovin3:

1. %at I'. ".inr.'t raturn to "III On J s1.' ??.th or ?!st. 7 ?.'11, .a ! rc.inin.
thro in's t'ic wco'-(cd of the ?.5th (if arrec.a' ale) .

2. '"' int final s'raf tr of the tr. port to cenr.r sted d.urinn a re.r.reat ta

?;crdic 14111s durien ene veck of July 27, 1931.

| J. E. Foster

Inventitator

Attachr. cuts :
1. Draf t A11cration 1:r.a:@le
2. Peport Outline
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5.3.1 Allegation

"A radioactive waste drain is clogged with concrete which carelessly was

poured into the drain."

5.3.2 Background Information

Normal practice is to flush drains with water prior to plant operation to

confirm that the drains are clear of all restricting debris. The radwaste

floor drains, which are consafety-related, will not handle ruy radioactive

liquid until such material is generated following the start of plant

operations.

The terms radwaste drains and radioactive waste drains are synonymous

terms for floor drains, which normally drain small amounts of radioactive

{ water that can leak from such items as valve packings.

|
|

5.3.3 Investigation

5.3.3.1 Interview of Individual A .

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by

representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated

that, although concrete finishing work was under way in the radioactive

waste disposal area, he suggested to Kaiser construction personnel that
;

a pipefitter be assigned to the concrete finishing crew to assure concrete

did not enter and clog the floor drains. However, they disagreed with

62?X'. /
|
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this suggestion and instead directed the floor drains to be covered with

duct tape to prevent concrete from entering and clogging the drains.

Individual A stated that concrete did enter the lines and clogged the

radiation waste drains.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting

to the preceding informati.on; however, he requested the statement not

be attached to this report.

5.3.3.2 Intervien of Individual B

Individual B stated that he worked as a pipefitter during 1976-1977, and

worked with the drain flushing crew for the rad system. Individual B

stated that during this period, he observed floor drains in the system

that were clogged with contrete, which he and others unsuccessfully tried

to remove.

5.3.3.3 Interview of Test Coordinator and Startup Engineer

Telephone interviews were conducted by the Senior Resident Inspector on

February 12, 1981 with the Test Coordinator, who was responsible for the

radwaste building drain flushing activities and on February 13, 1981 with

the Startup Engineer, who was responsible for Drain System flushes. Both

individuals indicated that some drains were found to be plugged with

unspecified debris. In all of those cases, the drains were cleared and

flow was verified.

-2-
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5.3.3.4 Record Review and Onsite Observation

,

The Senior Resident Inspector reviewed CG&E Flushing Procedure No. DR,

Rev. O, for the Drain System approved on September 23, 1977. The purpose

of this procedure was stated as follows: "This document details the pro-

cedure for cleaning the liquid radwaste floor drain and equipment drain

piping to the various plant sumps and drain tanks. The floor drain and

equipment drain piping shall be flushed until they flow freely and all

| large particulate matter is removed."

Appendices to the Flushing Procedure indicated that 152 of a total of
1
' 169 of the potential radioactive waste drains related to the radwaste

building floor drain tank, the floor drain sludge tank, the radwaste

floor drain sump, the floor drain collector tank, and the chemical waste

j tank had been flushed and verified in accordance with the procedure.
|

The appendices indicated that the verifications had been made in 1979.

The licensee stated that the flushing activities were continuing.

The Senior Resident Inspector made visual inspections of all of the

accessible radwaste drain ports identified on Sargent & Lundy drawings

A-533 Rev. F, A-534 Rev. F, and A-515 Rev. N. These drawings identified

the drains in the radwaste building (elevations 496 ft., 527 ft., 513 ft.,

.

and 511 ft.) and in the auxiliary building (elevations 567 ft. 5 in., and

547 ft.). None of the observed drain ports were visibly plugged. The

following floor drains were covered with tape at the time of the inspec-

tion and were therefore not inspected:

>

-3-
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a. Radwaste Building--elevation 527 ft.

(1) Drain Y-20

(2) Drain Y-17

b. Auxiliary Building--elevation 567 ft.
,

j (1) Drain L-26
!

(2) Drain G-26 (elevation 562 ft.-5 1/4 in.)|

(3) Drain G-22
1

(4) Drain G-20

| (5) Drain G/H-20 (elevation 562 ft.-6 3/4 in.)

- (6) Drain H-22 (elevation 562 ft.-7 5/8 in.)

(7) Drain H/J-24

| (8) Drin G/H-22

,

|

; Neither the flushing records, the personnel interview, nor the Resident

Inspector observations confirmed or denied that the drains had been clogged

with concrete. These activities did confirm that the drains, which had

been flushed, would allow flow on the dates of the verifications.

5.3.4 Findings

NRC interviews with site personnel indicated that some drains had been

clogged with unspecified debris.

-4-
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Flushing records generated in 1979 indicated that 152 out of a total of f

'

169 of the potential radioactive waste drains, all of which are nonsafety-

related, were cleared of all restricting debris. The 17 drains that remain
'

's s

to be flushed are identified in the saEe ' controlled flushing procedure as ', 0 ^

the152thathavealreadybeenfkush'ed. RIIIwilldeterminethestaUusof I
'

- . .

the remaining 17 drains prior to plant operation (50-358/81-13- ). s

.

. i
'

5.3.5 Items of Noncompliance
s

- %. ,

!

. i
No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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seeking NRC Probe
.. ..

. ==

==

7 Of Zimmer Allegationsc== =s = ==
==Eii! ~---

.~ , . , . . . . , , , . . . =
. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . A special counsel office for a federal

A~i 5.
. "**

=- - . civil service board in Washington

~~. . . . . :==.......~~~. . . . ..Y.j6 taas asked the Nuclear Regulatory :==ix

. . . . .-:--- - - - -. . . . . . ........
"~:78 of safety defects and criminalviola-

. . . . . .j~j"... . . .-3
Commission to investigate charges

-.u c. == :.=

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

. . _ . . . . . _ . . . .
_

.. . . . . 3
tions at the Zimmer Nuclear Power ...

_

y,:;----

:1 Plant in Moscow, Ohio. -

"_..q - Joseph Fouschard, spokesman
"

=2 -

:=.. .. i: for the NRC in Washington, said .t~.. ..
e d."d=

. . . :] Tuesday that his agency has been : - t ===i
"-"^

f. J asked by the Special Counsel Office !E : ;-
. . . .

~^"
of the Merit Systems Protection '". . -~=== ==" 2

:. = . . . . . ;=g =i; ::i; Board to investigate the charges.
'""". _ ..?

===ii3 .. That board oversees federal em- -

==:...
=j ployee " whistle-blowing" statutes.

,,,;; fj.; )IRC Chairman John Ahearne has .nnis ==

.....: --

60 days to file a written response to
---

, = = . . .

m cialcounsd office'qud...=p2 .:.:..g = ==

"~~"z. - The charges were brought by pri- ... = =i
"~ 7:" Es." 1 rate investigator Thomas W. Apple- , . . ,

.

gate, who was hired by Cincinnati = = ===
_ . Gas & Electric in 1979 to examine =.= :=,. . :..

um ===-r .-. .-. - time-card cheating. After working
one month at Zimmer. Applegate,

. . . . . . . . . . . .......
found some evidence of time-card

.:2- GE
. . . .

cheating and also lodged more seri-.=- --- = -"

" - " - aus charges with the NRC about the
.nr '= 3afety of construction in the nu- =-

,.. ...;;; : 'r :; ;. clear power facility. === = = = ,

- - .
After the NRC investigated and

On rr r' ==E:= ;.=..~~~
dismissed as groundless some of

;= c r = =.=g.=;=.....,..,
_ Applegate's charges this year,

-".... == r-~ ". . = = ::=
._

= = ~:~" Applegate then took the charges to .=

the the special counsel's office. r= 3:E4 .= .x. = ::. =
. 7,.;=;;, . . , = . . . . .7

. M ... .....: .u ;.. ==
'

- ~:;;;;; The Government Accountability =3. :;,;;.
""

l._. ,,. = 2. +; =:= =:. .,,.. .
'"

==
. Project (GAP), a privately funded =5 'd. .==.

'

. , . = = , 'think-tank in the nation's capital,
..........,2~...

===

~~
1 prepared Applegate's request for an - = ~. .... , n?.

Investigation. GAP also serves as his
|

- " . " " . ..-- c. ,
legai representative.

-- E:= _. __ .: . = =, . Fouschard said Tuesday the spe-
~

58 clat counsel's office forwarded its i F".s:J. .:.:.:,~ ' :.=:.
. . . ,

=} demand for an investigation to the:.=._ ;;.
-

=. ..=;..E- r=""~~ NRC wtthin the Iast week.--..: . ~2 ' ~ :.= =ih5 ::== Ss:.;. Fouschard said the report filed
. ,-;.=..::.:

.

r :-:-,; ~- ----....z. . .;

by GAP contained "some new alle- . .

==~2=

gations" about procedures at the 5=i!"=== =- u c. ,..
==

== ====r.___...= d== nuclear power plant, which is
= = = -owned by CG&E.' - +c ~ di :5::- ='=

.=; ~~ ==r
. . . . . . . ' Those claims will be investigated

j
,

x=j., . . . .
--

by the NRC office in Chicago, he. . . = .

i . . . . . said.="
"'div.9 . g.";. - The GAP report claimed Apple-| = :. u. . ..=.c. . :

=g' ate documented "a scheme ofn2 = rr == -...;
, : . ===:. . =2.2

4I labor-management collusion to ===
.==_=:..

permit and coverup illegal, danger-' :..=
. _. ;

ously negligent behavior among
plan t personnel" as we11 as in-
stances of theft and black-market- = = = .===

1;1g smuggling. ,''
. . . . . . . _

. . . . . . . . . . . ..

.. . . . . . .
-
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| CG&E's Critic Deserves ,

~

To Eave Bias V eighed
TO THE EDITOR: Warren Wheat reported on defense, against a U.S. covert inte111-
(Dec. 23) the charge by private investigator gence capability, against business." There
Thomas W. Applegate that the Nuclear 1s much more. .

Regulatory Commission (NRC) 1gnored his . .

allegations of problems at the Zimmer Nu- As this case develops - and if reactions
clear Power Plant.. follow the current norm - the tendency

among press and public will probably be to
,

' In his article, Mr. Wheat disclosed that pillory the NRC and Cincinnatt Gas and
the request ior investigation filed with Electric Co. In this case, however, it might
something called the Special Counsel Of- be wise for us to remember the nature and
!!ce of the Merit Systems Protection Board bias of their real adversary,IPS, and tem-
was prepared for Mr. Applegate by a per our judgments accordingly. ,

project of the Institute for Policy Studies v'
'

(IPS). This letter is intended to speak to FRED C. ROBERTSHAW
the character of the IPS and,in that way, 17112 Humphrey Rd.
provide some clue as to the accuracy of the . -' - -

| charge of a!!egations, or whether they may --,. C. .._ - %H
..

"* -
-

I be somewhat overblown.

) To say the IPS is left-wing understates
its position on most matters by half.While
much has been writeen by and about IPS, a
recent column by John Train in the Nov. 24
edition of Forbes magazine is worth con-
sulting. The article appears under the
headline " Washington's Institute for Poll-

( cy Studies Is a Veritable Font of Worldwide
Anti-American, Anti-Business Propagan-

I da." In the article, it is stated that "IPS
publishes books and papers, and stages ,

,

numerous conferences . . . on such sub-
jects as 'The Myth of the Soviet Threat' or
' Repression of Workers.' " Train refers to
IPS as a " sinister source." which is "almost
always against the official _ positions

.i --
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PanelIgnored Zimmer EvidenceelInvestigator Says
BY WARREN WHEAT. danger to public health and safety. accounung engtneer at the William

well as dangerously faulty welds in $ grade steel', Snd coercion and reg,,,,g % w ce, , , , , H. Elmmer Nuclear Power tractitty s ,

WASillNOTON-A private invest! +.c uon was prepared :or Applegate by.THEREQUESTfortheInvestiga- . Applegate obtained evidence cI |: key piping, Indicative of a breaka u tallauon against the quality-controldewn in quality-assurance pracM radiographers designated to uncov- *

ume thenung by some eniployeest.. gator has charged the Nucleat . the Government Accountability according to OAP. '

ucts." .
-t. ..< i2 ' 4 er safety defects. - !. Regulatory Commission (NRC)with . Project (OAP) of the Insutute for O AP said Applegate unchered 'l

Dut in four weeks he'also "doed ', well-documented * Instances of '' BILL glURR AY. hls ( Apple.%
Ignoring alleged evidence of serious . Polley Studles, a privately funded * mented a scheme of labor-manage . " theft and black-market smuggling.*I kale's) contact in CO& E managedgsafety defects, drunkenness and . non-profit organtrauon based in ment collusion to permit and cover- t ment, wds pleased about the |g criminal violauons he found at the , the nauon's capital ~. up liteeal, dangerously. negligent * *operauons at the plant, auctions 08,1 evidence of time eheating, buL

Werking undercover as b ces.t.' behavior asnong plant personnel; as. ture of3,* the tilegal manufac.. g Ignored the discovertes of safety de,3 Elmmer Nuclear Power Plant hot wes i,
, , , *

The allegauons about the Mos.
] |,.

s buckles with nuclear" . -
.

. ., . t rfn .,swac6e f '.'.M *"I ' g feeto and tottuslen by KEl (con-4 struction contractor Kalser Engl ,' - ' N I '.'8 "y- i -

? *.

4 j .-' ' 'y hl
; ; cow, Oh>s, plant are contained in a s

" '- .
' :r r Nkie-5e D ygJmevp=lm,ve on CG&E A'grees.!I'o Pay,F, o..r.(M, a.om.-

- 6.-

rnin,g.;e,ences = wb=fis=en &[

neering Internaconal)"O AP said.- - ee
y the Merit Bystems Protection Board 4

- i '';

e, under provisions of federalemploy%.BATAVIA-The Cincinnall Ost &. pa. .ckage." as long si if ~14 ne.4,W, 4 L-.
er?~; gia.,.$4

- ..
7

) te " whistle-blowing" disclosurg . -- . b Bellts, Aesociate Director Thomas.
ed in.. purchEse . . '. .b . .:

-

4,
'smaller pletes o| v . %o .D, evine and DirectorImts Clark. ,'k.'

,
'

statutes. ~ 'e . Electric Co. (COLE) hat told Cler equip
. Ir deral law requires the $pec| y mont County officials it will pur@l timmer Nuclear Power Station, Van * connection with the William H.?.'. ment, such as one of the county's

When Applesste Informed CO&E '

fg;the talety concerns, the uulltb*
*| '

e

outdated redlo base stauena thatcounsel to turn the complaint over .,,, chase all necessary warning devices g Camp sald. * s; said his contract was terminate5 '

to the NRC prompuy. N RC Chair." and radiation-monitoring eqdips . was destroyed recenuy by lightning..

Fhave 60 days to file a writtern te. ' plantopensin Moscow. man John Ahearne then would ' ment before its si billion nuclearf clear they cannot afford to pay forCounty officials have ntade. IL *, A new one ellicost 35,stle, Van Caenp.The emplobs who had been thetargets ot h me-cheatinginvestle ' ''said. .',, ' '
. t the equipment "This county has

chased includes tonal alert devices I 4es were voca,l critics of las safetyOthe r equipment to be pur; * gau.malsewere fired.'ame employ 2
sponse.'

. . County officials have met With very Ught purse strings right now, Curtounty these s

'b '' In the' complaint, Thomas W.T O&E representauves to discuss the i and that la espected to cont @ue # for individuahhomeercadditionaill? practices at the plant and had pro *C
I% Apptegate, hired by Cincinnatt Oas 5.need for communications equip. next year," Van Camp said.

6. . radio and,more telephone linesothef communicauon t vided Mr. Applegate with the early& Electric Co. (COaE) as an under. : ment, a prompt nouficadon system Zimmer is nearly completed og equipment,
. cover investigator last December to .and off-site radiation monitoring

walung for the Nuclear Regulatory ,. and microwap f adio System 4 he $ lead.s for his,, probe into. quellty con.its Ohlo River alte, but CO&E.ls 's said.e. obtain evidence of Ume-cheaung by . systems, Sheriff John R. Van Camp
'd g,,g, gap,CO&E alsoinformed the dismise.'

3 , ,~? ,*.,* In % ,; , ,;, *
employees, charges NRC investism. sand. . ~

Commission (NRCI tolssue an oper. The etillit hds, het setus'lly
ating license. Addluonal hearings , determined what the packste will'ked employees bt Applegate's role let '[,L ' tor Gerald At Phillip with violations .1 . It looks to me like they (CO&E)

,*

of law; mismanagement, abuse of 9 will pay for allofit," Van Camp said. ? their terminauon and he said he
must be conducted by the NRC)e . cost. Other details, such as mainte*?" has since recetted threats of physt. 4 eauthority, gross waste and perpetu ' i "They Indicated they will pur. /fore thelleense can be lasued .r.t nante and insurance cos ts, s tilli tal violence ranging from sodomy to . -ating a substanual and speClfle chase a complete communicaWon ' CO&E has told the county It will . must be worked out, the sheriff tald. 8f murder. -

*
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can leadership usuld be offerniF-_ ffers;attEoucation; Attack RIF; Methods r,: = :: "! : . . r i r

p o

Sta .. . '

t :. ' . f Q'; c : y - . - < a ! M .* i , . the President will sign the bi!! if'*

% newly-formed group within A otherdepartmentjobs! ;2 $ 97.14 "not provide for any meaningfulh information is needed before that the amendment we offer is adopt-
..e -

.,

*

The comm!ttee has sent letters ;. competition smong employees." L.' office can decide whether an ed,"hesaid.* * 'e Education Departmentis call-n . -
s.s

g for a meeting with Secretary, to' Bell's office and to OPM and ; The group further contends thatn .r.vestigation is warranted..In'a related move. Sen. Te,il
-

3 i,

rrel B:ll and an intestigation has filed a freedom ofinformation .; such procedures are inadequate . The entployee group contends .

-the octfon"in o request askirg for data oa posi- $since they were designed to cor.f;the department violated federal Stevens, B Alaska, will offer anen ment to lift the cu rent
inned for the office of elemen-4, tions filled since April, current i rect classification problems rath ~ Personnelguidelines.
e en i

ry a nd secondary educationgvacancies and equal employment @.{r than to carry out a reduction in: ,J.lluff said his group has also met ran out on Stevens Noveheris
0 . .V.with representatives of the head-4 Pportunityrecords. , v. g? rce.ESE). f p *.J W f. ; 8 .

tr ocal d ihe parent ure, which would bse the meas.
before he could pro

mitate about half of some 500In~large percentage of women and 4 0PM said they had received the'f;. quarThe planned' reduction would6 Huff noted that OESE employed A Spokesmen for Bell and for ost top ge-

gg "deration d Govem nf km". 'ernment cifielais* pay by mori-
" ' '

Jr ' hother minorities and heavy cuts Inl. leHers, but that no response had -
ues k potut m problem of pay compression for

than 15 reent. It would also re-

4 spokesman for the E'mployee that office could comprise beenma eyet.
.g/ p yees* to discuss mpenuve lieve w at he called a severesitions 13 0ESE.?? .". .

discrimination". , ' Bellis expected to respond soon|}y rights.
se en high st shar*y le e

unlawful ,
guity Committee said the group . "gainstthem.

.

-

- "h but it is not known whether he wil ,. i "IIe described that meeting as insists of employees and super.ga
stra c:ncerned about possibleg..In its letter to OPM,'the groupG meetwit groupmembers. i%8 good first step."

hovernntent are now aillimited to,
a '- MARLOW.

geharged the RIP procedure would . An 0PM spokesman said more ;.. ,Il2 per year. *
;. ,

con used eI , ,

res,beingused.,, , dy'%3,g, , 3
..

,,*,, , , ,

,, ,

* - - -

i

D'Alaa Jiuff, a'managerin theKipr?f, L. .N RO..C h..f. Ad m .tshi n s p ect. ion Lax ty ,42'are'put that they willy.TNmg@ ie
- i i

th the. agency, . ik~ .

.4'

' ' . -

The overall investigatory ef- "The ultimate significance is*

13 murt if pecessary.to defendj.RThehead of the Nuclear Regula d.L in its investigaJory program p "t in this instance was unsatis-u.a .qsytory Commission says an internal c generally."
- N A for that the 1980 whitewash at4:

sirrights/q 'cernYs the'de@g a "dy reveals "inadequacles" and ( lie also wrote: "Shortcomin h'sstu factory," OIA Director James J. Zimmer was not an aberration."
Thh prima'ry con bl h C mmings told Palladmo. In our he said."It represents businesus
titive area for the RIP to OESFg. . generic pro em 'in t e agen-Oin the earlier ole investigation f h urtment's limitation of the com .

.cy's safety related InspegtionsiSteps are being taken to remedy";e h"f 0"g"divlZimmerreveala generic problem.9 'f nion responsibility for this
i usual at the NRC."-

p " d" ' The OIA report was released atly cith no allowance.|, form". gram.
'a, , o

encycidecompetitionc.r -Q r The study, was ordered in , thatproblem., g specifically assigned in the case GAP's request under the Freedom
December after a private detec* Palladino said that these prob- r but also by regional officials who ofinformation Act.The department has said the

lems "to date" have r.ot endan . failed to properly supervise the, $!tive raised allegations of safety .-iction is necessary because it l l t The self-described "whistic
'n to carry out a larger RIP at}g defects at a nuc ear power p an ; gered public healt!' or safety at4 case."-

. <ees not have adequate Informa
f under construction nea r Cincin . c the site. . .M - blower support, group" Anok I

.

Applegate's allegations last year y
is tim 2. A general departreent~g)nai g , . . The follow-up study w'as shade e The OIE sta ff,in written com- to the Merit Systems Protectinotc3 .

de reduction is, plan ied for a+ti,y .*The detective, Thomas Apple :- by the agenc 's Office of Inst.ee .'nients,said it had acted according Board s Office of Special Counsrl.
,

g

lluff said th'at means Em% . ,'M gate Jr., ilso charged that the{. tot and Auploye's ;NRC's Office of Inspection and , investigation of Applegate's alle I nificantortrrelevant.
ring. y, . 1 t. It said the OIE f.'to guidelines and discounted some which ordered the nuclear agency a

+

e " findings of the new study as insig- to review its inspect on o -

espe'rlence ivil Enforcement failed to properly.' was improperly
.

Zimmer, being built for Cincinnatith severalyeshe with-little or ' Investigate his allegations con ,', gationsfier while th documented and incorrectlyd . - '*

ne will keep' theirjobsJ"Itlooka cerning the Ziumer Nuclear + determined the status and history '.* Thomas Devine 'of the E
.c gross unfairness," he aalds .}' owerStation.now nearcomple f of several welds Applegate had, Washington based Government Soon after that, at the merit I' ,

.,
questioned. * ' Accountability Project, whlch board's request, the Justice De- >*'

Ile said many.p6sitions within ;,. 4! " C i -
- .

'Ihe investigation also"was. l..4 sought the new study on. Apple- partment ruled that the special [ >

E.4E have the.same job titlead ' In a letter to Chairman Morris * ne

id require the same quallflea K.Udallof thellouseInterior and * ther vigorous nor sufficiently t gate's behalf, said it " confirms counsel cannot compel an agenre g
ms as those in other departal ! !nsular Affairs Committee, NRC ! broad in scope" and drew conclu- what critics have been charging to investigate charges raised by ,

*
er)teffices.Iluffis certain that a f Ch' airman Nunzio J. Palladino *- sions that were "not consistent for more than a decade: NRC private citizens who are not gm-
rge Kumber of OESE workers-2. cited "inadequacles in the Initial with the f acts," the new study investigations are little more than ernment workers or job appla-

paperwork reviews." .
cants. 3

nid * successfully compete fora OIE lavestigation of Zimmer and * said. 1 3- ,
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Stigma Of Zimmer Fire
Mo p Damaging Than Amount..

Co.,butwe believe that we have safety," he said. "We have
' implied ,.'ATI (AP) - The

CINCI. fully corrected these increased our quality assurance
guilt in paying a deficiencies," he said. organizatto.1 to more than 200

.

$200.000 fine for sloppy quality Some wording in the NRC
notice of violation, particularly a. personnel. We are conducting aassurance m the construction of

comprehensive program tothe Wilham H. Zimmer Nuclear the use of the word " false" confirmthat t w; U.tality of work
Power Station at Moscow may conceming documentation of already completed meets the
bemore damaging to Cincinnati construction work, rankled

hi h standards requ.i, red of aM Gas & Electne Co. than the 8

E%s
'gg'

the definition of false means (* **#~ [amount of the fine, says CG&E *A as w'e're concerned,
President Wilham Dickhoner.

that there was, intent tgmishad JOURWRIBUM."The mue fact that youte

p{.'''i
fined carnes a certain stigma - IWARYsyttLE,0.
and the stigma has a greater or defraud, and that's where we p,g,,clRC 4700

* 4/ penalty than the dollar value of take sericus exception to the.

the fine," Dickhoner said .way the NRC has categorized
Wednesday in announcing that the inaccuracies," he said.
the utility had paid the fine "We admit that there were
proposed Nov.24 by the Nuclear errors in the records. But . u.! Q S .*! 2
Regulatory Commission. certainly there was no intent to

He salTCCLE and its part- mislead the NRC into thinking '

qners in the nuclear plant - something was safe when it
Dayton Power & IJght Co. and really wasn't. False implies a
Columbus and Southern Ohio certain criminal activity, which
Electric Co. - adnutted no certainly was not the case at '

| intentional wrongdoing, but Zimmer. And we have gore-

"have elected to pay the fine 'round and 'round with the
rather than pursue our dif- commission on that.:'.-

'*
*.

ferences and contest this issue The $1.2 billion Zimmerpla it,
.J.' with the NRC." about 30 miles upriver from . ggg'. .

"That course could entail. Cincinnati, has been under "$5 p'sess Associatiort ,

lengthy proceedings which construction for a decade and is oa's ou[eNf,$,.
,,,

would be enormously more 97 percent complete. Dickhoner sormge eu. It. 62704
-~ costly than the penalty," said he expects it to be finished 217/792.oo7o
+. Dickhoner said. "We believe it in July and that commercial ROCKFORD4 isimportant to be free to devote operation will be under way Register Star

our full energies and attention early in 1983. 79,706 0
*

toward the positive goal of "Overall, we believe that the
compteting Zunmer Station in a construction quality programs,.

FEB 2 5 L982'M quality manner. Moreover, we we have undertaken at Zimmer.

| feel that the time has come to Station win provide additional* " -
' -

devote our full efforts toward ... assurance of thg plant's ~i g 's-* ~ '

placing it in operation as an g(("( ) I
.. asset to the community. ,

Dickhoner acknowledged U.S. Nucleef Regulatory Com.
mission'isenior resident inspector at

,_

W. some sloppy record keeping, the ~ Byron Nuclear Power Station
..e but blamed the company it . now under construction near Byron. -

. ' . hired to build the plant. Forney, who joined the NRC in
' *

"We do agree that 1980. had been senior resident inspec.*

deficiencies existed in im. tor at the Lacrosse Nuclear Power
plementing our quality Station near Lacrosse. Wis.
assurance program and in Forney previously was empin>cd
exercising sufficient sur- for 13 years at the Mare Island Nas al
veillance over our construction Shipyard in Vallejo. Cahf , where he

' "contractor, the Henry J. Kaiser then rea oh p jttest *d#
finally senior ship supenntendent.
From 1959 to IM he was in the!

.Navp. nuclear power progrant. ..#

.

_ _ _ _ - _
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3

pressure - retaining welds in Class. [~ /7f ...-- s . ;h 1As, .

!

III Piping, 4" and greater shall be j# \*( I,}
.

M., / 't j* '

radiographed. [ Aj,

# % %. MAW' -

3 CONDITION: During a NES Audit Weld '(k ,[[g# '

WS-737 was found not to have a radi d
7 [I-2s, \'k hshe , QD

;

k , y,[' , f ([ []! graph taken of the final weld. , y

i film available is a infor:.at shot f3 h , f/h[ ' k[
i '//b[[of the root layer. Subje.heldp h f..'

buried underground. [[ k'k qdhh[[i

f. % ~%%
- s 1.1 /r

\\ MA MWv~'

%. N XX *.

\\ X"
12. REVIEW BOARD (REQUIRED ON ALL A PT/REPA POSITIONS)

KEl CONSTRUCTION ENGR. DATI*
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S&L DATE CG&E SPONSOR ENGR DATE CG&E Q.A.&S. DATE KEl OAE
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INSPECTOR / ENGINEER DATE*

15. CORRECTIVE ACTION14. C AUSE
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-4 M' DRAFT 1 10/8/81
"

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIISSION
'

0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND EhTORCEMENT

REGION III

, Report No. 50-358/81-13

Docket No. 50-358 License No. CPPR-88

Licensee: Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company
139 East 4th Street
Cincinnati, OH 45201

I Facility: William H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station

Investigation At: William H. Zimmer Site, Moscow, Ohio,
Cincinnati and vicinity,
Sargent & Lundy, Chicago, Illinois,
and Other Locations

Dates of Investigation: January 12-15, 26-30, February 9-13, 16-20,
23-27, March 5, 9-13, 17, 20, 23-27, April 14-17,
20-23, 30, May 18-22, 31, June 1-5, 8-12, 17-19,
29-31, July 1-2, 6-7, 12-16, August 10,
engmus 24-28, and October 5g,1981

T

Investigation Team Members:
P. A. Barrett Date
Reactor Inspector

, ,' ;% - f |C/HN/''
<

J.' B / Date

[ aves.McCartentigator
.

R. M. Burton Date
Investigator

E. C. Gilbert Date
Investigator

P. E. Baci Date
Investigator

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _. _ _ _ _
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THE CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO'iPANY-

AUDIT FINDING REPORT,

e acou sicuruwatt immu scivina. ice uarition co iMito Art a x :a *::t mit.

HJK Ouality Assurance 340-1 1/15/E1-

'

icrtum:t

10CFR50, Appendix B, XVI k
$'. He'$ry J. Kaiser QAP-16 I.,. ..

' '

QgMI-G-4, Revision 8
*

-
.

s

-

racia;

. - Essential henconfomance Reports are beinc c1csed by voiding when they
N. snosid be receiving dis' positions of accept-as-is, reoork or the nonconferr.ing

condition still exists.

4

9

.

ut.::ct: cou:::m e zd .

1) Henry J. Kaiser Inc. to review all void Essential Nonconformance Reports,
y Re-open And properly close those which were improperly voided. Where necessary,

expand description of the reason for voiding.
.

2) Revise OACMI G-4 and if necessaryf HJK reviewOAP-16 tc fully discuss the voidine ofNonconforr.ance Reports. Upon completion o adM *CGlE.0A will re-audit (.o,id N:.his-ped ietiin e.em1pene* tm +>ie z ie' 4 + c oe ** sed ier.7 m ,t'S't se naase e s etP

sy:y;.gg alph!t &&ig EL5'OullLt F0k CCAM;'Di 4'304 '

P. S. Gittines !2/lb[bl* '

(11 CCau;ilft A:71DN TAtta MO R!5J.71 Au!!YL: (2) CM E :T Vt M1:0h TAGhTC AY : FUAT>t3 h0'.;:P9.!AA*1 (3) Datt 'w.t> rg.;. CD=/.lu;i
v::.; a: ca:tvre

. .

*

* Progress Report including projected date for completion.of rev iew.

)
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JANU'RY I4 19ElA- TO: P. S. GITTINGS DATE:
i
FROM: W. W. SCWIERS

_ . . . .

QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT /SU'iVEILLANCE
REPORT NO. 3a0 , DATED 12/15-19/SO,1/5/81

Attache,d is a cc y of a OE Resort for your infor: ation
anc ac:1on.

A written statement or explanation in reoly, including
for each example of any stated deficiency: (1) the correc;ive
action taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective action te
be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) date when full
cc pliance will be achieved. The response to the Audit Finding
Re orts (AFR's) should be indicated on the ATR in the space
proviced and if necessary, continued on a sheet attached to the
AFR.

Your reply is recuested by February 16, 1981
,

,

i

-

W. W. SCHn'IERS

| LCL:ec
' cc: Henry J. Kaiser Co.
| Attn: E. V. Knox

.

I

1

1

1

1
i

. -; .. . , . _ , . - - - - - - - - - - .. . - . . . _ . . . . - - . . . . - - - . . . . - - . . - - - - - -

The Unio'n' t.ight; Heat and Power Company| THE CINClHNATI GAS & El.ECTRIC COMPANY .
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THI CINCINNATI GAS 6 ELECTRIC COMPANY.

WM. H. ZIMMER NUCLEAR POWER STATION
'

-

5:.FIELD AUDIT REPORT NO. sen.,

Audit Date 12/15-1c roi i n ie,Veddor Audited Hoc ~ 3 voie.- en

P.b. No. N/A Auditor W
'L. C. 'LUDWlVSubcontractor N'A

, Tunctions Audited
.

HJK file of voided Nonconformance Reports

Individuals Contacted
F. Oltz

4

Description of Audit
,

See Attached

,

Deficiencies, Observaticns, Suggestions

,ee AttachedS

|

,

l .

| Corrective Action
'See Audit Finding Report attached

,Date to be Completed

2116/81
*

Distribution
E. V. Knox

.

.

.

Form QAS-103

- - .. o
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Field Audit #340
Page fl

,

Description of Audit

This audit was conducted as a review of void NR's which were assembled
into a single file by HJK and which were listed in a letter of 13/12/80 from
P 5. Gittings of HJK to W. W. Schwiers of CG&E. p

,

~

Approximately 160 of these void reports Were reviewed for the- purpose cf
determining the reason for voiding. Approximately 85 reports starting with
the earliest and 75 working back from t5e latest (not from E-5000 or E-6000
series) were reviewed. There are approximately 500 voided NR's.

Suw.arv of Findines

(1) Approximately one thirc on the void reports were cases where the
description cf the nonconforming condition was re-written as another NR, or
was a duoli:ation of, an existing NP, These are instances whe*e only the NE
number is being voided; tne condition described will be followec throug*. tc
disposition elsewhere. There is no apparent problem with void reports of
this type.

(2) The next largest category is those reports which were voided because
the condition described was brought into conformance by a change in require-
ments. Examples are NR's E-2461 (1/23/80), E-2502 (2/13/80), E-2508 (2/12/80),
E-2378 (12/28/79), E-2431 (1/8/80), all of which were voided after DDC-M4806
was written on 2/18/80. Also E-2480 which details a drawing error, is voiced
on the basis of a note which acknowledges an error, but is voided without a
description of the corrective action taken with regard to that error. E-2474,
2476 and 2477 are voided when drawings (PSK's) are corrected.

These represent a NONCOMDLIANCE with QAF-16 of :*t HJK Quality Assurance
Manual, Paragraph 2.5 anc Figure 16-1. That paragraph specifies that " Establish-
ment of cause and corrective action procedures will constitute an integral part
on the nonconforming (sic) control system".

Additionally, these should not have been voided since they were valid
descriptions of actual nonconformances which were brought into confonnance by
some action (a disposition). ~

(3) A third large category is that of " inspection error" or " written
in error". It is unclear from the few words of explanation accompanying
the stamping just what the error was, how it was resolved and what will
be done to prevent repetition.

.
These represent an indeterminate condition and.more information must-

be provided to substantiate the voiding. Examples are E-5128 and E-5110.
The recently revised QACMI G-4, (Rev. 8) requires a "brief" description.
A complete description is necessary, regardless of length.

(4) E-2399 E-2428, E-2429 and others are voided with the note to the
effect that they will be re-inspected after redesign. Since they represent
component supports not in conformance with the current design and are installed
and capable of being used in operation, there is a NONCOMPLIANCE with Criterion
XV of 10CFR50, Appendix "B" which requires nonconforming items be controlled

1

-
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Field Audit #340 (Cont'd)
Page 92

to prevent use.

(5) There are numerous other reports which: *

,

-' were voided for reasons other than those allowed by QACMI
,

G-4, (E-2323 - E-2448). -

_

Ex'it Meetino:

An Exit meeting to discuss these findings was held on I/6/80. Present
at the meeting were:

P. S. Gittings - Kaiser Site OA Manager
R. P. Ehas - CG&E Ser.ior Quality Engineer
L. C. Ludwig - NES, Lead Auditor
E. V. Knex - hJr. Corpora *.e QA Manacer

Corrective Action

Henry J. Kaiser personnel will review the entire file of Void Reports and:

(1) Identify those which have been superceded.

(2) Re-open and properly disposition any which were improperly
voided.

(3) Expand upon the reason for voiding in those cases where the
reason is vague or incomplete.

(4) ReviseOACMI-G4and,ifnecessary,htF-16tofullydescribe
controls for voiding Nonconformance Reports.

(5) Report to CG&E QA Manager by February 16, 1981 on the
progress of the corrective action and giving a proposed
date for completion.

Upon completion of the Henry J. Kaiser Corrective Action CG&E will re-
audit the Void Nonconformance Reports and issue a supplement to this report
and additional Audit Finding Reports as necessary.

.

-

,

L . C. L UE'I G - 0 AUDITOR (NES),
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX OF KEI NR.

VOIDED BY MONTH AND YEAR

'

,- 1978 1979 1980 1981
.-

January 17 46 49 8

February 14 27 46 5

March 12 27 41 4

April 11 30 19

May 26 19 27
-,

June 19 19 13

July 16 38 22

August 27 52 9

September 47 29 19
.

October 46 18 20

November 31 73 25

December 21 62 7

.

9
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.
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4.1 Nonconformance Report Voiding

4.1.1 Allegation Air

*

a_n h r R C.- QP
On November 18, 1980, J. ;;.uiwu, -R:rident h.;pm LorTthe Marble Hill

Nuc-lear-Fcwer Station, was conta'eted by an individual who identified himself

as a former Quality Control (QC) Inspector at Zimmer. The individual stated

that Kaiser Quality Assurance (QA) M,anager Phillip Gittings had been improperly

voiding Nonconformance Reports (NRs) based on Gittings' reinspection of the

nonconforming items.

Between January 13 and July 4, 1981, thirty-one current and former Kaiser QC

Inspectors and Quality Assurance Engineers (QAEs) were interviewed by NRC

regarding the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system. Sixteen of those in-

dividuals alleged irregularities in the system. They specifically alleged:

.

a. The QA Manager was arbitrarily voiding NRs which were not written in

error.

b. The QA Manager was diverting NRs (not entering them into the Kaiser

nonconformance reporting system).

c. NRs were being voided and their items transferred to Surveillance Reports
.

(SRs).

d. NRs were being improperly dispositioned by the QA Manager and members

of the Kaiser Material Review Board (MRB) who frequently dispositioned

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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them as " Accept-As-Is" when " Repair" or " Rework" was appropriate per

Kaiser specifications and industry codes and standards.

??
u

e. NRs were voided with the justification "to be reinspected after redesign"

or " deficiencies would be rewritten' on separate NRs." The nonconforming

conditions were not reinspected after redesign, nor were they written on

separate NRs.
.

.

f. NRs were voided by the QA Manager at the request of the Construction

Department to avoid rework and schedule delays.

' g. During rev,isions of an NR, nonconforming items were arbitrarily removed

by the QA Manager.

4.1.2 General 6.ekground

.

4.1.2.1 Nonconformance Reporting System

The Kaiser nonconformance reporting system was established to provide control

of nonconforming material. Kaiser Quality Assurance-Construction Methods

Instruction (QACMI) G-4, Rev. 9, provides the following procedure: The QA

Department or Field Engineering may initiate an NR when members identify non-

conforming material, equipment, construction work, or a deviation from speci-

fied requirements. The Inspector o'r QA Engineer initiates the NR and then

contacts the Site Document Control (SDC) NR Controller, who makes a log entry

and assigns a KEI Control Number (CN). The NR is reviewed by the Inspector's

|
'

-2-
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supervisor or cognizant QA Engineer and is forwarded to the SDC NR Controller

who issues a NR Control Number.

:?4

NRs written on Essential Systems / Components will be given an "E" prefix and

Nonessential Systems will be given a "N" prefix number. The procedure states

the QA Manager can approve voiding of NRs' "in instances where an NR has been

initiated in error, due to interpretation or judgement of borderline conditions,

duplications, or where a nonconformi,ng condition has been corrected by the

Construction Department after a verbal or written communication 'from the QA

Department can be voided by the Site QA Manager." The procedure states that

in these cases the NR will be stamped " Void" with a brief statement indicating

justification for the voiding. A copy of the voided NR is required to be

retained in the SDC and a copy returned to the initiator.

,

QACHI G-4, Rev. 9, states that the KEI Construction Engineer or his designee

will disposi, tion NRs as " Accept-As-Is", " Rework", " Repair", or " Reject". The

Construction Engineer reviews and approves all dispositions, and " Accept-As-Is"

and " Repair" dispositions require review by the Material Review Board which

consists of the KEI Construction Engineer, CG&E QA Engineer, Kaiser QA Engineer,

CG&E sponsoring engineer, and the Sargent and Lundy Design Engineer (for essen-

tial material or equipment only). In the case of an ASME Section III Code non-

conformance, the Authorized Nuclear Inspector must be included on all " Accept-

As-Is" dispositions which will be closed after MRB review. NRs dispositioned
'

as " Rework" or " Repair" will be closed after the Inspector or QA Engineer signs
.

the NR verifying that the repair or rework was completed. Records of all open

and closed NRs are retained by the SDC NR Controller. .

3-

t
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During a routine NRC inspection conducted during December 2-3; 1980, the RIII

inspector observed that of twenty NRs written to document American Welding

Society (AWS)weldingdeficienciesonhangerwelds,$Iight had been voided with

the notation " based on re-inspection". Also, it was observed that NRs had

been voided by the issuance of Design Do'cument Controls (DDCs). The inspector

advised site personnel and CG&E management (during an exit interview on

December 16, 1980) that these practices were contrary to site procedures and.

NRC requirements.
,

; The inspection report containing these items of noncompliance was issued on

March 2, 1981 (I&E Inspection Report 50-358/80-25). The licensee replied

to these items by letter dated March 16, 1981, indicating that a Stop Work

Order had been issued prohibiting voiding of NRs, and this order had been

subsequently rescinded when improved procedural controls were in place.

The improved procedural controls consisted of limiting the authority to void

an NR to the, Kaiser QA Manager, and the marking of superseded NRs as " Super-

seded" rather the " Void".

The CG&E letter also indicated that Kaiser was performing a complete review

of voided NRs, in response to a CG&E Audit finding. The review was expected

to be completed by April 30, 1981, and full compliance with NRC requirements

was to be achieved by May 5, 1981. Between December 15-19, 1980, and on

i January 5,1981, Lon Ludwig, of Nuclear Energy Services, Inc. , audited the
.

Kaiser nonconformance reporting system.

.

-4-
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[InterviewofCG&EQualityAssuranceManager
; ..

.

On January 16, February 14, and March 22, 1981, WillYamSchwiers,CG&EQA

Manager, was interviewed by NRC. Schwiers stated that during an NRC exit

meeting held on January 6, 1980, Eugene ' Knox, Kaiser Corporate QA Manager,
'

and Phillip Gittings were informed that Kaiser was improperly voiding NRs.

i He then directed Kaiser to audit all the previously voided NRs and present -
the results of this audit to CG&E by, February 16, 1981. Schwiers stated he

also directed Gittings to cease improperly voiding NRs. He provided a copy,

of a memo to Gittings dated January 14, 1981, which requested Kaiser respond
' to Field Audit Report No. 340 concerning the, voiding of NRs. A copy of the

memo and Field Audit Report 340 is appended to this report as EXHIBIT ( ).

,

4.1.2.2 Interview of Lon Ludwig

On January 1,4, 1981, Lon Ludwig, Nuclear Energy Services, Inc. , Manager,

{ Quality Engineering, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that in December

and January 1980 he audited the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system

i after the NRC had identified that NRs were being improperly voided. Ludwig

j indicated his audit showed there were approximately 500 voided NRs and
i

between one third to one half of these were superceded and written on other

NRs. He said some NRs which identified numerous nonconforming conditions

were separated and reissued on individual NRs. One third of the NRs reviewed

were voided as " written in error" with no adequate explaination ;;iven to

justify this comment. Ludwig stated that he recommended Kaiser audit all

the voided NRs and provide a better explaination as to why each was voided.

-5-
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Ludwig stated that there are in excess of 500 voided NRs, covering all areas

of plant operation and construction, dating from 1974 to the present.

^4

4.1.2.3 Interviews of Phillip Cittings

On January 13, 1981, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser Quality Assurance Manager,

was interviewed by NRC. He stated that in October 19,80 he voided seven NRs -

that were written by QC inspectors who were in training. He said he rein-
,

spected the welds identified in the seven NRs and, in his opinion, the welds

met American Welding Society (AWS) Code requirements. He indicated that

during an NRC inspection in December 1980, the inspector took exception to

this. practice and found the licensee in noncompliance with NRC requirements

for improperly voiding NRs.

i

Cittings said that following the NRC inspection the welds identified on the

seven NRs we,re reinspected by Gladstone Laboratories, Inc. He said Gladstone

found that four of the seven NRs were voided properly as the noted welds con-

formed to the AWS Code. He said the three other NRs had minor decrepancies

which Gladstone personnel considered unacceptable per AWS Code requirements.

Gittings stated that approximately 500 NRs had been voided by Kaiser at

the Zimmer project. A number of these NRs were voided and then revised

and put on another NR, or were voided after it was found they duplicated

a previously reported nonconforming condition. He stated the only NRs he

voided for being " written in error" were those from October and November

1980 that were examined during the December 2-3, 1980, NRC inspection.

-6-
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Gittings stated during the past six months Kaiser has had problems with some

of its QC inspectors "over inspecting." He stated that contract inspectors

hired from Butler Services, Inc., frequently objected to Kaiser management's

implementation of the QA program and were critical of Kaiser inspection pro-

cedures and techniques. He indicated th'at Kaiser had terminated all contract

inspectors and offered some of them jobs in the Kaiser QA organization at Zimmer.

Gittings related that many of the in,spectors were critical of the Kaiser non-

conformance reporting system and of the Kaiser weld inspection criteria for

pipe support hangers and structural steel. He said there were differences of

opinion on various code interpretations, which he felt were common in any weld

inspection program.

On July 8, 1981, Phillip Gittings was re-interviewed by NRC following the

investigation of the dispositions of a selective group of twenty NRs.
,

Gittings stated that the voiding of NRs by clerks and by SD'C Supervisor

Floyd Oltz, was improper because neither Oltz nor members of his staff were

qualified to make engineering judgements concerning deficiencies identified

on NRs. Gittings said that he directed the NR procedure be changed so that

only he could void an NR after a December 1980 NRC inspection.

Gittings indicated that according to Kaiser procedures.any QC inspector has

the authority to initiate an NR and it should then be entered into the Kaiser

nonconformance reporting system. When questioned about his failure to issue

NR control numbers 4975-79 to reports written by Inspector James Ruiz on

February 23, 1981, Gittings said he directed Rex Baker, Inspection Supervisor,

-7-
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to void those NRs. He said that his action on these NRs was contrary to the

Kaiser procedure which only permitted an NR to be voided'if it was " written

in error". Gittings said those NRs were not erroneously written.

Gittings stated that he did void NRs at the request of Construction Department

personnel, but added that he made independent decisions when ,doing so and was

not compelled by construction personnel to void NRs. Gittings stated he did
.

not know why Christopher Dumford's NJ1 (Control No. 4309) was not in the Kaiser

nonconformance system and denied diverting this NR from the system.

When questioned about specific irregularities found during the present NRC

investigation, Gittings concurred that the practices of voiding NRs by stating

they "would be reinspected after redesign", voiding NRs and transferring the

nonconformances to " punch lists", and voiding NRs by placing nonconformances

on surveillance reports were not in accordance with Kaiser procedures.

.
*

Gittings stated that Kaiser's QC inspectors were identifying problems at

Zimmer, however, CG&E and, Kaiser did not have enough sufficiently quali-

fled, people %- to buiN'A e-plant and still inspect to industry codes andsar aj
i /

standards. He said this was evident when Richard Reiter identified a

significant traceability problem wh'en reviewing isometric drawings on small

bore pipe systems. Gittings said Reiter had initiated a surveillance report

correctly identifying the problem, and he (Gittings) had not adequately

answered the report. He'said this problem warranted reporting to the NRC;

however, Kaiser did not do so. He said that eventually Kaiser hired two

Quality Assurance Engineers to review the documentation attd they (and the

NRC) found that Reiter's analysis was correct.

8-
|
1
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4.1.2.4 Interview of Kathy Faubion

On February 13, 1981, Kathy Faubion, Kaiser NR Controller, was interviewed

by NRC. She stated Kaiser procedures permit an inspector to call for a NR

Control Number. She then issues the ind'ividual inspector a control number

(CN), makes an entry in the Kaiser Log of Nonconforming Material, describes

, the nonconforming item, and notes the initials of the inspector calling for .
~

the r. amber. She stated she has never " whited out" an entry for a control

number in the log. .

Faubion indicated that the QA Manager stamps all voided NRs with a red " void"

stamp. She then gets a copy of the voided NR and marks through the NR Control

Number entry in the log with red ink. Inspectors frequently call for control
'

numbers and do not subsequently send the NR. In these cases, Faubion makes

the same " void" entry in the NR Log.

! -

Prior to December 1980, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer Records, also had the

authority to void NRs. However, William Schwiers, CG&E QA Manager, directed

that this authority be vested solely in the Kaiser QA Manager. Since then

Oltz has not voided any NRs.'

4.1.4 Disposition of Nonconformance Report Control No. 5412

.

4.1.4.1 Background Information

i

b
! On December 29, 1980, Chris Dumford, Kaiser QC Inspector,' initiated Sur-

veillance Report No. (SR) 2886, to document that a suppression pool liner

.g.

l
. _ _ __ _ .__ _ _ __ ._ _- . - __ _ _
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plate was tensioned before a QC inspector arrived to verify the initial

tensioring. The corrective action to resolve this condition was for an

inspector to be present during the seven and thirty day tension checks, to

verify that the plate was being tensioned properly.

On February 3,1981, Dumford initiated a NR (assigned Control No. 5412)

which also reported that a suppression pool liner plate was being tensioned

in Ap# violation of an applied hold t,ag. The NR states " hold tag was applied

while a wall plate 1000 was in process of being tensioned." Once hold tag

was applied tensioning was continued until tensioning was completed."

4.1.4.2 Investigation

4

4.1.4.2.1 Interview of Walter C. Dumford

On February ,11, 1981, Walter C. Dumford, Kaiser Quality Control Inspector,
'

was interviewed by NRC. He stated that on February 3, 1981, he was inspecting'

suppression pool wall plates and noticed that a bolt on a plate was not per-

pendicular to the plate. He indicated construction personnel were preparing

to tension the plate in question and when he told them he was going to place

a hold tag on it, they responded, "try and stop us."
.

Dumford said he left the area to discuss the matter with his supervisor,

Dennis Donovan, who told him to initiate a NR for the nonconforming bolt

and to place a hold tag to preclude tensioning of the plate. He indicated

that he returned to the suppression pool, placed a hold tag on the plate, and

- 10 -
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construction personnel ceased tensioning the plate. However, as he left the'

area he heard the tensioning machine reactivate, indicating that the tensioning.

crew had ignored his hold tag.

1

Dumford stated he advised Donovan of the occurence and Donovin told him to
!
'

write a NR documenting continuation of tensioning after a hold tag had been

applied. Dumford called the NR Controller, was issued NR CN 5412, and docu-
.

mented the violation of the hold tag,. He said that a few days later he was,

called into the Kaiser QA Manager's office and was told by the QA Manager,
!

Phillip Gittings that the NR should not have been written since it was "a

software (procedural) problem and not a hardware problem." He said Gittings

then said "I'm going to void this NR because we do not need this kind of

j paperwork floating around because this is the kind of stuff that causes

investigations." Dumford stated that Rex Baker and Dennis Donovin, who were
i

also present at the meeting, disagreed with Gittings cor- *sion and advised

Gittings tha,t they felt it was.a valid NR.

Dumford indicated that Dennis Donovin called the NR clerk a few days later

and was told CN 5412 had been reassigned to another NR (the original report

had not been entered into the NR system). Dumford provided a copy of the

origional NR CN 5412 which is attached to this report as Exhibit ( ).

Dumford indicated this incident is an example of Kaiser QA management not

i supporting the QA program on site, and being influenced by construction con- ;

siderations. Dumford stated that, in his opinion the Kaiser QA Manager was
|

| influenced by construction, and QA was not independent at*Zimmer.
!
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On February 11, 1981, Dumford provided a written sworn statement attesting

to the preceding informat[ ion, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.4.2.2 Interview of Dennis Donovan

On February 13, 1981, Dennis Donovan, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
!

j by NRC. He stated that on February'3, 1981, Chris Dumford contacted him
.

regarding a Surveillance Report writ, ten against tensioning of bolts on a,

suppression pool plate without QA coverage. Donovan said he called Ken Shinkle,

the QA Engineer responsible for the suppression pool area, advised him of the

incident and Shinkle told him to write a NR. Donovan stated he wrote the NR

and instructed Dumford to go down and place a hold tag on the plate. Dumford
i

! subsequently returned to the trailer and told him that he had placed a hold

; tag on the plate, but craft personnel had ignored the tag and continued .

! tensioning the plate. Donovan indicated that he told Dumford to write a second

NR against t,he continuation of work after a hold tag had been applied (a pro-
|

| cedural violation).
:

Donovan stated he initialed the second report and called the NR clerk who

assigned it CN 5412. The NR was forwarded directly to Inspection Supervisor
'

Rex Baker for review.

Donovan said that on February 4,1981, he, Baker, and Dumford were called

into Phillip Gittings office and Baker gave the orginal copy of the NR to

Cittings. He said Gittings said "This report is going to be voided because

this is the kind of thing that starts investigations." Donovan said that

- 12 -
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Gittings commented that inspectors should not write NRs against software

problems, but only against hardware problems, and that ignoring a hold tag

was a procedural (software) violation.

Donovan said he and Dumford explained th'at construction had ignored the

hold tag, and Gittings replied "If I was in their position I would have done

the same thing." Donovan responded and said a hold tag is the strongest QA
.

control mechanism on site and if one,is ignored a NR should be written.

Donovan said he and Baker told Gittings they disagreed and the meeting ended.

.

A few days later Donovan said he called the NR controller concerning the

disposition of control No. 5412 and found that the number had been reissued

to another NR.

Donovan stated in his opinion this is an example of Kaiser QA management not

supporting t,he inspection program at Zimmer.

On February 13, 1981, Dennis Donovan provided a written sworn statement

attesting to the preceding information, a copy of which is attached as
|

| Exhibit ( ).
|

4.1.4.2.3 Interview of Kenneth Shinkle

1

j On February 18, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle, Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer,

was interviewed by NRC. He stated that on February 2, 1981, he received

a phone call from Dennis Donovan regarding a bent bolt on* a suppression

!

!

!

|
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pool liner plate. Shinkle stated he told Donovan this should be documented

on a NR and a hold tag should be placed on the plate in question, to prevent

tensioning. Shinkle stated he later learned a NR was written, and

Chris Dumford had affixed a hold tag to the plate which was ignored by con-

struction personnel, who tensioned the plate. Shinkle said he also learned

second NR was written by Dumford for violation of the hold tag, which hea

later initialed and forwarded to Rex Baker, Inspection Supervisor.
.

.

Shinkle stated he later learned Phillip Gittings, after discussions with

Dumford, Donovan, and Baker, did not enter the NR into the system. Shinkle

said the report had been assigned a control number and the inspectors super-

visor had concurred it was a valid NR, yet Gittings told him it was not going

to be processed, stating "The whole thing has been blown out of proportion."

Shinkle stated in his opinion Kaiser management does not support the QC

program at Z,immer, construction dominates activity at the site, and QA is

not independent of construction influence.

On February 18, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle provided a written sworn statement

attesting to the preceding information, a copy of which is attached as

Exhibit ( ).

4.1.4.2.4 Interv'iew of Rex Baker
.

On March 3,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed

by NRC. Ile stated that in early February 1981 he attended a meeting in

- 14 -
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Gittings office w!!h Dennis Donovan and Chris Dumford. He stated during

this meeting Dumford said construction had continued to tension a suppres-

sion pool liner plate after he had placed a hold tag on it. Baker stated

he agreed Dumford was correct in writing an NR for hold tag violation. He

said Gittings disagreed and stated in his opinion construction was right te

continue tensioning the plate after a hold tag had been affixed to it.

Baker stated he did not know the disposition of the NR, but the last time he
7

saw it, it was in Gittings' possession.

4.1.4.2.5 Record Reviews

On February 11, 1981, the Kaiser Log of Nonconforming Material reports was

reviewed; the log reflects Control No. 5412 NR No. 2996 Revision 1 was

written on February 2,1981, for welds having lack of penetration. This entry

does not reflect that Control No. 5412 had been assigned to the report by

inspector Dumford on February 3,1981, for violation of a hold tag. The equip-

ment name or process entry columns in the log and the specification entry showed

evidence that " white-out" ink was used to cover writing that had been made

previously in the log. A copy of the log page and actual NR issued is appended

to this report as Exhibit ( ), ( ).

4.1.5 Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-5108

,

4.1.5.1 Background Information

On May 19, 1980, NR No. E-5108 was issued identifying a four foot long pipe

piece installed per DDC M-1108 in a Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) for

- 15 -
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which no material traceability could be established. The NR also reports that

a weld located near this pipe piece was inside of a penetration, in violation

of licensee specifications. The NR was stamped void on June 20, 1980, by
'

Floyd Oltz, QA Engineer, who added a note indicating it was voided because

" acceptable documentation found which established material traceability for

the pipe piece". A copy on NR E-5108 is appended to this report as Exhibit ( ).

RIII personnel examined the four foo,t section of pipe between welds 82 and 82a

identified on NR 5108 and on isometric drawing PSK-RH-15. No heat or identifi-

cation number on the pipe piece in question was found. KE-1 weld data sheets

for welds RH-82 and RH-82a, joining the pipe piece to the RHR system were

reviewed. Both forms had notations identifying the heat number for the pipe

piece as Heat No. 232661, initialed and dated "RLR 6/19/80." The weld records

indicated weld dates of June 15, 1976, (weld RH-82a) and on October 14, 1976,

(weld RH-82) four years prior to the heat number being noted.
d

.

The RIII inspector reviewed the isometeric drawing and construction piping

inspection plan, along with other related documentation for the pipe and

welds. No reliable documentation to justify the questioned heat number to

the the weli data form could be located. This appeared to be an intentional

fraudulent entry.

4.1.5.2 Interview of Richard Reiter
,

On March 25,198, Richard L. Reiter, former Kaiser Document Reviewer, was

interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from November, 1978

- 16 -
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to November, 1980. He indicated his job had been to review isometric drawings

and insure that related documentation, such as weld data records, met ASME Code

Requirements, and the drawings were correct. During his reviews he found

discrepencies in drawings and associated documentation which did not match

conditions in the plant. Reiter stated 'that numbers for pipe sections and

weld data records did not match. He said he had been concerned about this

and on October 28, 1980, wrote Surveillance Report (SR) 2819 to Floyd Oltz, ,

his immediate supervisor, stating "when reviewing isometric drawings he is

making assumptions which he felt compromised his integrity". He also asked

for a written directive telli 7 him to make these assumptions, or for Kaiser

to reevaluate all small bore isometries to insure that there is adequate

documentation to insure traceability of the material. He stated that in the

SR he also questioned the disposition of NR's dealing with lack of material

traceability.

Reiter stated that Oltz responded to the SR by indicating that all the pro-

cedures were approved and were adequate to meet regulatory and ASME Code

requirements. Oltz wrote that Reiter was to continue using the approved
,

procedures and practices in effect. Reiter stated he disagreed with the

disposition of the SR and shortly thereafter terminated his employment with

Kaiser, because he felt he was being forced to compromise his integrity.
!

| A copy of the SR authored by Reiter on October 28, 1980 is attached to this

report as Eihibit ( ).
.

.

,
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4.1.5.2.2 Record Reviews

During the week of June 8-12, 1981, RIII personnel reviewed the following

records of the disposition of this NR.

NR E-5108, dated May 19, 1980

Kaiser Engineers, Weld Data Sheet No. 4826, dated January 21, 1976
,

Kaiser Engineers, Weld Data Sheet No 1852

Construction Piping Inspection Plan'for Residual Heat Removal

System, Inspection Plan No. RH-15 dated June 16, 1976
'

4.1.5.2 Finding and Conclusions

Based on record reviews and field observations, it was established that NR

5108 was improperly voided, as acceptable documentation'was not found to

justify voiding the report.

4.1.6 Disposition of Nonconformance Report Control No. 4309

|

| 4.1.6.1 Background Information

i

On Janurary 7, 1980, Inspector Michael McCoy obtained NR Control No. 4309

to identify deficient weld fitup on a one and three quarter cover plate to

' beam W32X260 located on the reactor pedistal support structure. McCoy ,

stated in the NR that parts to be fillet welded were not brought in as close

contact as practical as required, but were separated by more than 3/16 of

|

*
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an inch. A copy of NR Control No. 4309 is attached to this report as

Exhibit ( ).

4.1.6.2 Investigation
.

4.1.6.2.1 Interview of Michael McCoy

On February 11, 1981, Michael McCo'y, Kaiser Quality Centrol Inspector, was
'

interviewed by NRC. He stated that on January 7,1980, he obtained NR Control
,

No. 4309 for a report on welds on the reactor pedestal support structure which
I

did not meet code requirements. McCoy stated he initiated the NR, his super-

visors concurred in his findings, and he received a control number from the NR

controller. He said that after he wrote the NR it was returned to him without

disposition. McCoy stated that in addition to voiding this NR, NRs were fre-

quently inadequately dispositioned. He' attributed this to a QA Manager's lack

of support for either the Inspectors or the QC program at Zimmer.

On February 11, 1981, Michael McCoy provided a written statement attesting

to the preceding information, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit (12).

4.1.6.2.2 Record Review

!

On February 11, 1981, the Kaiser NR log was reviewed. It was found Control

No. 4309 was assigned to NR No. E2417 which identified deficiences in electrical

conduit bracing in the control room. A copy of this NR is attached to this

report as Exhibit ( ). During this review it was acted that there was evidence

- 19 -
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of white-out in the " specification" and " equipment name or process" section of

the NR log. A copy of the NR log page is appended to this report as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.6.3 Findings and Conclusions

It was determined that Inspector McCoy's NR was never entered into the Kaiser

nonconformance reporting system.d

-

4.1.7 Disposition of Nonconformance Reports CN 4955-9, CN 4930-1

4.1.7.1 Background Information

.

On July 9, and 22, 1980, NRs assigned Centrol Numbers 4955-59, 4930.and 4931

were written by inspectors Joseph Mills and G. McCann. The NRs identified

weld deficiences on pipe supports in diesel generator (DG) Room A. The seven

NRs had been assigned control numbers, but no NR number. The' copies of the

seven reports are appended to this report as Exhibit (15).

4.1.7.2 Investigation

4.1.7.2.1 Interview of Joseph Mills

:

On June 2,1981, Joseph Mills, Kaiser Quality Control-Inspector, was inter-
_

viewed by NRC. He stated that in July and August of 1980 he identified non-

conforming welds while inspecting pipe support hangers in DG Room A. He said

he identified these welds on NRs which were assigned control numbers 4955 to

- 20 -
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4959. He said his supervisor, Rex Baker, concurred the NRs were valid.

Mills stated that in August 1980 he was reassigned fram pipe support hanger

inspection to structural welding inspection, and a week after his reassignment

the five above NRs were returned to his desk without being processed. Mills
~

stated that two other NRs written by Inspector G. McCann were also returned-

to him.

-

Mills stated that in March 1981 he learned of an NRC investigation into the.

NR System and turned in the seven unproccessed NRs to the NRC Senior Resident

Inspector. The Senior Resident Inspector asked him to reexamine the welds

in DG Room A to see if the nonconforming welds he identified earlier were

still uncorrected. Mills stated his reinspection indicated that in each case

the condition that he had previously identified had been repaired, and the

welds were now acceptable. Mills stated apparently someone had used the

information on the NRs to correct the nonconforming conditions. He said,

however, this was not done via the Kaiser NR system since the original NRs

and all copies had been returned unprocessed.

On June 2,1981, Joseph Mills provided a written statement attesting to

the preceding information, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.7.2.2 Interview of Floyd Oltz

l
.

On June 19, 1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QAE, Records, was interviewed by NRC.
1

lie stated that he reviewed the Kaiser NR Log and found that NRs assigned
'

| Control Nos. 4955 to 4959 and 4930 and 4931 had been voided with the comment
1

i

| - 21 -
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"NR not issued." Oltz stated that in these instances Kaiser did.not retain
|, m,

a copy of the NR in the voided NR file, because ,repcrts which are voided as
t s <

%, . .
'

s"Not Issued" are returned to the inspector. \, i \,
\

\%4.
,

,

4.1.7.2.3 Interview of Lynn Anderson /!b s
1

\,

. - tj , t

'

, s

On June 9, 1981, Lynn Anderson was' interviewed by NRC. he stated that he
, .

is employed by Nuclear Energy Servic,es Inc. and is contracted ti work as
5. ..

a Quality Control Engineer for CG&E. Anderson stated currently he is con-
g, .i 4, 3

ducting an audit of the Kaiser none.caforu'steegreportlng[ system. Anderson
s .

said that on June 4, 1981, he checked the dispo'iition of NRs assigned
'n.

CN 4955 and 4959. Anderson stated he reviewed the NR log and found that
,

those CN had been assigned and the reports had b,een voided on September 30,
*,

1980. Anderson said he checked all of the Kafser and CG&E WR IILes and -

. , ,

'

could not locate these NRs. Anderson concluded that although a CN had been
^ %

issued, the , reports had never been entered.into the active or voided NR files. '

.

*i s
N i s

g

q . .

'4.1.7.2.4 Record Reviews and Field Observations
s ,i

t
, N

( On June 10, 1981, the Kaiser NR Jog was reviewed and it was found CN 4955'to
| .
'

4959 had been entered into the NR system; however, the entry had been lined

through with the come .st, 'V91D NR not issued" and dated 9/30/80." A review
,

of the NR log f'/ .e ri~ CN 4930-31 indicated that they had also been

j entered into the NR systew; however, the comment " VOID NR not issued and

dated September 30, 1980 was entered in the log book page for each entry.
,

; Copics of the pertinent NR Log Book pages are appended to'this report as
i ,

Exhibits ( ) and ( ).
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On June 2, 1981, NRC personnel inspected the areas in DG Room A identified

on NR CN 5955-59, 4930, and 4931. In two of the seven instances it appeared

that the welds had been reworked, but for the other five this could not be

determined. However, the nonconforming conditions identified on the NRs were
.

not evident on th,e welds inspected.,

\

4.1.7.3 Finding and Conclusions
, -

. .

e

Based on the preceding interviews, record reviews and field observations
needg

by NRC personnel it was determined that although these six NRs were voided, ',g r<d ,

*Y
and copies of the reports had apparently been returned to the inspector. -

4.1.8 Disposition of Nonconfo'rmance Report E-2466
(W

4.1.8.1 Background Information

.

On January 3,1980, Kaiser Quality Control Inspectors inspected large bore

pipe hangers in Diesel Generator (DG) Rocas A, B, and C. They inspected

welds on pipe support hangers, concrete embedment bolts, and the configuration

and location of pipe support hangers. The inspectors identified nonconforming

Kaiser and vendor welds on five hangers, and improperly embedded bolts. They

identified a total of I' 4 nonconforming pipe support hangers, and intiated2'

NR E-2466 to document this condition. On June 30, 1980, NR E-2466 was voided

with the comment, "each h' anger listed will be issued on a separate NR." A

I
- copy of the first five pages of this NR is attached to this report as Exhibit

( ). *

|
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During the week of February 9-11, 1981, NRC personnel reviewed the Kaiser

Log of Nonconforming Material to ascertain if the hangers identified on NR

No. E-2466 had been issu'ed on seperate NRs as stated. This review indicated

that of the 124 pipe support hangers in which nonconforming welds or embedment

bolts were identified only 25 had been redispositioned on other NRs. Of these

25, 8 had been reworked, 7 had been voided, and there is no disposition for

the remaining 10. As of February 12, 1981, 99 of the 124 hangers identified
.

on NR 2466 had not been reissued as , stated on June 3,1980.

4.1.8.2 Investigation

4.1.8.2.1 Interview of Rex Baker

On March 3,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed

by NRC. He stated he was aware that various NRs which identified nonconforming

conditions o,n pipe support hangers were voided with the stipulation that they

would be " reinspected after redesign." Baker stated he directed a 100% re-

inspection of all pipe support hangers be conducted as stated in the earlier

committment. However, QA Managers Phillip Gittings and Kenneth Bumgartner,

directed that pipe support hangers which had been previously inspected and

not redesigned, would not to be reinspected. Baker stated that to the best

of his knowledge the NRs which were voided on this basis were not redisposi-

tioned or reopened. Baker indicated that, in his opinion, this was not done

to avoid reworking the welds, but was an administrative oversight by the QA

manager.

.
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d4.1.8.2.2 Record Reviews

On February 12, 1981, NR E-2466 was reviwed by NRC personnel and it was

. noted that there was a comment on page two of the NR which states that an

asterisk identifies "what appears to be vendor supplied welds" on pipe

support hangers. In reviewing the thirty-one page NR it was found that

15 of 124 pipe hangers identified have an asterisk identifying them as
,

,

vendor supplied hangers. These 15 e,ntries on NR E-2466 were crossed out.

Examples of the ommission of these items from NR E-2466 are included in

Exhibit (14).

.

4.1.8.3 Findings and Conclusions

Based on interviews and record reviews it was concluded that NR E-2466 was

not properly voided in that the justification for the voiding was never fu ,,

implemented.,
' s

( '

'
4.1.9 Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2836

4.1.9.1 Background Information
.

On June 22,1980, NR E-2836 was written by Inspection Supervisor Rex Baker,

af ter an audit by Nuclear Energy Service indicated there was no final weld

radiograph for veld WS737 (service water system). There was a comment in

the " description of nonconformance" section of the NR which stated that the

only radiograph available was an "information shot of the* root layer" of the

- 25 -
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weld (now buried underground). The NR was dispositioned as " accept as is"

on October 24, 1980, because the KE1 (weld data form) reported that the final
,

weld had been radiographed and accepted by Kaiser personnel on April 5,1976.

This KEl-1 form indicated review and approval of the final radiograph by the

Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) on April 15, 1976. The " accept as is"

disposition of NR E-2836 was initially rejected by the Authorized Nuclear

Inspector (ANI) on November 7, 1980; however, he approved the disposition on
-

November 11, 1980, based on the entry in the weld data form showing that a

final review of the film was performed. The NR was voided on November 10,

1980, with a comment "see Revision 1 for new disposition." There is a,

another comment on the NR which says, " VOID stamp in error - Rev. I cancelled

when ANI accepted disposition on 11/11/80." A review of NR E-2836, Revision 1,
,

shows the same nonconforming item is identified with the disposition to " accept

as is," and the NR is signed by the appropriate members of the material review

board. The NR was closed on November 13, 1980. There is third typed copy of

E-2836, Revi,sion 1, date November 11, 1980, which has the comment " VOID written

in error - NR resolved on original issue." The Kaiser NR Log Reports that

NR E-2836, Rev. 1, was closed on November 11, 1980. Copies of NR E-2836 and

E-2836 Rev. I are attached to this report as Exhibit ( ) and ( ).

4.1.9.2 Investigation

4.1.9.2.1 Interview of Rex Baker
.

On June 4, 1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed

by NRC. He stated that on October 22, 1980, he initiated NR E-2836 after
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an audit found that there was no radiograph of completed weld WS737. Baker

stated he forwarded the NR to Arch Lanham, Kaiser Construction Department, who

dispositioned the NR as " accept as is" based on an entry on the KE1 form. The

form indicates a final radiograph of this weld was performed on April 5,1976,

was accepted by both a Kaiser welding engineer and the ANI on April 15, 1976.

Baker said the NR was returned to him, and he told Lanham the disposition of

" accept as is" was contrary to ASME code requirements, because there was no

final radiograph of the questioned weld. He told Lanham that to that rely on

an entry in a KE1 form was not sufficient evidence that the weld had been

radiographed.

.

Baker stated he is a Qualified Level III Radiographer and that he had previously

reviewed the Kaiser radiographic report and the accompanying film, dated

April 17, 1976. He indicated that he told Lanham the film was an "information

shot" of the root layer pass not a radiograph of the final weld pass. Baker

said Lanham indicated the disposition was correct because the radiograph
,

review block on the KE1 form is checked, and if QA did not have the film he

could care less. Baker stated he told Lanham that construction would have to

excavate the weld and radiograph it', to which Lanham replied, " Bob Marshall

would never let us dig it up." Baker stated Lanham dispositioned the NR as

" accept as is" yet he' knew there was no record radiograph for the final weld.

Baker also stated that on November 7, 1980, Lowell Eurton, the site ANI,

rejected the disposition on NR E2836 but later rescinded the. rejection and

agreed with the " accept as is" disposition based on the final review by
ch k

ANI entry on the KEl form. Baker said the NR was dispositioned as '.' acceptp

. - 27 -
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as is," and he refused to concur in the disposition because it was contrary

to ASME code requirements.

4.1.9.2.2. Interview of Lowell Burton

On June 5,1981, Lowell Burton, Authorized Nuclear Inspector (Hartford Steam

Boiler and Insurance Company), was interviewed by NRC. He stated that, after,

reviewing NR E2836, he was in error .in having accepted the disposition of this

NR on November 11, 1980.

Burton said he reviewed the record radiographs for weld WS737, and found there

was no radiograph of the final weld. He stated he has directed CG&E to reopen

the NR to reflect this nonconforming condition. Burton stated he based his

previous acceptance on a review of the KE1 Form and his personal notes, which
.

showed that on April 15, 1976 he reviewed the final weld radiograph and found

it to be acc.eptable. Burton stated that during 1976 he reviewed up to 100

radiographs per day and could have mistakenly entered in his notebook or on

the KE1 Form that be had reviewed the final weld radiograph for weld WS7370.

,
4.1.9.2.3 Record Review

|

RIII personnel reviewed NR E-2836 and associated documentation including the

Kaiser Report of Radiographic Examination and accompanying radiograph. It

appeared that NR E-2836 was improperly voided because there was no final

radiograph for weld WS737. The radiograph referenced as accepted by the ANI

on April 15, 1976, is actually a radiograph of a partiallt completed weld.

l
l
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The radiograph of the incomplete weld is dated March 31, 1976, and was re-

viewed by the ANI on April 15, 1976. Apparently, the radiograph of the rootpass

was mistaken to be a radiograph of the final weld. The proper disposition for

this NR would have been " rework" which would include excavation of the weld

and radiographic examination.

Between June 2-5, 1981, the following records were reviewed by the RIII
,

_

inspector.
.

.

Kaiser Engineers KE1 Forms for weld WS737, dated April 10, 1976.

Kaiser Engineers Radiographic Examination Report dated April 15, 1976 (and

accompanying radiographic film packet).

NRs E-2336 and E-2836, Revision 1.

.

4.1.9.3 Findings and Conclusions
,

Based on the preceeding interviews, record reviews, and examination of the

radiographic film for weld WS 737 it was determined that NR E-2836 was

improperly dispositioned as " accept as is" and closed on November 13, 1980.
~

ll%
4.1.10 Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-1777.

.

.

f

e
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4.1.10.1 Background Information

On April 3, 1979, Inspector Terry Dakin wrote NR E-1777, stating that weld A2

on isometeric drawing R1-195 on a pipe support hanger in the primary containment

area had been performed without QA documentation. Dakin performed a post weld

inspection and found the weld acceptable; however, no rod slip was found to

ensure that the proper filler metal had been used. The disposition of this -

NR was to " rework" and cut out the weld. This NR was voided on April 30, 1979,,

with the comment " rod slip located." A copy on NR E-1777 is appended to this

report as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.10.2 Investigation

4.1.10.2.1 Interview of Vincent Ferretti

On June 4, 1,981, Vicent Ferretti, Level III, Nuclear Energy Services, Inc.

Quality Assurance Engineer, (QAE) was interviewed by NEC. He stated he had

conducted an audit of the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system. As part of

this audit he had reviewed NR No. E1777, and the associated isometric drawings.

Frerretti stated that the drawing shows four hangers, with six field welds for

all of the hangers. The isometric drawing and attached weld rod issue slips

show, as stated in the NR, that there is no weld rod issue slip for weld No.

195A2. Frerretti stated the weld rod slips attached to the drawing should

identify what particular filler metal was used for each weld, but he was

C- ~'~unabic to ascertain what filler metal;Atqf was utilized. Frerretti stated

the decrepancy identified in the NR was correct, and he directed the NR be

- 30 -
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reopened and redispositioned. Frerretti stated that in his opinion this

'

NR was improperly voided.

4.1.10.2.2 Interview of Floyd Oltz

On June 4,1981 Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QAE, Records, was interviewed by NRC.;

He stated that he had reviewed NR E-1777, the weld data sheets, and weld
,

rod issue slips. He said that this. review indicated that NR had been

improperly voided. Oltz stated the disposition " rod slip located" was

improper, because the rod slip used to justify the voiding of NR does not

specifically identify the weld in which the weld rod was.used. Oltz con-

cluded that he found nothing in the records associated with this weld to

justify the voiding of this NR.

4.1.10.2.3 Record Reviews

.

On June 4,1981, RIII personnel reviewed the following records while resolving

this allegation:

Nonconformance Report E-1777

Isometric Drawing No. N4713 RI-195 for the Reactor Isolation System

Kaiser weld rod issue form Nos. 111515, 139801, 126964, 126963,

126960, 174535, and 174534
'

.

O

$
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4.1.10.3 Findings and Conclusions

From a review of NR E-1777, weld data records, and weld rod issue forms,

there is no justification for the voiding of this NR because there was no

rod issue slip in the weld data package 'for weld A2.
7 7,

'

'

l!n>~<J * I vc) h% ~

4.1.11 Disposition of Nonconformance Report CN-5122
.

.

4.1.11.1 Background Information
,

On October 16, 1980, Kaiser QC Inspector Mark Priebe, wrote NR Control No.

(CN) 5122 following the initiation of surveillance report (SR) 2800 which

reports that the flexible outer coating of conduit installed in the contain-

ment building is splitting for an unknown reason. This NR was not assigned a

FR number, yet it was voided on January 2,1981, with the comment in the void

stamp block ,"see attached surveillance report No. 2800." Surveillance report

2800 was the report used to issue the NR. A copy of NR CN 5122 is appended

to this report as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.11.2 Investigation

4.1.11.2.1 Interview of Steven Burke !

On June 11, 1981, Steven Burke, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC

following inspection of the areas identified on NR CN 5122. Burke stated

that the nonconforming items listed in the NR on October 16, 1980, " covering

- 32 -
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spliting and separating from electrical cables in the containment building"

were still apparent on the conduit he inspected. Burke indicated that he

concurred with Friebe's report that this problem was serious, and warranted

reporting via the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system. Burke concluded

that Priebe's NR was not written in error, as he identified the same problem

at the same locations identified by Priebe.

_

4.1.11.2.2. Record Reviews
,

Kaiser Quality Assurance Surveillance Report (SR) No. 2800, dated June 11,

1981, indicates that on October 9, 1980, it was observed that the outer

coating of flexible conduit used in the containment area was spliting for

some unknown reason. The corrective action statement in the report states

this deficiency could be serious enough to warrant formal reporting to the'

NRC. Also in the corrective action section of the report are comments that

$5[sCN5122,andCN5196arevoidedinlieuofthisER. The " corrective action

verified" section of the SR is stamped nonapplicable and dated October 14,

1980. An October 15, 1981 memo attached to the SR from Robert P. Ehas (CG&E) L,,-

to$he Kaiser QA Manager, dated October 15, 1980, reports that in Ehas'sj

opinion this matter does not warrant reporting to the NRC. A copy of SR

2800 and attachments is appended to this report as Exhibit ( ).
.

4.1.11.3 Findings and Conclusions
'

i

Based on interviews, record reviews, and field observations by licensee

inspectors,itwasdeterminedthat)kNLCN5122wasimproperlyvoided. It-

|
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appears that the SR used to initiate the NR was later used as justificationa

to void the NR. This NR was never introduced into the Kaiser nonconformance

reporting system. The Kaiser nonconformance reporting procedure was not

followed, and this report was misfiled in the " inspection report" file. It
~

appears that NR CN 2196 was dispositioned in the same manner.

[rg g g du ( $"L
4.1.12 Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2233

_

.

4.1.12.1 Background

On November 21, 1979, QC Inspector L. Wood initiated NR No. E-2233 documenting

nonconforming conditions for weld WS62GP in the service water system. The

weld lacked evidence of fitup inspection, welder qualification, and material

traceability; however, a final visual inspection of the weld was made and the

weld was accepted. On December 21, 1979, M. Feltner, QA Engineer, disposi-

tioned the NR and directed it to be " reworked" and cut out. On January 24,

1980, the NR was voided with the comment "KE1 form corrected", initialed by

Floyd Oltz. A copy of NR E-2233 is attached to this report as Exhibit ( ).

On February 13, 1981, NRC personnel reviewed NR No. E-2233 and related

documentation. This NR was voided af ter the weld data record (KE-1) form

was " corrected." The correction is actually a deletion of previous

stipulated hold points, and there is no documentation included to support
.

the engineering basis for deleting the hold points.
*

Floyd Oltz advised that he had deleted the hold points from the KE-1 Form;

however, no signature or date of deletion was noted on the form.

- 34 -
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The KE-1 Form, appended to this report as Exhibit ( ) was initially anotated

to reflect that weld procedure, weld qualifications, heat numbers, and fit up

would be verified by the QC inspector during in process inspection of this

weld. The form was anotated with a "NA" superimposed over an "x" mark pre-

viously made by a Welding Engineer.

While investigating the disposition of NR E-2233 the NRC inspector found
,

i

that KE-1 forms 2552, 2553, and 256Q did not provide material traceability

for the gamma plugs welded to piping installed in the service water system..

The KE1 Forms identify the mark numbers for the pipes, but not the heat

numbers for the gamma plugs welded to these pipes. The gamma plugs were
ostamped with a heat number, however, this heat number is not entered on

the KE-1 Form.

NR No. E2233, dated November 23, 1979, also for the closed cooling water

System, reports the same nonconforming condition on another weld (i.e lack

of weld traceability and. welder qualification). The disposition for this
L- -

report was " rework"+however, it was also voided by Floyd Oltz on December 19,
/

1979, with a comment " void rod slip found". This NRs disposition was

identical to of NR Report E-2233, when previously stipulated hold points were

deleted without engineering concurrence. A copy of NR E-2233 is attached to

this report as Exhibit ( ).
.

4.1.12.2 Investigation

.
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4.1.12.2.1 Record Reviews

During the course of this investigation the following records were reviewed

in tracking the dispositions of these NRs.

Nonconformance Report E-2237.

.

Nonconformance Report No. E-2233. .,

Weld Data Sheet (KE-1) No. 18391 and associated weld-rod

issue forms.

; Kaiser weld data sheets (KE-1) No. 2554, 2552 and 2560.

4.1.12.3 Findings and Conclusions
a

.

Based on the interviews and record reviews it was determined that NR Nos.

2237 and 2233 were improperly voided. NR E-2233 was improperly voided

because previously stipulated hold points were deleted by a document
i

reviewer without engineering justification.
WUwbl%,

,

4.1.14 Disposition of Nonconformance Report NRC-001
,

e %

1
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4.1.14.1 Background Information

On February 11, 1981, QC Inspector James Ruiz initiated a NR (given identifer

NRC-0001 for this report) identifying nonconforming welds on drywell steel in

the Primary Containment building. Ruiz ' described the nonconforming condition

as an electrode weave exceeding 3/4 inch. The NR in question was not assigned

a control number or a NR number. The report had a comment written in the
-

" disposition" section which states,,"sent back with no reply". This particular

NR was provided to the NRC by Inspector Ruiz. A copy of the NRC-0001 is

appended to this report as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.14.2 Investigation

4.1.14.2.1 Interview of James Ruiz

On February ,25, 1981 James Ruiz, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.

He stated that on February 11, 1981 he performed an inspection of a beam located

| in the primary containment building and noted a nonconforming condition on a

weld. Ruiz stated he wrote a NR on this condition and submitted it to his

supervisor, Dennis Donovan, who concurred and forwarded it to Rex Baker,

Inspection Supervisor, who also concurred.
|

| Ruiz stated that the next day Baker informed him the QA Manager ad returned

the report saying that inspectors were not to write a report against a pro-

cedural violation. The NR was then returned to him, without assignment of

a control number. Ruiz stated he took exception to Gittings' decision pro-

i
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hibiting inspectors from writing reports against procedural violations; he

said the welding procedures deliniated the welding specifications, parameters,

dimensions, and other inspection criteria for judging whether a weld is -

acceptable or unacceptable. Ruiz provided a sworn statement attesting to

the preceding information, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit (27).
'L T

*
4 d, ld L s A .4

RIII personnel visually examined the weld inspected by Ruiz, on drywell steel

/.
_

beam 81, located in the primary cont,ainment building. The weld displayed

j an electrode weave in excess of 3/4 inch. A photograph of the questioned

weld is appended to this report as Exhibit ( ). The weld is not necessarily

defective; however, it did exceed specifications as stated by Ruiz in the NR.

4.1.14.2.2 Interview of Phillip Norman

On June 3,1981 Phillip Norman, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by

NRC. He sta,ted that on this date he accompanied the NRC Inspector to the

Primary Containment Building during his inspection of drywell steel beam

No. 81. Norman stated he concurred that the electrode weave on a weld

j to beam No. 81 exceeded 3/4 inch.

.

4.1.14.2.3 Record Reviews

!

On June 30, 1981 the Kaiser NR log, and all Kaiser NRs initiated between

February 11, 1981 to February 20, 1981 were reviewed. The NR written by

Ruiz on February 11, 1981 was not found, and apparently was not entered into

(A/,
the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system. *
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4.1.14.3 Findings and Conclusions

The questioned weld on beam 81 in the Primary Containment drywell area was

visually inspected by NRC personnel and the deficiency identified by Ruiz

and reported in the NR was confirmed.

Based on interviews, record reviews, and field observations by NRC personnel,
_

it was determined that NR NRC-0001 was never entered into the Kaiser noncon-,

formance reporting system. The nonconforming condition identified in the NR

had not been corrected. gg,

4.1.15 Disposition of Nonconformance Report 1661 and 1662

4.1.15.1 Background Information

On February ,8,1979, Kaiser QC Insgector David Painter initiated NR's No. E-1661

and E-1662, which identified nonconforming welds on pipe support hangers in the

drywell pnrumatic system. Both of the NR's were dispositioned as " rework" on

May 2, 1979. On November 11, 1980, the NR's were voided by Floyd Oltz with a

comment that the nonconforming hangers will be reinspected after design analysis.

A copy of NR's No. E-1661 and E-1662 are appended to this report as Exhibits ( )

and ( ).

4.1.15.2 Investigation
,

i

( -

.
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4.1.15.2.1 Interview of David Painter

On January 14, 1981, and on June 4,1981, David Painter, Kaiser QC Inspector,

was interviewed by NRC. He stated that as a lead inspector he supervises

three other inspectors involved in the inspection of pipe support hangers

at Zimmer. Painter stated that inspectors wrote a group of NRs identifying

nonconforming conditions in pipe support hangers which have been disposi-
_

tiened as " VOID - will be reinspecte,d after design analysis." Painter

indicated that when this comment was made, a 100% reinspection was planned

for all pipe support hangers. This plan was rescinded, and hangers are now

being inspected according to a M-12 checklist which only checks for configura-

tion and location of the hanger after it is redesigned. Painter indicated

the QA Manager said that any hangers inspectors previously accepted prior to

design changes and which were not effected by the design changes were not to

be reinspected. Painter said this negated the earlier commitment used as

justificatio,n for voiding the NR'sp,and now inspectors were finding nonconform-

ing welds on hangers that had previously been inspected and accepted. Painter

stated Gittings was told about this, and he repeated that if a pipe support

hanger had been previously inspected and accepted he was not initiating a NR

for reinspection findings.

| 4.1.15.2.2 Record Reviews
!

,

The following records were reviewed during the resolution of this NR:

NR's No. E-1661, E-1662 *
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Kaiser Isometric Drawing for Line No. RYIB2BA34

Kaiser Isometric Drawing for Line No. IIN61AC34 (Drywell

Pneumatic System Reactor Containment)

4.1.15.3 Findings and Conclusions

.

Based on record reviews and interviqws of personnel it was determined that

NR's E-1661 and E-1662 were improperly voided resulting in loss of control

of previously identified nonconforming items.

h/LWSd %

4.1.16 the Disposition of Nonconformance Report 2996

4.1.16.1 Background Information

On February .2, 1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, initiated

NR E-2996, Rev. 1, which reported that full penetration welds on T-quenchers

Serial Nos. N001, N003, N007, N0011, and N0012, were found to have a lack

of penetration at the backing ring (ie: split backing ring). However, the

rest of the weld was acceptable. The nonconforming T-Quenchers are located

in the Suppression Pool Main Steam Relief System. The NR was dispositioned

on February 9, 1981 as " accept as is" by Arch Lanham, KEI Construction

Department. Lanham's justification for acceptance was that a split backing
,

ring does not affect the integrity of the weld.

.
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The licensee's architect-engineer, Sargent and Lundy (S&L), took exception

to this disposition and directed that the T-quencher welds be ultrasonically

examined. On February 24, 1981, all the T quenchers were ultrasonically

examined and found acceptable with the exception of Quencher No. 007. S&L

dispositioned the NR as acceptable, with the exception of No. 007, indicating

that additional data is required to resolve 007 because it was not ultrasoni-

cally tested as directed. The Kaiser' Material Review Board (MRB) agreed
,

with S&L's disposition and granted conditional approval of the disposition of

the NR in March of 1981.
.

NR E2996, Rev. 1, was dispositioned as closed on March 17, 1981. This NR

was closed without any evidence that the required additional examination of

T-quencher No. 007 had been completed. A copy of NR E-2996, Rev. 1 is attached

to this report as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.16.2 Inyestigation .

:
|

4.1.16.2.1 Interview of Rex Baker

|

| On June 3,1981, Rex Baker, Inspection, Supervisor, was interviewed by NRC.
!

He stated that he wrote NR E2996, Rev.1, on February 2,1981, and it was

improperly closed on March 17, 1981. Baker stated that T quencher No. 007

was not ultrasonically examined as directed by Sargent and Lundy. Baker

said the NR was improperly closed by a clerk in the Doument Control office

on March 17, 1981. Baker related that when he learned E-2996 Rev. I was

closed he initiated NR E-3172 which references E-2996 and* address the issue

that T quencher No. 007 was not adequately tested as directed in earlier NR.

- 42 -
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4.1.16.2.2 Interview of Floyd Oltz

On June 3,1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was interviewed

by NRC. He stated that NR E-2996, Rev. I was initiated by Baker on February 2,

1981, for nonconforming welds on in T-Quenchers. Oltz stated that S&L directed

the T quenchers be ultrasonically examined to establish their acceptability.

lie said that apparently T quencer No. 007 could not be ultrasonically examine,d

so S&L dispositioned the report as acceptable, with the exception of T-quencher

No. 007.

Oltz stated he gave the NR to Kathy Faubion, NR Controller, who read the initial

disposition of " accept as is" on the NR, and did not read the exceptions placed

in the rest of the disposition column by the architect-engineer. Oltz said she

mistakenly closed the NR because she assumed the condition was " accept as is"

when in fact S&L had only granted partial acceptance. Oltz concluded this NR

was improperly closed, due to a clerical error.

4.1.16.2.3 Interview of Kathy Faubion

On June 4,1981, Kathy Faubion, Kaiser NR Controller was interviewed by NRC.

She stated she closed NR E-2996, Rev. 1, on March 17, 1981, because the top

of the disposition block on the NR had the comment " accept as is." Faubion

said she closed the NR but did not read the additional comments in the
,

disposition column. Faubion stated that in May of 1981, Rex Baker told her

she had improperly closed this NR. She said Baker then initiated NR No.

E-3172, which documented the nonconforming condition for T-quencher No. 007.

- 43 -
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4.1.16.2.4 Record Review

.

RIII personnel reviewed documentation and radiographs associated with NR

No. 2996, Rev. 1. The deficiency, (ie: a split backing ring,) is permissible

under ASME Codes for Class C welds and the condition issue was not nonconforming.

However, in order to verify that the split was in the backing ring and not in,

the weld, an ultrasonic resting cut [ exam was performed to verify the location

of the split. Records indicated that on February 24, 1981, the questioned
,

T quenchers were ultrasonically examined (with the exception of Quencher

No. 007, which was not examined) and found to be acceptable. It appeared that

a further UT or other nondestructive examination should have been conducted

on Quencher No. 007; however, NR E-2997, Rev. 1, was mistakenly closed on

March 17, 1981 with no examination of Quencher No. 007.

During the course of this investigation the following records were reviewed

j to track the resolution of this NR: , -

| Nonconformance Report No. R-2996, Rev. 1

Nuclear Energy Services, Report of Ultrasonic Examination, dated

February 14, 1981

Sargent and Lundy, Engineers, memo dated March 5,1981
.

.

Nonconformance Report No. E-3172, dated May 11, 1981
!

! .

1
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Kaiser weld data sheets (RE-1 Form) for T-Quenchers 011, 003, 007, 009, 011,

and 012

4.1.16.3 Findings and Conclusions

Based on interviews, record reviews and review of radiographs by RIII

personnel, it was determined that this NR was improperly closed on
"

. -

A 3e.cfs 4/March 17, 1981. y y,

%d -tfa M S P- T Cl +-.lw- "O

~4,4.1.17 Disposition of Nonconformance Report CN 4389 **7 W"

ea) ea ',-
4.1.17.1 Background Information

On January 3, 1980, D. J. Luttmann, Kaiser QC Inspector, initiated a 33

page NR which was assigned Control No. 4389. This NR reported various

nonconforming conditions in electri. cal cable, trays and hangers in the

Auxillary Building. The NR was voided by Kyle Burgess on December 2, 1980,

because the "NR was initiated just prior to [the] inspector leaving the job.

A lot of the items listed were acceptable in this area. Some items needed

reinspection." This NR was recovered from the Site Document Control Vault

on June 4,1980, apparently having been misfiled with " Inspection Reports"

which identify noncoriforming material found during receipt inspections.

Although the NR was " voided", it was stamped " Inspection Report" in the

block reserved for assignment of the NR number. A copy of the first five

pages of NR N4389 is appended to this report as Exhibit ( ).i

.
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4.1.17.2 Investigation

4.1.17.2.1 Interview o b yle Burges

L- -J
m

On June 18, 1980, Kyle Burgess, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor,Jwas interviewed

by NRC. He stated that he voided the NR assigned Control No. 4389 on
n 5

December 2,1980. [ Burgess : stated that inspector D. J. Luttmann was an electrical
1 ___

inspector who had reported various nonconforming conditions in the electrical -

area. He indicated that he voided this NR because Luttmann had left the site

and some of the" items had been found to be acceptable; however, some were
7valid nonconforming conditions. Burgess could give no reason why the voided

& O
NR had been placed in the Inspection Report file.

4.1.17.2.2 Record Reviews

The followin,g records were reviewed.in tracking the resolution of this NR.

Kaiser Log of Nonconforming Material NR CN 4389 dated January 23, 1980.

Kaiser procedure QACMI G-4, Revision 7, dated April 7,1980.

4.1.17.3 Findings and Conclusions

RIII personnel reviewed NR CN 4389 and found no sufficient reason to justify
L/

it's voiding. -
__ 7_(Lw-AwNk "

t

4.1.18 Disposition of Nonconformance Report 219-1 *
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4.1.18.1 Background Information

On November 2, 1979, NR No. E-2191 was initiated by Richard L. Reiter,

to report that the consumable insert in a weld in the Closed Cooling Water

System was not traceable. Reiter said there was no heat number on the

'

weld rod slip for the consumable insert in weld K253 on drawing PSKWR9.

Reiter commented in the text of the NR that he confirmed this by looking at

the original copy of the weld rod is, sue slip. The intial disposition of this

report was " accept as is" with the reason being that all consumable inserts

are purchased as Class I (safety related) traceable materials. The NR was

closed on November 8, 1979, and was reopened after the Authorized Nuclear

Inspector (ANI) rejected this disposition on January 7,1980. On February 19,

1980, NR E-2191 was voided with the comment that it was redispositioned

on NR No. E-2191, Rev. 1. Nonconformance Report No. E-2191, Rev. I was voided

on February 22, 1980, by Floyd Oltz, with a comment that the weld rod issue

slip had bee,n found. There was no engineering or Material Review Board con-

currences on this disposition. A copy of NR E-2191 and E-2191, Rev. I is

attached to this report as Exhibit ( ).;

4.1.18.2 Investigation

4.1.18.2.1 Interview of Richard L. Reiter

On March 25, 1981, Richard L. Reiter, former Kaiser Document Reviewer, was

interviewed by NRC. He stated that on November 2, 1981, he initiated NR

No. E-2191 af ter he observed that Kaiser weld data form (KE1) No. 23037 for

weld WRK-523 did not have a heat number for the consumable insert utilized.

.
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Reiter stated that he checked the weld rod issue form, Kaiser warehouse

files, and identical copies of the weld rod issue forms, and found no record

of the heat number. Reiter stated if an entry was found on any of the weld

rod issue forms, they are false and were made after November 2,1979. Reiter

also stated he suspected that Arch Lanhm, Nonconformance Report expediter,

falsified records ia order to resolve NRs rather than have the Construction

Department repair or rework the nonconforming item. Reiter provided a written
_

statement attesting to the preceding information, a copy of which is attached

as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.18.2.2 Interview of Floyd Oltz
,

On February 25, 1981, Floyd Oltz, Records, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was

interviewed by NRC. He stated that NR E-2191 was written by Reiter when he

found no heat number for the consumable insert on weld No. WR-523. The NR

was disposit,ioned by Louis Boetger yith a disposition of " accept as is"

because all consumable inserts are purchased as Class I nuclear grade material.

Oltz stated that the ANI disapproved this disposition on January 7,1980.

This NR was voided on February 19, 1980, and was redispositioned on NR E'-2191,

Rev. 1. Oltz stated that he voided NR E-2191, Rev. 1 on February 22, 1980 with
'

a comment that a weld rod issue slip with a heat number for the consumable

insert was found. Oltz stated that Arch Lanham, NR Expediter, had found a rod

slip for the weld with a heat number for the consumable insert, so he he
,

voided the NR.

.
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4.1.18.2.3 Intervi2w of Arch Lanham

On March 25, 1981; Arch Lanham, Kaiser Senior Engineer, was interviewed by

NRC. He stated that he dispositions NRs for the construction department

at Zimmer. Lanham stated he frequently searches for lost documentation,

such as rod slips, when resolving NRs in which a lack of adequate documenta-

tion was cited as the nonconforming condition. He stated that in the case
-

of NR E-2191, the nonconforming condition was lack of a heat number for the

consumable insert-for weld WR-523. Lanham provided his copy of NR E-2191

with field notes he wrote when dispositioning the NR.

Lanham stated the original disposition of the NR was " accept as is"; however

sn December 17, 1979 he noted that Floyd Oltz had the original copy of the

NR and he noted on his copy "could there be more than one rod slip for insert?"

Lanham stated there is also a notation that on January 22, 1980 the NR was

still not ba,ck from the architect-engineer. After reviewing his notes Lanham

stated that it appears he reviewed the KE1 data form and original rod slip and

found that he had inspected weld No. WR-523 on October 17, 1977. He stated

j there was no heat number for the consumeable insert on the KE-1 form; however
|

he had reviewed weld rod issue form No. 97957 and found a heat number for.th,e

consumable insert.

.

Lanham indicated that the heat number for the consumeable insert was marked
!

'

in ink on the carbon form (gold copy of Form 97957) and was circled in red

with his initials. Lanham stated he recalls that he made this entry on the

gold copy of the form in October of 1977 while inspecting'the weld. He said-

|

I
'
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there was no heat number on t'he weld rod issue form, and' called the weld rod

shack to obtain a proper heat number for the consumable insert. Lanham said

he did not make the entry on the form during November 1979 through February

1980 while dispositioning this NR.

4.1.18.2.4 Record Reviews

.

On ?! arch 24, 1981, the Kaiser isomet,ric drawing for the closed cuoling wacer
i

system PSK-1WR-9 was reviewed for line No. IWR17AB 2-1/2, weld No. WR523.

The Kaiser KE-1 Form shows a notation that the heat number for the consumeable

insert is No. 6059491. Weld rod issue slip No. 97957 (gold copy) shows that

heat Number 6059491 is written in ink on an otherwise carbon form. Two other

copies of Kaiser weld issue slips No. 97959 (white copy and blue copy) were

reviewed. These forms do not.have timilar entries for the heat number. A

copy of the weld data sheet and accompanying weld issue forms are attached

to this repo,rt as Exhibit ( ), ( ),. .( ), ( ).

4.1.18.3 Findings and Conclusions

Based on the resul.ts of interviews and record reviews it was found that

NR E-2191, Rev. I was improperly dispositioned with no review by members of

'the Kaiser ?!aterials Review Board. 7

.

4.1.19 Disposition of Nonconfornance Reports 5467, 5477,5479

.
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4.1.19.1 Background Information

On February 23, 1981, Inspector James Ruiz initiated three NR's which were

assigned Control Nos. 5476, 5477, 5479, reporting nonconforming conditions

on drywell support steel in the Primary ' Containment Building. Ruiz stated

that welds Nos. 63, 58, and 3 were full penetration welds which require 100%

coverage by nondestructive examination either radiography, magnetic particle,,
or ultrasonic testing but no tests had been documented. He also found that

all three welds lacked documentation for the backing strips, filler metal,

welder qualifications, or welding procedure. The Kaiser NR Log shows that *

NR Nos. 5477 to 5479, were voided with the notation void, "NR not issued"

on February 27, 1981. Copies of these NR's were not retained in the Kaiser

SDC files. A copy of NR's CN 5476, 5477, and 5479 are attached to this report

as Exhibit ( ), ( ), ( ).

4.1.19.2 Investigation .

4.1.19.2.1 Interview of James Ruiz

On February 25, 1981, James Ruiz, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by

NRC. He stated that the Kaiser QA Hanager was arbitrarily voiding NR's and

he had no a. surance that reports he initiated would be entered into the Kaiser

nonconformance reporting system or that the conditions he identified would be

corrected. Ruiz provided NR's CN 54776, 5477, and 5479, and stated these had

been initiated by him on February 23, 1981. He indicated he did not think

they would be processed properly by the nonconformance reporting system. Ruiz
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provided a written stateuent attesting to the preceding information, a copy

of which is attached as Exhibit ( ).

4.1.19.2.2 Interview of Dennis Donovan

On June 10, 1981, Dennis Donovan, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.

He stated that he had reviewed nonconformance reports Nos. 5476, 5477, and 5479
e.tycd ~ U

and concurred with them. Donovan st,ated that Ruiz essored in his identification

of one deficency on these NR's, because a Design Document Change (DDC) had been

written by S&L which eliminated the NDE requirement for welds on these beams.

Donovan questioned S&L's waiver of this requirement and said it was contrary

to S&L Specification H2174 which requires 100% nondestructive examination

coverage on all Class I welds. Donovan stated he had reviewed the DDC in

question and found out that S&L waived the nondestructive examination for

" ease of construction." He said that, in his opinion, this was not an

adequate jus,tification for the noted disposition. Donovan advised that the

Kaiser construction department is repairing these and other cantilever beams

in the primary containment building.

4.1.19.2.3 Interview of Rex Baker

On June 10, 1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed

by URC. He stated that on February 23, 1981, inspector James Ruiz identified

nonconforming welds on some cantilever beams located in the primary containment

building. Baker stated Ruiz initiated and he concurred in NR Nos. 5476,

5477, and 5479. Baker stated Ruiz documented nonconforming conditions such as
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lack of nondestructive examination of full pentration welds, material traceabil'ty

and welder qualifications.

Baker stated that on February 27, 1981, he voided these'NR's with the comment

" Void, NR not issued." He stated he voided these NR's after a February 1981

meeting with Phillip Gittings in which he, (Gittings) Kenneth Shinkle, QAC,

and Robert Marshall, construction manager discussed the nonconforming conditions

identified by Ruiz. During the meet,ing Marshall stated that the welds on.these

cantilever beams were to be cut out by Kaiser so these nonconformance reports

should be voided. Baker stated that he voided these NR's on Gittings instruc-

tions and gave Gittings all four of the original copies of the NR's.

4.1.19.2.4 Interview of Kenneth Shinkle

On June 11, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle, Kaiser Mechanical Civil Structual,

Quality Engi,neer, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that on February 23

QC inspector James Ruiz, initiated NRs 5476, 5477, and 5479.

l
Shinkle stated he reviewed these NR's and found that inspector Ruiz hadI

l
'

erred in identification of one nonconforming condition. He stated that

a DDC had been issued by licensee's architect-engineer which waived NDE

requirements for the nonconforming beams identified by Ruiz.
I

1

| Shinkle stated .that he questioned the justification for this DDC because
|

the text of the DDC said "for case of construction," NDE is wiaved. Shinkle

, said that the welds identified in the NR's are Class I welds because they

1
:

!

I
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are welded to the containment liner plate and both S&L specifications and

ASt!E Code requirements require 100% NDE for any Class I welds.

Shinkle stated Ruiz erred in identifying; however, the remaining nonconforming

conditions, such as lack of material traceability, and welder qualifications

vece correct. Shinkle advised that the cantilever beams in question hold up

walkways, pipe support hangers, and heating and ventillation ducts in the
.

primary containment building.
.

Shinkle stated that in February 1981, he attended a meeting with Rex Baker,

Phillip Gittings, and Robert Marshall, reguarding Ruiz's.NR's. Shinkle

stated that Marshall wanted to repair the beams on a case-by-case basis, and

do a visual inspection of the welds.

Shinkle stated that the QA Manager, Phillip Gittings, agreed with this

approach and told him to work with the construction department to rework
.

-

the welds using KE 1 repair cards without processing the NR's Ruiz had

written.

Shinkle stated that to the best of his knowledge the nonconformances written

by Ruiz were never entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system.

Ile stated that this was especially significant in light of the fact that in

February 1981, there was an NRC investigation into irregnieries in the Kaiser

nonconformance reporting system. .

.
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Shinkle stated that after Gittings directed him to resolve the issues

identified, he conducted an inspection of cantilever beams located at

the 572' elevation of the primary containment building. Shinkle indicated

he found that there was no final QC inspection on any of the 27 beams and

four had no record c4 fitup inspection. Shinkle stated he identified the

same nonconforming conditions, lack of weld filler metal and backing strip

traceability, and lack of evidence of' welder qualification for these welds.
,

_

In addition, Shinkle stated he conducted a visual examination of the welds,

and in, many cases the welds did not appear to meet Code standards. ..

.

Shinkle stated he advised Robert Marshall of the above and Marshall stated

he did not want to repair the nonconforming conditions because modifica-

tions had been made to the beams in which side plates had been added, and

these plates would have to be removed to conduct inspections of the affected

welds. Shinkle advised that the construction department is now in the process

of removing ,the questioned beams. .

4.1.19.2.5 Record Reviews

On June 6, 1981, Regina Rudd, Kaiser NR Controller, was contacted and asked

to retrieve NRs, CN 5476, 5477, and 5479 from the Kaiser Site Document Control

Center. Rudd stated that she conducted a search of the open, closed,I and

voided nonconformance report files and could not locate the nonconformance

reports assigned these numbers. Rudd provided a copy of the NR log page which

reflects that on February 27,1981, NR's 5476, 5477, and 5479 were voided with

a comment "NR not issued." A copy of the NR log page is appended tc this report

as a Exhibit (42).
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n 4.1.19.3 Findings and Conclusions

'

NR's CN 5476, 5477 and 5479 were not entered into the Kaiser nonconformance
i

reporting system.

Alh f S : wc sub uantiated. A review "

of the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system was conducted. It was found th,ere

were wide-spread irregularities in the system. Kaiser procedures permit voiding

of a NR if the NR was " written in error, duplicated, or the nonconforming

conditions has been corrected . . . A y construction." It was found thatb "

between January 1, 1978 and March 31, 1981, 1,031 NRs were voided. Some were

voided by the QA Manager, some by the QA Engineer-Records, and some by a

clerk. A chronological breakdown of the number of voided NRs per month is

appended to this report as EXHIBIT ( ). The disposition of a selected group

of 20 voided NRs was audited and it was found that in 15 cases the NRs were

voided improperly by the QA Manager.or another individual. In ten cases the
,

justification used for voiding the NR was erroneous e.g. it was found the QA

Manager was voiding NRs which were not written in error. In some cases the

NR had been reviewed by a Construction Engineer and " rework" was ordered, yet

.
the NR was later " voided." It was found that some of this activity occurred

af ter an NRC inspection on December 2-3, 1980, in which the licensee and the

Kaiser QA Hanager were told that this activity was contrary to NRC requirements.

It was also established that following the NRC inspection the Kaiser QA Manager

had on three occasions diverted NRs (CN 4309, NRC 0001, CN 5412).
I

|
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This investigation also disclosed that an NR was improperly dispositioned

as " accept as is" when " rework" was appropriate. In one examined case

(NR E-2836) the " accept as is" disposition of a nonconforming condition

was contrarty to ASME Code requirements.,

The-eHerstion-that NRs which identified multiple nonconforming conditions M

were voided improperly with a comment that the NR was being " revised" or

that "each deficiency would be issued on a separate NR" or items would be
.

" reinspected",was_ substantiated. It was determined that nonconforming items

were not reissued on separate NRs, and were not reinspected as stated on the

NR at the time of voiding. It was also found that during " revision" some

nonconforming items were removed from NRs without justification.

The allegation that the Kaiser QA Manager'N}Es voided at the request of the

ConstructionDepartmentwascofrrect;however,hestatedthathemadean

independent decision when doing so.,,
,

This investigation established that nonconforming conditions which had been

identified by Quality Control Inspectors were improperly dispositioned. It
I
|

was also established that the licensee failed to take effective corrective

action following the December 1980 NRC inspection when the Kaiser QA Hanager

continued to void NRs, and also diverted NRs from the Kaiser nonconforming

system following the January 5,1981. NRC Inspection Examples of this are
.

NRs No. (CN 5412), No. (NRC-001) and No. (E-5471)
l
:
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5.1.2 Backaround Information

The Zimmer facility uses a General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR)
Mark II containment system design, which includes a pressure suppression
pool in the lower levels of the containment building. Based on actual
Mark I operating experiences related to safety relief valve actuations
and large-scale testing of the more recently designed Mark III containment

;
' design system, new suppression pool hydrodynamic loads associated with

i

postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) were identified that had not
been explicitly considered in the original design of the Mark II containment

i system. These newly identified loads result from the dynamic effects of
drywell air and steam being rapidly forced into the suppression pool during;

a postulated LOCA or safety relief valve actuation. When this possible pro-'

blem was first identified, General Electric and NRC and its consultants per-
formed an in-depth review of the General Electric Mark II containment system
design. Utilities owning facilities that would use the Mark II containment

i system also formed an owners' group to share calculations, evaluations, and!

acceptable modifications to the Mark II containments.
!

The NRC effort in reviewing the new dynamic loads was divided into two
4

a short-term evaluation program for the lead plants (Zimmer,
| programs: '

La Sa1.le, Shoreham), and a long-term program for final detailed evaluation
of the adequacy of modifications. The description of the NRC evaluation
is available in NUREG-0487, " Mark II Containment Lead Plant Program Load
Evaluation and Acceptance Criteria," published in November 1978.* This
document indicates that the lead plants, those first to use the Mark II
containment system, would be reviewed by NRC to determine the acceptability
of modifications made in their design to accommodate the identified loads.1

NUREG-0474, "A Technical Up-Date on Pressure Suppression Type Containments

|
in Use in U.S. Light Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants," issued in July
1978,* details the ongoing NRC monitoring of the modification and analysis

NUREG-0371, " Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A),",

program.! issued in November 1978,* identifies review of the Mark II pressure suppression'

containment as Generic Task A-8. NUREG-0510, " Identification of Unresolved
Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants, Report to Congress," issued
in January 1979,* identifies two generic tasks as being related to the analysis

! of suppression pool dynamic loads and safety relief valve loads / temperature
,

limits for BWR containments.

In the lead plant program load evaluation, NRC approved the design basis
used for modifications to the suppression pool system, including a device
known as a "T quencher" as part of the safety relief system, and additional
equipment, such as base and wall plates, to support these new installations.

;

1 NRC does not have regulatory jurisdiction over the construction costs of a
nuclear power plant.

*These documents are available for inspection at NRC public document rooms or'

for purchase from the NRC/GPO sales program, Washington, DC 20555.

!

: .
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5.1.3 Investigation

5.1.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated that
Kaiser had installed a large portion of the main steam relief (MSR) piping,

He recalledknowing that sections of it would later have to be removed.
that 2 years after its installation Kaiser removed large sections of the
piping at and below the 525-ft level of the reactor containment building
but left the pipe sections above that level in place.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information; however, he requested that the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.1.3.2 Interview of Individuals B and C
Individuals B and C, identified as having providedOn April 14 and 16,1981,

information regarding this allegation to representatives of GAP, were inter-
viewed by NRC. They both stated that they had no information concerning this
allegation.

5.1.3.3 Interview of H. C. Brinkman

During the period of February 9-13 and 23-27, 1981, discussions with
H. C. Brinkman, CG&E Principal Mechanical Engineer, indicated that experi-
mentation had revealed the need to redesign the relief system based on

Therefore, several utilities, includingnewly identified discharge loads.
CG&E, decided on a modification to replace the already installed " rams head"
safety relief valve (SRV) discharge devices with " quenchers."

In 1975, CG&E decided to start designing the quencher modification, knowing
that part of the piping to be installed would later have to be removed due
to the identification of new discharge loads. The basis for the decision
was that approximately 90 to 97% of the original quencher modification would
likely be acceptable and therefore only 3 to 10% would be subject to rework.
CG&E concluded that it would be less costly to proceed with installation
activities.rather than delay the construction schedule until the quencher 0.p.
modification design was complete.(To date, the modification im2 =11.uoE
isnotcomplete]
5.1.3.4 Record Review and Onsite Observations

The MSR modification has required (in part) the replacement of 10-in.
Schedule 40 pipe with other 10-in. Schedule 40 pin- of different geometric
configuration,10-in. extra-strong pipe, and 12-ir.. 'xtra-strong pipe
(thicker walled pipe).

During this investigation, the licensee provided cost figures for the modi-
fication to date, which exceeded the alleged amount. NRC made no attempt
to corroborate the licensee's claim that it was cheaper to proceed with an
installation known to require rework before installation actually took place.

.
-
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The RIII inspector reviewed all revisions to the KEI isometric drawing PSK-1MS,
Sheets 21 and 21A, that were pertinent to the quencher modification of the main
steam relief piping. The revisions identified the following changes: g

DateRev. No. Implemented Change

Rev. O Redrawn--original configuration replaced 9/8/76
Rev. 1 Hangers added 3/31/77
Rev. 2 Eight lugs added 1/10/78
Rev. 3 Hanger changed 5/5/78
Rev. 4 New spool pieces added, welds MS212 and MS195 4/3/79

voided per S&L
Rev. 5 Piping tee section added 6/18/79
Rev. 6 Weld MS160 and a 4-in. dimension added 10/1/79

Rev. 7 Field-marked (redline) updates added 1/9/80
Rev. 8 Welds K-461 and K-463 changed; weld K-592 8/27/80

changed to K-593 per NR-2499; hanger detail
section D-D added

Rev. 9 Weld K-592 changed to K-461; weld K-593 9/4/80
i changed to K-594

The RIII inspector reviewed the QC documentation for the following main
steam relief piping field welds: 160, 160A, 267A, 267B, 267C, 267D, 268B,
268C, 459, 460, and 461. The records showed that the welds had been
accomplished in accordance with the appropriate code (ASME Section III
1971, with Summer 1973 Addenda).

|

The RIII inspector interpreted the radiographs for the following main steam
relief piping field welds: 160A, 459, 460, 461, 462, and 594. There were,

j approximately five to seven radiographs for each of these welds. Varying
numbers of radiographs were necessary to cover the entire 360 degrees of each

i

pipe weld. The radiography was performed in accordance with the appropriate
code (ASME Section III 1971, with Summer 1973 Addenda). The RIII inspector
identified no unacceptable weld indications on the radiographs.

5.1.4 Findings and Conclusions ,

The quencher modification to the main steam relief system was being made with
CG&E personnel stated they made an economic decisionthe knowledge of NRC.

to install piping for the main steam relief system quencher modification with
j

the knowledge that approximately 3 to 10% would have to be removed due to con-
tinuing identification of changes in design loads. Because NRC does not have
regulatory jurisdiction over construction costs, no attempt was made to determine
the estimated labor cost for the portion of pipe that was installed and removed.
The safety importance of this allegation is limited to whether the main steami

l

relief piping is installed properly.

RIII has concluded that the modification is being properly installed and
tested, except for the improper voiding of one NR as discussed in Section
4.1 of this report.
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5.1.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.2 Improper Fittings

5.2.1 Allegation

"2000 pound fittings were installed in 1979 on residue head valves, although
5000 pound fittings are required."

An interview with the individual originating this allegation revealed that
the " residue head valves" or " residue heat valves" were not the components

of concern. The components involved in both allegations 5.2 and 5.4 were
the hydraulic actuators for the recirculation flow control valves.

Allegations 5.2 and 5.4 are both addressed in this section because the
investigation determined that both allegations were addressing the same <

component.

5.2.2 Background Information

Hydraulic actuators are used to open and close some plant valves. Actuators
on the reactor recirculation system are provided with drain lines in case
hydraulic seals in the actuator should leak. These drain lines are not
pressurized (open to atmospheric pressure) and only serve to contain possible
leaking hydraulic fluid.

5.2.3 Investigation

45.2.3.1 Interview of Individual A 9 ,a

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who wa previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed b NRC. Individual A stated that
Individual F had told him that 6000-lb pressure fittings were required on
the hydraulic lines in the residual heat removal system, but Individual F
was told by a supervisor to install 3000-lb fittings.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.2.3.2 Interview of Individual F

On March 20, 1981, Individual F was interviewed by telephone. Individual F
stated that he had heard about a valve that h-d been broken, but he did

not have any firsthand knowledge of the incident. Individual F said he
knew of cases in which " half-life" (3000-lb in place of 6000-lb) fittings
were used. Two specific cases recalled by Individual F will be followed
up in a subsequent inspection (50-358/81-13- ).

Individual F repeatedly stated that it had been three years since he had
been at Zimmer and that he could not remember further specifics.

'
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5.2.3.3 Interview of Individual B

On February 10, 1981, Individual B, who had been previously interviewed
by representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated
that 3000-lb fittings were installed on two recirculation flow control
valves when 6000-lb fittings were required. He identified the fittings as
being socket welded to two small hydraulic lines on the valves in question.
Individual B stated that, to the best of his knowledge, this deficiency had
not been corrected.

Individual B stated that in 1979 it was reported to him that a pipefitter
bumped into the valve and a small hydraulic fitting on the valve fell off.
He said the fitting was later identified as a nonconforming item by Kaiser,
and a design document change (DDC) was issued directing the fitting be
repaired. He stated the valve in question was manufactured by General
Electric, and General Electric later repaired the broken fitting on the
valve.

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.2.3.4 Interview of T. F. Van Natta

( On June 25, 1981, T. F. Van Natta, Site Control and Instrument Engineer for
General Electric, was interviewed by telephone. Van Natta stated that the'

adaptor connecting the drain line to the hydraulic actuator body on a
recirculation flow control valve had been broken off. He said that he did
not know whether or not a pipefitter had broken the adaptor.

Van Natta indicated that the originally installed adaptor was adequate for the
designed service, but it was susceptible to mechanical damage from adjacent
construction activities that were being performed. Therefore, the decision
was made to replace the original adaptor design with the stronger flange design
defined in General Electric Field Deviation Disposition Request No. KN-1-299,
dated December 18, 1978.

Van Natta said that the actuator and three of the four hydraulic lines connect-
ing to the actuator had a design test pressure of 3000 psig. He said the fourth
line, which was addressed in Field Deviation Dispositi'on Request (FDDR) No.'

I KN-1-299, was the drain line to the hydraulic system, which has a design test
pressure of 200 psig and normal operating pressure of 0 psig since the drain

| line is open to the atmosphere at the drain tank.
I Van Natta stated that the actuator drain ports and lines were separated frora
| the relatively high-pressure (3000 psig) side of the actuator by tw,p seals

(a main seal and a backup seal), each of which have a design pressure of 3000
psig.

5.2.3.5 Interview of T. E. Bloom

On June 30, 1981, T. E. Bloom, a General Electric employee, was interviewed
i by NRC. Bloom stated that the nipple (adaptor) on the hydraulic actuator to

the recirculation flow control valve for recirculation Loop A had been broken.
|
|
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5.2.3.6 Record Review

1. The RIII inspector reviewed General Electric FDDR No. KN-1-299 (designated
as nonconformance request) dated December 18, 1978, which addressed the
recirculation system flow control valve actuator. The FDDR indicated that
the following had occurred:

"The threaded adaptor which connects the drain port on the actuatar bodp
was broken off during installation of the 1/2" NPT [ National Pipe Thread]
hydraulic piping. This adaptor is not suitable for this application where
the connection is susceptible to damage and does not provide take down
capability."

The final disposition of the FDDR was as follows:

" Replace the defective adaptor with short tube th'readed to the actuator
and socket weld to a special flange attached to the actuator mount ledge.
A mating flange with a Viton "O" ring joint is also provided similar to
the other actuation piping connections."

The FDDR indicated that the flange modification was complete on July 13,
1979. The FDDR did not identify the specific actuator (Loop A or Loop B)
that had the defective adaptor.

2. The hydraulic actuators for the two recirculation flow control valves
and their respective piping, components, locations, and classifications
were identified on the following drawings (Table 5.2-1):

Table 5.2-1. Hydraulic Actuator Data

| Sargent & Lundy
Piping and Instrumen- Kaiser Engineers

Components tation Drawings Isometric Drawings

Recirculation Loop A

1. Actuator No. IB33F060A-- M-47 Sheet 1 of 2
Rucker drawing #81999-F-402 Revision T
Revision M; Rucker Control
S/N SP19025

2. Piping (lines), components M-47 Sheet 1 of 2
|

(fittings), welds, class- Revision T
'

ifications, and locations

a. Line #1RR39AD 3/4" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-243 and
(and low point drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-245,

l 1RR41AD*)

* Low point drain lines are installed in the lowest points of each hydraulic

|k)[A
line to provide system maintenance. Low point drain lines are not the same as

$w .
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the hydraulic system drain lines (IRR39AC and 1RR40AC), which are functional
parts of the hydraulic system.

Table 5.2-1. Hydraulic Actuator Data (continued)

Sargent & Lundy
Piping and Instrumen- Kaiser Engineers

Components tation Drawings Isometric Drawings

b.**Line #1RR39AC 1/2" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-241,
hydraulic system drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-244 and
line (and low point drain M-464-3-RR-247 '

line 3RR41AC*)

c. Line #1RR39AB 1/2" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-242 and
(and low point drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-246
line 3RR41AB*)

d. Line #1RR39AA 3/4" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-239 and
(and low point drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-240
line IRR41AA*)

Recirculation Loop B

1. Actuator No. IB33F060B M-47 Sheet 2 of 2
;

: Rucker Control S/N 19028 Revision P

**The disposition to FDDR No. KN-1-299 was applied to both drain lines

9[r
,

#1RR39AC and #1RR40AC.
> .

I ) ,g 2. Piping (lines), components M-47 Sheet 2 of 2'

A

g,$
(fittings), welds, class- Revision P
ifications, and locationsy

! (* a. Line #1RR40AD 3/4" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-263 and
(and low point drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-259
line IRR43AD*)

b.**Line #1RR40AC 1/2" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-262 and'

hydraulic system drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-257
line (and low point drain

line IRR43AC*)

c. Line #1RR40AB 1/2" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-261 and
(and low point drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-258
line IRR43AB*)

| d. Line #1RR40AA 3/4" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-260 and

| (and low point drain line Revision P M-464-4-RR-256
' 1RR43AA*)

'
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The drawings indicated that the actuators and the portions of the
respective piping located inside the drywell were classified as
ASME Section III Class B. The portions of the respective piping
located outside the drywell and past the the isolation valves were
classified as ASME Section III Class D (nonsafety related).

"~~~~
3. The RIII inspector reviewed a]( S&L design document change that

specified a change in design pressure for three hyaraulic lines
from 6000 psig to 3000 psig and for the drain line from 3000 psig
to 150 psig for the actuators for the two flow control valves.
The Kaiser isometric drawings reflected the design pressure changes
specified in the DDC. [ Note: Revision 5 to drawing M-464-4RR-257
reflects an example of the specified change.

4. The RIII inspector reviewed the S&L Mechanical Department Piping
Line List dated May 29, 1981, which specified the following con-
ditions for the hydraulic lines (Table 5.2-2):

Table 5.2-2 Hydraulic Line Conditions

Maximum Designed Field

Operating Operating Test
Pressure Pressure Pressure

Line No. (psig) (psig) (psig)

1RR39AA 2200 3000 3000
1RR39AB 2200 3000 3000
1RR39AC* 100 150 200

1RR39AD 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AC* 100 150 200
1RR40AD 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AA 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AB 2200 3000 3000

*These were the drain lines affected by FDDR No. KN-1-299.

The RIII inspector reviewed the material-takeoff record listed on
each of the respective Kaiser isometric drawings indicating that
all the material and components (piping, fittings, and valves) met
or exceeded the design conditions identified on the S&L Mechanical
Department Piping Line List.

The RIII inspector reviewed the KEI-I weld data records listed on
each of the respective Kaiser isometric drawings. The records
indicated that welds had been made in accordance with the ASME
Code Section III-1971 Edition, with the following exceptions:

a. Line #1RR39AA (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-239, Revision 3)--
! Records do not reflect dates when welds were

made for any of the welds.'

- 63 -
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,

Line #1RR39AA (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-240, Revision 7)--
Recorded dates for welds A-1, A-2, A-3, C-2

,

and C-5 indicate the welds were dye penetrant
tested (PT) before they were made.

b. Line #1RR39AC (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-244, Revision 4)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds were:

made for any of the welds.

Line #1RR39AC (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-241, Revision 4)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds C-6,
C-7, C-8, C-9, C-10, and C-11 were made.

, c. Line #1RR39AD (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-243, Revision 4)--
' Records do not reflect dates for any of the

welds.

Line #1RR39AD (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-245, Revision 5)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds C-5
(rework), C-6, C-7, C-8, and C-9 were made.

d. Line #1RR40AB (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-257, Revision 8)--
' Record reflects QC verification of weld A-1

with written signoff instead of required QC
stamp; weld test (PT) records not available
for welds A-2, A-3, and B-2.

e. Line #1RR40AC (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-262, Revision 7)--
Weld data records written to replace lost
weld records for welds E-2 and E-4, without
justification to assure in process inspections
were periormed.

f. Line #1RR40AD (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-259, Revision 6)--
! Records do not reflect dates when welds B-2,

B-5, and B-6 were made; weld test (PT) record'

I was not available for weld B-2.

Line #1RR40AD (Drawing No M-464-4-RR-263, Revision 7)--
Weld test record was not available for welds
A-1 and A-7.

The final quality assurance engineer's review of the preceding KEI-1
weld data records had not been performed as of June 29, 1981.
Therefore, the listed exceptions are unresolved pending the final
QA engineer's review and completion of appropriate dispositions -

! (50-358/81-13- ).

5. The RIII inspector reviewed Kaiser Engineers, Inc. , Quality Assurance
Construction Methods Instruction (QACMI) No. M-10, Revision 6 (dated|

November 16, 1978), and Revision 7 (dated September 13, 1979). Both
| revisions of QACMI M-10, entitled " Pressure Testing of Piping Systems,"

complied with ASME Code Section III, 1971 Edition, Article NB-6000.

-
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The RIII inspector reviewed the following hydrostatic test reports
for the respective hydraulic lines (Table 5.2-3):

Table 5.2-3 Hydrostatic Test Results

Test Pressure (psig)

Actual
Design Max. Actual 10-Min.

Line No. Max. Allow. Initial Holding Report No.

1RR39AA 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-28
i 3/2/79

,
Retest 9/27/79

1RR39AB 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-27
3/1/79
Retest 9/27/79

1RR39AC
(Drawings 200 225 215 150 RR-53
241, 244) 9/27/79,

(Drawing 200 215 210 160 RR-26
247) ,2/26/79

1RR39AD 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-25
3/5/79
Retest 9/27/79,

1RR40AA 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-32
3/6/79
Retest 10/4/79

1RR40AB 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-31
| 3/14/79

Retest 10/4/79

1RR40AC 200 215 210 l io RR-30
3/2/79
Retest 10/4/71

1RR40AD 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-29
3/5/79
Retest 10/4/79

|

|

The preceding hydrostatic pressure tests were performed by using the system
power unit to pressurize the lines through the actuators, as described in,

| General Electric File No. VPF 3300-111-1 (Rucker Control Technical Manual
| No. TM 81999, paragraphs 5.7.3.1 through 5.7.3.9). Therefore, the actuators
| as well as the lines (pipes, fittings, valves, etc.) were subjected to the

|

|

'
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The hydrostatic test reports indicated that the tests hadtest pressures.
been performed in accordance with QACMI No. M-10, Revision 6 and Revision 7,
according to the effective dates.

5.2.3.7 Field Observations

On June 29 and 30, 1981, the RIII inspector visually inspected both of the
hydraulic actuators and all of the attached lines (from the actuators to
the penetrations leading out of the drywell). The inspector identified no
unacceptable weld indications in any of the welds connecting the actuator,

The inspector noted that all of the welds were socketflange, or piping.
The general piping installation, routing, material identification,welds. Theand welds were as specified on the respective isometric drawings.

hydraulic system drain lines connected to the actuators for both of the
recirculation flow control valves were installed in accordance with FDDR
No. KN-1-299 dated December 18, 1978.

5.2.4 Findings and Conclusions

The investigation revealed that the design pressure rating of three hydraulic
lines connected to the recirculation flow control valve actuators had been'

| changed from 6000 psig to 3000 psig, and the design pressure rating of the
~

drain line had been changed from 3000 to 150 psig. These design changes are'

considered acceptable by NRC and the licensee.

An adaptor to a drain line on a hydraulic actuator to a recirculation flow
| control valve (not the valve itself) was broken, and a site control document
| was written that identified this condition. The cause of the broken adaptor

was not documented and could not be determined. The item was modified to
be less prone to damage.

The material used in the connections to the actuator was as specified on the
installation drawings. The hydraulic systems were satisfactorily pressure
tested.

The concern identified by the allegation, though not known previously by
the NRC, had been adequately addressed by the licensee.

5.2.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.3 Clogged Drains

5.3.1 Allegation
,

"A radioactive waste drain is clogged with concrete which carelessl'y was
poured into the drain."

5.3.2 Background Information

1 Plant procedures require drains to be flushed with water prior to plant1

operation to confirm that the drains are clear of all restricting debris.

| -
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i
I

IThe radwaste floor drains will not handle any radioactive liquid until such
material is generated following the start of plant operations. ,

!

The terms "radwaste drains" and " radioactive waste drains," as used by j

interviewed individuals, are synonymous terms' for these floor drains, which
'

normally drain small amounts of radioactive water that can leak from such
sources as valve packings. The drains are designed to carry potentially
radioactively contaminated water to the waste treatment facility.

5.3.3 Investigation

1

5.3.3.1 Interview of Indivicaal A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated
that, while concrete finishing work was under way in the radioactive
waste disposal area, he suggested to Kaiser construction personnel that a
pipefitter be assigned to the concrete finishing crew to assure concrete
did not enter and clog the floor drains. However, they disagreed with
this suggestion and, instead, directed the floor drains be covered with
duct tape to prevent concrete from entering and clogging the drains.
Individual A stated that concrete did enter the lines and clog the radio-
active waste drains.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information; however, he requested that the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.3.3.2 Interview of Individual B

Individual B stated that he worked as a pipefitter during 1976-1977, and
I worked with the drain flushing crew for the radwaste system. Individual B

stated that during this period he observed floor drains in the system that
i

were clogged with concrete, which he and others unsuccessfully tried to
| remove.
I
l 5.3.3.3 Interview of Test Coordinator and Startup Engineer

Telephone interviews were conducted by the Senior Resident Inspector on
Februa ry 12, 1981 with the Test Coordinator, who was responsible for the
radwaste building drain flushing activities, and on February 13, 1981 with

Boththe Startup Engineer, who was responsible for drain system flushes.
individuals indicated that some drains were found to be plugged with
unspecified debris. In all of those cases, the drains were cleared and
flow was verified.

5.3.3.4 Record Review and Onsite Observation

The Senior Resident Inspector reviewed CG&E Flushing Procedure No. DR,
Rev. O, for the drain system, approved on September 23, 1977. The purpose
of this procedure was stated as follows: "This document details the pro-
cedure for cleaning the liquid radwaste floor drain and equipment drain

The floor drain andpiping to the various plant sumps and drain tanks.

' - 67<-
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:

i

equipment drain piping shall be flushed until they flow freely and all
,

! large particulate matter is removed."

Appendices to the Flushing Procedure indicated that 152 of a total of 169
of the potential radioactive waste drains related to the radwaste building
floor drain tank, the floor drain sludge tank, the radwaste floor drain
sump, the floor drain collector tank, and the chemical waste tank had been
flushed and verified in accordance with the procedure. The appendices indi-
cated that the verifications had been made in 1979. The licensee stated,

that the flushing activities were continuing.

The Senior Resident Inspector made visual inspections of all of the
accessible radwaste drain ports identified on Sargent & Lundy drawings A-533 ,

| Rev. F, A-534 Rev. F, and A-515 Rev. N. These drawings identified the drains,

in the radwaste building (elevations 496 ft, 527 ft, 513 ft, and 511 ft) and
j in the auxiliary building (elevations 567 ft 5 in., and 547 ft). None of
| the observed drain ports were visibly plugged. The following floor drainsi

I were covered with tape at the time of the inspection and were therefore not
inspected:

I
! 1. Radwaste Building--elevation 527 ft

a. Drain Y-20
b. Drain Y-17

|

| 2. Auxiliary Building--elevation 567 ft
!

a. . Drain L-26
b. Drain G-26 (elevation 562 f t 51/4 in.)
c. . Drain G-22
d. Drain G-20

Drain G/H-20 (elevation 562 ft 6 3/4 in.)e.
f. Drain H-22 (elevation 562 ft 7 5/8 in.) /r
g. Drain H/J-24 +#
h. Drain G/H-22 ).J p /

c
5.3.4 Findings and Conclusions

K*

Neither the flushing records, ^ px: 1 L.rci x;, nor the Resident

Inspector's observations confirmed or denied that drains had been clogged
with concrete. NRC interviews with site personnel indicated that some

|
drains had been clogged with unspecified debris. However, the investigation
confirmed that 152 out of a total of 169 of the potential radioactive waste
drains were cleared of all restricting debris. The 17 drains that remain to

,

'

. be flushed are identified in the same controlled flushing procedure as thel

i 152 that have already been flushed. RIII will determine the status of the
! remaining 17 drains prior to authorizing .if/ plantgoperation (W358/81-13- ).

| 5.3.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.
.

|

'
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,

5.4 Weak Valve Materials

5.4.1 Allegation

"A residue heat valve broke when a pipefitter bumped into it, raising new
questions about the quality of metal used for valves."

4

An interview with the individual originating this allegation revealed that
the " residue head valves" or "rasidue heat valves" were not the components
of concern. The components involved in both allegations 5.2 and 5.4 were

i the hydraulic actuators for recirculation flow control valves.

Allegation 5.4 is addressed in allegation 5.2 because the investigation
determined that both allegations were addressing the same component.

5.5 Weld Rod Control

5.5.1 Allegation

" Sensitive parts on welding rods are possibly damaged through storage at
improper temperatures and possibly lost through failure to follow proper
paperwork and labeling requirements."

This allegation addresses two weld rod concerns:

1. Weld rods were possibly absorbing moisture due to improperly controlled
rod temperatures prior to consumption, which resulted in unacceptable
welds.

2. Weld rods were not controlled because the paperwork and labeling
,

| requirements were not being properly followed. Therefore, welds
may have been made with incorrect weld rods.

5.5.2 Eackground Information

For pressure boundary (pipe) welds, the ASME Code, Section 111-1971 Edition
Article NB-2440 states, " Suitable storage and handling of electrodes, flux
and other welding materials shall be maintained. Precautions shall be taken
to minimize absorption of moisture by fluxes and cored, fabricated and coated
electrodes."

ASME Code, Section III-1971 Editica, Article NA-4460, states, " Measures shall
be established to provide work and examination instructions for handling,
storage, shipping and preservation of materials, parts, components, and

i appurtenances to prevent damage or deterioration. When necessary for
| particular products, special protective environments, such as inert gas
| atmospheres, specific moisture content levels and temperatures, shall be
| provided and their existence verified."
| .

For structural welds, the AWS DI.1-1972 Code, Section 4.9.2, states, "All!

electrodes having low-hydrogen coverings conforming to AWS A5.1 shall be
purchased in hermetically-sealed containers or shall be dried at least one

*
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hour at temperatures between 700*F and 800'F before being used. Electrodes
shall be dried prior to use if the hermetically-sealed container shows
evidence of damage. Immediately after removal from hermetically-sealed
containers or from drying ovens, electrodes shall be stored in ovens
held at a temperature of at least 250*F. E70XX electrodes that are not
used within four hours, E80XX within two hours, E90XX within one hour,
and E100XX and E110XX within one-half hour after removal from hermetically-
sealed containers or removal from a drying or storage oven shall be redried
before use. Electrodes which have been wet shall not be used."

The covering of low-hydrogen weld rods is hygroscopic (attracts moisture)
when not heated or otherwise protected from moisture-containing air. Water
contains hydrogen, so moisture absorption is undesirable.

If a low-hydrogen weld rod is allowed to cool below approximately 100 to
125*F and is not protected from normal atmosphere, it will begin to
attract moisture. The longer the rod is exposed, the more moisture will
be absorbed. If a significant amount of moisture is absorbed, the resulting
wel contain porosity (gas pockets or voids). Such porosity will be
evident in visual inspections of root or filler passes of weld metal, and

P will be visible in radiographs of the weld. In practice, an experienced
welder will recognize that a rod has absorbed significant moisture by the
way the weld is progressing, and will return or discard the affected rods.

If a low-hydrogen weld rod has absorbed very slight amounts of moisture,
it will not have a significant effect on the resulting weld, its strength,
or anticipated service life.

Kaiser Procedure SPPM No. 3.3, Revision 6, dated June 25, 1979 which was
effective during September and October 1979, states the following:

"6.4 The Weld Rod Clerk shall issue all filler material on a weight basis.
He shall record on the KEI Weld 2 form the weight of all bare rod and
covered electrodes issued.

"He shall also, record on the KEI Weld 2 form the heat number and/or
lot number for bare rods, consumable inserts and backing rings, and
the heat number and lot number for envered electrodes prior to use.

i "7.3 The Weld Rod Clerk shall weigh all bare rod and covered electrodes
returned to Central Storage and record the weight on the KEI Weld 2
form. A new KEI Weld 2 form will be made out for each new issue of
electrodes to and for each welder.",

!
'

5.5.3 Investigation

5.5.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he had
observed unaccounted for weld rods (weld rods without accompanying KEI-2
weld rod issue forms) and had seen weld rod warming ovens unplugged 'and
not being maintained at the proper temperature.

'
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Individual A also stated that during September and October 1979 a pipefitter
was not assigned to the weld rod issue point to account for weld rods during
the evening shift. He stated that weld rod and weld rod issue slips were
left out unattended for anyone to pick up and use.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.5.3.2 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that Kaiser
required weld rod ovens be maintained at the proper temperatures at all
times. He said he could not state that every welder maintained his oven
at the right temperature, but as a supervisor he assured his own men did.

He stated that weld rod issue forms (KEI-2) were occasionally lost and, in
those cases, it was a common practice for welders to get a blank issue form,
falsify it, and present it to the Kaiser Quality Control Inspectors in order
for the weld to pass inspection. He said this was often done months after
the fact by Kaiser construction supervisors who falsified weld rod issue
forms to complete weld documentation packages. He indicated that, by doing
this, they did not have to cut out and rework welds. [ Note: Statements
alleging falsification have been forwarded to the NRC Office of Inspector
and Auditor for investigation.]

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.5.3.3 Record Review and Inspection

The Resident Inspector reviewed the receipt documentation for E7018 (low
hydrogen) weld rods purchased on orders No. 34356, 35720, 37587, 39075,
39382, 39556, 39971, and 40318. The receipt documentation indicated that
the E7018 rod had been received in sealed moisture proof containers.

The Resident Inspector also verified that low-hydrogen electrodes (rods)
that had not been issued to the field were clearly identified and stored
in a clean, limited access, and dry area. In addition, in the field issue
rooms (rod shacks), the low-hydrogen rods were either in sealed containers
or in holding ovens at temperatures above 250*F.

The licensee provides portable rod warmers to be used near the work
activities to maintain the weld rods in a dry condition until used. KEI
Welding Filler Materials Control Procedure No. SPPM 3.3, Revision 7,
paragraphs 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3, respectively, state:

"When covered electrodes are removed from a holding oven to be
issued to welders they shall be placed in a portable rod warmer.
Only one classification and heat or lot of electrodes shall be

- 71 -
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indicatedthattwoindividuals(K.KernandG. Jones}hadworkedovertime| -(after 4:00 p.m.) in the rod shack for 1 to 41/2 hrron 20 of the 21 days'

(1 br for 10 days,1.3 hr for 2 days, 2 hr for 3 days, 2.5 hr for 2 days, 9

3.5 hr for 2 days, and 4.5 hr for 1 day).

The following inconsistencies were identified between the timecards and the
weld rod issue forms:

9
1. On Septembe 5, 1979, only Kern was assigned to the rod shack for I hr G.

during the s econd shif t, but the signature mark on weld form 200379 did ,

/ not appear t o resemble Kern's signature mark and there was no signature
6 mark for the rod clerk on weld form 200380.

2. On September 10, 1979, no one was assigned to the rod shack during the
| second shift but weld rod issue forms 200431 and 200432 had scribbled

marks indica ing a rod clerk's signature.
'

3. On Sept ber lil, 14,* 18, and 28, 1979, Kern was the only one assigned
th od sh ck for I hr during the second shift, but the signature

2004 5, 200485, 200486, 200458, 185618, 185617, 185732, 185745,on
d 185733 p eared to be representations of Jones' initials.

4. On September 1 and October 18, 1979, only Jones was assigned to the
od shack for hr during the second shift, but the scribbled signa-

t se on forms 00487, 185614, and 184744 appeared to be representations
of Kern's signa ure.

!

5. On September 19 nd 26, 1979, only Kern was recorded as being assigned
to the rod shack for 3 1/2 hr during the second shift, but the signature
on forms 185630, 185631, 185712, and 185713 appeared to be representations
of Jones' initial .

,

i 6. On October 3 and , 1979, only Kern was recorded as being assigned to
the rod shack for hr during the second shift, but the signature on
forms 184690, 1846 2, 184661, and 184660 appeared to be a representa-
tion of Jones' ini ials.

7. On October 4, 1979, only Jones was recorded as being assigned to the
rod shack for 1 hr 1 min during the second shif t, but the scribbled g

signature on forms 18 710, 184711, and 184712 appeared to be a repre-
sentation of Kern's si nature.

The welders identified on the above weld rod issue forms were pipefitters
and boilermakers working on the second shift during September and October
1979. The RIII inspector noted that the alleger was one of the assigned \

pipefitters and boilermakers.

The issuance of weld rod was to be performed by the weld rod clerk as
described in H. J. Kaiser Procedure SPPM #3.3, Revision 6. This procedure
also specified requirements to control weld rod temperature.and traceability
at the rod shack.

:

'
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The CG&E QA Hanager informed RIII by telephone on August 13, 1981, that the
licensee's review of all timecards for the dates in question showed the
appropriate veld rod clerks were working on the days in question. He
indicated the NRC did not review all of the timecards. This is considered
to be an unresolved item and will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection
(358/81-13- ). g, ,. ,

In addition, RIII inspectors on numerous occasions have observed weld rods
lying uncontrolled in the cdnstruction area. j

(A
The concerns regarding the physical control of weldmegg identified during
the investigation of this allegation are addressed in the licensee's Quality
Confirmation Program.

5.5.4 Findings and Conclusions
ois ye.fh.s.tpeo.s > NAL -

Based on the findings of_th&e f :;.....iivo, there have been instances when
(1) weld rods have been stored at improper temperatures, (2) portable ovens
were not plugged in, (3) oven temperature indicatgrs were not calibrated at
the specified frequency, (4) weld rod issuance haJ not been controlled, and
(5) welds rods were observed lying uncontolled in the construction area.
The concerns identified by this and other allegations and by previous
inspection findings collectively are viewed to be significant and have
potential safety importance. These concerns are being addressed by the
licensee in the Quality Confirmation Program.

5.5.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.
,

5.6 Argon Gas Exposure

'

5.6.1 Allegation
.

" Argon gas valves for flushing oxygen from pipes routinely are left open
by the day crew, causing the night crew to be overcome by gas, a problem

a about which CG&E Safety Director Cummings expressed disinterest."

In an affidavit provided to GAP by a pipefitter (Individual A) formerly
employed at Zimmer, it was alleged that workers on the day shift routinely
crimped and wired argon gas hoses shut rather than closing the gas valves
at the source upon leaving work. The pipefitter stated that this practice
resulted in argon gas leaking from the hoses and caused the workert on
the night shift to suffer from dizziness. The pipefitter further stated
he advised former Kaiser Safety Director Larry Cummings of his concerns

;

and that Cummings indicated he was not interested, because argon gas would'

not hurt anyone.<

On February 26, 1981 during a meeting between NRC Region III personnel,
a GAP representative, and Thomas Applegate, Applegate alleged that he re-
ceived information from James Bedinghaus indicating that, in late fall or
early winter 1980, his son, John Bedinghaus, had been overcome by argon
gas while conducting fire watch rounds in the area of the containment vessel.

.
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j

5.6.2 Background Information
,

Argon gas is a " shielding gas" used to purge or displace the oxygen inside
pipes in certain welding procedures, to prevent the metal from oxidizing
during welding. Argon gas is colorless and odorless. It is also heavier

Thisthan oxygen and therefore settles in low areas, displacing oxygen.
occurs in the same manner that water displaces air as it is poured into and
fills a glass. MAPP (which actually refers to a trade name) refers to
combustible gas used in welding, typically for heating and cutting various
metals. It does not displace oxygen as argon gas does. It is colorless but

; it has an odor which can be described as " noticeably foul." MAPP gas is;

generally not toxic, although significant concentrations may be ignited and
,

become explosive.'

NRC does not regulate the use of the subject gases. On February 6, 1981,
the NRC Region III office telephoned the Cincinnati, Ohio, office of the

| U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA). During a conversation with OSHA representative John Phillips, it
was determined that the allegation involved a matter over which OSHA has
primary jurisdiction. An understanding was also reached that any action!

necessary to resolve this matter would be taken by OSHA. A letter confirming
this understanding, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 40, was forwarded,

'

by Region III to the Cincinnati OSHA office on February 19, 1981.

By letter dated May 15, 1981, the Cincinnati OSHA office advised the NRC
Region III office that an investigation of conditions in the containment
suppression pool area had been conducted by OSHA on February 4-5, 1981.

,

'

The letter. stated OSHA addressed a previous complaint alleging leaks of
|

argon gas at Zimmer and concluded that an air contamination or oxygen
l deficiency situation did not exist. A copy of this letter is included

as Exhibit 41.

5.6.3 Investination

5.6.3.1 Interview with James Bedinghaus

On March 12, 1981, James Bedinghaus was interviewed by telephone. He stated
that he was a second shift security supervisor employed by W&W Security at
the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from February to November 1980. He stated
that while on duty, sometime in October 1980, an incident occurred during
his shift in which Security Officer Gayle Spencer became ill due to inhala-
tion of gas. Spencer was assisted back to the guard house to recover from
his illness and was later sent home. Bedinghaus learned from Spencer that
Spencer was making his rounds in the area of the reactor vessel when he

Another worker in the areaapparently became ill from inhalation of gas.
(whose identity Bedinghaus does not know) advised Spencer there was an
argon gas leak where he was located and that he should leave the area imme-

Bedinghaus immediately reported this information to Kaiser Safetydiately.
Inspector Dan Parlier, who went to check the area where the incident had
occurred. Shortly af terwards (approximately 1/2 hour), Parlier contacted
Bedinghaus and advised him there was a MAPP gas leak, rather than an argon
gas leak, in the area where Spencer had been. Bedinghaus indicated he was
not aware of any argon gas incident involving his son John.
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On March 25, 1981, Bedinghaus provided a written statement attesting to the
preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 42.

5.6.3.2 Interview with John Bedinghaus

On March 12, 1981, John Bedinghaus was interviewd by telephone. He stated
that he was a security officer employed by W&W Security at the Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station from October 1980 to January 1981. He advised that while
employed at Zimmer he was never involved in any incident yk6nghe became ill ]

'

from or was overcome by argon or any other type of gas. ,s A 4 - -- _

On March 25, 1981, Bedinghaus provided a written statement attesting to the
preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 43.

5.6.3.3 Interview with Daniel Parlier

On March 12, 1981, Daniel Parlier, Kaiser Assistant Safety Representative,- *

was interviewed by NRC. He stated that to his knowledge there has never
been an incident where anyone was overcome by argon gas. He also stated he
did not believe such an incident occurred because being overcome by argon

~

gas would likely cause suffocation, an incident of which he would certainly
be aware.

Parlier acknowledged that he had discovered instances' when craft workers
had crimped argon and MAPP gas hoses and had wired them closed rather than
shutting the gas off at the source. He indicated he considered this practice
a serious safety concern and whenever the practice was observed he immediately -

brought it to the attention of the appropriate craft supervisor.

Parlier checked the Kaiser Safety Department's " Unusual Incident Reports"
for October 1980 to determine if a report of the incident involving Security
Officer Spencer had been prepared. He located a report desetibing the ~ ,

incident in question and included the follwing information: .

'

I "On October 27, 1980, at 6:30'p.m. a Mapp gas leak located in the
-

reactor suppression pool area at elevation levels 503' and 518' was ,

investigated by Daniel Parlier. Parlier reported that Security
Officer Gayle Spencer was in the reactor suppression pool at the time
of a mild Mapp gas leak. A reading taken with a M.A.S. lintended as-
an abbreviation for the manufacturer "Mine Safety Appliances"] Explo-
simeter registered 0% on'the upper and lower neas of the suppression

He' warpool. Spencer complained of a headache and feeling tired.
- advised by "First Aid" to see a physician if his condition wort,ened,or

'

Security Supervisor James Bedinghaus was to send him to a doctor if he
became worse while still at work. Parlier took action to correct the
Mapp gas leak by turning off the gas manifolds in _the reactor building
and disconnecting the gas hoses from the manifolds."

A copy of this " Unusual Incident Report" is 'i:teluded .as Exhibit 44. '

In addition to the ", nusual Incident Report" prepared by Parlier, he sentU

!
a note dated October 27, 1980, to his supervisor, Mike Hoymaa. In the note

1

4

~
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(which was-apparently a " cover note" for the incident report), Parlier
advised Hoyman of the incident and concluded that the incident was a result
of the craft workers "not disconnecting their gas hoses from the manifolds."
(Disconnecting the hoses from the manifold would have necessitated that the'

gas be shut off at the manifold.) A copy of the " cover note" is included
as Exhibit 45.

During a subsequent telephone conversation on April 24, 1981, Parlier was'

questioned regarding how he perceived former Kaiser Safety Supervisor
'Cummings' attitude toward gas leak incidents at Zimmer. He stated it was
his opinion that Cummings was very conscientious regarding this problem andi

.

it appeared to him Cummings considered gas leaks to be a serious safety
concern. Parlier also remarked he did not believe Cummings ever expressed'

disinterest in gas leak problems or said they were unimportant.;

! 5.6.3.4 Intervie's with Larry Cumminas

On April 27, 1981, Larry Cummings war interviewd by telephone. He stated that
he held _ the position of Kaiser Safety Supervisor at the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station for approximately two years until he lef t the site in May 1980. He
verified shat he was aware of instances in which workers at Zimmer crimped
and wired' argon gas hoses closed rather than shutting the argon gas valves
off at the source. Cummings remarked that these instances occurred "less
than' frequently, but more often than they would like." He was unable to
e-pecify approximately how many cases of argon hose crimping the Safety
Department had detected while he was at Zimmer.

Cummings denied expressing disinterest in the argon hose crimping problem;

and advised it was a topic of concern at many Safety Department meetings.
He, stated that the crimping of argon hoses was a bad work practice; however,
it was one that was hard to pin down because it was extremely difficult to
catch the individuals responsible.

Cummings said he felt Kaiser had an adequate safety system for preventing
serious argon gas problems and incidents at the site. He explained that*

it was Kaiser's practice and policy to place mine safety lamps wherever,

workers were located in low-lying areas, particularly the suppression pool-

These lamps serve as warning devices in that they remain lit unlessarea.
a. gas buildup reaches the lamps' air inlet and puts out the flame. When-

~
1 ever a-safety lamp goes out, it is an indication of gas in the area and a

signal for the' workers to immediately evacuate the area. Cummings stated
he knew of no instances when any workers were ever overcome by argon gas.

r -

L 5.6.4 Findings and Conclusions1'

|
*

- .
,

| 1 No ividence was obtained to show that the argon gas valves were routinely
left open, that persons on the night crew had been overcome by argon gas,'(,

.

1. or that Safety Director Cummings expressed disinterest in the argon gas; ,

| probled.
| N ; .

Notwithstarding' the above, it was determined that there had been instances''
,

when c' aft workers had crimped argon gas hoses and wired them closed ratheri" r
that shutting the gas off at the source.,

.
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This matter is under the jurisdication of the U.S. Department of Labor,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). An OSHA inspection
did not confirm a situation of air contamination or oxygen deficiency at
the time of their inspection.

5.6.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.7 Damaged Prefabricated Piping

5.7.1 Allegation

" Prefabricated piping received in 1977 has defective welds, but ccastruc-
tion supervisors told crews not to repair them because the welds were made
offsite."

During an interview with Applegate and GAP representatives, this allegation
was clarified to be piping received July 3, 1979, the subject of one of
Applegate's prior allegations.

5.7.2 Background Information

The following summarizes the initial investigation of this allegation as
documented in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09.

On June 29, 1979, Pullman Power Products of Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
also known as the M. W. Kellogg Company, shipped five, prefabricated pipe
spool pieces by truck to the Zimmer site for installation in the main
steam relief (MSR) system, a safety-related system. The spool pieces were
received on July 3, 1979, and nonconformance report E-1911 was written on'

July 5,1979, stating the spools had " rolled off the truck onto the ground."
The nonconformance report had the effect of placing the spool pieces in a
" hold" status in the Kaiser warehouse. The welds on the five spool pieces

were later radiographed. The radiographs displayed apparent rejectable weld
indications in welds on three of the five spool pieces. On September 18
through 28, 1979, despite the issuance of the nonconformance report, the
spool pieces were released to construction and installed. As documented
in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09, the licensee was found to be
in noncompliance with NRC requirements for the release of the spool pieces
prior to establishing acceptability. During April and May 1980, the welds
on the spool pieces were examined ultrasonically and*by magnetic particle
testing and found to be acceptable.

OnApril8,1980,tbjeRIIIinspectoyreviewedthera$iographsonjallfive
spool piecey (IMS08BB12-6B, IMSO9BA12-1AH, IMS08BA12-58H, IMS11B12-JBH,
and IMS10BA12-1CH). The films (radiographs) were marked "For Information
Only" because an acceptable radiographic technique could not be established
because of the configurations and thicknesses of the spool pieces.

RIII personnel determined that radiography was not the correct nondestructive
examination (NDE) technique for the spool pieces. The geometrical configura-
tions and relatively large thicknesses of the spool pieces would prevent

'
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accurate displays of weld indications on the radiographs. A weld indication
shown on the radiograph could be caused by distortion. The ultrasonic and
magnetic particle tests ultimately performed on the installed spool pieces
were correct techniques.

5.7.3 Investigation

5.7.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On April 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by repre-
sentatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he had
provided information to GAP regarding this allegation, and he was referring
to five prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kello that fell

.

off a truck during their delivery to the site. He stated that Peabodyf

Magnaflux (PM) radiographers examined the pieces and found defective welds
on some of them. He said construction personnel installed the spool pieces

; in the plant, disregarding PM's finding on the welds.
'

e

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement attesting'

to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

|

5.7.3.2 Interview with David Hang

On February 24, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer, was
inte rviewed. He stated that in August 1979 Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding
Engineer, asked him to radiograph MSR spool pieces that had fallen off the
truck on delivery to the Zimmer site. Hang said the examination was to
determine if any of the welds on the pieces had cracked from the impact of
the fall. Hang indicated that three of the five spool pieces he examined

| had what appeared to be unacceptable radiographic indications. He said he
reported this in the Report of Radiographic Examination submitted to Pallon
and also told Pallon that radiography was the wrong technique to use to
examine welds of this configuration. Hang said he advised Pallon that an
ultrasonic examination should be performed in this case. Hang also stated
the spool pieces were ultrasonically examined in April 1980 and the welds
were found to be acceptable.

On February 24 and April.23, 1981, Hang provided written sworn statements
attesting to tl 3 preceding information, copies of which are included as
Exhibit 46.

5.7.3.3 Record Reviews
--I

OnFebruary24,198/,RIIIInspectorKavinWardreviewedrecordsthatindi-\
3

cated the five spool pieces were ultrasonically examined by Pullman Power
Products (Kellogg) in April and May 1980 and examined by magnetic particle
testing by Peabody Magnaflux in April 1980. The records showed that welds
on all five pieces were acceptable. The magnetic particle records indicated
that piece 1-MS-11B-12-7BH, weld No. V, had a linear indication approximately
1/4-in. long, which was ground, retested, and found acceptable.
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The RIII inspector determined that the ultrasonic and magnetic particle tests
were valid examinations for the spool piece welds.

5.7.3.4 Field Observations

On February 24, 1981, RIII Inspector Kavin Ward made visual examinations
of all of the welds on the five spool pieces and identified no unacceptable
indications. The spool pieces had been installed in the main steam relief
system prior to the time of the visual examinations.

5.7.4 Findings and Conclusions

The subject of this allegation was investigated by NRC in early 1980. At'

that time radiographs displayed apparent rejectable weld indications in
welds on three of five spool pieces. One item of noncompliance was cited
in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09 for releasing and installing
the spool pieces before determining their acceptability. Subsequently,
thelicenseeandRIIIindependently,jeperminedthatultrasonictesting, 'rather than radiography, was the ,cp nondestructive testing technique
for examining welds of that geometry and thickness. The welds were
examined by ultrasonic and magnetic particle testing and determined to
be acceptable.

5.7.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.

5.8 Prefabricated Pipe Welds
.

5.8.1 Allegation

"At least three sources contacted by (Thomas] Applegate confirmed that an
estimated 20% of the plant prefabricated welds are defective."

During an interview with Thomas Applegate and a GAP representative!

(Thomas Devine), Applegate stated that this information came from either
Individual A, Individual B, Allen Sellars, Steve Sellars, or David Hang
(no specific source was named). Also, Steve Binning, David Binning and
James Tyner were named as having additional information. The name
Steve Sellars is in error, as no such individual was employed at Zimmer.
It appears that this was a reference to Steve Binning.

5.8.2 Background Information

Radiography is similar to a medical X-ray procedure, with the exception that
a small but intensely radioactive material (source) is utilized to produce the

.

radiation. The radiographic film that is produced is like an X-ray and can be
a permanent record. Nuclear welding codes often specify radiographic testing
(RT) as a required examination. In many cases, the weld root pass (bottom
portion of the weld, or first welding pass) is radiographed for information,
and to determine if the root is acceptable. The completed weld is radiographed
for formal code acceptance. Nuclear welding codes contain detailed standards

I .
I

'
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for radiography, including extent of exposure and clarity of the resulting
radiographic film.

,

A radiograph is interpreted (read) by an interpreter. Radiographic interper-
ters are assigned levels of authority and responsibility based on examination
and length of experience, with a Level III radiographer being the highest level.

When a radiograph is read, a " reader sheet" is filled out. The reader sheet
identifies the weld, date of radiography, radiographic technique, interpreter,
areas of the weld included, and the conclusions of the interpreter. The reader
sheet is normally filed with the radiographs it represents.

Many types of defects or discontinuities can be detected through radiography,
including incomplete fusion, cracks, pososity, slag, oxidation, undercut, and
other defects. The welding Code applied indicates the requirements for weld
acceptability, and defects may be acceptable as provided in the relevant Code.,

-

Many interpretations are highly subjective, and it is possible for interpreters
to disagree on the acceptability or rejectability of an observed defect. In

some cases, additional radiography may be performed to provide additional in-
formation. As long as the pipe is not inaccessible, subsequent radiography
is normally not difficult or too time-consuming.

re*/
Inpractice,themost(commonoccurrenceisthatasectionofaweld,rather

The section of thethan the whole weld, wj E include rejectable defects.;
weld containing the defects is then removed through grinding, re-welded, and
re-radiographed. If the repair radiograph is acceptable, the entire weld can
be accepted.

Pipe, spool pieces, and piping formations are purchased from various vendors.i

These items contain welds, and vendors are required to perform nondestructive 4)#
examination of these welds according to applicable codes and standards. ASME ['Id,

Section III standards require 100% nondestructive examination for safety-relatedg/58 -
welds. When radiography is required, radiographs are provided to the utility
purchasing the item for review and permanent filing.

5.8.3 Investination

5.8.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On April 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewe'd by representa-
g tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he was a pip.efitter

assigned to assist employees of Peabody Magnaflux (PM), the firm responsible
for radiographic examination of pipe welds onsite. He said that in his opinion
20% of the prefabricated pipe welds manufactured by Kellogg were defective.
He indicated that he based his opinion on a statement made by PM personnel that
they had observed defective welds on prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured
by Kellogg on four occasions when they examined Kaiser welds in the residual
heat removal (RHR) system. He conjectured that the defective welds were not
found by Kellogg because he understood it was Kellogg's practice to radiograph
10% versus 100% of their welds. He said PM radiographers Allen Sellars and
David Binning reported this to CG&E personnel, who allegedly told them not
to examine the welds because they were vendor supplied.

|

~
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Individual A stated an incident involving prefabricated piping occurred in
August 1979 when PM was asked to radiograph welds on sections of main steam
relief (MSR) spool pieces (addressed in Allegation 5.7) that had fallen off
a truck on delivery to the site. He said that, while examining the spool
pieces, PM personnel found 5 of 20 welds examined to be defective. He said
CG&E overruled PM's findings on this examination, but PM retained copies of
their reports and could provide investigators with further information
regarding this matter.

Individual A also stated he had a discussion with Robert Marshall, Kaiser
Construction Superintendent, during which he told Marshall that 20% of the
prefabricated welds in the plant were bad. He said Marshall agreed with the
statement.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.8.3.2 Interview with Individual B
,

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by representa- .

'

tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated that, during a
telephone conversation he had with GAP representatives, he responded in the
affirmative when asked if 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds in the plant
were defective. He said he had heard from Individual A that 20% of the pre-
fabricated pipe welds were defective.

Individual B said he had no specific information regarding this allegation
because he was not involved in the fabrication of large bore pipes of the
type manufactured by Kellogg, and was not in a position to provide information
about defective welds on these pipes. He said that to quote him as generally

,

confirming that 20% of the prefabricated welds in the plant are defective was
a misquote. He said he merely confirmed a rumor that the pipe welds in
question were defective.

Or April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.8.3.3 Interviewwith[IamesTyne
w

On April 16, 1981, JamesTyneTrformer Kaiser Pipefitter Superintendenh was
interviewed by NR . He stated' he was contacted by a GAP representative who
asked him if he was aware that 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds were
defective and that Robert Marshall had concurred with this statement. He said

1

: he responded to the GAP representative that he could not support that statement
' and said the prefabricated welds would have to be radi ra bed and the results

evaluated before he could make such a determination. e said the pipe welds,

in the plant are good, and attributed this to Kaiser's elder Qualification
Program which identified unqualified welders and prohibited them from working
on safety-related welds.

'
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i Tyner recalled that on one occasion PM radiographers examined a Kaiser field
weld and found a defect (porosity) in the adjacent Kellogg weld. He said this
piping was part of the class D portion of the closed cooling water system and
was not safety-related piping. He indicated that the radiographers may have
applied safety-related standards to a nonsafety-related pipe and therefore
found rejectable defects in the welds. Tyner stated this was not indicative
of 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds being defective.

5.8.3.4 Interview with Robert Marshall

On April 16, 1981, Robert Marshall, Kaiser Construction Superintendent, was-

interviewed by NRC. He stated that he never commented to Individual A that
20% of the prefabricated welds in the plant were defective. He did recall
a conversation in which he commented to Individual A that the workers
Individual A was supervising were having a high weld rejection rate on pipe

' support hangers on which they were working. He said he never mentioned that
a percentage of the prefabricated piping was defective and he was not aware
of any defects in these pipes. Marshall stated that Anthony Pallon, Kaiser
Welding Engineer, had not reported any problems with the acceptability of
Kellogg welds aad a nonconformance report was never written on this subject.

Marshall recalled that in August 1979 PM radiographed some Kellogg prefabricated
spool pieces that had fallen off a truck. He said PM reported some of the welds
were defective. The radiographs were subsequently reexamined by Kaiser's Level4

III Radiographer, Rex Baker, and NRC Inspector Kavin Ward. He said Baker and
| Ward determined that the geometry of the welds was such tha't it distorted the

view of the weld and rendered the radiographic examination invalid due to the
use of an improper technique.

5.8.3.5 Interview with David Hang

On February 24 and April 23, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer,
was interviewed by NRC. He' stated PM was responsible for conducting radio-
graphic examinations of field welds for Kaiser at Zimmer and did not routinely
radiograph welds on prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg.
He stated 20% of the prefabricated Kellogg welds onsite were not defective.

| He said on occasion, when Kaiser welders cut into a Kellogg weld or if a Kaiser
weld overlapped a Kellogg weld, PM would examine and find defects in the
Kellogg weld. In each instance, these defects were reported to Kaiser on
the radiographic examination report and forwarded to Anthony Pallon for

; corrective action.
;

Hang stated that in August 1979 Pallon asked him to radiograph a group of MSR
spool pieces that had fallen off of a truck on delivery to the site. The
examination was to determine if any of the welds had cracked from the impact<

of the fall. Mang indicated he disagreed with Pallon on this and told him
radiography was the wrong examination technique. He said the spool pieces were
Schedule 844 pipe (3-1/2-in. wall thickness) with welds 1-1/2-in. wide, which
would require ultrasonic examination to determine if any welds were defective.
When examining these spool pieces, they would be radiographing at an angle
through laminations in the steel, which would prevent them from seeing some
defects and would exaggerate others. Mang said he examined the spool pieces

~
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for "information only" purposes and reported his findings to Pallon. Mang ,

said he found five of the twenty welds were unacceptable based on the radio-
graphs; however, the spool pieces were later ultrasonically examined and
found acceptable. He indicated that ultrasonic examination was the proper

,

technique to examine the spool pieces and is the valid examination.

On' April 24, 1981, David Hang provided a written sworn statement attesting!

to the preceding information, a copy of which included as Exhibit 47.

5.8.3.6 Interview with Steven Binning

! On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning, PM Level II Radiographer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that, while assigned to the Zimmer site, he was responsible

;

for performing radiographic examinations of pipe welds fabricated by Kaiser
welders onsite. He said he did not routinely radiograph prefabricated spool
pieces manufactured by Kellogg since these were previously examined by Kellogg
prior to delivery. He said he had no basis to judge if 20% of the welds on

j prefabricated spool pieces were defective.

He did recall one occasion when David Hang examined Kellogg spool pieces that
had fallen off a truck. Mang initially found defective welds but he later
determined that the radiographic technique distorted the view of the weld and
the technique used was therefore unacceptable.

On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning provided a written sworn statement attesting
to the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 48.

5.8.3.7 Interview with David Binning

|
On January 19 and April 15, 1981, David Binning, PM Level I Radiographer, was

,

interviewed by NRC. He stated PM did not routinely examine welds on prefabri-'

cated spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg. He recalled that, on one occasion,
|
.

David Hang examined some Kellogg spool pieces that had fallen off a truck on
| delivery to the site. He stated that Hang, while apparently taking ''infor--

nation shots" of the welds, found defective welds in his initial examination.

After a further examination of the film, Hang had determined the geometric
configuration of the radiograph was wrong and the examination was invalid.
Binning said that, to the best of his knowledge, he never heard PM employees-

mention that 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds in the plant were defective.

5.8.3.8 Interview with Allen Sellars

On April 15, 1981, Allen Sellars, PM Level II Radiographer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated PM was primarily responsible for the nondestructive
examination of welds fabricated by Kaiser personnel onsite. He said that
he occasionally examined pipe field welds that junctured with prefabricated
pipe manufactured by Kellogg and had observed defects in the adjoining Kellogg
welds. He said he noted this on the Report of Radiographic Examination
which would then be submitted to Anthony Pallon, who would review the film
and assure rejectable defects were corrected. Sellars indicated he was aware
that, when one examines one weld and another juncturing weld, frequently the
geometry of the juncturing weld causes defects to appear on the film, which
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i

are actually distortions of the weld. He stated that when he identified :

!

defects in Kellogg welds he would be asked to reexamine them after the
defects had been corrected by Kaiser. Sellars stated he was not being over- t

ridden by Kaiser for his identification of defects in either Kaiser field
welds or Kellogg welds. He said the defects he identified in overlapping
Kellogg welds were so few that it would be incorrect to say 20% of the pre-
fabricated welds in the plant were defective. Sellars said Kellogg examined

! all of the prefabricated spool pieces prior to their delivery to the site,

and that it was Kellogg's responsibility, not that of PM, to examine these
| welds. ,

|
Sellars recalled an incident in August 1979 when Anthony Pallon asked
David Hang to radiograph some Kellogg spool pieces that had fallen off the

|
' truck on delivery to the site. Sellars said Hang attempted to radiograph

the spool pieces in question, but the film quality was poor and the technique
was wrong, which caused exaggerated flaws in the radiographs of the spool
pieces. When Sellars and Hang initially told Pallon about this, Pallon
requested they continue the examination anyway. Sellars stated the spool
pieces were later ultrasonically examined and found to be acceptable.
He indicated that ultrasonic examination was the proper technique to use
when examining welds in this configuration. Sellars said the ultrasonic,

examination did not detect any defects in the spool pieces.

15, 1981, Allen Sellars provided a written sworn statement attestingI

On April'

to the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 49.

5.8.3.9 Interview with Wayne Draffon

On February 19, 1981, Wayne Draffon, PM Level III Radiographer, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from January to
August 1980 and during this period supervised PM radiographers onsite.
Draffon stated that on occasion Kaiser requested PM to examine Kellogg pre-
fabricated pipe welds. He recalled discussing with the radiographers one
incident that occurred prior to his arrival onsite when PM was asked to

Theradiograph some Kellogg spool pieces that had fallen off a truck.
radiographers informed him that, when Kaiser personnel requested the exam-He saidination, they knew radiography was the wrong technique to use.
they told him the geometric configuration of the welds was such that radio-
graphy would distort the. view of the weld. Draffon indicated that he later
reviewed these films during an NRC investigation and concluded the geometry
was such that radiography distorted the view of the welds. He stated the
spool pieces in question were later ultrasonically examined and found to be

.

-

acceptable.

Draffon indicated the PM radiographers had told him that, while examining
Kaiser field welds, they occasionally noticed a defect in a Kellogg weld

4

that overlapped a Kaiser weld. He said the defects would be noted on the
examination report and forwarded to Kaiser. Draffon cautioned that when
welds overlap or come to a juncture one had to be careful the geometry of
the situation did not distort the view of a weld. Draffon said he knew of
no reason why any PM employee would state that 20% of the prefabricated welds
onsite were defective.

3
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5.8.3.10 Record Reviews

Region III inspectors reviewed radiographs of the following field and shop
welds in spool pieces in the residual heat removal (RHR) system (the system
identified by Individual A as containing defective welds) to determine if
there were any unacceptable indications in the welds or adjacent material .../ 1< */td'a-a6
(see Table 5.8-1). r$ red.,y y 3 J u f.,ff w e Wr &c.a.y ,/ ay el. y4

Table 5.8-1 Welds in the RHR System

Line Weld Diameter Line Weld Diameter
No. No. (in.) No. No. (in.)

Field Welds

1RH08BB10 RH174C 4 1RH08BB10 RH176 4

1RH08BB10 RH177 4 1RH08BB10 RH178 4

1RH08BB10 RH179 4 1RH16C14 RH203 4

1RH13BB4 RH224 4 1RH13BB4 RH205 4

1RH13BB4 RH226 4 1RH08BB10 RH174A 4'

1RH36B6 RH116 6 1RH20B6 RH115 6

1RH08AA10 RH109 10 1RH06BB10 RH137 10

1RH07BB10 RH140 10 1RH07BB10 RH141 10

1RH07BB10 RH145 10 1RH36A6 RH123 6

1RH08BA10 RH105 10 1RH08CA10 RH104A 10

1RH08BA10 RH104 10 1RH07BA10 RH76 10

1RH02B6 RH15 20 1RH02B200 RHISB 20

1RH02BC20 RH16 20 1RH02BC20 RH16A 20

1RH02BC20 RH16B 20 1RH02BC20 RH16C 20

1RH02BC20 RH14 20 1RH02BA20 RH5 16

1RH02BA20 RH8 20 1RH02BA20 RH6 20

1RH02AA20 RH1 20 1RH02AA20 RH2 20

1RH02AA20 RH3 20 1RH02BA20 RH4 20

1RH02BA20 RH9 20 1RH02AC20 RH10 20'

1RH02AC20 RH11 20 1RH0AC20 RH11A 20

1RH02AC20 RH12 20 1RH01DA16 RH37 16

1RH02BA20 RH39 16 1RH01C18 RH44 18

| 1RH01C18 RH43 18 1RH01C18 RH41 18

_ 1RH02BC20 RH17 20 1RH02AB20 RH18 20

1RH02AB20 RH19 28 1RH02AB20 RH19A 20

1RH02BB20 RH2O 20 1RH02BA20 RH40 16!

1RH01C18 RH261 18 1RH01C18 RH262 18

Shop Welds

1RH01DB16-25 4 16 1RH01DB16-24 3 16

1RH02BA20-6 A 20 1RH02BA20-3 A 20

| 1RH02AC20-10 A 20 1RH02AB20-17 A 20

1RH01C18-31 A 18 1RH01C18-31 A 18

'
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|

The RIII inspector reviewed approximately five radiographs for each of the
.62 welds. No unacceptable indications were identified in either the welds/w/ 6/ /urdy/ad) A 1** nd 7%5 {or the adjacent material. A4 a4y wrFs were

.r-{ % Jae -{.el./ mur.
In addition to the welds in Table 5.8-1, the inspectors reviewed radiographs
of 206 prefabricated pipe (shop) welds (700 radiographs) for acceptable
radiographic testing (RT) technique, weld quality, and documentation (see
AppendixBp

lgj.geweldswerereviewedperASMESectionIII,1971 Edition,CRadiog
__ .,, Addenda, and M. W. Kellogg Co. Procedures ES-414, ES-415,with -W ,

and ES-416. No unacceptable radiographic technique deficiencies were
identified in 517 of the radiographs and no unacceptable indications were'

identified in the respective welds. However, of the radiographs were
made without required shims under the penetrame rs. An additional four
radiographsweremadewithinsufficien)shimsunderthepenetrameter.

-

p- v47}
ASME Section III, 1971 Edition, with L h 372 Addenda, Appendix IX,
paragraph IX-3334.4, states, "The shim thickness shall be selected so that
the total thickness being radiographed under the penetrameter is the same
as the total weld thickness...."

,

f M. W. Kellogg Co. (pipe manufacturer and agency performing the radiography)
Radiographic Procedure No. ES-414, dated September 26, 1972, paragraph 4.1.8,

) states, "Wherever required, shims shall be used to produce a total thickness
under the penetrameter equal to the nominal thickness of the base metal plus
the height of the crown or reinforcement. Shias shall be of a radiographically
similar material to the weld metal."

The insufficient shimming of the penetrameter in radioFraphs of the noted welds
is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, and the Mn. H. Zimmer QA

| Manual, Section 11.2 (50-358/81-13-13).'

All of the radiographs in which the penetrameters were insufficiently shimmed
I

were previously accepted by the fabricator (M. W. Kellogg), the Authorized
Nuclear Inspector (Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance Company) at the fabri-
cator's shop, the site radiographer (Nuclear Energy Services), and the

"7 ( licensee at the site. (Special identification of the 206 welds for which--

/ radiographs were examined is included as Exhibit 50.)~

u) .t
A penetrameter is a device used to determine the image quality of a radio-4f g graph, usually a thin strip of metal of a thickness specified as somef,

I Placed onpercentage of thickness of the material being radiographed.
the part being radiographed, it is normally required that it be of materialVariousradiographically similar to that of the item being inspected.
sized holes, multiples of the penetrameter thickness, are on the strip. '
Theabilityoftheradiographtoshowsomedefin$tesizefholeestablishes

The essential hole of the penetrameter is used to determineits quality.
if the radiograph has been sufficiently exposed to show weld indications

Sufficientthat are in noncomformance with the ASME Section III Code.
shimming of the penetrameter is necessary to assure that the total thickness

f

'
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under the penetrameter is the same as the total weld thickness, thus estab-
lishing a valid reference for identifying weld indications. An insufficiently
shimmed penetrameter will give false assurance that the weld had received
sufficient exposure to reveal any unacceptable indications in the portion
of the weld that is thicker than the metal under the penetrameter.

The licensee disagreed with the NRC interpretation of Paragraph IX-3334.4
of the ASME Code, Section III-1971, regarding the use of shims under the
penetrameter. This matter was discussed in a meeting on April 30, 1981,
between representatives of RIII, RIV, the State of Ohio, the National
Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, and the licensee and his
consultants. The meeting is documented in IE Inspection Report No.

, 50-358/81-16. The representatives from the State of Ohio and the National
' Board concurred with the NRC's position.

_

A program that may demonstrate the adequacy of the radiographs in question
is being implemented by CG&E and is included in the Quality Confirmation

fProgram. This program is described in Section 11, d M n g . "

5.8.3.11 Verification

Region III inspectors also verified that the following welds matched the
respective radiographs by comparing a sketch (onionskin), made by the RIII
inspectors,'A the welds depicted in the respective radiographs for the
following welds:

.

Pipeline No. Weld No.

IFC36CA621 B

IMS20B3169 A
1FCO2AB818 B

| IMS20B3169 D
'

1FC39CA621 C
1FC02AB818 A

5.8.4 Findings and Conclusions

Interviews with the individuals identified by the alleger did not provide
. specific information of any defective weld. Therefore, the RIII inspector
' examined more than 700 radiographs to determine the acceptablility of the

welds. No unacceptable welds were identified; however, 187 radiographs could
not be interpreted because of an unacceptable radiographic technique. To
provide further assurance that both prefabricated and field welds are satis-
factory, the quality of the welds and the radiographic technique have been

| addressed in the Quality Confirmation Program.

|

'
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5.8.5 Items of Noncompliance

One item of noncompliance was identified (failure to assure that radiography
| test requirements for shimming the penetrameter had been satisfied).

5.9 Design Control

5.9.1 Allegation

" Engineering " designs" routinely are drawn after the fact to conform with
piping that already had been installed."

i 5.9.2 Background Information

Problems associated with the design and installation of large-bore piping
and pipe suspension systems were identified by the RIII inspection program
beginning in May 1978. Similar problems were identified for small-bore
piping and pipe suspension systems beginning in February 1980. Seventeen
inspections have covered these large-bore and small-bore pipe and piping
suspension systems.

Problems related to installations not being in accordance with design
drawings were identified for large-bore piping and pipe suspension systems
in an August 1978 RIII inspection and for small-bore piping and pipe sus-
pension systems in a February 1980 inspection. The resolution of these
problems is being followed in the RIII inspection program. ~

5.9.3 Investination

5.9.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On April 24, 1981, Individual A. who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated

i Kaiser construction personnel used " construction aids" rather than final
i design drawings when fabricating and installing pipe support hangers on
| site. He stated that if a pipe support hanger or pipe piece was moved,

the construction aid was changed in the field without an engineer's
concurrence. He said there was no assurance that the pipe was in the

| proper location or was installed as designed. He characterized this as
designing pipe hanger and support systems "after the fact" because the

| construction aids were used as the final drawing after installation.

i

| Individual A said the systems were not installed to follow drawings approved
i by an engineer, but rather the pipe support system was installed by construc-
'

tion and the engineer took the construction aid and made it into the final
drawing for the system. He said this occurred because Sargent & Lundy (S&L),
the architect-engineer, did not have enough engineers assigned to the site
to draw and approve design changes on the pipe support system or to provide

'

accurate and updated design draw' 3s for the craft personnel to use when,

installing the systems.

!

'

'
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On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

InterviewwithkmesTyner5.9.3.2
' S

On April 16, 1981, mes Tynn I e--- h4 =er Pipefitter Suoerintendent,

org V
praet N" k he.rwas int -viauad b- NR Q ge st is cottcern abopt Kaiper t

tchis Ensta ingp(pe ppok s from ' gonstructionhids" or " field sg t

han f a4ppKove dest n drawinKs.fne said construction was tar anead of
schedule ano de ucuguers were penind in this area. He stated that pipe
supports as drawn on the construction aid occasionally did not fit in the
location they were designed for and were moved arbitrarily and noted in
red on the construction aid. This change was then trans Losed o the final
drawing without an engineer's evaluation of the change. M yn indicated
that this resulted from poor initial design on the construction aid itself.

yne also said that, in his opinion, the licensee did not have qualified
engineers or engineering support staff on site to properly draw the con- .

struction aids to match actual conditions in the plant.
i

5.9.3.3 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated that
he was provided with a field construction drawing or construction plan
when installing systems in the plant. The system would be installed and
the engineering staff would be shown where construction personnel had made
changes or alterations in the installation of the system. He characterized
this as construction designing the systems while they were being installed,
rather than designing the system by engineers. Individual B indicated that
in 1977 Kaiser Quality Control Inspectors contracted from Butler Services,,

Inc., saw this practice and directed that it be stoFped because it was
contrary to Quality Control Procedures.

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement attesting
|

to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.9.3.4 Review of Previous NRC Inspections
:

NRC has previously identified problems with the installation of pipe hangers
. and the related quality assurance inspection program. These problems were

documented and notices of violation were issued in Region III Inspection'

Reports No. 78-10, 78-18, 78-22, 78-27, 78-32, 79-03, 79-10, 79-11, 79-22,
79-37, 80-05, 80-13, 80-16, 80-22, 80-25, 81-04, and 81-17.! .

|

) 1. RIII inspection of large bore piping and pipe suspension system design
and installation was initiated in May, 1978. By the latter part of
1978, RIII was aware that most of the existing installations were not
in accordance with the design, due to implementation of an inadequate
installation and QA/QC program. The situation was further compounded

,

,

'

904 ,
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by the updating of GE design criteria that invalidated the previous
engineering design and calculations. Since then, the licensee has
determined that all installations are considered preliminary and that
final calculations will be performed prior to system test and acceptance.
Because of this, RIII has not inspected large bore piping suspension
system hardware since 1979. The findings relative to support installa-
tions notgin accordance with design and inadequate design review remain aw
OPen h M 4 w.( h m.- M p A 44M-a

2. RIII inspection of small bore process and instrumentation piping and
pipe suspension system design and installation was initiated in February,
1980. Problems relative to field design changes being made without S&L
approval are documented in Inspection Report 80-05. At present, the

,

design of small bore systems is contracted to Nuclear Power Services, Inc.
(NPS). RIII review of the NPS program and its implementation will be a
part of future routine site inspections.

3. RIII inspections of 'small bore CRD piping and pipe suspension systems
design and installation were performed in December, 1980. The inspection
identified inadequacies in design and the QA/QC programs and as a result
CG&E issued a Stop Work Order. RIII followup inspection in June, 1981
(Report No. 81-17) resolved most of.the findings, however, the present
RCI design control provisions relative to procedures; verification and f
approval remain)Copen.

The corrective measures to resolve these problems have been and continue to
be closely monitored by Region III.

5.9.4 Findings and Conclusions

There have been cases of both large- and small-bore piping and pipe suspension
systems being installed without proper design control. Field installations
have been made that were not in accordance with approved design documents.
This problem was initially identified for large-bore piping systems during
a May 1978 RIII inspection. It was initially identified for small-bore

,

piping systems during an RIII inspection in February 1980, which was con-'

ducted as a result of an allegation concerning small-bore piping problems
at another RIII facility.

These problems have resulted in items of noncompliance, management meetings
with the licensee and licensee stop work orders, one of which was confirmed
in an Immediate Action Letter. Resolution of these problems is not complete
and is being followed in the RIII inspection program.

5.9.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.
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5.10 Cable Tray Han2ers and Loading

5.10.1 Allegation

" Shock-absorning electrical tray hangers previously found unsatisfactory
are still unsafe due to faulty welds, and electrical cable trays remain
dangerously full."

5.10.2 Background Information

During an interview on February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate and a GAP
representative, Thomas Devine, indicated that Edwin Hofstadter was the
source of this allegation.

Hofstadter was employed by Husky Products, the Zimmer cable tray vendor,
between February 8,1973 and August 4,1978. He wrote a letter of com-
plaint that he sent to various parties on August 18, 1978. RIII personnel
contacted him by telephone on September 9,1978, and he was interviewed by
RIII personnel on September 29, 1978. His allegaticas, relating to materials
and welding on cable trays supplied to the Zimmer and Clinton sites, were
investigated in detail by RIII, and the findings related to Zimmer are
documented in IE Investigation Report 50-358/78-21. The RIII investigation
resulted in one item of noncompliance (a deficiency), but cable tray materials
and welding were considered acceptable.

During the 1978 RIII investigation, Hofstadter sent a series of letters
to the NRC (dated September 30, October 9, 19, 20, 31, December 15, 1978,
and February 11, 1979) stating his concerns and expressing dissatisfaction
with NRC investigation findings. On February 2,1979, a public press con-
ference was held in Cincinnati wherein RIII personnel met with Hofstadter,
a lawyer representing Ralph Nader, and representatives of Citizens Against
A Radioactive Environment (CARE), an intervenor group, to discuss the NRC
investigation.

At RIII's request, a vendor inspection of Husky Products was performed by
Region IV personnel during February 12-15, 1979 (Report No. 99900356/79-01).
The inspection did not identify significant deficiencies (QA Manual lacked
description of duties or policy statement, weld procedure 107 lacked
welding parameters for metal under 1/4-in.).

! On March 9, 1979, CARE sent a letter to various media representatives, taking
issue with the RIII finding of cable tray acceptability. " Subsequently, the
Mississippi Valley Power Project (NVPP), another intervenor group, introduced
the acceptability of cable trays and cable tray loading as contentions in the
Zimmer licensing hearings. These contentions were accepted for litigation,
and extensive testimony by NRC, Husky Products, CG&E, Hofstadter, and MVPP
personnel is documented in the hearing transcripts.

A review of the Atomic Safety Licensing Board hearing transcripts indicated
! that they did not reveal any significant information not included in the

RIII icvestigation report. The conclusion of cable tray acceptability has
not been altered.

'
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Hofstadter made no allegations concerning cable tray hangers, and these
were not supplied by Husky Products.

A report (50.55e) was submitted to NRC by the licensee concerning cable
tr'ay hanger welding deficiencies on July 17, 1978. A followup report was
sent to the NRC on October 30, 1978. Review of the licensee's corrective
actions was performed during an inspection conducted during March 21-23,
1979. During that inspection, corrective action appeared to be acceptable,
but had not been completed.

5.10.3 Investigation

5.10.3.1 Interview of Edwin Hofstadter
i

t

(
; Edwin Hofstadter was contacted by telephone on July 31, 1981. He stated his
; concerns dealt with cable tray (fittings) welding, and he had no knowledge

of cable tray hangers. He expressed concern regarding cable tray loading at
Zimmer.

5.10.3.2 Observations and Reviews Concerning Cable Tray Hanger Welds

| The following findings address the present review of the allegation as
expressed by GAP in their letter of December 10, 1980, to the Merit Systems
Protection Board concerning cable tray hangers and cable tray loading.

l RIII inspectors made visual inspections of both vendor and field welds on dMue- detenums f rp._ __ r_ cable tray hangers in the cable spreading room m+ e

0 % hl" C h ;;; - - > -ad et a il G- i:7 ^' ^73-ft ir th; - Kili;ri bri W "S-
E

^

--The-forHoui n o Ane was m cd I he cable spreading room: I*n c a s .up. s. >- w n i n , : p s waan .. ru /,x m y }'Iy"~!

;

1. No. 14H11FEC145--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

2. No. 14H11FEC147--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

3. No. 4H2FECI M--no unacceptable weld discontinuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing

4. No. 15H1FEC160--no unacceptable weld discontinuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing

5. No. 70HFEC165 (cross brace member No. 23HV5FEC294)--welds had irregularg (f) profile, porosity, and undercut

g 6. No. 15H2FEC175 (second horizontal member from the top)--weld had undercutg

p cyg 7, No. 14H11FEC146 (cross member)--an apparent vendor weld had undercut
and slag

8. No. 16H1FEC156 (weld marked rejected)--weld had spatter and undercutp t s)

All of these welds were painted; therefore, the RIII inspector examined for
relatively large discontinuities only.
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The unacceptable welds identified on hangers 70HFEC165, 15H2FEC175,
14H11FEC146, and 16HIFEC156 were not controlled in any QA document. This
is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, and the Wm. H. Zimmer
QA Manual, Section 15 (358/81-13-09).

The RIII inspectors reviewed approximately 180 construction inspection
plans (CIPs) and inspection records for the hangers in the cable spreading
room (elevation 536 f t in the north section of the auxiliary building). The
licensee stated that inspections documented on the CIPs also included vendor
welds, even though the records only reflected field welds. The vendor welds
were inspected because of repairs necessary to close the 10 CFR 50.55(e)
report telephoned to NRC on July 17, 1978. The 10 CFR 50.55(e) report
indicated that vendor welds on Superstrut cable tray hangers, which were
used only in the cable spreading room (PW Industries hangers are utilized
elsewhere and appear acceptable), did not meet the visual inspection
requirements of AWS D1.1-1972. The CIP records and the 10 CFR 50.55(e)
report indicate that all of tpe final field and vendor welds were reinspectedj
afterrepairsweremadetTweldsonmorethanhalfofthe141 hangers. These
were accepted by the licensee in December 1980 and January 1981.

No inspection records were available to indicate that in-process inspections
of either the field or vendor welds were made to verify proper filler metal,
weld procedure, welder's qualifications, surface conditions, etc., as
required by the AWS DI.1-1972 Code, Section 6. Certificates had been
supplied by the vendor stating that the material met the purchase specifi-
cation requirements. The RIII inspector requested the licensee to obtain
the in process and field weld inspection records for the hanger welds made
by the vendor (Superstrut). A letter dated May 1, 1981, from Midland-Ross

! Corporation to CG&E was provided to the RIII inspector on June 1,1981.
i The letter indicated that Superstrut had been acquired by the Midland-Ross

Corporation in January 1978, and that no records could be located with
respect to in process inspection of hangers supplied to Zimmer.

Discussions with pertinent QC management and inspection personnel revealed
that the welds documented on the above CIPs had been inspected after having
been painted. The licensee stated that field visual examinations of tray
hanger welds were based on H. J. Kaiser Company Procedure No. SPPM 4.6,

| Revision 8, dated August 29, 1980, paragraph 5.1.3, which states, " Surface
! condition--joint surfaces to be examined shall be cleaned and free from slag,
| rust, arc burns, paint, dirt, or other contaminants that would interfere with
! the examination." The licensee stated that paint -(Galvanox) applied to the

hanger welds did not interfere with visual examination and, in some cases,
actually highlighted discontinuities.

| AWS D1.1-1972 Code, Section 3.10.1, states, ". . . Welded joints shall not be
| painted until after the work has been completed and accepted...."
|

The apparent lack of in-process and adequate final inspections of the
above field and vendor hanger welds is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,

t Criterion X, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 10.1.2 (358/81-13-10).'

The RIII inspector requested the design acceptance criteria that was used
by QC to evaluate the undercut on hanger 15H2FEC175. The licensee provided

|
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S&L Specification H-2713, Supplement 7, Standard EB-117, and H. J. Kaiser
Procedure No. SPPM 4.6, Revision 8, paragraph 5.2.9, which allows up to
1/16-in. undercut on the cable tray hanger welds. The 1/16-in,. criterion
does not comply with AWS D1.1-1972, Section 3.6.4, which states, "For
buildings and tubular structures, undercut shall be no more than 0.01 inch
deep when its direction is transverse to primary tensile stress in the part
that is undercut, nor more than 1/32 inch for all other situations."

Further review of Procedure No. SPPM 4.6, paragraph 5.2, revealed other
noted exceptions to the AWS DI.1-1972 code. These exceptions included
fillet weld size and weld convexity. On March 5, 1981, S&L provided a
documented investigation program of fillet weld size for P-W Industries
cable pan hangers, purchase order No. 7070-25102. This program was
performed by Gladstone Laboratory of Cincinnati to substantiate the
design adequacy of the undersized fillet welds at the flare bevel joints
of the cable pan hangers. The study was based on a sample of 95 welds
cut from P-W cable tray hangers. The 95 welds were sectioned and etched
to determine actual weld size and relative weld quality. Only one weld
was identified as rejectable due to a lack of fusion. Although this study
may justify that the weld size was adequate where the weld penetration
was not measurable by normal visual techniques, no justification was pro-
vided to substantiate the exceptions to the AWS D1.1-1972 Code requirements
concerning weld convexity and undercut.

These deviations from the AWS Code are contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion III, the W . H. ZLamer FSAR, Table 3.8.2, and the Wh. H. Zimmers
QA Manual, Section 3.3 (358/81-13-11).
L pp ,yd.<> .6pm/ y%. /perrsiMy wefA *** [#-af ray Aa-f'" 'f
The felle;i;; d_t; ;;; ;;ted fer the blue switchgear rdom L- :--- (eleva-
tion 525 f t and drawing E-96):

1. No. 1H029--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

2. No. 5H25--foot connection covered with fireproofing; no visible
j unacceptable weld discontinuities
.

3. No. 5H30 (2)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

4. No. 1H077--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

5. No. 1H079--no unacceptable weld discontinuities.

6. No. 1H133--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

7. 2 Nos. SH19--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

8. No. 109HV4 (east and west sides)--had unacceptable weld discontinuities
that were controlled on construction inspection plans (records)

.

9. No. 1H28-2--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

10. No. 1H28-1--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

11. No. 1H29--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

.
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12. No. 5H30--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

13. No. 1H077--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

14. No. 1H133--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

15. No. SH19 (4)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

16. No. SH3(12)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

17. No. SH2(12)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

18. No. SH25--no unacceptable weld dis. continuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing.

A AW ,q.L < bum /na wMs o. #e bb Af fray 4 ~~y s & * *
Tb f-11~" 7 d-t: ::: ;; d f:: elevation 473 ft auxiliary building :
M;;a .

1. No. 5H009 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

2. No. 4H3 (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

3. No. 2H1 (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

4. No. SH010 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

5. No. 5H012 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

6. No. 6H1 (2) (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

7. No. 6H1 (1) (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

.Four to six welds were inspected on each of the preceding hangers.

Several of the tray hanger foot connections (where the hangers are attached
to the structural beams) were covered with fireproofing and could not be
inspected. Therefore, the RIII inspector requested QC inspection documen-
tation to assure that the welds covered by fireproofing were acceptable.
The licensee provided a copy of Surveillance Report (SR) No. 2893 dated

.

January 8, 1981, which stated that 94 of 179 (Superstrut) cable tray hangers
in the cable spreading room have one or both foot connections covered with
fireproofing. The SR requested clarification as to what QC should do since
the foot connections had not been inspected. As of March 27, 1981, the SR
had no disposition.

This item is unresolved pending resolution of SR No. 2893 and action to
resolve other hanger connections throughout the plant that were covered
before they were inspected (358/81-13-12).

The concerns identified above are addressed in the licensee's Quality

Confirmation Program.

'
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5.10.3.3 Observations, Reviews, and Interviews Concerning Cable Tray Loading

The RIII inspector made field observations, reviewed and discussed site
control measures, and reviewed and discussed the design basis and verifica-
tions regarding cable tray loading. Tray loading was considered in three
aspects: cable ampacity or thermal loading; physical weight loading; and
the commitments in the Zimmer FSAR, Section 8.3.3.1.

1. The following cable tray routing points (nodes) were selected for the
reviews and discussions:

g \ a. 1057A--yellow division / power tray--selected because of the high
Y design index (DI) of 1.44 (see 5.10.3.3 paragraph 3 for explanation

of design index).

b. 2025A--blue division / power tray--selected because of the high DIg g
of 1.46.

-.

g 2023A--blue division / power tray--selected for verification of DIc.
accuracy (DI of 1.18).

y d. 2038A--blue division / power tray--selected because of the high
DI of 1.44.

e. 2039A--blue division / power tray--selected during field observa-y
tions because of the appearance of being highly filled.

f. 1073A--yellow division / power tray--selected for verification ofs
the number of cables installed.

!
g. 2086B--blue division / control tray--selected during field observa-'

| -.__ - -- tions because of the appearance of being highly filled.

h. 1104B--yellow division / control tray--selected because of the high
DI of 1.54.

{ i. 2027A--blue division / power tray--selected because of high DI of
1.46.

2. The RIII inspector and a licensee representative counted the cables in
the following tray nodes and compared the counts with the number of cables

| listed in the S&L Cable Pan Loading Report, dated February 2,1981:

Node Field Count Report Count

a. 1057A 27 27
b. 2025A 24 23 (see explanation below)
c. 2039A 39 39
d. 1073A 32 33 (see explanation below)

!

1

I
'
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The Cable Pan Loading Report is a computerized periodical that gives
the design status of cable tray loads. The report identifies individ-
ual cable numbers that have been specified to be routed through the
segmented tray points (nodes).

The RIII inspector reviewed the H. J. Kaiser Cable Monitoring Report
dated February 5, 1981, and some cable pull (installation cards) to
verify that the cables specified for tray nodes 1057A, 2025A, and
1073A in the Loading Report had actually been installed. For tray
node 2025A, cable No. LL145 was found to be two individual conductors
and, for tray node 1073A, the records indicated that cable No. VP210
had not yet been installed, which accounted for the discrepancies
between the preceding field and report counts. No other discrepancies,

were identified in either the design or installation reports and records
for tray nodes 1057A, 2025A, 2039A, and 1073A. Thus, the design and
installation records appeared to match the numbers of cables actually
installed in the plant.

The RIII inspector also compared the number of cables specified in
the S&L Cable Pan Loading Report for tray nodes 2023A against the
H. J. Kaiser Cable Monitoring Report. The cables on the two reports
matched.

3. The RIII inspector inquired how the computerized design index program
' correlated to Zimmer FSAR Section 8.3.3.1 (dealing with ampacity) and

Section 3.10.1.2.3.c (dealing with physical weight limitations).
4g, 3. -m ee
a .j FSAR Serilua s.a.a.i states the following:

8.3.3.1.1 In Trays

All power cables to be used in ZPS-1 are assigned
in accordance with Table 8.3-18. The tables for
power cable loading are based on IPCEA [ Insulated
Power Cable Engineers Association) Publication
No. P-46-426.

8.3.3.1.2 Not In Trays

|

The thermal ampacity of power and control cables
| with no part of their length in solid-bottom tray

| are in accordance with IPCEA P-46-426, with appro-
priate rating factors applied for ambient, shields,
and direct-current service.

8.3.3.1.3 Fill

The summation of the cross-sectional areas of the
| cables shall not exceed 50% of the tray usable
| cross-sectional area or two layers of cables,

whichever is larger, but not to exceed 60% of the
cross-sectional area in any case.

1

l
I
'

'
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Conduit is sized in accordance with Sargent & Lundy
Standard EDSB-10, Electrical Drafting Reference for
Determining Conduit and Pipe Sizes, which limits
conduit fill to the percentages established by the
National Electric Code.

FSAR Section 3.10.1.2.3.c states, " Cable tray loading of 40 psf
(pounds per square foot) is used throughout."

b. On March 17 and March 19, 1981, the S&L Assistant Manager of
Electrical Engineering described the correlation between the
FSAR and the design index program as follows:

The power cable ampacity loading is based not on IPCEA P-46-426
(1962), but on IEEE Paper 70TP557-PWR (by J. Stolpe) printed in
1970, IPCEA P-54-440 (1975), which was based on Stolpe's Paper,
and S&L Standard ESA-104a (revised November 1, 1972).

The Stolpe method bases ampacity on the depth-of-fill design of
cables in the tray rather than on the percentage fill. S&L uses
a 2-in. depth-of-fill as the basis for selecting a cable for a
particular ampere load.

(1) The 2-in. depth-of-fill design results in a major conservatism
because of the following:

(a) Load diversity--many cables carry current only intermit-
tently (e.g., valve operators, sump pumps, etc.).

(b) Cable size granularity--only a few cable types and
sizes are purchased, resulting in selection of over-
sized cables for most services. This means many cables
would be capable of carrying larger currents (rated)
than those actually carried.

(c) Design ampere margin--the design ampere loads used to
select cables before the final equipment design data
is known are necessarily conservative (high).

(2) Because of the above conservatisms, the S&L design practices
are as follows:

(a) Cables are routed into trays without limiting fill.

(b) The resulting fill is monitored as the design proceeds.

(c) When the fill reaches a target level, the actual heat
load is calculated and, if the heat load exceeds the
allowable amount, sufficient cables are removed from
the affected trays.

.
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To accomplish steps (2)(b) and (2)(c), S&L uses the design index
program. The design index is a measure of tray fill and is expressed
mathematically as follows:

Design Index = The sum of the (cable diameters)2
Useable area of the tray

where useable area (UA) equals tray width times design depth-of-fill
(design depth-of-fill is based on square cables) and 50% of the tray
cross-sectional area.

For 24 in. x 4 in. power trays, the total area equals 96 sq in, and
useable area equals 24 in. x 2 in. equals 48 sq in.

2(d )DI =
UA

where

E = summation
d = cable diameter

This equation is consistent with the Stolpe method. " Percent Fill" is
not consistent with the Stolpe method because the depth of the tray is
used rather than the depth of the cables in the tray. Percent fill is
also based on the actual cable cross-sectional area rather than the
square cable that is assumed in the Stolpe method. Expressed mathe-
matically,

~ Sum f cable cross-sectional areas x 100
Percent Fill = Total cross-sectional tray area

2where the sum of cable cross-sectional areas equals E(pi x r )
with r = radius of the cable and pi = 3.1416.

Thus,

Fercent Fill = E (pi x r ) x 100
Total area

The relation between design index and percent fill is therefore
.

E(pi x r ) x 100

Percent Fill , Total area
Design Index 2E(d )

Useable area

since the total area (TA) equals 2 times the useable area (UA)
and d = 2 x r.

.
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d Pi
2Ejpix I ] x 100 4 E (d ) x 100

PF , 2(UA) 2,
DI 2 2E(d ) E(d )

UA

= f x 100 = 39.3% per DI

Thus, for a 4-in.-deep tray:

39.3% Actual Fill = 1.0 Design Index = 2-in. design depth-of-
~

fill (square cables)

! 50% Actual Fill = 1.27 Design Index = 2.54-in. design depth-
of-fill (square cables)

60% Actual Fill = 1.52 Design Index = 3.04-in. design depth-
of-fill (square cables)

and for a 6-in.-deep tray:

j 39.3% Actual Fill = 1.0 Design Index = 3-in. design depth-of
j fill (square cables)

Based on the preceding relationships between design index and depth
,

of square cables, and the fact that S&L has used a 2-in, depth-of-fill
as the basis of selecting cables for particular ampere loads, the,
cables in tray nodes with a DI over 1.0 would have to be re-evaluated
considering the increased depths. This item is unresolved pending
completion of the re-evaluations (358/81-13-15).

The above design basjs for cable ampacity was a deviation from the FJ44
design .fESAR)M*was not identified on any control document. This is
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Mn. H. Zimmer

3 QA Manual, Section 3.6 (358/81-13-16).

On March 17, 1981, the S&L Assistant Manager of Electrical Engineering
| stated that appropriate modifications to the FSAR would be submitted. .
| Also, specific consideration would be given to the differing types of *

| cable insulations, addressed in the previously discussed publications
| (standards), when compared with the cable insulations used in Zimmer.
|

| 4. The RIII inspector reviewed S&L Instruction No. PI-ZI-10.1, Revision 0,
dated February 6, 1978, paragraph 4.5, which states, "The Senior Elec-'

trical Project Engineer shall assign an electrical engineer to run.

thermal loading calculations for all power tray routing points with;

| a design index exceeding 1.25. He shall compare these loadings, in
! watts per feet, with the watts per feet limits established for the

design indexes involved."
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The RIII inspector requested the thermal calculations for tray nodes
2025A, 1057A, 2038A, and 2027A that had dis in excess of 1.25. S&L
provided calculations for nodes 2025A, 1057A, and 2027A. These
calculations were performed in 1978 and 1979 and had not been reviewed
or approved. S&L described these as interim calculations, which would
have to be redone after all of the final electrical loads in the plant
were established and defined. Thermal calculations had not been per-
formed for tray node 2038A.

S&L provided a controlled list dated February 24, 1981 of 37 routing
points (nodes) with design indexes over 1.25. Thirty-four of theseI tray points exceed the 50% tray fill requirement specified in the-

FSAR, Section 8.3.3.1. Tray nodes 1104B and 2025B also exceed 60%
fill. The S&L Assistant Manager stated that thermal calculations
(both allowable and actual) will be performed in the near future for
all power trays with a DI over 1.25. These calculations will be
provided to NRC Region III. This item is unresolved (358/81-13-17).

| 5. Neither S&L Instruction No. PI-ZI-10.1, Revision 0, nor any other
document established controls to verify the thermal loading power of
cable (penetration) sleeves and the physical (dead weight) loading
of trays (power, control, and instrument).

j a. The Cable Pan Loading Report included the design indexes of
| sleeves. Sleeve #SL111 had a reported DI of 1.29 and sleeve

#SL105 had a reported DI of 1.26. A controlled list of power
sleeves with a DI over 1.25 was not maintained.

b. S&L stated that a design index of 1.25 would be used as the
; factor to determine when calculations would be performed for

physical (dead weight) loading.

The lack of design control measures to verify the adequacy of the

4 thermal loading of power sleeves and the physical loading of trays is
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Wm. H. Zimmer
QA Manual, Section 3.11.2 (358/81-13-18).

S&L revised Instruction PI-ZI-10.1, Revision 1, Sections 4.5, 4.6, and
4.7, on March 18, 1981 to include requirements to verify and control the
thermal loading of power sleeves and the physical loading of all trays
(power, control, and instrument) that have a design index over 1.25.

S&L stated that calculations for the physical loads of all power,
control, and instrument trays, and for thermal loads of all power
sleeves with a design index over 1.25, will be performed in the near
future. These calculations will be provided to NRC Region III.

The RIII inspector requested the justification for using the design
index program for the determining factor for physical loads since the
design index program had absolutely no relation to physical weight.
The RIII inspector also requested justification for using the design

'
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index of 1.25 as the determining limit for performing design calcula-
tions. S&L stated that both of the justifications would be provided
to NRC Region III. This item is unresolved pending evaluation of the
justification for using a design index program (358/81-13-19).

6. The RIII inspector observed a note on the bottom of the thermal calcu-
lation sheet dated December 27, 1979 for cable tray #1057A. The note
indicated that two cables "#VC016 and VC073 are overloaded." The noted

\ overloaded cables were not identified on any control document that
would have required appropriate evaluation and disposition. S&L
personnel stated that a control program did not exist for such design

#deviations,> This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
(and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 3.6 (358/81-13-20).
% oAn .ds h/;ed by 14 SA nyrtr%

7. The RIII inspector determined the physical weight of yellow division
control tray 1104B.

The total weight of 'the cables for tray 1104B was determined to be

3 6 2= 36.53 lb/ft

Therefore, tray 1104B (DI 1.54) is in complianc with FSAR
Section 3.10.1.2.3, which allows up to 40 lb/ft,

Problems identified during investigaiton of this allegation are addressed
in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

5.10.4 Findings and Conclusions

This allegation raises concerns of potential safety importance that cannot
be assessed without further inspections and evaluations by the licensee and
NdC.

Cable tray hanger weld deficiencies in the cable spreading room had been
reported to the NRC in July 1978 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). The
licensee's corrective action of this matter was completed in January 1981.
Although this matter was being carried as an open inspection item by NRC,
the licensee's final corrective action was not reviewed prior to this
investigation effort. This investigation effort disclosed that the hanger
welds throughout the plant had not been inspected before the welds were;

painted or coated with fireproofing.

The acceptability of electrical tray hanger welds is unresolved pending
(1) additional inspections of hanger welds, which will be made after paint

,
and fireproofing have been removed, and (2) establishment of the quality
of those welds for which in-process inspections were not performed and for'

which inspection criteria deviated from AWS Code requirements.

The acceptability of electrical cable trays fill and loading is unresolved
pending the completion and review of tray-loading calculations for several

*
.

,
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tray-routing points; re-evaluations of cable selections; es'tablishment of
'

the actual design basis and verification'measurt.o for cable tray leading;
establishment of design measures to verify *the thermil loadin's of power; '

sleeves and the physical loading of trays; and establishment of measures'.
-

to control design deviations. -
,

4

"

It should be noted that the time to determine comp}iance with ampacity.
requirements is at the completion of the eldctrical design. -According to
the licensee and A/E this was to be accornplished.

' '

These concerns are addressed in the license e's Quality-Confirmation Progran.
t|

5.10.5 Items of Noncompliance
~

,

.

e

Six items of noncompliance were identified. (Failuhe to identify and control,l

unacceptable welds on four cable tray hangers; failure to execute the programs s

for inprocess and final (before painting) inspections of cable. tray hanger ;

welds; failure to assure that' appropriate weld it spection criteria (1/32 inch
undercut) was specified in design docunents; failurc to control deviations ,

from the design basis for cable ampacity;, failure to establish measures to
assure verification of the design adequaef of. the thermal loading of power
sleeves and the physical loading of trays; and failure to establish measures -~~~~ ,to assure that design deviations, identified by S&L enginee S were controlled).

t

These items have generic applier.bility to plants designe'd by S&L and are being
forwarded to NRC Region IV, Veador Inspection Branch for generic followup.

5.11 Clossed Intake .

,

..

5.11.1 Allegation

" Sand and mud choke the feedwater pumps and intake flues carrying makeup
water to the cooling tower, because of a flaw in the plant's design.
Pumps used to rectify the flaw quickly burn out."

During an interview with Thomas Applegate and a GAP representative
,

(Thomas Devine), it was clarified that this allegation pertained to the
|

| river intake. The river intake provides service water, not feedwater.
'

!

5.11.2 Background Information s

i
. 9

10 CFR 50.55(e) requires licensees to report to NPC major defects found
during construction or operation of power reactors. These repo'rts are
public documents, maintained in NRC files and Pab'fic Document Room's.

s

The licensee reported silting conditions in CG&E letters QA-1148 dated
June 20, 1979, and QA-1168 dated July 23, 1979, and serviceyater pump .'#
impeller wear conditions in letters QA-1196' dated September 6, 1979,
QA-1239 dated December 31, 1979, and QA-1371 dated December 17, 1980,- <o,

that were sent to NRC Region'III pursuant to the ' requirements of IC'CFR
50.55(e). Copies of these let ers are included as Exhibit 51.' |

'
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''

,

The silting and pump impeller wear conditions, along with the measures to
correct these conditions, are described in Appendix J of the W. H. Zissner
FSAR, Revision 69, dated December 1980 (see as Exhibit 52 of this report).

5.11.3 Investination

A review was made of the 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports and related documents.
Additional investigation was not performed by RIII because the matter was,

. known and resolution was in progress.

frhe corrective measures to be taken, as described in licensee submittals,
' have be.en reviewed and accepted in Subsection 9.2.1 of NUREG-0528, " Safety
Evaluation' Report (SER) Related to the Operation of Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station, Unit.1," Supplement 1, issued in June 1981 by the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.;

!The implementation of these corrective measures is unresolved pending
'vapletion of the corrective measures described in the W . H. Zimmer FSAR,'
.

Appendix J, Revision 69, dated December 1980 (50-358/81-13-31).4

5.11.4 Findings and Conclusions
-,

(

The licensee reported the silting condition concerning the service water
intake structure to NRC Region III by telephone on June 18, 1979 and by
letters QA-1148 on June 20, 1979 and QA-1168 dated July 23, 1979 pursuant
to.the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e). The plant design and operating
ptocedures had to be modified to control the silting condition.'

Accelerated service water pump impeller wear was reported by the licensee
by telephone or. August 10, 1979, and by letters QA-1196 dated September 6,
1979, QA-1239 dated December 31, 1979, and QA-1371 dated December 17, 1980,
pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e).

The silting and pump impeller wear concerns are open items pending completion
of corrective measures described in the Wm. H. Zimmer Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR), Appendix J, Revision 69, dated December 1980 (including a
sedimentation monitoring program and plant modifications) and review by RIII;
inspectors. The implementation of these corrective measures will be reviewed

;

;.. during a subsequent inspection.

5.11.5 Items of Noncompliance
,

h No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.12 Overpressurization Incident
.

5.12.1 Allegation

"A design flaw in the heat exchanger control panel permitted an operator
mistakenly to force 1200 pounds of pressure through pipes only meant to
handle 300 pounds, ripping the pipe and soaking electricians with a hard

L spray of water that would have been radioactive had the plant been in
|

operation."
|

|
~

~
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5.12.2 Backaround Information

10 CFR 50.55(e) requires licensees to recort to NRC major defects found
during construction or operation of power reactors. These reports are

! public documents, maintained in NRC files and Public Document Rooms.

The licensee reported the overpressurization incident in CG&E letter QA-1106,

dated March 2, 1979 (see Exhibit 53) pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55(e). The report indicated that on January 19, 1979, during a construc-
tion test to demonstrate the flow rate through the high pressure core spray
(HPCS) system orifice, the steam jet air ejector was overpressurized and
failed. The report alludes to two operator errors as the cause of the
overpressurization. The errors involved two administratively controlled
valves, which were incorrectly documented as closed. " Administratively"
means that the valve positions (e.g., open, closed, etc.) are verified and'

documented in accordance with site procedures.

Although water in the HPCS system is not presently radioactive, it can be
contaminated during normal operation.

The 10 CFR 50.55(e) report also stated that the design, utilizing two
administrative 1y controlled valves, was permitted by the ASME Section III
Code, and concluded that the overpressurization incident was not due to

J a design deficiency, although a check valve would have compensated for the
two operator errors.

i 5.12.3 Investination

5.12.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On April 22, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he recalled an
incident when the heat exchanger control panel was' pressurized with 1200
pounds of pressurized water when it was only meant to handle 300 pounds. He

, said he learned that high-pressure water entered the low pressure system
I and ruptured pipes in the low pressure system. He said two electricians in
I the area were doused with water when the pipes ruptured. He related that

other plant employees said this incident occurred because an operator
apparently failed to turn off a valve allowing high pressure water to enter
the low-pressure system.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement attesting
| to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be

~

l attached to this report.
|
| 5.12.3.2 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated he recalled an
incident when the " alpha air injector condenser" on the ground floor of the
turbine building was injected with high-pressure water instead of low-pressure
water and the pipes in the condenser ruptured. He said other workers in the

I

'
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plant told him this occurred because an operator failed to close the high-
pressure valve and the high pressure water entered the low-pressure system
that ruptured the lines.

On April 24, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement attesting
to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.12.3.3 Record Review

Region III inspectors have previously reviewed the overpressurization concern
as documented in the following excerpts of IE Inspection Reports No. 79-06,
Section 8; No. 79-23, page 4; No. 79-29, pages 4 and 5; and No. 80-06, page 2.

Report No. 79-06, Section 8

"The inspector reviewed the event of January 19, 1979, during which high
pressure core spray (HPCS) water entered the condensate (CD) and low pressure
core spray (LPCS) systems because valves IE22-F003 and F031 had been left
open causing a rupture of the steam jet air ejector condenser IA. The review
consisted of interviews with testing and operating personnel and a review of
the licensee's final report on his investigation of the event. The review
showed that:

"a. Procedure OP.KP.01-4, Revision 0 was used to lineup, fill and vent
the HPCS system.

~

"b. At the completion of the fill and vent operation the operator never
completed Step 5.1.5 which required him to close valves 1E22-F003 and
F-31. With these two valves open the CD and HPCS systems became
crosstied thru the cycled condensate (CY) system. The operator claims
he informed the Shift Supervisor that he had left the two valves open
while the latter does not recall being told. This failure to follow
procedures is contrary to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V
and is considered to be an example of an item of noncompliance (358/79-
06-06B) of the infraction level.

"c. For some unknown reason, valve 1E21-F025 which had been safety tagged
closed under Switching Order No. 781317, dated November 16, 1978, was
in the open position. This completed the cross connection of the LPCS
and HPCS systems. Violation of Switching Order No. 781317 is contrary
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and is considered an example of

.

an item of noncompliance (358-79-06-06C) of the infraction level. The|

switching order was cleared on January 24, 1979. The corrective action
which the licensee is currently taking regarding a previous noncompliance
with the safety tagging procedure (358-79-01-01) is also applicable to
this event, therefore the inspector stated no response to this item if

| noncompliance is required.
|

| "d. Paragraph 13.0 of Safety Tagging Procedure EC. SAD.02, Revision 00
i allows for the operation of equipment for test purposes without the
i removal of the safety tags. It is possible that valve IE21-F025 was
| operated for test purposes thru tags and subsequently lef t open by

'
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error. The inspectors have objected to Paragraph 13.0 of the Safety
Tagging Procedure.

"On March 21, 1979, the licensee issued operating memo 79-2, Revision 9,
which specifically requires that "Do Not Operate" tags must be removed
before energizing electrical equipment or opening valves. An exception
is made in the case of electrical testing conducted by EOTD in which case
only the E0TD master tag will be left in place.

"e. On December 12, 1977, a General Electric system engineer recommended
that a check valve be installed on line 1HP18A3 downstream of valve
1E22-F013) because a similar overpressurization of a small section
of low pressure piping had occurred. The recommendation was rejected
because the licensee thought that two valves (IE22-F003 and F031) plus
administrative controls were sufficient to prevent recurrence. The
licensee stated the check valve will be installed. All other ECCS
systems have check valves in the line from the CY system.

"The inspector stated his concern regarding repeatable occurrences where
a lack of communication or understanding between parties have resulted
in damage to equipment. It is our intention to closely monitor the

licensee's performance during the preoperational test program to deter-
mine the adequacy of plant staffing and training as fuel load date
approaches."

Report No. 79-06, page 2

"(Closed) Noncompliance (358/79-01-01). Failure to follow safety tagging
(switching order) procedure. The inspector found that the licensee is
conducting safety tagging refresher training for all operations personnel
and systems engineers as stated in their letter, Borgmann to Heishman,
dated February 28, 1979."

Report No. 79-23, page 4

"(Open) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report: Overpressurization of the steam jet
air ejector heat exchanger (tube side). The inspector established that
a check valve has been installed as stated in the licensee's report dated
March 1, 1979 (QA-1106). This item remains open pending further review by
NRC Operations Branch."

Report No. 79-29, pages 4 and 5

"(Closed) Overpressurization of the steam jet air ejector heat exchanger
(tube side). NR number 7247R1, dated February 21, 1979, stated that over
pressure to 1200 psi of the LPCS piping system occurred in addition to
others. The A-E (Sargent and Lundy) analyzed the piping system and valves
with dispositions as follows:

"1. Carbon steel piping 3/4" up to 12" acceptable since stress was well
below yield point.
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"2. The one stainless steel 3/4" pipe is likewise o.k.

"3. Six hundred pound valves are acceptable with the pressure experienced
only being a repeat hydro test.

"4. Three hundred pound and 150 pound valves the manufacturer should be
consulted.

"S. The relief valve causing the problem should be retested and reset.

"Further information available (Construction Engineering Report dated
April 14, 1979) stated that the valve manufacturers recommended a seat
leakage test be conducted on the valves and that this test was performed
without any leaks being detected and it further stated that the relief
valve had been removed, tested and reset of set points done. The NR was
signed as completed on October 25, 1979. The inspector indicated that he
had no further questions regarding this item."

-.

Report No. 80-06, page 2

"(Closed) Noncompliance (50-358/79-06b). Failure to follow OP.HP.01-4
valve lineup. (Not closing valves IE22-F003 and IE22-F031.) The inspector
reviewed the licensee's action to prevent further non-adherence to proce-
dures and found them acceptable."

The licensee's General Engineering Department's report of April 24, 1979
(excluding attachments and tables) that documents the final disposition of ?,

! NR-7247R1, is included in Appendix B. ?

N 'Y' 14.s rY''p-
5.12.4 Findings and Conclusions

The overpressure event referred to in the allegation was reported to the
NRC in March 1979, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). The event was caused
by operator errors, that incorrectly permitted two valves to remain open,
rather than inadequate system design.

The actions taken by the licensee to assure the quality of the affected
piping and components and to prevent recurrence had been reviewed by the
NRC prior to the allegation and found satisfactory.

5.12.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.

5.13 Lax Fuel Security

5.13.1 Allegation

"There have been periods when there were no security surveillance cameras
|

during nuclear fuel deliveries to the site, and perimeter security con-
sisted for an extended period of only a four foot chickenwire fence."

'
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On February 26, 1981, during a meeting between NRC officials, Thomas Devine
(GAP representative) and Thomas Applegate at the Region III NRC office, they
advised that, among others, former Yoh Security Officers Jeffrey Hyde and
Ronald Wright were aware of periods of time when the nuclear fuel was left
unattended. It was alleged these situations presented a threat to the public
health and safety and left the fuel susceptible to terrorism, theft, and/or
diversion.

In addition, it was alleged that the walls of the fuel storage area were
" blow-out" walls, designed to give way during tornadoes.

'

5.13.2 Background Information

On June 26, 1978, NRC Special Nuclear Material License No. SNM-1823 was
issued to CG&E authorizing receipt, possession, inspection, and storage

j (at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station) of 2,000 kilograms of
uranium-235 (U-235) reactor fuel at an enrichment not to exceed 2%. The
U-235 CG&E received was in the form of new (unirradiated) reactor fuel assem-
blies. These assemblies are stored on the 627-ft level (seventh floor)
of the reactor building in the spent fuel pool area.

Nuclear fuel enriched above natural levels but less than 10% in the U-235
isotope is defined under 10 CFR 73.2(y) as "special nuclear material of

) low strategic significance." The physical protection requirements for
possession of special nuclear material of low strategic significance at
a fixed site are set forth in 10 CFR 73.67(f), which states the following:

"Each licensee who possesses or uses special nuclear material of
low strategic significance at fixed sites, except those who are
licensed to operate a nuclear power reactor pursuant to Part 50,
shall:

"(1) Store or use the material only within a controlled access
area,

"(2) Monitor with an intrusion alarm or other device or procedures'

the controlled access areas to detect unauthorized penetrations
or activities,

.

"(3) Assure that a watchman or offsite response force will respond
! to all unauthori7ed penetrations or activities, and

i "(4) Establish and maintain response procedures for dealing with
threats of thefts or thefts of such material."

~

The licensee is obligated to abide by the preceding requirements and any
special conditions set forth or committed to in Special Nuclear Material
License No. SNM-1823. A licensee (prior to being granted an operating
license) is not required to comply with other more stringent physical
security requirements of 10 CFR 73 and related Appendix B.

- - 110 -
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During NRC safeguards inspections conducted on September 25, 1979 (Report
No. 70-2838/79-01) and January 22-23, 1981 (Report No. 70-2838/81-01), it

| was determined that the licensee was complying with the requirements of
| 10 CFR 73.67(f) and License No. SNM-1823 with regards to protection and

storage of the nuclear fuel.

j NRC License No. SNM-1823 requires that administrative controls be used '

to control access to the new fuel storage area. To implement the pro-
visions of the license and 10 CFR 73.67(f), the licensee wrote and
included in the Station Administrative Directives, Procedure No. SE. SAD.03
Rev. 1, which is entitled " Interim Access Control, New Fuel Storage Area."
The primary purpose of this directive (as well as subsequent related pro-
cedural issuances and revisions) is to provide the administrative require-
ments for access control to the 627-ft elevation of the reactor building
during receipt, inspection, and storage of new fuel, in accordance with -

their NRC license. Procedure No. SE. SAD.03 Rev. 1, requires that a minimum
of one watchman be stationed at the location where normal entry and/or exit
to the 627-ft elevation is controlled. The watchman's purpose in being
stationed at this location is to control access and maintain surveillance
of the 627-ft elevation during receipt, inspection, and storage of new fuel.
" Watchman" as used in this context is defined by 10 CFR 73.2(d) as "an
individual, not necessarily uniformed or armed with a firearm, who provides

| protection for a plant and the special nuclear material therein in the course
|

of performing other duties."

| In August 1979, when CG&E was preparing to receive the first shipment
| of nuclear fuel, CG&E contracted with Yoh Security, Inc., to provide ten
| security officers (watchmen) for the sole purpose of providing security
! for the receipt and subsequent storage of the nuclear fuel. Yoh Security

personnel were required to adhere to the policy and/or procedures pre-I

pared by CG&E Security Supervisor, Frederick Lautenslager. CG&E did not
exercise direct supervision over Yoh Security personnel, but provided the
procedural requirements through the Yoh Lead Security Officer.

( CG&E is not required by NRC regulations to have armed security officers
for protection of new unirradiated nuclear fuel; however, the licensee.
chose to arm Yoh Security personnel with .38 caliber Smith & Wesson
revolvers. There was no NRC requirement for such watchmen to be trained
and/or to qualify with their assigned firearms. Subsequent to NRC ex-
pressing concern that the armed officers did not have specific firearms
training and qualification, CG&E (effective as of March 1980) took action
to assure that all security officers assigned to armed security respon-
sibilities were trained and had qualified with their assigned firearms
in accordance with procedures CG&E established. Prior to March 1980,

armed security officers were selected based on previous firearms training
experience that they had acquired from former military and/or police service.

Deliveries of nuclear fuel to Zimmer took place during the period August 15
through September 7, 1979. The shipping casks (containing two fuel assen-
blies each) in which the nuclear fuel was delivered measured approximately
15 ft in length by 21 in. in width and 11 in. in height. The fuel assemblies
themselves were contained within a metal shipping container that was, in
turn, enclosed within a wooden shipping container. A wooden and metal

'
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shipping container together composed what is referred to as a single shipping
,

cask. A wooden shipping container by itself weighed approximately 760 lb,'

a metal shipping container approximately 620 lb, and each fuel assembly
approximately 685 lb. This made the approximate total weight of a single
shipping cask (with two fuel assemblies enclosed) 2,750 lb. Subsequent toi

receipt of a shipping cask at the site, the metal shipping container was
uncrated from the wooden shipping container at the ground level. The metal
container (with fuel assemblies enclosed) was then lifted by crane to the

, 627-ft level of the reactor building (refueling floor) and temporarily stored'

in the metal containers. After the fuel assemblies were removed from the
metal containers, they were inspected for possible damage, channelled, and

,

j then lowered into fuel racks located inside the spent fuel pool for storage.
| As a further assurance that the fuel has not been damaged while in storage,

it will be examined by the licensee prior to loading it into the reactor.

Unirradiated fuel, although radioactive, does not pose a significant health
and safety problem regarding radiation emissions. It is only subsequent to'

being loaded into the reactor and becoming irradiated during plant operation4

that the uranium becomes contaminated with the intensely radioactive products
of the fission reaction, causing it to be highly radioactive.

The nuclear fuel, in its current form, contains a low percentage of U-235
enrichment, has little or no potential for use in any type of nuclear weapon,
and thus has been defined as "special nuclear material of low strategic
significance."

Additional security-related background information is also contained in
Section 5.14.2.

I 5.13.3 Investination

5.13.3.1 Interview with Jeffrey Hyde

| On March 26, 1981, Jeffrey Hyde was interviewed by NRC. Hyde was also
interviewed by telephone on June 9, 1981. He stated he was employed as'

a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the Wm. H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station from August 1979 to October 1980. While stationed
at Zimmer and assigned the duty of protecting the nuclear fuel, Hyde
advised he became aware of approximately four occasions when the fuel was
left unattended. He related that these instances occurred while the fuel
was at ground level (prior to the time it was moved to the 627-ft level)
with each instance lasting approximately 4 to 5 minutes, except for one
that. lasted approximately 10 minutes. Hyde explained that, subsequent to
receipt, the nuclear fuel was moved by maintenance workers with the help
of a crane from the ground level to the 627-ft level where it is currently
stored. During this operation, there were usually two or three Yoh Security
Officers stationed on the 627-ft level as the fuel was raised by crane and
brought to rest on that floor. On various occasions, there were no security
officers at the ground level watching the fuel as it was being moved and
raised to the 627-ft level because officers were not required to watch the
fuel during times it was under the control and/or observation of maintenance
workers. Hyde stated the problem arose when the maintenance workers ended

'
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their work shifts and left the area before he arrived at the ground level
to keep watch over fuel that had not yet been moved to the 627-ft level.
This resulted in the fuel being left unattended during those periods. (It

should be noted that the licensee's procedures did not require continuous
surveillance of the new fuel until it was in storage in the new fuel storage
area).

Hyde was asked what, if any, personal knowledge he had of the fuel being
left unattended while it was stored on the 627-ft level. He stated that
he did not recall any instances when the fuel (while on the 627-ft level)
was lef t unattended, except during those instances when the area radiation
monitor (ARM) alarm was sounded. Hyde explained that, during occasions
when the ARM alarm was sounded, security procedures required all persons
to be present on the 627-ft level to be evacuated to a lower elevation
level (floor). He indicated that, once everyone was evacuated to a lower
elevation (e.g., the 593-ft level), access to the 627-ft level could
still be controlled without a loss of security integrity (individuals
going to the 627-ft level would have to pass through the 593-ft level).

On March 26, 1981, Hyde provided a written statement attesting to the
preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 54.

5.13.3.2 Interview with Ronald Wright

On March 10, 1981, Ronald Wright was interviewed by NRC. Wright was also
interviewed by telephone on March 12, 1981. He stated that- he was employed
as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the Wm. H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station from October 1979 to October 1980. Wright was asked
what, if any, personal knowledge he had of the nuclear fuel being left un-
attended. He responded that the only times he recalled leaving the fuel
unattended was once when he evacuated the 627-ft level during an earthquake
and once during a tornado warning. He indicated that, although he left the
627-ft level on those occasions, he was still able to control access to the

j 627-ft level from a lower elevation of the reactor building (e.g. , the 593-ft
level) without loosing security integrity.

Wright also noted that when instances arose during which no other security
officers were available and he had to leave the 627-ft level for some
reason, he would call the control room and someone would relieve him at
his post until he returned.

He stated to the best of his knowledge there was always someone present
on the 627-ft level watching the fuel pool area where the fuel was stored,
except during the described instances.

.

Wright provided a written statement attesting to the pre-On March 10, 1981,
ceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 55.

! 5.13.3.3 Interview with Frederick Lautenslager

13, 1981, Frederick Lautenslager was interviewedOn February 24-25 and March
by NRC. He stated that he is employed as the CG&E Security Supervisor and

|
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has been assigned to the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station since August
1978. Lautenslager verified that no security surveillance cameras were used
during nuclear fuel deliveries in August-September 1979 and remarked that
there is no requirement for surveillance cameras to be used during deliveries.
He noted that surveillance cameras were subsequently installed in December
1980 (part of required security for an operational plant).

With regard to the protection of the nuclear fuel during delivery, Lautenslager
remarked that, although there was no requirement for security for the nuclear
fuel while it was being unloaded from the delivery trucks and uncrated, CG&E
provided armed security protection and surveillance over the fuel (beginning
at the time it arrived on CG&E property). They also maintained this security
profile during unloading, uncrating, inspection and subsequent storage of the
fuel on the 627-ft level.

Lautenslager stated that, to the best of his knowledge, the nuclear fuel has
;

not lacked armed security protection at any time since it was received at
Zimmer. He also stated that once the fuel was placed in the spent fuel pool
for storage, as well as during fuel inspection, access to the storage area
has been under security control of the officers assigned to station security.J

The only time the access control security officer is permitted to leave the
627-ft elevation is during evacuations covered by written security proce-
dures, Lautenslager advised that, to his knowledge, there has been only
one incident in which the officer left the 627-ft elevation. This inci-
dent, which occurred during an earthquake, involved the security officer
moving to the 593-ft elevation where he was still able to control access
to the 627-ft level and prevent any loss of security integrity.

t
On March 27, 1981, Lautenslager provided a tygwritten statement attesting
to the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 56.

Frederick Lautenslager was interviewed by telephone on June 3, 1981, con-
cerning the allegation that " perimeter security consisted for an extended
period of time of only a four foot chickenwire fence." He stated that he
recalled a fence fitting that general description being used around the
plant site some time ago and described the fence as an " owner controlled

i

fence," which marked the boundary line of CG&E's property. Lautenslager
indicated that the fence would have been on areas outside the jurisdiction
of the station security system, the primary concern of which was protection
of i.he nuclear fuel.

5.13.3.4 Interview with mes Caplinge

12,1981,hamesCaplingr as interviewed by NRC. He stated that! On March
officer thYohSecuritOnd6tationed{ewasemployedasaleadsecurit'

at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station romAugust1979toOctober198%

Withregardtoprotectionofthenuclearfuel,[Capling advised that, to

his knowledge, the fuel was never left unattended except during required
evacuations. He explained that during an evacuation of the seventh floor
fuel storage area the security officers repositioned themselves on the sixth

|

|

l
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' floor and were still able to control access to the seventh floor without a
loss of security integrity.

preceding .informati)on, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 57.kplinge]hrovidedawrittenstatementattestingtotheOn March 12, 1981,
:

5.13.3.5 Interview with William Ross

On March 11,1981, William Ross was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was
,

employed as a lead security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
| Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from March 1979 to February 1980.
!

! Ross stated he personally felt that a minimal job had been done to protect
the nuclear fuel. He also stated that he did not recall any times during
which he left the fuel unattended.

I Os March 11, 1981, Ross provided a written statement attesting to the preceding
|

information, a copy' of which is included as Exhibit 58.

5.13.3.6 Interview with John Bedinghaus

On March 12, 1981, NRC staff interviewed John Bedinghaus by telephone. On.

March 25, 1981, he was interviewed in Williamsburg, Ohio. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with W&W Security and assigned to nuclear
fuel protection duties at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from October
1980 to January 1981. Bedinghaus was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear.
fuel security during the time he had been stationed at Zimmer. He stated that
the fuel storage area on the seventh floor was well protected and the security
officers assigned to fuel protection were conscientious in performing their
dutier. Bedinghaus also indicated that, to his knowledge, the fuel was never
left unattended and no unauthorized persons were allowed entry into the fuel
storage area.

i on March 25, 1981, John Bedinghaus provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 59.

5.13.3.7 Interview with David Simpson

On March 11, 1981, David .Simpson was interviewed by NRC. He stated he
.

was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from September 1979 to October 1980.!

,
Simpson was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear fuel security during

! the time he had been stationed at Zimmer. He advised it was his opinion

| that CG&E's procedures for protection of the nuclear fuel were good and
j the protection of the fuel itself was more than adequate. Simpson stated
j that he had no complaints or concerns regarding the adequacy of the pro-

tection of the nuclear fuel at Zimmer.

On March 11, 1981, Simpson provided a written statement attesting to the .

preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 60.

I

!

f

'

!
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5.13.3.8 Interview with James Bice

On April 20, 1981, NRC staff interviewed James Bice by telephone. He stated
he was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from September 1979 to July 1980. Bice
was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear fuel security during the time
he had been stationed at Zimmer. He stated that, to his knowledge, there
were no instances when the fuel was left unattended except during evacuations
(covered by written procedures) following area radiation monitor (ARM) alarms.
On those occasions when the seventh floor was evacuated following an ARM alarm,
the security officers would move to the sixth floor, secure the elevator, and
continue to control access to the seventh floor from the sixth floor. Bice
indicated there was no loss of security integrity during these instances.

5.13.3.9 Review of Unattended Fuel

Fuel was apparently left unattended for short periods of time (up to 10
minutes) while at ground level during receipt and transfer to the fuel pool

i storage area (627-ft level). There is no evidence that the fuel was left
unattended, except during authorized evacuations, while in permanent storage.
In view of the protection afforded the fuel by the shipping container and the
fact that there was no evidence that the shipping containers had been opened,
this matter is not viewed as significant.

5.13.3.10 Review of Storage Area Wall Design

The Zimmer FSAR, Section 3.3.2, " Tornado-Loading," states that "all siding
and roof decking of any superstructure is designed and detailed to blow- off
when the design tornado approaches the station, and the bare frame is de-

| signed to resist tornado wind forces". A design wind velocity of 90 mph
I was utilized.

,

The design has been reviewed by NRC and judged acceptable. In this regard,

1. The blow-out design feature is to protect safety structures from collapse;

2. The spent fuel storage facility, which will store the spent fuel under
water once it becomes radioactive, is designed to preclude significant
loss of watertight integrity of.the pool and to prevent missiles from
contacting fuel within the pool;

1

| 5.13.4 Findings and Conclusions

Security surveillance cameras were not installed during nuclear fuel deliveries
to the site and NRC regulations did not require them to be in service at that-

time. Interviews with former security guards confirmed the nuclear fuel while
inside it's metal shipping container was left unattended for periods of time
up to 10 minutes on occasion. This practice was acceptable. Since the fuel
has been onsite, there has been no known attempt to steal or damage the fuel.I

The fuel has been inspected and will be visually examined again before it
is loaded into the reactor.

'

'
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The allegation that the perimeter security consisted of only a 4-ft chicken-
wire fence was confirmed by one individual; however, NRC regulations do not
prescribe site security requirements prior to issuance of the operating
license.

The FSAR states "all siding and roof decking of any superstructure is designed
and detailed to blow off when the design tornado approaches the station."
This is an acceptable design.

5.13.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.14 Alcohol and Drug Abuse

5.14.1 Allegation

"A lax attitude toward employee behavior was evidenced by complete
disregard of drinking and drug use on the site, and routine hiring;

of temporary laborers prone to violence."

On February 24, 1981, during a meeting with NRC officials, Thomas Devine
(GAP representative) and Thomas Applegate at the Region III NRC office,
they advised that, among others, former security officers Ronald Wright,
Jeffrey Hyde, and David Simpson had knowledge of " people who were drunk
on the job;" " people who were frequently intoxicated;" and " construction
workers walking around smoking dope, drinking moonshine liquor, getting

. drunk...."

5.14.2 Background Information

A brief history and description of plant security is provided in the
following paragraphs. Portions of this information are based on state-'

ments received during interviews with Frederick Lautenslager, CG&E Security
Supervisor, and Norborne C. Ward, President of W&W Protection Agency, Inc.,
the current security service contractor at Zimmer.

" Construction security" may be defined as the protection of property used
in and for construction activities at Zimmer, and the protection of those
areas in which construction is taking place. NRC does not impose security

; requirements on licensees during plant construction. Construction security'

does not extend to the 627-ft level (seventh floor) of the reactor building
(spent fuel pool area) where the nuclear fuel is stored, and does not extend
to those areas specifically released by the construction project manager and
signed for by the CG&E Electric Production Department (EPD). The protection

,' of the above areas not related to construction and the protection of the
nuclear fuel is defined as " station security." " Construction security" and

,

" station security" are two separate security operations.'

From the start of plant construction until September 1976, the'

H. J. Kaiser Company maintained its own security force that was respon-
sible for construction security matters at Zimmer. In September 1976,
W&W took over from Kaiser and became the sole security contractor, using

'
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the same security procedures that had applied to Kaiser's security force.
The primary responsibility for construction security is vested in the
construction project manager, although in essence W&W has been informally
delegated the authority to conduct security activities on his behalf.

In August 1979, while preparing to receive the first shipment of nuclear
fuel, CG&E contracted with Yoh Security to provide ten security officers
(armed watchmen) for the sole purpose of providing security for the
receipt and subsequent storage of the nuclear fuel. Yoh Security per-
sonnel were required to adhere to policies and procedures prepared by
CG&E Security Supervisor Frederick Lautenslager; however, CG&E did not'

exercise direct supervision over the Yoh Security Officers. The CG&E
, Security Supervisor coordinated the requirements of CG&E security pro-
' cedures through the Yoh lead security officer, who had responsibility

for implementing those directives. Specifically, the jurisdiction of the;
' CG&E Security Supervisor and Yoh Security Officers extended only to areas

that were included under the definition of " station security." Therefore,
from a security standpoint, the primary concern of the CG&E Security
Supervisor and Yoh Security was protecting the spent fuel pool area where

, the nuclear fuel was stored and controlling access to that area on the
' 627-ft level (seventh floor) of the reactor building.
1

At the request of Yoh Security officials in October 1980, CG&E terminated
Yoh's contract to provide officers for station security. W&W, upon Yoh's
leaving, assigned some officers exclusively for station security. The W&W
officers assigned to station security conducted security activities in

i accordance with the same procedures and under the same supervisory structure
as those that had applied to Yoh. (Additional security-related background
information is also contained in Section 5.13.2.)

The allegation was reviewed to determine if it had any significance regarding
matters under NRC jurisdiction; specifically, the review attempted to deter-
mine if the adequacy of construction of safety-related systems was compromised
by individuals who performed work in safety-related areas during times when
their ability to perform their job was impaired due to use of intoxicants.
To help make this determination, two basic questions were asked of persons
interviewed, who stated they observed workers who in their opinion were
intoxicated. In essence, the following questions were asked:

1. Did you ever observe anyone who in your opinion was intoxicated to the
point where their ability to perform their job was impaired?

2. If so, where did you observe these individuals?

5.14.3 Investination

5.14.3.1 Interview with Ronald Wright

On March 10, 1981', Ronald Wright was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at
Zimmer from October 1979 to October 1980. While stationed there, he observed
what he believed to be evidence of alcohol and drug use by workers at the
Zimmer site. At least once a week while on patrol at the site, Wright would

.
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find quantities of beer cans on the auxiliary building roof and in a lunch / break
area that was then located in the diesel generator room. He related that on
many occasions (he could not recall a specific number) he discovered what
appeared to be marijuana cigarette butts in one or two small rooms accessible
from the rooftop of the radwaste building. Wright stated that on one occasion
he discovered four or five capsules of material (colored black and yellow or
black and orange) that. appeared to be some type of drug. These capsules were
discovered between the two locker rooms on the second floor of the service
building. Wright was unable to recall what disposition he made of these
suspected narcotic materials and was unaware whether any analysis was ever
performed to identify the materials.

' Wright related that he was personally aware of two separate instances in
which construction workers, who in his opinion were intoxicated to the point

,

i that they were unable to perform their duties, reported for duty at the
seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel storage pool. The two workers
involved in these incidents were refused access to the spent fuel pool area
on those occasions.

! He also stated that, in his opinion, a former Yoh I,ead Security Officer was
very intoxicated on at least two occasions when he reported for work and
(based on the smell of his breath and his conduct) was somewhat intoxicated
on other occasions.

On March 10, 1981, Wright provided a written statement attesting to this
information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 55.

~

! 5.14.3.2 Interview with Jeffrey Hyde

On March 26, 1981, Jeffrey Hyde was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed ati

I Zimmer from August 1979 to October 1980. While stationed at the plant, he
| observed what he believed to be evidence of alcohol use indicated by the

empty beer cans and liquor bottles in various areas of the plant. Hyde was
able to recall only one instance when he observed a construction worker who,
in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated to the point that his ability to
perform his job was impaired. He observed this worker at the seventh floor
entrance to the spent fuel pool area. Hyde indicated that when the workers
condition was noted, he was prohibited entry to the fuel storage area,
removed from the floor, and suspended from work assignments on that floor.

Hyde also stated that he observed on several occasions (more than five but
i less than ten) a former Yoh lead security officer who, in his opinion, was

intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.!

On March 26, 1981, Hyde provided a written statement attesting to the above
information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 54.

5.14.3.3 Interview with David Simpson

On March 11, 1981, David Simpson was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was
employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at

'
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Zimmer from September 1979 to October 1980. While stationed there, he
observed what he believed to be indications of alcohol use by the workers
at Zimmer. Simpson advised that on many occasions, particularly on the
main floor of the turbine building, he discovered quantities of empty beer
cans and liquor bottles. He remarked that, although he never observed any
workers who, in his opinion, were intoxicated to the point their ability
to perform their job was impaired, he believed it was reasonable to assume
some workers' ability to perform was at times impaired, based on the number
of empty beer cans and liquor bottles found.

Simpson stated he had no personal knowledge regarding the extent of drug
use, although on one occasion while outside the reactor building, he
detected the odor of what appeared to be burning marijuana.

Simpson indicated he had no knowledge of any former Yoh Lead Security
Officer being intoxicated while on duty and, in his opinion, the former
lead officer never appeared to be intoxicated while on duty.

On March 11, 1981, Simpson provided a written statement attesting to the
preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 60.

5.14.3.4 Interview with William Ross

On March 11, 1981, William Ross was interviewed by NRC. He stated he wasj

employed as a lead security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed att

the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from March 1979 to February 1980.
| While stationed there, Ross observed what he believed to be indications of

alcohol and drug use by workers at Zimmer. Ross advised that, on a few
| occasions, he had seen construction workers drinking beer during their

lunch hours, although he had never noticed whether this drinking had any
apparent affect on the workers' ability to perform their jobs. Ross
indicated Yoh security officers were instructed not to confront workers
who were observed drinking in nonstation security areas but rather to
obtain information such as the payroll number or name on their hard hats
that could be used to identify the individuals. If identifying information

I was secured, it was referred to the construction project manager or W&W,
because they had jurisdiction over construction activities.

*Ross recalled one occasion when he observed a worker who, in his opinion,
was intoxicated, although he could not determine whether the worker was
intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.
Ross observed this worker at the seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel
pool storage area shortly after the worker was refused access to the fuel
storage area by a fellow Yoh security officer. (Based on Ross' description
of this incident, it appears he may be referring to the same incident that
former security officers Hyde and Wright described.)

Ross also advised that on one occasion he found what appeared to be mari-
juana cigarette butts on a rooftop area located between the reactor and
turbine buildings. Ross related he was not able to determine whether
workers were using drugs to the extent that it impaired their ability to
perform their jobs and had not formed an opinion in that regard.
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On March 11, 1981, Ross provided a written statement attesting to this
information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 58.

5.14.3.5 Interview with James Bedinghaus

On March 25, 1981, James Bedinghaus was interviewed by NRC. He stated that ,

he was employed as a second shif t security supervisor with W&W Protection
Agency, Inc., and was stationed at Zimmer from February 1980 to November

! 1980. While employed there, Bedinghaus noticed what he believed to be
evidence of alcohol use by workers at Zimmer, as indicated by workers he;

; encountered who smelled of alcohol and had the appearance of being intox-
t icated. Bedinghaus specifically recalled approximately three occasions on

which he observed workers who, in his opinion, were intoxicated to the point
that their ability to perform their job was impaired. These workers were
observed attempting to enter the site through the main gate. Bedinghaus

,

j indicated that, while he was assigned to the gate, workers who in his
' opinion were intoxicated were refused entrance to the site.
|

*

! Bedinghaus also stated he was aware of an incident when a second shift
security officer encountered a group of men with beer who were in two
automobiles leaving the site via the main gate. During that encounter,

: the security officer observed that the men in one automobile had open
beer inside their vehicle and the other automobile contained a case of
beer inside the trunk. The occupants of both vehicles indicated they

| were coming from an onsite CG&E fire school; however, none of them had
identification cards or visitor passes. Bedinghaus expressed the opinion
that the first shift security officers had not checked the identification
or issued passes to these individuals at the time they entered the plant.

Bedinghaus also expressed his belief that security was lax in the areas
i controlled by W&W, and W&W security officers were present onsite more for

display purposes rather than for providing property protection.

With regard to alleged drug use, Bedinghaus stated he had no personal
knowledge of drug use at Zimmer, although he had observed individuals who,
in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated or " stoned" on something other,

'

than alcohol.

On March 25, 1981, James Bedinghaus provided a written statement attesting
to this information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 61.

,

5.14.3.6 Interview with mes Caplinge

On March 1 mes Caplinge was interviewed by NRC. Je stated that
hewasem)2,1981,
at Zimme[%yed as a lead security officer with Yoh Securitpad h{s stationci

lo
om August 1979 to October 198 Q While stationed there, aplingeyf

observe what he believed to be evidence 6f' alcohol and drug use by workers
|
; at Zimmer. This evidence was in the form o ty b : ~ - and what appeared

to be marijuana cigarette butts detected b apling nsite Although heI

detected evidence of alcohol and drug use, plinge$ state he never personally
observed anyone drinking intoxicants or smoking marijuana. He indicated that,
if he had, he would have reported the individual to their superior and that
person probably would have been fired.

;
'
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[(aplingeh)alsoremarkedthat,basedonhis20yearsexperienceinthe
U.S. Army as a senior noncommissioned officer and observation of alcohol
and drug abuse among that population, he would not characterize the use
of alcohol and drugs at Zimmer as widespread.

12,1981,)f~aplingq[[providedawrittenswornstatementattestingtoOn March
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 57a

5.14.3.7 Interview with James Bice

On April 20, 1981, James Bice was interviewed by telephone. He stated
that he was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was
stationed at Zimmer from September 1979 to July 1980. While employed,

| there, Bice detected several instances of alcohol use by construction
workers at Zimmer. He related that on approximately four to six occasions
he personally observed workers consuming alcoholic beverages while onsite.
These instances of alcohol consumption usually occurred during lunch hours
in locations that included the electrical shop and a break area located in
the turbine building. Beer and whiskey were among the alcoholic beverages
consumed onsite. Bice recalled two specific instances involving the
presence of alcohol: one during which he observed a worker pouring " Jack
Daniels" whiskey into a Coke soda can and the other during which he foundi

a bottle of what he believed to be " moonshine" liquor (based on its smell)
in the turbine building.

In addition to instances where the consumption and presence of alcoholic
beverages were observed, Bice also recalled removing quantities of beer .

cans (approximately 300 while stationed at Zimmer) from inside a few small
rooms that were accessible from the second level of the reactor building.
Based on his experience at Zimmer, Bice speculated that approximately 25%
of the workers there consumed alcoholic beverages, usually during their
lunch hours.

Despite his observations regarding the extent of alcohol use, Bice said
that on only one occasion did he observe a worker who, in his opinion, was
intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.
This worker was observed at the seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel
pool storage area. Based on Bice's description of the incident, it appears
he may be referring to the same incident that former security officers Hyde,
Wright, and Ross described.

I

Regarding alleged drug use, Bice stated he did observe what he believed to
be evidence of drug use at Zimmer. Bice related that, during the course
of his routine security rounds each day, he would' find approximately three
to four apparent marijuana cigarette butts. He indicated that to his
knowledge there were no analyses made of the cigarette butts he detected,

| although based on their appearance (the presence of seeds common to the
marijuana plant) he was convinced the butts were from marijuana cigarettes.

Bice stated he prepared approximately 10 to 11 field incident reports;

regarding suspected alcohol and marijuana use while he was stationed at;

Zimmer and these reports were forwarded to CG&E Security Supervisor

i

(
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Fred Lautenslager. He remarked that Lautenslager advised him on one
occasion there was nothing Yoh Security and the CG&E Security Supervisor

, could do about these instances (since they apparently occurred in areas4

under W&W Security's jurisdiction) and not to worry about such incidents.

Bice verified that all the instances of alcohol and drug use he observed
occurred in areas under W&W Security's jurisdiction, except for the
incident on the seventh floor involving an apparently intoxicated worker.

Bice also advised that on one occasion he observed two CG&E employees in
the reactor control room who were smoking what appeared to be marijuana.
He said, however, he did not confront the workers regarding their suspected
conduct, and he does not recall preparing a field incident report about the,

event.
1

' 5.14.3.8 Interview with Dennis Shinkle
.

On March 26, 1981, Dennis Shinkle was interviewed by NRC. He stated that
he has been employed as a security officer with the W&W Protection Agency,
Inc., from approximately 1976 to the present. During that time, he was off
work for about six to seven months from January to July 1980. While
stationed at Zimmer, he has primarily been assigned to main gate security.
Shinkle indicated that he has detected evidence of alcohol use by the
workers there. Shinkle specifically recalled one incident that took place
during the Fall of 1979. The incident involved four or five construction
workers who had apparently brought alcoholic beverages onsite during their
lunch hour. He related that a construction supervisor first observed the
workers with the alcoholic beverages and requested that Shinkle accompany
him to corroborate this observation. When Shinkle did so, the supervisor
took immediate action and the workers were fired.

Shinkle was asked whether he had ever observed any workers who in his
opinion were intoxicated to the point that their ability to perform their
job was impaired. He replied that on several occasions (he was unable to
estimate how many) he had observed workers attempting to enter the site
by the main gate who, in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated. Shinkle
denied entry to the site to any workers he observed at the main gate who'

appeared to be intoxicated.

Shinkle indicated that it was difficult to prevent workers from bringing
alcoholic beverages onsite, particularly when there were large numbers of
workers entering the site at approximately the same time. Although

i security officers would often conduct a cursory search of lunch containers
and coolers for alcohol, they could not (lawfully or practically) search
the person of each worker who entered the site. The same problem applied

' to searching the motor vehicles permitted onsite. Security officers could,

conduct a cursory search of the vehicle trunks and a visual search of the
inside of the vehicle; however, they could not individually search each
occupant.

With regard to alleged drug use, Shinkle stated that he never observed,
and was not personally aware of, any drug use by workers at Zimmer.

,

!

' *
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5.14.3.9 Interview with Norborne Ward

On March 27, 1981, Norborne C. Ward was interviewed by NRC. He stated that
he is President of the W&W Protection Agency, Inc., and has held that

;
' position since W&W became the construction security contractor at Zimmer

in September 1976. From September 1976 to October 1980, he was stationed
on a full-time basis at Zimmer and thereafter visited the site to oversee
security operations usually twice a week.

| Ward indicated that he is well informed about security-related matters and
! incidents at Zimmer. He explained that W&W inherited Kaiser's security

procedures and basically has continued to conduct security activities in
accordance with those guidelines. Ward related that, during the time W&W
has been security contractor there, he has become aware of ins,tances of
alcohol use by construction workers at Zimmer.

Ward indicated that alcohol use onsite became a real concern and certain
reeasures were initiated to reduce the problem. In July 1980, W&W began the
practice of searching the coolers and lunch containers brought onsite by
the construction workers. This action was somewhat effective in preventing
some workers from bringing alcoholic beverages onsite. Also, a contributing
factor to the problem was the sale of liquor by certain individuals in the

i parking lot outside the site. Ward stated that a " crackdown" on parking
lot liquor sales was initiated in 1977 when state law enforcement officials
were contacted. These officials subsequently came out to the site and, to
his knowledge, made at least one arrest for liquor sale violations. *

Ward was asked whether he had ever observed workers who, in his opinion,
were intoxicated to the point their ability to perform their job was impaired.
He replied that instances of workers being intoxicated to that extent were
relatively rare and he estimated that, since W&W became a security contractor
in 1976, approximately 25 intoxicated workers were observed and denied access
to, or were ejected from, the site. The most common occurrence of this was
when intoxicated workers came to the site on payday to pick up their checks.
Ward remarked that the worker involved would take the day off and, after;

they had been drinking and were already intoxicated, would come to th'e'

site at 10:00 or 11:00 a.m. just to pick up their paychecks. On those
occasions, when a worker entering the site was determined to be intoxicated,
Ward would deny the worker's entry to the site.

Ward indicated it is difficult to enforce rules regarding use of alcohol on
site. He explained W&W security officers have been instructed to identify

! (if possible), rather than confront, workers who are observed consuming
alcoholic beverages on site. This is usually done by trying to obtain
identifying information, such as a payroll number or a name from the
individual's hard hat. If identifying information is obtained, the matter
is then referred to the individual's supervisor for action.

Ward expressed the opinion the biggest problem affecting security in general
is that Kaiser and CG&E allow too many motor vehicles on site. He indicated
the large number of vehicles permitted onsite increases the potential for
contraband being brought on and/or taken offsite without detection. Ward

'
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:

also stated that, since he has been at Zimmer, there has been little trouble
with regard to violent acts. He could recall only one incident when two
construction workers were involved in a fight.

Ward mentioned that, during the time Thomas Applegate was onsite, there
were six or seven security officers on duty during each shift.

j 5.14.3.10 Interview with Frederick Lautenslager

On February 24-25 and March 13, 1981, Frederick Lautenslager was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that he is employed as the CG&E Security Supervisor and
has been assigned to the Zimmer since August 1978.

! Lautenslager was questioned regarding his knowledge of alleged alcohol use
by workers at Zimmer. He stated he has no personal knowledge of anyone
drinking alcoholic beverages onsite and he has never observed anyone drinking

i alcohol onsite.

i

Lautenslager was also questioned regarding his knowledge of alleged drug
use (particularly marijuana) by workers onsite. He indicated he has no

: personal knowledge of any drug use and is aware of no incidence of mari-
juana use by anyone at Zimmer. Lautenslager related that cn one occasion
a Yoh Security Officer discovered and turned over to him some cigarette
butts which appeared to be hand-rolled. He stated since many of the craft
personnel roll their own cigarettes and since there was nothing to indicate
that the butts found by the security officer were in fact marijuana, no
further action was taken other than to notify W&W security personnel that
the hand-rolled cigarette butts were found.

.

f Lautenslager also stated that he has never received a report of any indi-
viduals drinking alcoholic beverages or smoking marijuana onsite.

! On March 27, 1981, Lautenslager provided a typewritten statement attesting
| to the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 56.
| 5.14.3.11 Field Observations

While at Zimmer, the NRC resident inspector has observed evidence of alcohol
use by workers. During approximately 50% of the time he has spent touring
the plant while conducting inspection activities, he has observed empty beer
cans in various safety-related areas of the plant. On a less frequent basis,
he has also observed empty "hard liquor" bottles (e.g., whiskey bottles).
The areas where empty cans and bottles were observed included the cable
spreading room, the two residual heat removal rooms, the related residual
heat removal heat ' exchanger rooms, and the reactor building. Within these
areas, the locations he observed empty alcoholic beverage containers were ;

generally hidden and isolated.

The quantity of empty beer cans in these areas varied greatly from time to
time. On some occasions (generally in the winter months), as many as 10 to
12 empty beer cans could be found in any of the noted locations of the plant
(although some of the cans may have been there a month or more since the
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last time the area was cleaned). On other occasions (generally in the summer
months), only a few cans would be present in those same locations.

The resident inspector has never personally observed anyone consuming. alcoholic
beverages. He recalled observing instances in the diesel generator room and
reactor building when workers were drinking beverages from non-alcoholic
beverage containers (e.g. , thermos bottles) and, upon seeing him approach,
made an apparent effort to conceal the containers from which they were
drinking. These instances led him to suspect that workers concealed intox-
icants in and consumed intoxicants from non-alcoholic beverage containers.
Observations of beer can accumulations in different areas of the plant have
been documented in various NRC inspection reports and that on at least two
occasions the beer can litter situation has been brought to the attention
of the Construction Project Manager, Scott Swain.

The resident inspector has never observed anyone who, in his opinion, was
intoxicated to the point where their ability to perform their job was impaired.
In the inspectors opinion, the drinking of alcohol at Zimmer is not as bad as
he has seen at other construction sites.

The resident inspector has observed approximately ten marijuana cigarette
butts during his plant tours and he recently found two marijuana cigarettes.
The resident discussed this matter with the Kaiser Construction Project
Manager.

5.14.4 Findings and Conclusions

#The NRC investigation identified evidence that there had been some drinking
and drug use onsite. No attempt was made to examine the
ment toward drinking, drug use, or violengver, based on interviewsattitudeofmanagek,Q

si e personnel coupled with NRG site observations both prior to an L[ 5 yduring the investigation, a widespread problem was not evident.
, 4

An adequately functioning quality assurance program would assure detection
/
9[)(/

and correction of any adverse effects from construction personnel whose
abilities have been impaired while under the influence of alcohol or drugs. v
Since we have questions regarding the quality assurance program based on %

*

p*
other findings of this investigation, the licensee Quality Confirmation
Program will assure construction defects have been identified.

)5.14.5 Items of Noncompliance

[g?~

No items of noncompliance were identified. t .

5.15 Employee Dismissals -
rV

p
5.15.1 Allegation 'Ap

Y kv'" Employees fired for time [ card] cheating had been cheating with the
ex res approval of management, and only time cheaters fired were vocal s
and knowledgeable critics of plant QA and safety." '

'

__..# )Uc' y

'
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5.15.2 Background Information

Thomas Applegate's investigation into timecard cheating at Zimmer found
that five individuals (three construction workers and two guards) were
involved in " timecard cheating" (i.e., absent from work onsite but recorded
as being at work). All those individuals involved were terminated by their
respective employers.

5.15.3 Investigation

5.15.3.1 Interyiew of Construction Worker

The NRC interviewed on of the construction workers who had been terminated
for timecard irregu ities. The other terminated construction workers
could not be located. No attempt was made to interview the two guards also
terminated because they were not directly involved in assuring adequacy of
plant construction. The construction workers were those who would have had
knowledge of " plant' QA add safety" (construction problems).

5.15.3.2 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by, # 3 representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated Kaiser,

terminated his employment in January 1980, after Thomas Applegate uncovered,

irregularities in his timecard. He said he was not fired for his criticism
i of plant safety and it was not until after he was terminated that he

I provided any information to GAP. Individual A said that although he had, ,

serious concerns about construction. work at the plant, he was not fired by
Kaiser for criticizing plant QA and safety.

On April 24, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting
I to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be

attached to this report.

5.15.3.3 Interview of Individual B

'

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by repre-
sentatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individuel B stated LSat he
would not characterize himself as a " vocal critic" of plant safety. He

; stated he had concerns about the QC program at Zimmer which he related to
the RIII Investigator. However, he said he was fired for irregularities
in his timecard and not for his concerns about the QC program.

On April 22, 1981, Individul B provided a written sworn statement attesting-

to the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.15.3.4 Interview of William Murray

On April 14, 1981, William Murray, CG&E Senior Engineer, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that from December 10, 1980 to January 4, 1981 Confidential
Service (CS) was hired by CG&E to investigate alleged timecard irregular-

'
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| ities at Zimmer. He stated CS entered into contract with CG&E after
Applegate told them he had uncovered evidence of employee timecard cheating.

| Murray stated the investigation was contracted for a 30-day period. During ,

that period, Applegate identified two guards and three construction personnel
who were involved in timecard cheating. Hurray indicated that all five of
the individuals Applegate identified had been terminated. He denied that
the only individuals terminated were those who were vocal and knowledgeable
critics of plant safety, and stated emphatically that the individuals fired
were fired solely for irregularities in their timecards.

Murray also stated that Major W. Cox, Director of CS, felt that the inves-
tigation was compromised when Murray left Applegate's reports unattended in.

his desk. Murray said that at that point the contract was ending and he
and Cox concurred timecard cheating was not widespread. Both agreed that,
because of the questions about the security of the operation, the contract
should be terminated. However, Murray said Applegate stated that he was
concerned about the QA problems he had identified and wanted to continue
investigating. Murray said the concerns Applegate raised had already been
identified by the CG&E QA group and he saw no reason to continue the
investigation. He said Applegate was adamant in his insistence to continue
the investigation, so he referred him to William Schweirs, Quality Assurance
Manager. Schweirs agreed there was no need to investigate these matters
further and advised Applegate of his conclusion. Murray said the contract
was terminated with Cox's approval, but over Applegate's objections.,

|

| Murray provided a letter from CS regarding the contract termination, dated
| January 4, 1980, and is included in Exhibit 62.

In a subsequent telephone conversation, Murray stated that Individual B was
not one of five identified by Applegate nor was he fired at CG&E's direction
for timecard cheating, but that he may have been terminated by Kaiser for

* another timecard matter.

5.15.3.5 Interview of Major W. Cox

On April 30, 1981, Major W. Cox, Director of CS, was interviewed by NRC.
Cox stated he employed Thomas Applegate as a private investigator for CS.
He indicated that in November 1979, when Applegate was investigating another
matter, Applegate came across evidence of employee timecard cheating at
Zimmer. Cox stated he was reluctant to pursue the matter, but on several
occasions Applegate approached both him and CG&E about this matter. Cox
said Applegate continued to pursue the matter and CG&E forma'lly requested ,

CS to investigate the matter. Cox stated the investigation was contracted
to last 30 days during which Applegate would work undercover onsite with
the primary task of investigating employee timecard cheating. Cox said the
CS investigation began on December 10, 1979 and ended on January 6,1980,
and identified several employees who were involved in timecard cheating.
Cox said the operation ran its course and was terminated at the end of the
original 30-day contract period. .

Cox stated that during the last weeks of the investigation, Applegate said he
; found evidence of irregularities in pipe welds and in the plant QA program.
| Cox told William Murray about this and Murray said CG&E was already aware of

^
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the problems Applegate had identified and did not need to pursue them further.
Cox recalled that Applegate had learned there was a disagreement between
Peabody Magnaflux (PM) employees and CG&E over the interpretation of X-rays
taken of some pipes on site.

I Cox said there was no attempt by CG&E to cover up any of Applegate's dis-
closures. Cox said it appeared to him that CG&E was already aware of the
problems Applegate identified and Applegate was not providing them with
any new information. Cox stated that after the 30-day contract period,
both he and CG&E decided to terminate the contract. Cox stated Applegate
disagreed with this decision and wanted the investigation to continue so
he could pursue irregularities he had Adentified in the QA program. Cox
said CG&E denied Applegate's request.

Cox said that in his opinion Applegate held a grudge against CG&E for ending
the investigation over his objections = He indicated that since January 1980
he has had no further contact with Applegate regarding the Zimmer investi-
gation, and Applegate has taken custody of all of the tape recordings and
copies of reports he made during the investigation.

5.15.3.6 Record Reviews

The Confidential Service memorandum dated January 4,1980 authored by
Major W. Cox, Director of CS, was reviewed by the investigator. The first
paragraph of the letter addresses Cox's concerns about the security of CS
confidential reports. The letter i cates Cox objected to security breaches ~~~~
during the investigation and asked to terminate the investigation. How-
ever, Cox did state in the letter t t, based on information he had, he did
not concur with CG&E's conclusion that Applegates allegations regarding
questionable construction were without merit.

5.15.4 Findings and Conclusions

The two former employees interviewed by GAP were contacted by NRC. They denied
they had been fired for any criticism of plant QA and safety, but rather had

. been fired for timecard cheating. There was no indication from the interviews
that management approved of timecard cheating.

5.15.5 Items.of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.16 Radiographer Suppression

5.16.1 Allegation
.

"CG&E had warned PM management to silence the radiographers at Zimmer,
who were criticizing CG&E's consistent approval of welds rejected by PM."

On February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate provided further information
regarding the allegation. He stated he learned that on the weekend of
January 9-10, 1981, Individuals D and E had probably broken into the|

*
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i

Peabody Magnaflux (PM) trailer onsite. He alleged that during this
burglary those individuals removed records of an instance where CG&E had
overridden PM's rejection of welds.

!

,
5.16.2 Backaround Information

,

CG&E did not have personnel with direct nondestructive examination responsi-
bilities, and as such, would not have been involved with " overriding" of
PM radiograph interpretations. Additional background on radiography is in-'

cluded in Section 5.8.2.
!
! On July 3,1979, five pref abricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg
j were received at the Zimmer site (see Section 5.7). Kaiser personnel wrote
| Nonconformance Report E1911 stating that the " spools were rolled off of truck

onto ground and striking other spools." On July 6, 1979, Kaiser directed that
the welds on the spool pieces be radiographed.

j On July 21, 1979, David Hang of PM radiographed the spool pieces and identi-
fied rejectable defects in welds on three of the five spool pieces. PM for-
warded the findings to Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. The reports and
film identifying the examined welds were then reviewed by Pallon and filed in
the Kaiser Document Control Center, three radiographs of welds with apparently
rejectable defects were filed with a nonconforming report. On April 8, 1980,
these films were reviewed by NRC Iuspector Kavin Ward who determined that the
welds had the wrong geometry for radiography and the films were not acceptable.

On April 25-28, 1980, PM personnel performed magnetic particle and ultra-
sonic inspections of the questioned spool pieces and concluded on the basis
of these examinations that the welds on the spool pieces were acceptable.
On April 28, 1980, Kellogg performed ultrasonic examinations of the same

| spool pieces and also found them to be acceptable.

The above information including details of processing of nonconformance report
E-1911 is included in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09.

5.16.3 Investination -

5.16.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On April 22, 1981, kndividual A, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated PM radiographers
Allen Sellars and David Binning had told him, on two occasions, that they
found defective welds in Kellogg prefabricated spool. pieces. He said they
had discovered the defects when examining Kaiser field welds that joined the
spool pieces in'the residual heat removal system. He said they also found

|

similar defects in five of twenty welds on the main steam relief (MSR) spool
pieces that had fallen off a truck on delivery to the site.

Individual A' stated that PM personnel told him CG&E overrode their rejec-
tion of welds on the MSR system and had retained a copy of the examination
report and radiographic film in their files. He said CG&E overrode PM
when they examined prefabricated spool pieces, but they were not overridden
in their weld determinations for Kaiser welds. '-

'
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Individual A also stated that in January 19 CG&E hired undercover private

; investigator Thomas Applegate who had questioned PM employees about this
i examination. He said Applegate and Allan Sellars had met at the Riverview

Inn to discuss the matter. A few days after this meeting, Sellars met
Individual A onsite and told his his supervisors had advised him not to
discuss the matter with anyone. He said Sellars later informed him there
had been a burglary of the PM trailer, and the film and examination reports
for the MSR spool pieces which PM had retained were missing.

On April 24, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information; however, he requested the statement not be:

attached to this report.

5.16.3.2 Interview of Thomas Applegate

On February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate was interviewed by NRC. He stated
i he had a telephone conversation with Ernest A1 dredge, President of PM, in
! which A1 dredge said weld records were missing from the PM trailer onsite.

Applegate.said he subsequently learned that there was a break-in of the PM
trailer on the weekend of January 9-10, 1980, and that records were taken
from the trailer. He indicated Security Officers Ronald Wright,
James Bedinghaus, and David Simpson had told him Individuals D and E werei

'

probably involved in the break-in and had stolen records from the trailer.

I Applegate said PM is now unable to " defend itself" against CG&E in a dispute
' about the acceptability of welds PM examined on the MSR system since its
| records were stolen. He stated that although these welds had been examined

by PM and found defective they were later accepted by CG&E. Applegate said
' that since the burglary PM has instructed its employees not to say anything

about this matter for fear of industry-wide reprisals against PM.

5.16.3.3 Interviews of Security Officers

Between February 1 and March 15, 1981, the individuals listed below were
interviewed by NRC. They could not provide any information concerning
the break-in of the PM trailer in January of 1980. All of these individuals
are former Security Officers at the ZI.r.ser site and all stated the break-in
had not been reported to the Security Department. They stated that they were
unaware of the identity of any individuals who might have committed the break-in.

I
David Simpson, Felicity, Ohio, Police Department
Ronald Wright, Felicity, Ohio, Police Departmenti

1 James Bedinghaus, former Security Officer, Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station

John Bedinghaus, former Security Officer, Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station

i Jeffrey Hyde, former Security Officer, Zimmer
| Nuclear Powe tion

hamesCaplinge ormer Security Officer, Zimmer
'

-

Nuclear Power n
|- William Ross, Investi or, Clairmont County, Ohio

Welfare Department

3

\

'
.
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; }n .5.16.3.4 Interview of Ernest Aldredge
~ , . , (

' ~ ' x
s n'

'\

On April 10, 1980, Ernest A1 dredge, PM President, was interviewed by NRC. /
A1 dredge stated that to'the best of his knowledgeiPM radiograplers at the ,

Zimmer site were not consistently overridden in their weld. determinations.'

m<

! He stated that Charles Wood, PM's Cincinnati Office Manager ,had never ~ l"
'f' \,

^reported this problem-to him ' '

s ;

| Aldredge also stated that from anary through June 1980 there'was Sri NRC
'

4

''
| investigation at Zimmer as' a result of complaints made by Thomap Applegate,

, i ' !/
s

,

a private investigator, who had been hired by CG&E. He(indicated /' i

Charles Wood informed him that PM employeies had apparently told. Applegat.e i

that there were defective welds at the plant. -A1 dredge stated Applegate" >p
_

'
,

subsequently contacted both the NRC and the local press about PM personnel N _q

telling him about defective welds,' charging that PM hid been overridden in ;y ,

1their decisions to reject walds. ' s , f,

. .i ~ )
~

A1 dredge said that, as the result of the:NRC investigation and newspaper N
'

articles about it, he contacted the~Public Relations Officer of his parent |
company, Magnaflux Quality Ser: vices. They ' advised hire that due to the sensi-

'

tive nature of nondestructive examination of nuclear power plants |it would c

be bad publicity for PM to make any public statement, since the statement t* '

could be misconstrued by the' press. Aldredge stated le was therefore .-

advised to not rake any statement to TV reporters or any other; members of'
the media. He indicated he also advised Charles Wood-it would be.in the '

best interest of PM not to make any statements at that time. i -i- -

A1 dredge said PM's contract at Zimmer was not renewed due to production
~

i

problems that had been' attributed to frequent breakdowns of the. film [s-
processing machine onsite. He said information such'as'this could~ impact

; the company's professional reputation, so he felt'it was best not to ..

make a statement about 'vhy PM's contract was not renewed. ~~j

A1 dredge stated that there had been no. attempt to silence the radiographers
at Zimmer regarding public statements about the investigation. Aldredge
provided a. sworn statement on August' 17, 1981, a-copy of,which is included ,

'as Exhibit 63. ,

5.16.3.5' Interview of William Schwiers

On April 23, 1981, William Schviars, CG&E Quality Assurance Manager, was
( interviewed by NRC. He stated he would forward a letter to the investigator

outlining the reasons PM's contract was turuinated at Zimmer. Subsequently,'

Schweirs provided an unofficial memorandum outlining his reasons for termi-
nating PM's: contract in April 1980. . A retyped copy of the provided nemo is
included as Exhibit 64. Schweirs stated the contract was not terminated
because of PM's criticism of "CG&E's consistint' approval of welds rejected

t by thea."

5.16.3.6 Interview of Charles Wood ,

p

On April 15,1981, ' Charles k'ood, PM' Cincinnati Office Manapr, was -inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that since 1972, PM har been enqioyed as the firm

-

>

'
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! responsible for nondestructive examination at Zimmer. He said PM has con-
ducted both ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and radiographic examinations of
large-bore and small-bore pipe velds onsite. Wood said PM's responsibility

,

c
6 was to examine welds and present their preliminary findings to Kaiser.
ff't Kaise.r personnel would examine radiographs and make the determination if a

weld was accepted or rejected. He stated Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer,I t
- <

was responsible for' reviewing PM's work and was not " consistently overriding"
, PM on their decisions to accept or reject a weld. He said Pallon supported
PMis work onsit'e and, when a defective weld was identified, assured that the,

< >

5' veld was repaired.
,

'
' 7' Wood stated that CG&E hired Thomas Applegate in January 1980, and apparently~'

Applegate, talked to a number of PM employees about their work onsite. Wood'

said Applegate called him in January 1980 and identified himself as
" Thomas Jackson," a CG&E Cost Accounting Engineer. Wood indicated that at
that time there was a question about PM being retained onsite due to problems
in meeting production goals.

-.

Wood advised there was discussion among PM employees about the contract
renewal, ind he learned PM employees had told Applegate that PM had iden-
tified defective welds in the plant. Wood said it was PM's responsibility'

'to identify defective welds and report their findings to Kaiser. Kaiser!
,

would' assign a status of either repair, hold, or rework to the defective
weld. ' Wood indicated that when his employees told Applegate that there

s - were'" bad welds," they were referring to defective welds they had iden-
y tified and reported to Kaiser. Wood stated his employees had answered

Applegate's questions in good faith, assuming he knew the meaning of theL ,

i term'" bad welds" (that were identified as needing repairs by the Kaiser
Quality Control system).

Wood stated that on one occasion Applegate called him and asked him if
there were " bad welds in the plant" and he responded in the affirmative.
He said he assumed Applegate knew what a defective weld was and that
Applegate was questioning (as an auditor) PM's ability to identify weld

i defects. Wood said Applegate later went to the newspapers and quoted Wood

|
end other PM empleyees as saying "there are defective welds" in the plant.
Wood said that rejectable welds are identified by nondestructive examination
and are repaired under the quality control system.

Wood said that later there was a series of very controversial newspaper
articles about Zimmer construction. He consulted with PM's attorney,
Charles Russ, who advised him that media representatives could misconstrue
anything he said and cautioned him to instruct his employees not to discuss
the matter with the media. Wood said there was no attempt to " cover up"
any of PM's activities onsite, and their records accurately report their
findings. Wood indicated that after the discussion with their attorney he
advised PM employees to not make any further statements regarding the matter.

Wood said PM employees were receiving phone calls from media representa-
tives and a number of PM employees were disturbed about the calls. He felt
it was PM's responsibility as their employer to advise them not to discuss
Applegate's charges with media personnel.

'
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Wood said Applegate charged PM was " overridden" in their weld evaluations,
and that its contract was not renewed by CG&E because PM had continued to
reject weids. Wood stated the contract was not renewed because of problems
in meeting production goals onsite and not for any disagreements over PM's
weld examinations.

Wood recalled that Allan Sellars told him in January 1980 that there' had
been a break-in of the PM trailer. Sellars reported to Wood that no
equipment was missing, but he was unsure if Sellars had told him that

,

1 any records were taken. Wood said PM retains the blue copy of all its
examination reports for billing purposes; however, the X-ray film of a
weld and other copies of examination reports are the property of CG&E
and Kaiser and are retained by them.

1

On April 15, 1981, Wood provided a written statement attesting to the
preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 65.

5.16.3.7 Interview of Allan Sellars

On February 19 and April 15, 1981, Allan Sellars, PM Level II Radiographer,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from April
1976 to April 1980, and performed radiographic examinations of Kaiser field
welds and occasionally examined welds on spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg.

'

He indicated that when he identified defective Kaiser or Kellogg welds he
identified them on the examination report and forwarded the report to
Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. Sellars stated he was not overridden
by Pallon when he identified defects in either Kaiser or Kellogg welds. I

Sellars did recall an incident in the Summer of 1979 when PM was asked
to examine welds on some Kellogg MSR system spool pieces that apparently
fell off the truck on delivery to the site. He said he and David Hang

' radiographed welds on the spool pieces in question, but the film quality
was poor. He indicated the geometrical configuration of the welds was

t

such that it would exaggerate flaws in the welds and project them on the'

| film at varying angles, distorting the view of the weld. Sellars said
I that he had told Pallon radiography was the wrong technique to use in this

case, but Pallon said to conduct the examination anyway. Sellars said Hang
observed some unacceptable indications (defects) on the resultant radio-
graphic film and noted this on the examination reports. Later, during an
NRC investigation, these spool pieces were ultrasonically examined and the
welds were found to be acceptable.

Sellars also stated that after the investigation there was considerable
publicity regarding PM's work onsite, and he cas told by PM management
not to comment to members of the press because anything he said could be
taken out of context. Sellars said this was not an attempt to intimidate
or silence him about PM's work onsite. In his opinion PM's contract was
not renewed due to production problems, which he attriouted to breakdowns
in the film processing machine. Sellars said another factor in CG&E's
decision was audits that were critical of PM's work onsite. He indi-
cated the contract was not terminated for problems in their identification
of defective welds. Sellars also stated the PM trailer had been broken
into; however, he was not aware of anything taken during the break-in.

'
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On April 15, 1981, Allan Sellars provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 49.,

5.16.3.8 Interview of David Hang

On March 27, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from September 19, 1976,
to August 1979. Mang said he was responsible for conducting radiographic
examinations of large bore pipe welds. ,

Hang indicated that he was not overridden on his weld determinations by
Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. To the contrary, Hang said welds
PM accepted were frequently found unacceptable by Pallon and Pallon would
request PM to reexamine the welds. When Pallon found a defect in a weld
that PM had not detected, he would order the weld repaired. Mang said
Pallon, as a Level III radiographer, had the final say in acceptance or
rejection of a weld.

Hang recalled that in August 1979 Pallon asked him to examine some pipe
spool pieces on the MSR system that had fallen off of a truck on delivery
to the site. Hang said he took one radiographic " shot," evaluated the film,
and concluded that radiography was the wrong technique to use when examining
the spool pieces.

Hang said he told Pallon that the geometric configuration of the spool
pieces was such that it distorted the view of the weld and might exaggerate
flaws that would appear as defects on the film. Hang indicated Pallon.

requested he examine the remainder of the welds by radiography and these
examinations revealed apparent rejectable defects on three spool pieces.

Hang said he reported the results of his examinations to Pallon and
i

retained the PM copy of the reports and film in a special folder in the
PM trailer onsite. He added that ultrasonic examination would be the
proper nondestructive testing technique to use to examine pipe welds in

| this geometric configuration, and he later learned the spool pieces had
|

been ultrasonically examined and found acceptable.

Mang said he left Zimmer in August 1979 and, on his return in March 1980,
he was informed by Allan Sellars that there had been a break-in of the PM
trailer and the file on the MSR pieces was missing. Hang stated that in
April 1981 he reviewed the radiographic examination reports for the MSR
spool pieces that were recovered from the Kaiser Document Control Center.
Hang verified that the reports and films were the originals from August
1979. He indicated these examination reports were for the three welds he
found unacceptable, and apparently were filed by Kaiser with a nonconformance

*report.

On April 23, 1981, David Hang provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 47.
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5.16.3.9 Interview of Wayne Draffon

On February 19, 1981, Wayne Draffon, PM Level III Radiographer, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed by PM at Zimmer from January 19
to April 1980. Draffon said it was PM's responsibility to radiograph Kaiser
field welds onsite. He said PM performed a radiograph of a weld and did a
preliminary review to ascertain if the weld was rejectable. He indicated PM
did not have authority for final acceptance of a weld but that the KEI welding
engineer who reviewed the radiographic film was responsible for final accept-
ance. Draffon stated PM was not frequently overridden in its weld determina-
tions and that welds accepted by PM were frequently found unacceptable by Kaiser.

Draffon said he learned that radiographers occasionally observed defects in
Kellogg welds when they overlapped Kaiser welds. These cases were reported
and forwarded to Kaiser to determine if the Kellogg weld should be repaired.
Draffon stated that when welds junctured, the geometry of the juncturing welds
is frequently not the same and therefore radiographic views of the weld may
be distorted. He indicated that inexperienced Level I or II Radiographers
would often examine juncturing welds and report rejectable defects, not
recognizing that the view was distorted. Draffon said a more experienced
radiographer can discern this and find the weld acceptable. Draffon stated
that when he arrived on site a problem similar to this had apparently occurred
where PM radiographers examined MSR spool pieces that had fallen off the truck
and found the welds unacceptable. In fact, the view of the weld was distorted
due to configuration problems. Draffon said the spool pieces were later
ultrasonically examined and found to be acceptable. Draffon commented that
this appeared to be an isolated instance, and CG&E or Kaiser did not often
override PM in their weld determinations.

Draffon stated he had heard that the PM trailer was broken into, but this
occurred prior to his arrival onsite. He learned that Thomas Applegate, a
private investigator, had called the trailer and told employees it had been
broken into. He said, however, employees searched the trailer and found
no records or equipment missing.

Draffon also stated that PM's contract was terminated in April 1980 at the
customer's request. He said this occurred because the volume of work was

i slowing, and PM had experienced production problems, which he attributed to
frequent breakdowns in the film processing machine onsite.

5.16.3.10 Interview of Steven Binning

,

! On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning, PM Level II Radiographer, was interviewed
| by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from April 1978 until April 1980.

Binning said be received his Level II certification in October 1979 and
routinely radiographed large bore pipe welds fabricated by Kaiser onsite.
Binning said PM radiographed welds, developed the film, did a preliminary
examination to determine if the welds were acceptable or rejectable, and
then forwarded their report to Anthony Pallon, KEI welding engineer, who
made the final determination on the acceptability of the welds. He in-
dicated Pallon did not consistently override PM in their weld determination
and would sometimes reject welds that PM had initially found acceptable.

'
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He frequently directed them to re-shoot welds that Kaiser had repaired'

after PM had identified rejectable defects in the welds.

Binning recalled one occasion where PM examined some prefabricated spool
pieces for the MSR system that were manufactured by Kellogg and had apparently
fallen off a truck on delivery to the site. He said David Hang examined the
spocl pieces and determined there were rejectable indications in some welds.
Binning said the radiographs were later evaluated by Kaiser, it was found

.

the weld geometry precluded correct interpretation, and the welds on the spool
pieces were not defective. Binning said Hang retained copies of his report
of this particular examination.

Binning also stated that in January 1980 he received a telephone call from
an unidentified individual who told him the PM trailer had been broken into.
He said he immediately checked the back door and found the lock had been

~

pried off and apparently the trailer had been entered. Binning said he
inventoried the equipment in the trailer, checked the files, and found the
only items missing were the examination reports and films for the MSR
spool pieces that had been examined by Hang earlier. He indicated he told I

Allan Sellars and Wayne Draffon about the burglary but did not discuss it
with anyone else.

Binning said PM management never told him to be silent about activities
that occurred at the site. He said PM's contract was not renewed because
of production problems, which he attributed to their film processor fre-; ^

quently breaking down. He also stated that NRC had audited PM's radiation'

safety operations and technical work and these audits were critical of
some aspects of the PM operation. Binning said PM was not asked to leave
the site for their identification of defective welds, and PM employees

| were not harassed or intimidated by Kaiser or CG&E.

On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 48.

5.16.3.11 Interview of David Binning

On January 19 and April 15, 1981, David Binning, PM Radiographer's Assistant,
was interviewed by NRC. He indicated that, as a Radiographer's Assistant,
he was not responsible for reading or interpreting film or making any weld
determinations. He said he worked with both David Hang and Allan Sellars
and did not recall them commenting that Anthony Pallon overrode them. He .

*
stated that PM usually radiographed Kaiser field welds; however, on one
occasion they radiographed Kellogg prefabricated pieces. He said he re-
called Hang took some "information only" shots of some prefabricated pieces
and identified rejectable indications in some welds. He indicated Hang
reported this to Pallon, but he was not aware of the final disposition of
the report.

Binning also said that in January 1980 there was a break-in of the PM trailer
and records were taken; however, he did not recall what records were missing.
He said at about the same time the burglary occurred, Thomas Applegate con-
ducted an investigation and later notified NRC and the local press concerning

.

'
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PM's work. He said he was told by Sellars not to say anything about the
investigation because he (Sellars) was getting harassed by the press and
Applegate about it. Binning said he was never told by PM management to
" cover up" anything about their activities at the site. Binning volunteered
that PM had production problems onsite, which he attributed to the film
processor breaking down and holding up production.

,

5.16.3.12 Interview of Robert Marshall
:

On April 16, 1981, Robert Marshall, KEI Construction Superintendent, wasi

interviewed by NRC. Marshall stated PM was not overridden by Pallon on
weld determinations at Zimmer. He said Pallon did not report to him that
he overrode PM on their weld findings. Marshall also stated that the PM
radiographers with whom he spoke after Applegate made his disclosures to
the press did not support the claim that Pallon was overriding them in
their weld determinations.

He recalled one incident when PM was asked to examine some MSR spool pieces
that had fallen off a truck on delivery to the site. He said that in April
1980 he reviewed the radiographs taken of these spool pieces and he, Rex Baker,
KEI Welding Engineer, and NRC Inspector Kavin Ward examined the films. All3

' concurred that the welds were of the wrong geometry for radiographic examina-
tion. Marshall said that on some of the films the geometric configuration had
distorted the radiographic view of the welds. He added that this examination
was an exception to common practice because PM normally radiographed Kaiser
field welds but not welds on Kellogg prefabricated pieces. Marshall advised
that the MSR spool pieces were later ultrasonically examined and found to be
acceptable.

5.16.3.13 Interview of Anthony Pallon
i

' On August 13, 1981, Anthony Pallon, Sr., was interviewed by NRC. Pallon
stated he was employed at Zimmer as a Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer,
Welding / Nondestructive Examination from April 1, 1977 to July 8, 1980.
He stated his position involved the review of PM radiographic reports of
examination for pipe welds at the plant. Pallon stated he did not consis-
tently override PM in their weld determinations at Zimmer and, on the
contrary, frequently rejected welds that PM found acceptable. He said, on
less than ten occasions PM radiographers identified nonconforming vendor
welds while examining an adjacent Kaiser weld. He said in each instance
he directed the nonconforming weld to be repaired or replaced. He stated qhe could not make a determination about 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds y

in the plant being defective, since PM did not radiograph them, he did not
review the radiographs, and he would not make an unqualified statement about t
their acceptability.

Pallon said in April 1980 that PM's contract at Zimmer was not renewed and
Nuclear Energy Services (NES), Inc., took control of the radiography work :
at Ziauner. He attributed this to poor management of the PM operation at '$
Zimmer, coupled with equipment problems that affected PM's ability to perform y
the required amount of radiographic examinations. He said he privately told
PM personnel about this months before the contract was terminated, but they [

i vQAA/,

J+4|
'
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took no action (i.e. , hiring of additional personnel and repair of the film
processing machine) to increase their production at the site.

5.16.3.14 Record Reviews

The RIII inspectors reviewed reader sheets for radiographs of field welds
made between October 1979 and March 1980 to determine if CG&E or Kaiser
personnel had accepted welds previously rejected by PM. The results of
that review are given in Table 5.16-1.

Table 5.16-1 Radiographic Reader Sheet Data

Reader Sheet Reader Sheet
Weld No. Ident. No. Weld No. Ident. No.

-i,

1. RH-113 RH-31 26. RE-75A RE-1
2. R1-7 RI-11 27. K-288 WX-8
3. RH-53 RH-20 28. RH-86 RH-64
4. RH-55 RH-20 29. @A3 DO-2
5. K-73 RH-20 30. @C3 DG-25
6. RH-40 RH-26 31. HGK-250 HG-16
7. K-494 MS-37 32. RD-K4 RD-1
8. FW-454 MS-30A 33. IMS22AC2 MS-315
9. HG47A2-1/2 NR-E-2252 34. DG03AA-3/4 DG-88

10. X-926 WR-26 35. P.L.2M20803 LC-13
11.* K-455 MS-26A 36. K-483 MS-43
12. MS22AA2 MS-311 37. K-499 MS-39
13. K-84 RH-38 38. 1RRBIAA-3/4 RR-122
14. P.L.2M20795 LC-19 39. K-288 RT-2

| 15. LP-9 LP-3 40. FC-5 FC-14
16. K-507 MS-44 41. K-33 FW-4
17. K-508 MS-45 42. FWK-31 FW-2
18. K-448 MS-27A 43. LP-13 LP-11
19. HP-19B HP-5 44. CYK-221 CY-49
20. FC-93 FC-29 45. WR41AA3 WR-44
21. K-414 MS-24A 46. FW58A FW-2

'

22. K-523 MS-27A 47. K-877 WR-2
23 RH-54 RH-20 48. HP-55 HP-4
24: RH-56 RH-20 49. K-475 MS-34
25. RH-46 RH-20

None of the reader sheets for the welds in Table 5.16-1 indicated that Kaiser
personnel had accepted radiographs that had previously been rejected by PM.

5.16.4 Findings and Conclusions

Seven current and former PM employees who were interviewed denied any
attempts by PM management to silence them for their weld determinations.
In addition, the radiographers, CG&E, and PM management personnel denied

^
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that PM was consistently overridden in its weld determinations. A review
of PM radiographic examination reports did not reveal a pattern of PM
being overridden by Kaiser in their weld determinations. r

The PM trailer had been, broken into on the weekend of January 9-10, 1981.
It was not established that this was done by Individuals D and E. Seven

security officers who Applegate indicated had information regarding the
break-in were interviewed and said they had no knowledge of any break-in
of the trailer or of any information regarding the involvement of Indivi-
duals D and E in such a break-in. After the break-in, PM's copies of
examination reports of Kellogg pref abricated main steam relief spool pieces
were determined to be missing. Three of the eight reports on the spool pieces;

were found in the Kaiser Document Control Center filed with a nonconformance
report, but five of the reports are still missing. The reports and films
were reviewed by the PM employee who did the initial examination of the
welds and who verified the reports and films are the originals. He said
the reports filed with the nonconformance report are for the welds thought
to be defective, and the missing five reports are of the radiographs of
the acceptable welds.

5.16.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.17 Industry Blacklisting

5.17.1 Allegation

" Union pipefitters and PM employees have been intimidated by fear of utility
and industry-wide reprisals should they complain about the QA practices."

;

f 5.17.2 Background Information

!

|
No additional information was provided.

9
5.17.3 Investigation

V
h 5.17.3.1 Interview of Individuals A and B

On April 22 and 24, 1981, Individuals A and B, both union pipefitters, were
"D interviewed by NRC. They stated they had not been intimidated or subjected

risals for their criticism of QA practices at Zimmer. Individuals A*

g both stated that they were fired in January 1980 as a result of the ,

findings of Thomas Applegate's investigation into their involvement in [a)g
They have since been re-employed by CGE subcontractors-[p}(p 4jj

timecard cheating. #

b at Zimmer and other CGE sites. +.

5.17.3.2 Interview of William Schwiers

f
On January 16, 1981, William Schwiers, QA Manager (CGE), was interviewed
by NRC. He was asked to provide the names and current place of employment'

Afor Kaiser QC inspectors who had left the site since January 1,1979.'
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list was subsequently provided, indicating that a total of twenty-three QC
i inspectors had left the site since that date. Fifteen were known to be

employed at other nuclear power plants under construction, two were employed
as QC inspectors in defense-related industries, and there was no known place
of employment for the remaining six inspectors. Schwiers said there has
been no attempt by CG&E to engage in any form of industry-wide reprisals
against employees who left Zimmer.

5.17.3.3 Interview of Ernest A1 dredge

On April 10, 1980, Ernest Aldredge, President of Peabody Magnaflux (PM),
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that neither PM nor its employees had
been subjected to any reprisals by CG&E or other utilities for their work
at Zimmer.

A1 dredge indicated that he was contacted by private investigator
Thomas Applegate who asked him about the termination of the PM contract at
Zimmer. He stated he told Applegate the situation at Zimmer could affect

| PM's performance record in the industry. A1 dredge said the contract was
j terminated because of production problems that he attributed to a lack of

adequate staffing on PM's part, and frequent breakdowns of their onsite
film processing machine.

A1 dredge also said he was advised by Charles Wood, the PM Cincinnati Office
Manager, that NRC had audited PM's records onsite and had found deficiencies.
A1 dredge said he talked to Applegate about PM being removed from other con-
tractor's bid lists because of the work at Zimmer, but he was referring to

|

! their poor performance record at Zimmer affecting other contracts. He indi-
' cated that he was not referring to any systematic attempt by CG&E to engage

in any intimidation or reprisals against PM for its work onsite. A1 dredge
stated that during the conversation with Applegate he was concerned that the
professional and business reputation of PM not be tarnished. He indicated
he felt that Applegate misunderstood what he said and falsely accused CG&E
of engaging in " industry-wide" intimidation of PM.

5.17.3.4 Interviews of PM Employees

Between January 19 and April 15, 1981, seven current and former PM euployees
were interviewed by NRC. They denied that they had been placed in fear of
utility or industry-wide reprisals should they complain about QA practices
at Zimmer. The results of these interviews are reported in Sections 5.7.3,
5.8.3, and 5.16.3.

5.17.4 Findings and Conclusions

Two fired union pipfitters and seven current and former employees of
Peabody Magnaflux, which included the individuals interviewed by GAP,
were contacted by NRC and they denied having been intimidated or sub-,

I jected to industry-wide reprisals for their critcism of Zimmer QA
practices.

i
!

'
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5.17.5 Items of Noncompliance
s

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.18 Inspector's Journal

5.18.1 Allegation

"A KEI employee has kept a detailed journal of safety hazards and incidents
at Zimmer."

On January 29, 1980, Thomas Applegate was interviewed by NRC. He stated
that an individual named Yohan Reiter had told him he maintained a detailed
journal of safety defects while employed as a radiation waste chemistry
technician at Zimmer.

5.18.2 Background Information

It is common practice for inspectors performing certain types of inspections
to utilize notebooks to record their observations. Such notes can later
be used to generate surveillance reports, nonconformance reports, or other
documents as required.

5.18.3 Investigation

5.18.3.1 Personnel Record Review

The NRC Senior Resident Inspector reviewed CG&E personnel records and found'

an individual named Yohan Reiter. Inquiry indicated that Reiter was employed
by Westinghouse, Inc., in Brazil. Personnel records confirmed that Reiter
had been employed at Zimmer at the time Thomas Applegate was onsite.

5.18.3.2 Interview with Yohan Reiter

On February 5, 1981, Yohan Reiter of Westinghouse, Inc., was interviewed
by telephone. He stated he was formerly employed as a radiation chemistry
technician at Zimmer. He said he recalled meeting Thomas Applegate in the

j radiation waste disposal area during a routine inspection. Reiter also
| recalled commenting to Applegate that his field notebook was his ' paper

brain" in which he recorded the results of his field inspections. He said

i the notebook listed deficiencies identified during system walkdowns of the
i radioactive waste disposal system. Reiter indicated that he used the note-

book to record deficiencies such as malfunctioning gauges or acid eating
through floor tiles, which were then recorded on an equipment service list
and corrected by the plant maintenance staff. He said that to his knowledge

| all of the deficiencies he identified were properly corrected by the licensee.
He added that during meetings with his supervisor, Dean Erickson, and other
members of the Radiation Protection Department staff, the adequacy of the
resulting corrective action was discussed.

Reiter indicated that he was not keeping any detailed journal of safety
defects at the plant and, if he had any concerns regarding the safe opera-
tion of the plant, he would have contacted the NRC himself.
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5.18.4 Findings and Conclusions

The individual who was alleged to have kept a " journal of safety hazards and
incidents at Zimmer" stated that the " journal" was a field inspection notebook.
He stated he used this notebook to record deficiencies he identified during
system walkdowns of the radiation waste disposal system. He said that to his
knowledge all of the deficiencies he identified were properly corrected by the
licensee.

5.18.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.19 Pipefitter Joke

5.19.1 Allegation

"A common ' joke' among pipefitters at Zimmer is that they will be hundreds
of miles away when the plant goes on line, due to their predictions of a

'
disastrous accident."

5.19.2 Background Information

No additional information was provided as to the source or significance of
the " joke" or statement.

,

5.19.2.1 Media Interview

During interviews conducted by Bettina Gregory of ABC News (broadcast on
May 19, 1981), Edwin Hofstadter made a similar comment. Hofstadter was
neither a pipefitter nor site employee, as detailed in Section 5.10.2.

5.19.3 Investigation

5.19.3.1 Interviews

Sixteen pipefitters interviewed by RIII inspectors could not provide any
information concerning any specific equipment design or installation

| deficiencies.
;

| During one interview, a QC inspector indicated that this joke had been
| heard in the plant.

5.19.4 Findings and Conclusions

| It was determined that the alleged statement had been made. The NRC is
addressing the allegations and safety concerns identified during this
investigation.

The only other way that the NRC can deal with an allegation such as this
is to determine if the quality of the plant is adequate. The NRC inspection
program, the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program, and the preoperational
testing program will enable this determination to be made.

'
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5.19.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

6.0 Allegations Received Through Site Interviews

During interviews conducted at the Zimmer site, the investigators and
inspectors received additional allegations. A number of these allegations
coincided with or added detail to those in Section 4 and are included in
that Section of this report.

6.1 Inspector Harassment

6.1.1 Allegation

QC inspectors have been harassed by construction personnel who have repeatedly
doused them with water. QC inspectors have been transferred following com-
plaints from construction personnel.

6.1.2 Background Information

Some friction between QC inspectors and construction personnel is expected
due to the very nature of the system. That friction can be increased when
construction personnel take the view that QC inspectors are "over inspecting"
or overly critical. It is management's responsibility to take action to
assure that friction does not develop unhealthy attitudes that adversely
affect construction quality.

6.1.3 Investigation

6.1.3.1 Interview of Phillip Gittings

On January 13,15, and July 8, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser QA Manager, was
interviewd by NRC. He stated that Rex Baker told him of one incident in
September 1980 when a QC inspector was doused with water while performing
an inspection. Gittings stated Baker told him that the person who had
doused the inspector had been identified and fired by construction management.

Gittings stated that Swain,and other construction personnel had given him
" bad reports" on the inspection activities of Individual I, a QC inspector,
and his lack of completed inspections. He then directed Baker to transfer
Individual I from pipe support hanger inspection to structural welding
inspection activities. Gittings also indicated that in January 1980 he
directed Baker to reassign QC Inspectors Ruiz, Wimbish, and Hendley because
of problems with their inspection activities.

6.1.3.2 Interview of Dennis Donovan

On March 10 and 11, Dennis Donovan, Kaiser Lead Civil (structural) QC
Inspector, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was aware that water
had been dumped on QC Inspectors Janice Mulkey and Anthony Pallon, Jr., by*

craft personnel during the course of their inspections.
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Donovan stated that on February 16, 1981, James Ruiz was involuntarily
reassigned from inspections in the drywell area to the fabrication shop.
Donovan explained that he had been Ruiz's lead supervisor and was directed
by Rex Baker to make the reassignment. He stated that Baker offered no
explanation for the reassignment except that the Kaiser QA Manager had
requested he reassign Ruiz.

Donovan stated it was obvious to him that Baker disapproved of the reassign-
He indicated the reassignment resulted from a personality conflictment.

between Ruiz and Jerry Adams, Ironworker Superintendent, who felt that Ruiz
was too strict and " nit-picking" during his inspections. Donovan stated that
Adams had complained to him about Ruiz's inspections and had discussed this
matter with Baker. Baker indicated that Ruiz was a good inspector, was not
overly critical, and was justified in citing the varices deficiencies he
discovered in Adams' area. Donovan speculated that Adams hid coeplained
about Ruiz to General Superintendent James Sandlin who then talked to

DonovanGittings, who decided to remove Ruiz from the inspection area.
added that concurrently he had heard unsubstantiated rumors that QC
Inspectors Hendley, Wimbish, and McCoy were also going to be reassigned
because of criticism of their inspection findings by Kaiser construction
personnel.

On March 11, 1981, Donovan provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 66.

6.1.3.3 Interview of Janice Mulkey

On March 11 and 12, 1981, Janice H. Mulkey, Kaiser QC Inspector, was inter-
viewed by NRC. She stated that on three or four occasions between August
1979 to August 1980 water had been thrown on her from above by craft
personnel while she performed inspections. Mulkey said she never saw the
responsible individuals but on each occasion she reported the incident toShe recalled thather supervisors (K. Shinkle, J. Setlock, or S. Heath).
on one occasion Heath threatened to remove all the QC inspectors from the
site if water continued to be thrown. Mulkey said Robert Marshall was then
apprised of the incidents. Marshall then told the craft superintendents
to assure that the water-throwing incidents stopped or he would terminate
eight craft personnel who were suspected of being responsible.

'

Mulkey said the water-throwing incidents adversely affected her performance
and caused her difficulties in concentrating on her inspection activities
because she had to be constantly vigilant for water being thrown on her.
Mulkey also stated that, when water was thrown from three stories above her,
it struck her with such force that on one occasion it knocked the breath out
of her and on another caused her to bruise her knee.' She indicated that
other QC inspectors had also been doused with water.

On March 12, 1981, Janice Hulkey provided a written statement attesting to
the preceding information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 67.,

'

6.1.3.4 Interview with Anthony Pallon, Jr.

10, 1981, Anthony Pallon, Jr., Kaiser QC Inspector, was inter-On February
viewed by NRC. He stated that since January 1951 he has performed visual

.
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weld inspections in the suppression pool area to ensure these welds met
AWS Code requirements. Pallon said the previous inspector in this area
had been lax, and he began rejecting about 50% of the welds he inspected.
Soon af terwards, he was being called to inspection points by craft personnel
who would douse him with water from above when he arrived. Pallon said
this occurred about two or three times a week and he had been squirted with
a fire extinguisher while performing an inspection the night prior to this
interview.

Pallon said he was also told that Douglas Haff, Kaiser Pipefitter Superin-
tendent, had told QC Inspector Joseph Mills that he would have Pallon fired.
Pallon said Haff on one occasion harrassed him when he returned from lunch
by directing security personnel to search him and Joseph Mills for alcohol.'

On February 10, 1981, Pallon provided a sworn statement attesting to the .

preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 68.

6.1.3.5 Interview of Joseph Mills

10, 1981, Joseph Mills, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed byOn February
He stated that, while performing inspections in the suppression poolNRC.

area, both he and Anthony Pallon had been called to inspection points and
doused with water. Mills felt it was significant that Pallon was doused in
excess of six times in one month. Craft personnel were apparently doing this,

'

because of Pallon's weld rejections. Mills indicated that Douglas Haff, the
superintendent in this area, told him he would get Pallon fired because he
was " nit-picking" on his inspections. Mills said he ignored this comment
because it was impossible for Haff to fire a QC inspector.

Mills indicated that later Haff attempted to harass him and Pallon by having
them searched by security guards for alcohol when they returned from lunch one

He stated these actions did not affect his inspection activity, althoughday.
he did feel that the QA program at Zimmer was understaffed, procedures were
poorly written, and the existing program lacked support from Kaiser management.

6.1.3.6 Interview of Michael McCoy

11, 1981, Michael McCoy, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewedOn February
He stated that on one occasion during the spring of 1980 he andby NRC.

QC Inspector Charles Belcher were called to an inspection point by craft
personnel. McCoy said when they arrived at the inspection point an attempt
was made to douse them with water thrown at them from above.

On February 11, 1981, McCoy provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
1

( ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 69.
|

6.1.3.7 Interview of John Sullivan'

On February 19, 1981, John Sullivan, Nuclear Energy Services Inc., was
interviewed by NRC. He stated that he personally has never been doused
with water but that he was aware Kaiser QC Inspectors Anthony Pallon and
Rick Sizemore had been doused with water while performing inspections in
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the suppresion pool area. Sullivan stated that when Sizemore was doused
he was performing an inspection using a 220-volt magnetic particle testing
machine, and, if water had struck the machine, Sizemore might have been
electrocuted. He indicated that Construction Superintendents Edward Stanley
and Douglas Haff were standing in the area when this incident occurred.,

Sullivan also related another incident when he and Pallon were searched by
security personnel when they were returning from lunch one day. He stated

,

'

that, in his opinion, Haff and Stanley were attempting to harass Pallon
because of Pallon's inspection activities in their area.

On February 19, 1981, Sullivan provided a sworn statement attesting to the
preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 70.

6.1.3.8 Interview of Billy Tyree

On February 18 and 20,1981, Billy Tyree, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from

| September 24 to November 20, 1979, by Butler Services, Inc. Tyree stated
that he was aware that buckets of water were thrown on QC inspectors by Kaiser

;

j construction workers. Tyree indicated that he never observed such incidents,
but he recalled that on four or six occasions QC Inspector Janice Mulkey was
doused with water, and had reported these incidents to her immediate supervisor.

Tyree also stated that two or three other QC inspectors were also doused
; with water, and he conjectured this was done to limit the thoroughness of,

inspections by QC personnel. He was unaware of any inquiry or investigation
to identify the individuals involved in the dousing incidents, but learned

i that a construction worker named "Frenchie" was considered to be generally
responsible for some of the water-throwing incidents.

On February 20, 1981, Tyree provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-,

ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 71.'

I

6.1.3.9 Interview of Richard Price

On February 18 and March 7,1981, Richard Price, former QC Inspector, was,

t

f interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed by Butler Services, Inc., from
j September 1975 to November 28, 1980, and by Kaiser from December 1 to 14,

1980. Price stated he was aware that, on at least twelve occasions, construc-
tion workers poured buckets of water on QC inspectors who were conducting
inspections in the containment building. He stated his opinion that the
water was thrown on the inspectors because they were conscientious and re-
fused to accept inferior or nonconforming work by craft personnel.

| Price stated he heard rumors that two Kaiser construction workers nicknamed
"Frenchie" and " John Boy" were the individuals responsible for throwing water.

He indicated that Kaiser management was apprised of these incidents and
| construction personnel were unofficially told that they would be terminated
| if there were any further incidents of water being thrown on QC inspectors.

|
'
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On March 2,1981, Price provided a sworn statement attesting to the preceding
information, which is included as Exhibit 72.

6.1.3.10 Interview of Winston Jackson

On February 18 and 20, 1981, Winston Jackson, former QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer by Butler Services,
Inc., from July 1979 to November 1980. Jackson stated he was aware of
several incidents when buckets of water were dumped on QC inspectors by craft
personnel while they were performing inspections in the containment building.
He indicated that in his opinion these incidents represented harassment of
QC inspectors by construction personnel, and he added that these incidents

,

were reported to Kaiser management. He stated he was not aware of any action
Kaiser took concerning this matter.

On February 20, 1981, Jackson provided a sworn statement attesting to the
preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 73.

6.1.3.11 Interview of James Ramsey

On February 18 and 20, 1981, James Ramsey, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he formerly worked at Zimmer for Butler

! Services, Inc., and also for Kaiser Engineering between July 1979 and
December 14, 1980. Ramsey stated that QC Inspectors Janice Hulkey and
Michael DePuccio were doused with water by construction personnel while,

performing inspections in the containment building. He indicated that, in
his opinion, these incidents amounted to harassment of the inspectors by
construction personnel. Ramsey said these incidents were reported to Kaiser

,

management and an investigation was conducted into the matter, but he was
unaware of any outcome of the inquiry.i

On February 20, 1981, Ramsey provided a sworn statement attesting to the
preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 74.

6.1.3.12 Interview of Individual I

On February 18 and 20, 1981, Individual I, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He indicated that he was aware of incidents of QC
inspectors being harassed by construction personnel. Individual I stated
that two inspectors in particular were subject to harassment in the form of
buckets of water dumped on them while they were performing their inspections.
He said the above incidents were reported to Kaiser management but nothing
was ever done about the problem. Individual I indicated that he had heard
that General Foreman Walter Hamm was aware of the identity of the individuals
involved in the incidents but was protecting those individuals.

6.1.3.13 Interview of Dennis Taylor

On February 19, 1981, Dennis Taylor, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that in October or November 1980, while performing a
magnetic particle inspection of a weld in the reactor containment building,
he was hit with a stream of water from a fire extinguisher. Taylor also
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indicated that QC Inspector Anthony Pallon was frequently doused with water
while performing inspections in the suppression pool area. In Taylor's
opinion, Pallon was being harassed by craft personnel in this area because
he was rejecting welds made by the craft personnel.

6.1.3.14 Interview of Jesse Ruiz

On February 18 and 20, 1981, Jesse Ruiz, former Kaiser QC inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He indicated that construction workers were pouring
buckets of water on QC inspectors who were performing inspections. He said
that these incidents were brought to the attention of Robert Marshall, Kaiser
Construction Superintendent, who stated that anyone throwing water on a QC
inspector would be fired. However, no formal investigation or report was
made of these incidents.

6.1.3.15 Interview of Walter Hamm, Sr.

On March 26, 1981, Walter Hamm, Sr., Kaiser General Foreman, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated he was aware that water had been thrown on several QC
inspectors, including Janice Mulkey. Hamm indicated that the culpable indi-
viduals were never identified and no disciplinary action was ever initiated.
He stated that according to rumors individuals nicknamed " Fat Frenchie,"
" Skinny Frenchie," and one pipefitter nicknamed " John Boy" were involved
in the incidents. Hamm identified these individuals but he was unable to
substantiate their involvement. He personally warned all of these indi-
viduals that he would terminate them if he found they were throwing water,

on QC inspectors.
'

Hamm was critical of the QC inspection activities at Zimmer and stated that
QC inspectors often rejected work that, in his opinion, was acceptable. He
also mentioned that he frequently had difficulty in finding inspectors when -

i he needed them to respond to an inspection point in a timely manner. Hamm
stated that the QC inspectors delayed conscruction and increased construc-
tion expenses because of their critical inspections. He indicated that he
had frequently criticized the inspectors personally and had admonished them
for their inavailability to perform inspections.

On March 26, 1981, Hamm provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 75.

6.1.3.16 Interview of Rex Baker ;

On January 13 and March 3, 1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor,
was interviewed by NRC. Baker stated that in January or February 1981,
Phillip Gittings suggested that QC Inspectors Ruiz, Hendley, and Wimbish
be reassigned because they were " nit picking" during their inspections and
writing too many nonconformance reports. Baker disagreed with this sugges-
tion and expressed his opinion that the inspectors were performing inspections
in accordance with Kaiser procedures and were writing valid nonconformance
reports. He stated that he did move Inspectors Ruiz and Hendley from weld
inspections in the reactor building to inspections in the fabrication shop.

.
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Baker also stated that, when he first arrived on the site, he learned '

from the previous Inspection Supervisor that the lead welding inspector,
Kenneth Shinkle, had also been reassigned.

'

Baker also understood that QC inspector Janice Hulkey was doused with water
while performing an inspection, but he was not exactly sure how or when the
incident occurred.

,

6.1.3.17 Interview of Kenneth Shinkle

On February 18, 1980, Kenneth Shinkle, Kaiser QC Engineer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that from November 1977 to February 1980 he was lead pipe
support hanger inspector at Zimmer. Shinkle stated that in February 1980
Kaiser was involved in a 100% reinspection of all pipe support hanger welds.
He said his inspectors were rejecting up to 95% of the hangers inspected and
initiating nonconformance reports for deficient hanger welds.

i

Shinkle stated that' he was called into a meeting with both CG&E and Kaiser
management, who criticized his group's high rate of rejection, their inspec-
tion techniques, and the continuing identification of deficiencies on welds
that were found acceptable during previous inspections. He said those Kaiser
officials present initially denied they had committed Kaiser to a 100%
reinspection, but later in the meeting they admitted this was the commitment4

for reinspection of pipe support hangers. Shinkle stated that at the end of
the meeting a Kaiser official asked him, "Do you understand who you work for
now?" He took this comment as an attempt to intimidate him and to pressure
his inspectors to accept pipe support hangers undergoing inspection at the
time.

Shinkle stated that the next day he submitted nonconformance reports for
deficient welds on pipe support hangers, and Kaiser management removed him
from his job later that afternoon. He learned that William Schwiers, CG&E
QA Manager, had objected to Kaiser about Shinkle's reassignment but was
told Robert Marshall had said "it would be a cold day in hell before he'll
[Shinkle] touch another pipe hanger." Shinkle stated that he has never been
reassigned to pipe support hanger inspection activities.

On September 1, 1980, Shinkle was promoted to Quality Assurance Engineer for
civil / structural activities, the job description for which states that he is
responsible for pipe support hanger inspections. However, Phillip Gittings
told him that this was a typing error in the description and he would have
nothing to do with pipe support hanger inspection activities.

On February 18, 1981, Shinkle provided a sworn statement attesting to the
preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 76.

'?
6.1.3.18 Interview of Mack White 9 '

gr.

On March 11 and 25, 1981, Mack White, QC Inspector was interviewed by NRC,
He stated that on March 11, 1981, at about 10:3 m., he was conducting
an inspection in the drywell area of the primary containment building at
Level 524. White indicated that at this time an unknown individual dumpcd

|
'
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a few gallons of water on him from above. He looked up but was unable to
identify the individual as he ran away.

White stated he reported the incident to the NRC, QC management personnel,
and to Construction Superintendent Adams. He said that Adams commenced an
inquiry to attempt to determine who was responsible, but was unsuccessful.
White stated he had no idea who threw the water and he was unable to-
speculate on what prompted the incident.

On March 25, 1981, White provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 77.

6.1.3.19 Interview of James Ruiz

On February 25, 1981, James Ruiz, Kaiser QA Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that on February 22, 1981 he was reassigned from inspections
in the primary containment building to inspections in the fabrication shop.
Ruiz stated that Rex Baker had commented to him at the time of his transfer
that "you were doing too good a job and so they transferred you." Ruiz stated
that prior to his reassignment he had disagreed with Ironworker Superintendent
Jerry Adams, who accused him of " nit-picking" inspections.

Ruiz stated he was told by Dennis Donovan that Adams had gone to James Sandlin,
Kaiser General Superintendent, and asked Sandlin to have the QA Manager remove
him from the containment area. Ruiz stated that his reassignment was an

example of Gittings' lack of support for QC inspectors and proved that the
QA Department was not independent of construction influence at Zimmer.

On February 25, 1981, Ruiz provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 78.

6.1.3.20 Interview of James Sandlin

On March 13, 1981, James T. Sandlin, Kaiser General Superintendent (struc-
tural), was interviewed by NRC. He indicated that QC Inspector James Ruiz
had been unable to establish or maintain a good working relationship with
construction personnel or his fellow inspectors. Sandlin stated that Ruiz
conducted inspections without listening to any advice and did not solicit
the cooperation of construction personnel or other QC inspectors.

Sandlin stated that Ruiz had been unnecessarily critical in his inspections
and had been accused of " nit picking." He indicated that this had caused
conflict between Ruiz and Gerald Adams, Structural Superintendent, and he
brought this matter to the attention of the QA Manager asking him to resolve
the situation. Sandlin denied that he asked Gittings to reassign Ruiz from
the primary containment area.

On March 25, 1981, Sandlin provided a sworn statement that attested to the
preceding information, which is included as Exhibit 79.

6.1.3.21 Interview of Gerald Adams

On March 13 and 25, 1981, Gerald Adams, Kaiser Structural Superintendent,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he received numerous complaints from
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construction personnel regarding the inspections of QC Inspector James Ruiz.
He said that in his opinion Ruiz was too critical and " nit-picking" on his
inspections, thereby delaying construction activities. Adams indicated that
Ruiz did not cooperate with craft personnel and, in h+s opinion, was inspecting
according to ASME Code requirements when he should be following the less
stringent AWS Code requirements.

Adams stated that he had accused Ruiz of holding up construction and being
overcritical in his inspections. He also threatened to have him terminated
if he persisted in his unjustified delays of construction. However, Adams
denied threatening to have Ruiz terminated unless he accepted welds that did
not meet AWS criteria. Adams stated he had complained to Donovan, Baker,
Sandlin, and Gittings about Ruiz's inspections and specifically suggested to
Baker that it would be better for both him and Ruiz if Ruiz was reassigned to
another area. However, Adams denied any responsibility for initiating Ruiz's
reassignment.

,0n March 25, 1981, Adams provided a sworn statement attesting to the preceding
information, which is included as Exhibit 80.

6.1.3.22 Interview of L. Q. Hendley

On March 9, 1981, L. Q. Hendley, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that in February 1980 he was reassigned from pipe support hanger
inspection duties to the fabrication shop. Hendley stated that his supervisor,
David Painter, told him he was "doing his job too well and that is the reason
for your reassignment." Hendley stated that, after his reassignment, noncon-
formance reports he had written were dispositioned as " Accept-As-Is" by the
QC Manager.

6.1.3.23 Interview of David Hang

On February 24, 1981, David Hang, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that prior to his employment by Kaiser he worked for Peabody
Magnaflux, the firm which had been responsible for nondestructive examination
of welds at Zimmer. He said that in March 1980, while inspecting welds in
the containment building, he was doused with a bucket of water from above.
Hang indicated this was not an unusual occurrence and that this had happened
to other QC inspectors before and after this event.

,

Hang also stated that during the summer of 1978 he was re-inspecting a weld he
had previously rejected when a pipefitter threatened him with bodily harm if
he did not pass the weld. Hang said he did not report the incident to anyone,
but was intimidated by this threat and did not enter that particular area for
some time.

On February 24, 1981, Hang provided a sworn statement attesting to the pre-
ceding information, which is included as Exhibit 81.

6.1.4 Findings and Conclusions

Quality control inspectors were harassed by construction personnel who
dumped water on them from above. In one case, inspectors, when entering
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the site, were searched by security personnel who allegedly were instructed
to perform the search by Construction Department supervisors.

'' There was no indication that any of these activities were condoned by Kaiser
k k'orCG&Emanagement. There were indications that action was taken by Kaiser
c s to identify and disipline those harassing QC inspe'ctors.

The Kaiser Quality Assurance Manager reassigned Quality Control inspectors
% on four occasions after the Kaiser Construction Department criticized them.~9

Y In a related finding, NRC inspectors found that some of the nonconformance
[ reports generated by these inspectors prior to their reassignment were im-

J({ properly voided or were not entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting
N A system following their reassignments (see Section 4.1). QC inspection6

2 supervisors interviewed stated that the Kaiser Quality Assurance Managerf

p* q h reassigned inspectors because construction management complained about their
g

*g inspection activities.

Yk 6.1.5 Items of Noncomplianceg

i No items of noncompliance were identified.

6.2 Weld Inspection Criteria Deleted

An allegation concerning the deletion of required weld inspection criteria
was received by the NRC during the investigation from a site employee. The
employee showed the Region III inspector copies of KEI-1 forms (weld inspection
records) that supported the allegation.

6. 2.1 * Review of Weld Inspection Records

The Region III inspectors observed that weld inspection criteria utilized I
to verify weld procedure, welder qualification, filler material, joint
cleanliness, bevels, and damage had been deleted or designated as not
applicable (N/A) on the following KEI-1 forms (weld inspection records):

Table 6.2-1 Weld Inspection Records

System or Isometric Beam or Other
Component Drawing # Mark # Information

(1) Drywell Support Steel S398B 29 Detail E of S-437 C

(2) Drywell Support Steel S398B 2 stiffeners Line No. MKC
1/2 x 6-3/4 17S493 .
x 25-1/8

/
~

(3) Drywell Support Steel S398A 125 Line No.
EL-535 191*

(4) Drywell Support Steel S398B 67* Detail 13 or 493
Detail 2 of 447
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Table 6.2-1 (continued)

System or Isometric Beam or Other,

Component Drawing # Mark # Information

(5) Drywell Support Steel S398A C-63 Bottom Plate
(W8 x 10)

faLugs
~~(6) Drywell Support Steel S398A W8 x 17

(7) Service Water System PSK1WS32 55H Line No.,

1WS17A18

4

The records for the drywell support steel indicated that the deleted criteria
existed at least from July, 1980 to January, 1981. The record for.the weld
in the service water system indicated the criteria was designated as not
applicable in November 1979.

The inspection criteria to verify proper fitup and tack welds was also
designated N/A for the above weld activities on the service water system.

6.2.2 Code Requirements

The welding activities were governed by ASME Code Section III-1971 Edition
or by the AWS D1.1-1972 Code. The applicable requirements of both codes
are as follows:

ASME Code, Section III 1971 Requirements

1. NA-4130- "As used in this Section of the Code, Quality Assurance
comprises all those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that all components, parts, or
appurtenances are manufactured and/or installed (as applicable)
in accordance with the rules of this Section."

2. NA-4420- "The manufacturer and/or Installer shall maintain a
written description of the procedures used by his organization
for control of quality and examinations, showing in detail the
implementation of the quality assurance requirements of this
Section of the Code."

3. NA-4510- "Inprocess and final examinations and tests shall be established
to assure conformance with documented instructions, procedures, and
drawings."

4. NA-4442.1- " Welding and brazing materials for all classes of construction
shall be controlled in accordance with NB-4122...."
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NB-4122- " Welding and brazing materials shall be identified and controlled
so that they can be traced to each component and/or installation of a
piping system, or else a control procedure shall be employed which ensures
that the specified materials are used."

5. NA-4451- "... Measures shall be established to assure that processes in-
cluding welding and beat-treating are costrolled in accordance with the
rules of this Section of the Code and are accomplished by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures."

6. NB-4230--identifies specific requirements for fitting and aligning of
weld joints which must be verified.

| AWS D1.1-1972 Code Requirements

1. Section 3.1.1- "All applicable paragraphs of this section shall be
observed in the production and inspection of welded assemblies and
structures produced by any of the processes acceptable under this Code."

2. Section 3.2.1- " Surfaces and edges to be welded shall be smooth, uciform,
and free from fins, tears, cracks, or other defects which would adversely
affect the quality of strength of the weld. Surfaces to be welded and
surfaces adjacent to a weld shall also be free from loose or thick scale,
slag, rust, moisture, grease, or other foreign material that will prevent
proper welding ...."

3 Section 3.3.1- "The parts to be joined by fillet welds shall be brought
into as close contact as practicable. The gap between parts shall normally

not exceed 3/16 inch ....
i 4. Section 3.3.7--addresses tack weld requirements which must be verified.i

5. Section 6.1.1- "The inspector designated by the Engineer shall ascertain
that all fabricatica by welding is performed in accordance with the
requirements of this Code.

6. Section 6.1.3- "He" (the inspector) "shall be notified, in advance, of
the start of any welding operations."

.

7. Section 6.2- "The Inspector shall make certain that only materials
conforming to the requirements of this Code are used."

8. Section 6.4.1- "The inspector shall permit welding to be performed only
by welders, welding operators, and tackers who are qualified in accordance
with the requirements of 5.2."

9. Section 6.5.2- "The Inspector shall make certain that only welding
procedures that meet the provisions of 5.1 and 5.2 are employed."

10. Section 6.5.3- "The Inspector shall make certain that electrodes are
used only in the positions and with the type of welding current and
polarity for which they are classified."
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11. Section 6.5.4- "The inspector shall, at suitable intervale, observe the
technique and performance of each welder, welding operator, and tacker
to make certain that the applicable requirements of Section 4 are met."

The weld inspection criteria were deleted or designated as not applicable
on weld inspection forms used routinely to inspect welds. This appears to sg -

be contrary to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Wh. H. Zimmer
QA Manual, Sections 3.3 and 3.13.1 (358/81-13-26).

This matter is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

6.2.3 Findings and Conclusions
i

Weld inspection criteria were deleted from weld inspection forms used to
document inspections of welds between July 1980 and January 1981 and were
designated as not applicable for one weld made in Noverber 1979. This
concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

e

6.2.4 Items of Noncompliance

One item of noncompliance was identified (failure to delineate required
weld inspection criteria).'

| 6.3 QA Surveillance Reports
,

An allegation concerning Surveillance Report procedure violations was
received by the NRC from a site employee during this investigation. The
allegation stated that Surveillance Reports were not being transferred to
Nonconformance Reports in 30 days as required by procedure.

:

6.3.1 Record Reviews

The Region III inspectors reviewed the H. J. Kaiser Company Instruction
QACMI G-14, Revision 3, for initiating and documenting QA Surveillance
Reports (SR). Page 1, paragraph 2, of the procedure states that..."sur-
veillance reports will be used to identify...an in-process nonconformance
which can be corrected without processing a Nonconformance Report (NR)."
Page 2, paragraph 5 of the procedure states "Except in extenuating circum-
stances, QA surveillance . reports which identify in-process nonconformances
will be transferred to a NR when the non-comolying condition has not been
acceptably corrected within 30 calendar days.''

The following QA Surveillance Reports identify in-process nonconformances
(deficiencies):

No. 2899 dated December 18, 1980--bolt torque verification missed

No. 2903 dated January 14,1981--weld (fitup and preheat of 60')
verifications missed

No. F-2909 dated Janaury 16, 1981--bolts missing or loose

!
.
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No. 2914 dated Janaury 15, 1981--NDE weld hold points (MT and VT)
bypassed

No. F-2941 dated January 28, 1981--broken flex, bolts fail to torque,
etc.

No. F-3070 dated March 24, 1981--bolt installation not verified'

No. F-3071 dated March 24, 1981--elongated holes in baseplate

No. F-3072 dated March 24, 1981--elongated holes in baseplate

No. F-3073 dated March 24, 1981--bolts do not meet torque requirements

No. F-3074 dated March 24, 1981--bolts stripped

No. F-3075 dated March 24, 1981--bolt holes elongated

No. F-3076 dated March 24, 1981--hanger needs shimming and spalling
repair

No. F-3082 dated March 25, 1981--cable is too short

No. F-3083 dated March 26, 1981--unacceptable welds

No. F-3099 dated March 27, 1981--bolt deficiencies

No. F-7000 dated March 30,1981--weld deficiencies, missing braces,
etc.

No. F-7006 dated April 1, 1981--weld deficiencies

No. F-7019 dated April 6, 1981--weld deficiencies

ThedispositionofSRk2899indicatedthatbasedonarejectionrateof
~

less than 1% of the verified torque on other bolts, the bolts on approxi-
mately 10% of the attachments (conduit straps, non-engineered hangers, etc.)
in various areas (Plan No.1 of EI drawing 150-2, Revision D, for example)
were acceptable without required torque verifications (one bolt per attachment).
The disposition, dated January 15, 1981, was made by a H. J. Kaiser Quality
Assurance Engineer and not by design control measures commensurate with those
applied to the original design.

;

The disposition dated January 14,1981,onSRN2903indicatedthatwelds
A3 and A4 on pipe line ISK RR-298 were acceptable-as-is based on normal
ambient temperature plus the sample verification by radiography of fitups
on 20 out of approximately 400 other welds. The disposition was made only
by the H. J. Kaiser QA Manager and not by design control measures commensurate
with those applied to the original design.

The disposition dated January 25, 1981 on SR )(2914 indicated that the welds
(DB 177 to DCS 80) were acceptable based on visual e:: amination (VT) of weld
DB 177 and the magnetic particle testing (MT) of the root pass connecting
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!

DB 177 to DCS 80. Thus the final MT was waived. The disposition was made
'

only by a H. J. Kalser Quality Assurance Engineer and not by desi~gn control
measurce commensurate with those applied to the original design.

If the items addressed on SRs k2899, N 2903,.and N2914 would have been docu-
mented on nonconformance reports (NRs), H. J. Kaiser Company Instruction
QACMI G-4 would have, required dispositions to have been made by'the Material
Review Board. The Maserial Review Board is comprised of the KEI Construction
Engineer, CG&E QA and Standards Engineer, KEI QA Engineer, CG&E Sponsor
Engineer, and tht S&L Design Engineer. n

The nonconforming, items accepted in SRs g 2899, p(2903, and $2914 represent;

changes to the original design. The 30 day period specified ir Instruction
QAMCI G-14, Revision 3, in essence, permitted nonconforming items to be dis-
positioned without design control measures commensurate with those applied
to the original design if the SR was dispositioned without'being transferred

| to an NR. This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and the
Wm. H. Zimmer QA\ Manual, Section 15.9 (358/81-13-08).

d
The inprocessinonconformances identified on SRs F-2909, F-3070, F-3071, 7,

,

F-3072, F-3073, F-3074, F-3075, F-3076, F-3083, and F-7019, aere not dis-
positioned or acceptably corrected as of August 12, 19831, and were not trans-
ferred to NRs within 30 calendar days. This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion Vsand the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 5 (358/01-13-09).

The dispositions tci the inprocess nonconformances identified on SRs F-2941 [
and F-3099' indicated that some of the items had been acceptably corrected '

and the others had been transferred to NRs.

The dispositions to the inprocess nonconformances identified on SRs F-3082, 7
F-7000, and T-7006 indicated that all of the items had been transferred to NRs. *

- s ,.

The concern of nonconforming items being documented on Surveillanc'e Reports
is addressed in the licensee's Quality Conformation Program.

-

i 6.3.2 Findings and Conclusions

Instruction QACMI G-14 which only required in-process.nonconformance to be
transferred from Surveillance Reports to Nonconformance Reports if not
acceptably corrected within 30 days, was inadequate. The 30-day period did
not assure that all nonconformances which constituted design changes were

i subjected to design control measures commensurate with the original design.
These design control measures would have been required if the in process
nonconformances were documented on Nonconformance Reports. Some of the SRs
were not transferred to NRs as required by QACMI G-14. This concern in x
addressed in the licensee's Quality Conformation Program. '

s-
6.3.3 Items of Noncompliance -A

I

I

Two items of noncompliance were identified (inadequate procedures' to assure
nonconformances are subjected to design control measures commensurate with -

''

those applied to the original design, and failure to follow procedure to
s-s

,

j\ s
g

( i

-
-

'
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transfer in process nonconformances identified on Surveillance Reports to
Nonconformance Reports in 30 days).

7.0 Independent NRC Inspection Findings

During the course of the investigation, RIII inspectors performed independent
inspections of various plant areas during allegation reviews. In those areas
where deficient conditions were observed, further inspection undertaken to
determine the extent of the deficient conditions.

7.1 Control of Structural Steel Beams and Beam Welds

During the investigation of the allegations addressed in Sections 4 and 5,
the RIII inspector identified a beam with an unacceptable weld and two beams
that were only tack welded into place. Therefore, the RIII inspector decided
to make a more in-depth inspection and review the controls of structural beams
and beam welds. The inspections and reviews included visual examinations of
approximately twenty-five structural steel beams in the blue switchgear and
cable spreading rooms, and reviews of related documentation.

7.1.1 Beam Observed in Blue Switchgear Room

The served in the blue switchgear room (elevation 546 ft) was 8 ft 3 in,
wes, workline G, 26 ft 6 in. east of workline H and between columns 22 and
54 of S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB.

The following six discrepancies were identified:

1. A W8 x 17 beam (8 ft 3 in. long), positioned east to west and located
I ft 9 in. south of column 24 and 10 in. below elevation 546 ft, was
not specified on any pertinent design drawing. The beam appeared to be

f permanently installed and traceability of the beam heat number was not
maintained. After extensive and unsuccessful efforts by QA personnel,
construction personnel were requested to identify any document that
would control the unspecified beam. Construction personnel provided
Design Document Change (DDC) No. S-2050, dated May 29, 1980, containing
only the signatures of two site construction engineers, who were
identifying some of the additional W8 x 17 beams in the area covered
by S&L drawing No. S-546. The DDC had no S&L architectural engineering
signatures of approval as of March 27, 1981. The DDC did not identify
any specific beams.

|',L The licensee identified S&L drawing E-189, Sheet 3, Revision H, Note
No. 17, which allows W8 x 17 beams to be installed and then be submitted

,

on a DDC for S&L approval.'
i

* 2. A W8 x 17 beam (6 ft 3 in. long), positioned north to south and located
. y 13 ft 8 in, west of workline G and I in. below elevation 546 ft, was not
| specified on any pertinent design drawing, was not documented on any QC

record, and had unacceptable welds.

|
!
'

'
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3. A W8 x 17 beam (5 ft 5 in. long), positioned east tofvest and locsted
I J 8 ft 10 in. south of -column' 24 and I fn. belovfelention 546 ft,'was

not specified on any pertinent design' drawing,'was nst documented on ''

any QC record, and had unacceptable welds., '

- -s

)
,

| 4. A W8 x 17 bears (2 ft 8 in. long), positiondd north'to southcand located
i 9 ft 6 in. west of workline G and attached to the beam addressed in

paragraph 7.1.1.3 and extending north, waus not specified on any perti-
nentdesigndrawingandw1isnotdocumented!onany|QCrecord.,

,

. A 5. Two W8 x 17 beams (8 f t'3 in. longh positioned east'tc west, with one
,

located 5 ft 3 3/8 in, and the other located 9 ft 7 7/8 in. south ofo

column 24, were only tack welded in place. They displayed no identi- -

fication or heat numbers and were not documented on any QC record *

| which indicated in process weld inspections were net performed. .The '.

'

beams were identified on DDC-2067, which was incorporated into S&L ,

drawing No. S-546, Revision AB. DDCs and S&L drawings by themselves
do not assure QC verification. \

_
'

! ,
.

;-

i 6. Re-entrant corners on several W8 x 17 beams had notches instead of t!u
1/2 in. minimum radius required by the American Institute of Steel Con-
struction (AISC), seventh edition (1969), page 4.113. The locations ofi n
these unacceptable beam corners are shown in Figure 7.1 of this section e ' 4(,

andarenotedby(7)inFigure7.1.j,n Y-- n
e dditional unaccepitable welds, gThe location of the above discrepancies a

r :::pt:b h e=eatsant_.carners, and nontraceable beams are shown in V

Figure 7.1 of this section.

'The welds identified in the preceding paragraphs as unacceptable do not
comply with the requirements of the AWS D1.1-1972 Code for one or more of

! the following reasons: slag was not removed; weld profiles had excessive
convexity or concavity, blowholes, porosity and/or undercut.

f
'

7.1.2 Beams Observed in Cable Spreadina Rooms
f

The inspectors identified the following discrepancies in the cable spreading
rooms:

1. A W12 X14 beam No. F2500/8-66B4 had a weld that was incomplete. This
y beam was directly above cable tray hanger No. 4HV8FEC231, which was

| attached. The beam was located approximately 11 ft south of the north
j wall at the stairwell.

2. The traceability of the heat numbers was not maintained for two W8 x 174
i S beams, located south of and parallel to beam No. F2500/8-66B4 (above).

The first beam was located immediately adjacent to beas F2500/8-66B4.4

' The second beam was the fourth beam south of beam F2500/8-66B4. The
first beam was installed flush to the ceiling of the cable spreading

| room. S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB, specifies the first beam
| to be installed 1 in. below the ceiling.

|
| - 160-
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3. A weld on the 5 in channel beam that was supporting HVAC hanger
| No. 2071 had irregular weld profile, excessive undercut, porosity, and
; h craters that were not filled. The channel beam was located 2 ft north

and 1 ft west of the cable tray hanger No.13H2FEC008. The Waldinger,
Young and Bertke (W-Y and B) Inspection Report, dated February 19, 1980,
indicated that the weld was acceptable.

! 4. Two W8 x 17 beams, located in the northeast corner (north of WL-16
and east of WL-K), were only tack-welded into place. The beams were
specified on DDC No. E-3834 dated October 20, 1978. DDC E-3834, which

I affected eight drawings, was posted on, but had not been incorporated
'

inco, S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB, dated October 22, 1980.

Heat No. 72161 (purchase order No.,31134) was marked on the southern
beam. The traceability of the heat number of the northern beam was
not maintained.

,

The beams were not identified on any QA inspection record, which would
i have indicated their status. In process inspections were not performed

on the tack welds.

[ INSPECTOR NOTE: Some of the welds inspected by the RIII inspectors were
painted. Therefore, the inspections were for relatively large deficiencies.]

7.1.3 Installation Deficiencies

1. For the beams identified on DDCs and addressed in paragraphs 7.1.1,
items 1 and 5, and 7.1.2, item 4 above, no measures existed that would
identify to QA the installations and work that was done by construction
before the DDC was incorporated into the drawings. Thus, no measures
existed to assure that all of the required QA inspections related to
DDCs (e.g., welder qualification, proper filler metal, traceability of
materials, etc.) would be performed. This condition was previously
identified in IE Report Ites No. 358/80-15-04. The corrective actions
taken, which had not yet been reviewed by the NRC, with regard to
Item No. 358/80-15-04 did not include the DDCs written prior to the
implementation of those corrective actions and did not include the DDCs

j that are and have been implemented prior to receiving the S&L approvals.
This item is unresolved pending the complete resolution of IE Item

i No. 358/80-15-04 (358/81-13-63).

I 2. Failure to control unacceptable welds (addressed in Sections 7.1.1 and
7.1.2), the five beams with unacceptable re-entrant corners, and the
four beams that were installed and not identified as a requirement on
any design document is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV,
and the Wm. H. Zisuser QA Hahual, Section 15.2.2 (50-358/81-13-03).

3. Failure to maintain the traceability of the nine structural beams,
addressed in Section 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appen-
dix B, Criterion VIII, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 8.2,
(50-358/81-13-04).

'
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These problems and the adequacy of the structural steel are addressed in
the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.4 Unapproved Structural Beam Vendors

Several thousand feet of VS x 17 beam were purchased on the following order
numbers from vendors not on the approved vendor list, which means the
respective vendor QA programs had not been evaluated for compliance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

P.O. No. 10275, PBI Steel Exchange, 2400 ft
P.O. No. 12868, U.S. Steel Supply, 1500 ft
P.O. No. 16321, Frank Adams Co., 1012 ft,

'

-

P.O. No. 10009, Frank Adams Co., 1024 ft
P.O. No. 9761, Frank Adams Co., 1472 ft
P.O. No. 9628, Frank Adams Co., 450 ft
P.O. No. 9872, U.S. Steel Supply, 300 ft

-i .

These beams were not controlled to prevent their use in safety-related systems.
I The licensee stated that these beams had been made available for installation

in safety-related systems based on the. mill certifications and without regard
to the vendors not being approved. Mill certifications were available for
these beams. The licensee stated that the credibility of the mill certifica-
tions would be established. Failure to assess the effectiveness of the controls
to assure the quality of the mill certifications and structural beams, supplied
by the above vendors, is contrary to 10 CTR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII, and
the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 7.3.1 (50-358/81-13-06).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.5 Bristol Steel Erection Inspections
,

The RIII inspector reviewed the Bristol Quality Control Steel Erection Report
Inspection Report Q-7, dated July 14, 1975, for the inspection of the beams
installed on elevation 546 ft between column rows 15-22 and F-L. The RIII-
inspector determined that the Bristol Steel and Iron Works, Inc. QC inspector

,

failed to document details of his inspections, such as the welding materials'

I (rod type) used, the welder, the specific weld activities inspected, and/or
! bolting or welding procedure number when applicable. This is contrary to

10 CFR 50, Appendix b, Criterion XVII and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual,
Section 17.1.1 (358/81-13-52).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.6 Findinas and Conclusions

In their examination of approximately 25 structural steel beams, the NRC
inspectors identified ei:-fE :_st problems. Welds on nine structural beams
were unacceptable. Five beams had unacceptable (notched) re-entrant corners.
Four beams were installed which were not specified on any design document.
The traceability of nine structural beams was not maintained. In addition,
measures had not been established to assure that required QA in-procress t

- 162-
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inspections related to Design Document Changes would be performed; the li-
censee did not assess the effectiveness of the controls to assure the quality
of mill certifications and structural steel beams supplied by three vendors;
and details of steel erection inspections were not documented. These concerns

u j.t.. .ta......n,-r a . = . ,,, ,,/. . . j yww . / .. , s.,.ra sa , ir t, + : /< d /"/are addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmateion Program. '

4
A. 'j d * W" ' #*' "

7.1.7 Items of Noncompliance "' 'w2 *' ' / + *d a ' --

t.w a .s. pa , * ta , evc. u.t w . dasf e~ /; J d-''; A f " ".s

Fouritemsofnoncompliancewereidentified(failuretocentrolunacceptable~_[[)u.
.

welds, unacceptable re-entrant corners on beams, and unspecified beams; s...,7,

failure to maintain traceability of beams; failure to assess the effectiveness
of vendor quality assurance; and failure to maintain sufficient documentation *"''''''#

of si.eu trection inspections). /"'##-
7.2 Cable Separation

During the investigation of the allegation addressed in Section 5.10, the
RIII inspectors identified two cable installations that did not comply with
the cable separation criteria defined in the %n. H. Zimmer FSAR. During
checks for cable separation on routine plant tours, the inspectors identified
additional cable separation violations.

7.2.1 Cable Separation Requirements

The applicable cable separation requirements for the Zimmer facility are as
follows:

1. IEEE Std. 383-1974 defines Class IE as: "The safety classification of
the electric equipment and systems that are essential to emergency
reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling and
containment, and reactor heat removal or otherwise are essential in
preventing significant release of radioactive material to the environ-
ment."

2. The Zimmer FSAR, Section 8.3.1.12.2, states, " Class 1E cable is assigned
to a division according to Table 8.3-19."

The divisions are comprised of the systems addressed in the Class IE
definitions.

"A Class IE cable is routed only in its division tray conduit, etc."

"Each non-Class IE cable which has any part of its length in a division
tray, conduit, etc. , or which connects to a Class IE power system is a
division-associated cable and is not routed in tray, conduit, etc. of

.s* J s.eJ g 4.e,Janother division."

The terms " division-associated,"4 " associated,'g' "non-Class IEhbalance-of-
plant," " nonessential," and "nori-ESF (non-engineered safety features)" are
all used interchangeably.

163--
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3. FSAR Section 8.3.1.13 states:

.2".. . Balance-of plant cables not associated with reactor protection
or engineered safety features systems, when assigned to a tray section
with a Class IE segregation code, are routed only in trays with that
segregation code."

.3". . . Cables will have either green, yellow, or blue identification
for ESF cable; orange for reactor protection system cable; white for
balance-of plant cables; and white with another color for associated
cables."

4. FSAR Table 8.3-16 states, "A nonessential cable may be run in nonessential
or ESF tray, but shall not occupy more than one tray system."

5. FSAR Section 8.3.1.11.2.1.d. states, "In the cable spreading room, cable
tray risers (chutes) are used to route the cables into the bottom of
control panels located in the control room above. Here a 1-foot horizontal,
3 foot vertical separation is maintained."

6. FSAR Section 8.3.1.12.1.3, which addresses instrument cables states,
" Low-level signal cables are run in trays and/or conduits separate from
all power and control cables."

7.2.2 Observed Cable Separation Violations

During a brief tour of the cable spreading room while inspecting others
matters, the RIII inspectors observed four violations of cable separation
criteria as follows:

1. On the east side of the cable spreading room, at approximately WL 26,
yellow / white (associated) cable No. RE053 extends from a 2-in. conduit
(which also contains blue / white cable No. RE058), passes approximately
4 in. vertically above the blue Class IE cables contained in tray No.

|
2072C, and enters blue / white sleeve No. 79.

Contrary to the above FSAR criteria, cables No. RE053 and RE058 were
routed in the same raceway and cable No. RE053 was not installed a
minimum of 3 ft above-tray 2-)72C.

2. On the south side of the cable spreading room, green instrument tray
No. 3029K, which was 6 in. wide and approximately 50 ft long, was
installed inside white control tray No. 4638B. The installation was
in accordance with S&L drawings E-223, Revision G, and E-224, Revision F.

j Green cable No. WS714, green / white cable No. TI725, and other cables were
| installed in the green tray. Blue / white and yellow / white cables were
| installed in the remaining white tray.

, Contrary to the FSAR criteria, the green and green / white cables were
| essentially installed in the white tray; the green, green / white,

blue / white and yellow / white cables were not separated by a minimum of
1 ft horizontally; and the green tray containing instrument cables
was not separate from the white tray containing control cables.

| - 164-a
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3. Near the stairwell at the center of the cable spreading room, two blue
cables, No. RIl03 and CM111, were routed from blue tray No. 2077A into
green tray riser (chute) No. 3025A, which extended up to the control
room. Green cables No. HP073 and HP096 were among the cables installed
in riser 3025A.

Contrary to the FSAR criteria, the blue cables were routed in the green
division riser and were not horizontally separated from the green cables
by at least 1 ft.

The licensee documented blue cables No. RIl03 and CM111 on Nonconformance
Report No. 7549, dated March 18, 1981, as a result of the NRC finding.

No QC inspection requirements existed to verify separation criteria for
cables extending up and out of raceway located in the cable spreading
room to the control room.

4. In other areas of the cable spreading room:

White tray No. 4080K contained many different division-associateda.
cables including blue / white cable No. TI192, yellow / white cable
No. RR781, and green / white cable No. TI816.

b. White tray riser No. RK4627 contained yellow / white cables No. TI942
and No. TI943, and blue / white cables No. TI808 and TI760.

White tray riser No. 4139 contained many blue / white and yellow / whitec.
cables.

The routing of blue / white, yellow / white, and/or green / white cables
together in white trays appeared to be a widespread design practice.
This design is contrary to the FSAR Section 8.3.1.13.2 as previously
stated above.

The installed conditions identified in paragraphs 1, 2, and 4 of 7.2.2
apparently resulted from designs that deviate from the FSAR. These devi-
ations are contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the
Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 3.1 and 3.6 (358/81-13-21).

The installed condition identified in paragraph 3 of 7.3'.2 apparently
resulted from construction activities for which required QC inspection veri-
fications had not been translated into an inspection procedure. The lack

| of QC inspection for the installed condition in paragraph 3 is contrary to
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section

|

10.1.2 (358/81-13-22).'

The adequacy of cable separation is addressed in the licensee's Quality
| Confirmation Program.

7.1.3 Misrouted Nonsafety Related Cable

In the instrument-relay room, yellow / white conduit No. RR199 extended from
white tray No. 4157A to yellow tray No. 1040B. The conduit and trays

'
'
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!

contained yellow / white cable No. RR199 and white cable No. DC258 (also ,
'

mislabelled DC257). Following the cable installation (pull) card, cable
No. DC258 was designed to be routed through tray No. 4157A, but not tray [

1040B. Since cable No. DC258 was a nonsafety-related cable there were no
QC inspection requirements to verify the routing. The misrouted cable
identified in paragraph 7.3.2.5 of the installed conditions apparently
resulted from contruction activities for which the FSAR does not require
QC inspection verification. The misrouted cable does influence cable
separation and tray loading and, therefore, will have to be appropriately I
dispositioned. This item will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection
(358/81-13-23).

,

;

7.1.4 Cable Tray Riser Chutes

With the exception of the green tray riser, identified in paragraph 3 of
7.2.2, the RIII inspector did not observe any other risers (chutes) installed
in the cable spreading room. The licensee stated that only eight chutes had
been designed and installed in the spreading room and that alternate methodsi

for achieving cable separation were being considered. SE drawing No. E-98-FB,
Revision D, Note 4, required that the portions of cables in the cable spreading
room not enclosed or protected by sheel chutes be coated with a 1/8 in. (after
dry) application of fireproofing material. Dttring a telephone conversation
on May 7, 1981, the licensee stated that the design identified on drawing

This item is unresolvedNo. E-98-FB was being reconsidered for alterations.
pending implementation of the final separation design requirements for cable
risers in the cable spreading room (358/81-13-49). p

( -
items -

With regard to the installed conditions identified in paragraph astallations1, 2, and 4, and 7.1 3 the licensee stated that either the field
would be changed to comply with the FSAR or appropriate changes to the FSAR
with engineering justifications would be submitted to NRR.

;

7.L5 Findinas and Conclusions

Four locations were identified in which the cable separati o requirements had
i
'

not been maintained as specified in the FSAR. The adequacy of cable separation
is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.L 6 Items of Noncompliance g
k

I
Two items of noncompliance were identified (failure to establish measures to |

g

f'assure that the design basis for cable separation as set forth in the FSAR T
was translated into drawings, and failure to establish a program to require

(
[ verification of cable separation in the cable spreading room).

v
7.3 CGE Audits of Sargent & Lundy

During the investigation of allegation 5.10, the RIII inspector identified
that Sargent & Lundy did not bave a program to control design deviations,

Therefore,
(nonconforming designs) when identified by the SE engineers.
the RIII inspector requested for review all of the CGE audits of SE to
determine if CG&E had assessed the effectiveness of the SE nonconformance
program.
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7.3.1 CG&E Audits of S&L

The Region III inspector reviewed the following CG&E audits of S&L.

Audit Dates Audit Number When Noted

2/15-16/72
8/8-9/74
8/7-8/75
7/28-19/76
11/14-15/77 77/24
9/6-7/78 78/07
10/16-17/78 78/09
11/27-30/78 78/10
1/30-31/79 79/01
12/18-19/79 79/07
3/5-6/80 80/01
10/21-22/80 80/04

The audits did not address in depth the effectiveness of the nonconformance
program. The RIII inspector obse rved only two items in all of the audits,
covering a 9-year period, that ccacerned the S&L nonconformance program.
These two items, identified in oce audit, were designated as deficiencies,
which concerned distribution and logging of nonconformance reports. The
deficiencies appeared to have been identified during audit activities which
were not directed at the nonconformance program. (The deficiencies were
apparently resolved in Audit 77/24 which indicated that S&L Project Procedure
#PIZI-8.1, Revision 0, had been prepared to describe responsibilities and
instructions, and to require a log and a file of nonconformance reports).

The audits of the nonconformance program should have addressed such things as
implementation, design reviews, identification of acceptance or rejection,
disposition control, and notification of affected organizations.

Failure by CG&E to perform an audit to determine the effectiveness of the
S&L nonconformance program during the past 9 years is contrary to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XVIII, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 18.1
(358/81-13-23).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality' Confirmation Program.

7.3.2 General Audit Context

The audits generally appeared to be reactive in nature in that specific
problems, which had been previously identified, were audited. The audits
did not appear to be directed toward identification of new and generic
problems. The audits appeared to identify adverse findings for which there
were no corrective action taken or followup audits. This matter is unresolved
pending a re-review by CG&E of their past audits of Sargent & Lundy, General
Electric, H. J. Kaiser and four CG&E internal departments (358/81-13-80).
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7.3.3 Recurrences of Problems with Design Calculations, Reviews, and
Verifications ide h;CY "

The CG&E audits of S&L w=- 4 d-a+ 4 fria a recurring problem concerning
the performance of design calculation { reviews, and verifications by S&L. ---

The specific problems identified in each audit are described in Table 7.3-1.

Table 7.3-1 CG&E Audit Findings

Audit
Date or No. Problems

8/8-9/74 (a) ITE Imperial drawings of essential
equipment had not been signed and
bore no evidence of a design review.

(b) There were inadequacies in documenting'*

design reviews.

(c) Structural design calculation were not
in accordance with new procedures.

(d) No direct evidence was available of the
S&L review of vendor design calculations.

78/07 (a) S&L bad not maintained a record of support
design calculations.

(b) DDC #2973 was approved without review by
EMD even though a major support location
changs was clearly identified on the DDC.
(This item was identified in the details
of the audit report, but was not cited
and had no apparent followup on subsequent
audits.)

~~~

78/09 (a) Very little data was available to justify
, the embedment criteria of 4.5 times the.

normal diameter of concrete expansion
anchors.

(b) Calculations could not be located which
would verify that a structured review was
performed to show that no reinforcement
was needed for a 24 x 68 radial beam
which was cut at both flanges.

78/10 (a) Calculations were not available for all
walls to substantiate the statement that

j block walls were " judged to be OK."

.
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Table 7.3-1 (continued)

Audit
Date or No. Problems

(b) Calculations were not available to back
up design signatures which indicated
design verification for five design
changes approving core bores.

(c) No approval signatures were found on any
calculations for structural steel modifi-
cations (including Beam #86) due to pool
hydrodynamic loads. The modification had
been released for construction.

(d) Audit finding was closed based on calcula-
tions which were in progress but not yet
complete. The calculations were for beams
(embedded plates) in the primary contain-
ment to verify that the plates can support
additional loads.

80/04 (a) (1) The calculation required to evaluate
the clamp deflection on a pipe support
was not performed.

(2) Also, the weld calculation was not
performed on the most critical weld.

(b) Calculations performed by NPS wer.: incomplete
in that the deflection due to torsional
rotation of the beam was not included.

(c) Calculations performed by NPS were not in
reasonable order, which made them difficult
to follow.

None of the audits which identified the above problems, or corrective actions
instituted addressed the generic and programmatic cause of design calculations,
reviews, and verifications not being performed to preclude repetition. Failure
to determine the cause and to take corrective action to preclude repetition is
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual,
Section 16.5 (358/81-13-24).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.3.4 Findings and Conclusions

CG&E has not performed a comprehensive audit to determine the effectiveness
of the Sargent & Lundy nonconformance program. Past audits identified a

"
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recurring problem involving design calculations, reviews, and verifications
for which the cause was not determined and corrective action was not taken
to preclude repetition. CG&E will undertake a re-review of all past audits
of Sargent & Lundy, General Electric, Kaiser and four internal departments
as a part of the Quality Confirmation Program.

7.3.5 Items of Noncompliance

Two items of noncompliance were identified (failure to perform a comprehen-
sive audit of the S&L nonconformance program, and failure to determine the
cause and preclude repetition of a recurring problem).

8. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. Unresolvej items are identified in paragraphs 4.1.8.2.1,
4.2.2.3, 5.2.3.2, 5.2.3.6, 5.3.4, 5.5.3.4.1, 5.5.10.3.2, 5.10.3.3, 5.10.3.3,
5.10.3.3, 5.11.3, 4.1.8.2.1, 7.1.3, 7.2.3, 7.2.4, 7.3.2.

9. Open Items

When this investigation was initiated, the NRC interviewed numerous quality
control inspectors, construction craftsmen, and management personnel who
provided information that deserved review by the NRC. The information pro-
vided was prioritized with the highest priority given to the initial four
allegations received from a former Zimmer contractor QC Inspector (Section 4),
the 19 allegations received from GAP /Applegate (Section 5), and the most
significant statements and allegations received from contractor employees and
ex-employees (Section 6). Other allegations and statements were given lower
priority. These concerns will be investigated and/or inspected and the
findings and conclusions will be documented in future reports until the in-
vestigation is complete.

As noted in Section 3, GAP provided a number of affidavits from various
individuals. In those cases where an individual's concerns or allegations

have previously been reviewed by NRC, those individuals will be contacted
to determine:

,

I

1. If they have information not previously provided,'

l 2. If they have significant details to add to information previous'iy
provided.

3. If they believe their concerns / allegations have been inadequately
addressed.

If future inspection findings (either by the licensee or the NRC) reveal
t

significant construction deficiencies, these will be addressed in revisions'

to the quality conformation program and the NRC independent measurement
program as appropriate,

~
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10. Exit Interview

In addition to the management meetings and enforcement conferences held
as described in Section 11, the inspectors and investigators met with
licensee representatives periodically during the investigation and on
March 26, 1981. Attendees at the March 26 meeting are designated in
Section 1, Personnel Contacted. NRC attendees at the meeting are
designated at the end of this section. At that meeting the NRC investi-
gation team described the reasons for the investigation; the findings
regarding each completed allegation; and safety concerns identified during
the investigation, which are described below. The team leader indicated
that the investigation was not yet complete, that the findings would be
reviewed with NRC Regional and Headquarters Management, and that enforce-
ment action would be discussed in subsequent enforcement meetings. At
the NRC's request, the licensee agreed to meet with Region III representa-
tives on April 10, 1981, in the Regional Office to discuss identified
concerns and proposed corrective actions.

The inspectors identified the following concerns:

a. Structural beams with unacceptable welds and re-entrant corners with
notches.

b. Inadequacies in the QA program of the structural steel erector
(Bristol).

c. Lack of traceability of material in structural beams, small bore
piping, and weld rod.

d. Surveillance reports not being converted to nonconformance
reports in 30 days.

e. Structural welds inspected after painting.

f. Radiograph technique inadequate on 25% of the prefabricated
welds reviewed by NRC. (Penetrameters were not adequately
shimmed.)

g. Nonconformance reports being improperly voided. .

c ye, #du.I -~/ .addu/ a , m /ta d ne a u* m ~ E ~ n 6 ,~-^ gree; ed le tref ear derigred r-4 irrtell-A 4n=4de = whit- tray.h. .

i. Lack of inspection control to verify cable separation. (Three
examples of failure to maintain cable separation were identified.)

!

j. Lack of design controls by I' argent and Lundy to require verifica '
tion calculations for thermal loading of power sleeves and dead
weight loading of all trays, to document design deviations ident-
ified by engineers, and to document deviations from the FSAR.

k. Inadequate action taken by CG&E to obtain correction of repeti-
tive problems identified by CG&E in audits of Sargent & Lundy.
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1. Lack of audits of the Sargent & Lundy nonconformance program.

m. Weld inspection criteria was deleted from the weld data sheet
(KEI-1 form) from approximately July 1980 to February 1981.

n. Lack of socket weld fitup verification on numerous small bore pipes.

o. Installation of structural beams which were not required on any
design documents.

p. Doubts about the accuracy of weld records. Information from the
weld rod issue slips was being transferred to the weld data sheets.

q. Lack of control of design document changes.

r. Site procedures allowed more weld undercut than AWS D1.1-1972.

[/RCPersonnelAttendingExi' Interview March 26, 1981 -- -
.

P. A. Barrett, Reactor Inspector
R. M. Burton, Investigator
F. T. Daniels, Senior Resident Inspector

"'
E. C. Gilbert, Investigator, IE:HQ
T. P. GwynF, Resident Inspector
F. A. Maura, Reactor Inspector

~

J. B. McCarten, Investigator
J. F. Schapker, Reactor Inspector
K. D. Ward, Reactor Inspector
R. F. Warnick, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2B

11. Management Meetings

In addition to the exit meeting held at the site on March 26, 1981, meetings
involving licensee and RIII senior and/or middle management were held on
March 31, April 10, April 30, June 2, June 3, and August 5,1981. These
meetings are summarized below.

Following the exit meeting held at the Zimmer site on March 26, 1981,
|

Mr. E. A. Borgmann met with J. G. Keppler and R. F. Warnick on the afternoon
of March 31, 1981, in the Region III office to discuss the significance of'

the NRC investigation findings and required corrective actions. As a result
of this meeting, on April 8, 1981, Region III sent an Immediate Action * Letter
(IAL) to the licensee documenting ten corrective measures that CG&E had
initiated or were planning to take concerning the problems identified by
the NRC investigation team. The ten measures were established to provide'

assurance that similar problems do not recur during ongoing and future
construction activities. e IAL and the required corrective measures
are described in Sectio 1 NRC Actions and Licensee Commitments.

- -

1f.An enforcement conference was held in the Region III office on April 10,
1981, between E. A. Borgmann and others of his staff and J. G. Keppler and
other NRC personnel to discuss CG&E's proposed corrective action program
for deficiencies identified in the NRC investigation and the measures to be
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,
taken to assure acceptable quality of future activities. This enforcement

! conference is documented in IE Inspection Report No. 50-358/81-14.

A followup meeting was held in the RIII office on April 30, 1981, between
W. D. Waysire and others representing CG&E and R. F. Warnick and others of
the NRC staff, to discuss the status of measures being taken to assure
acceptable quality of ongoing activities at the Zimmer project and to dis-
cuss the latest draf t of the licensee's proposed corrective action program
for deficiencies identified. Details of this meeting are documented in ,

| IE Meeting Report No. 50-358/81-16.

A working level meeting was held on June 2, 1981, between W. D. Waymire and
;

others representing CG&E and R. F. Warnick and others from the NRC at thej
- Zimmer site to discuss the licensee's proposed quality confirmation program

and the additional measures required to identify and correct concruction
:
; deficiencies, to establish confidence in quality records, and to verify the

quality of existing construction. This meeting is documented in IE Meeting
,

Report No. 50-358/81-20.

The Region III Director, Deputy Director, and the Section Chief met with
CG&E's President, Senior Vice President of Engineering Services and Electrical
Production, and the Manager of the General Engineering Department (Acting

; Manager of Quality Assurance) on June 3, 1981, to discuss matters relating
to NRC's Zimmer investigation. Topics discussed included the originating,

allegations; NRC findings relative to the allegations; problems identified
during the investigation; the NRC's Immediate Action Letter of April 8,
1981, establishing controls to assure the quality of ongoing and future
work; the program to confirm the quality of completed work; the licensee's
internal problem identification and resolution system; status of the NRC's
investigation; the role of NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor in the
investigation; and public and congressional interest in the Zimmer project.4

This meeting is documented in IE Meeting Report No. 50-358/81-20.

An enforcement conference was held on August 5, 1981, in the Regional Office'

between J. G. Keppler, RIII Regional Director, and others of his staff and
W. H. Dickhoner, CG&E President, and others of his staff. Topics discussed
included the NRC investigation, the fiadings of the investigation, items of
noncompliance resulting from the invcstigation, escalated enforcement action'

being considered, the status of the investigation, the release of the report
and a possible public meeting in Cincinnati, the status of the licensees;

quality confirmation program, CG&E organization changes, and other corrective
,

'

actions being taken by the licensee. This meeting is documented in IE Meeting
Report No. 50-358/81-11.

12. NRC Actions and Licensee Commitments

12.1 Concerning Ongoing and Future Work

Based on the investigation findings, consideration was given to the need
to suspend construction activities. However, in recognition of the nature
of the problems (largely programmatic), the status of the project (95%
complete), and the fact that ongoing work would not compromise the ability

i 173-
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to accurately determine the quality of completed work, it was decided that
stopping construction work was not required at that time. Rather, attention
was placed on establishing controls to assure the quality of ongoing and
future work.

Following a meeting with NRC on March 31, 1981, the utility committed to
implement ten specific actions to correct identified quality assurance weak-
nesses and to preclude their recurrence. These action were confirmed in an
Immediate Action Letter (IAL) dated April 8, 1981. These actions were:

1. Concerning QA Staffing

CG&E will increase the size and technical expertise of the CG&E QA
organization by adding individuals qualified in the areas of radio-
graphy and nondestructive testing, piping supports and hangers,
welding, structural design and fabrication, electrical design and
construction, and metallurgy. (CG&E will utilize temporary personnel
qualified in these area until premanent staff members have been hired.)

2. Concerning Independence and Separation Between Kaiser Construction
and Kaiser QA/QC

CG&E will take action by April 15, 1981, to assure independence and
separation of the QA/QC function performed by Kaiser from the con-
struction function.

3. Concerning QC Inspections

Using the personnel described in item 1 above, CG&E will conduct 100%
reinspections of QC inspections conducted by Kaiser and other contractors
after the date of the IAL. This will continue until the revised CG&E
audit program as described in item 10, below, is implemented by these
qualified individuals and RIII releases this requirement.

4. Concerning QC Inspection Procedures

All QC inspection procedures will be reviewed and revised (where
Theseappropriate) by qualified design engineers and QA personnel.

reviews will be conducted by personnel independent of the construction
!

f organization to confirm that the procedures include appropriate
inspection requirements and applicable hold points. The construction
activities controlled by these QC inspection procedures will not be
performed after the date of the IAL until the applicable procedure has
been reviewed and approved.

5. Concerning Training

QA/QC personnel at the Zimmer site will receive training on any new
|

procedures and practices resulting from actions taken to fulfill provi-
sions of the IAL prior to implementation of the procedures. In addition,

|

refresher training will be given prior to June 1,1981, on (1) the iden-
tification and documentation of nonconformances, deficiencies, and

'
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problems, (b) the procedure for resolving nonconformances, deficiencies,
and problems, (c) the feedback mechanism for informing the identifying
individual of the resolution of the nonconform ;:a, deficiency, or problem,
(d) the avenue of appeal should the identifying individual disagree with
the adequacy of the resolution.

6. Concerning Deviations from Codes and FSAR Statements

Prior to May 1,1981, the procedures governing the identification,
reporting, and resolution of deviations from Codes and FSAR statements
will be reviewed for adequacy and revised as appropriate. The proce-
dures will require CG&E to review and approve the resolution of any
such deviations.

7. Concerning the Voiding of Nonconformance Reports

The procedures governing nonconformance reporting will be reviewed for
adequacy. The review will be accomplished not later than April 10,
1981. The disposition of each nonconformance report together with
appropriate justification will be documented.

8. Concerning QA/QC Records

The review and alteration of existing QA and QC records has b*en stopped.
These records will be controlled by CG&E until a program defining records
control, usage, and adequacy has been prepared by CG&E and agreed to by
RIII.

9. Concerning Conditions Adverse to Quality

CG&E will perform a 100% review of all surveillance and nonconformance
reports 9ritten by contractor personnel after the date of this letter.
Thie program will continue until RIII releases this requirement.

10. Concerning the Audit Program

The exisiting CG&E audit program will be reviewed and revised by
June 1, 1981, to include technical audits of construction work and
more comprehensive and effective programmatic audits. ,

Folloy up inspections by the Senior Resident Inspector and specialist
inspectors from the Region III office have confirmed implementation of '

the requirements of the letter. Details of these follow up inspections
are documented in IE Inspection Reports No. 50-358/81-15, 50-358/81-18, -

and 50-358/81-19.

12.2 Concerning Existing Construction Work

Because of the problems identified during the NRC investigation, Region III
had taken the position that a comprehensive review and reinspection effort
by the licensee must be accomplished to confirm the quality of the existing
construction work. This quality confirmation program addresses the problems
identified in the investigation and includes the following:

.
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1. Concerning Structural Steel

Problem: Some unacceptable welds have been identified..

Some beams have unacceptable re-entrant corners..

Some beams have been installed but did not show on.

design drawings.

Several hundred feet of beams were received from an.

unapproved vendor and can not be accounted for as to
where installed or other disposition. (However, sill
certs are available).

Heat number traceability has not been maintained for.

some beams and steel plate.

Some structural welds were painted before they were.

inspected.

Cable tray foot connections have not been inspected.

and they are covered with fire-proofing.

Action: 1. Compare structural steel drawings against plant as-
built conditions.

2. Determine which welds were not inspected or were
inspected after the weld was painted or coated.

3. For embedments, uncover one end of beam. If bolted,
and drawing shows welded, do not assume other end is
bolted. Uncover other end also. If welded and drawings

shows bolted, uncover the other end also.

4. Remove paint and other material from the welds that may
preclude proper weld inspection. If weld coating can not
be removed without affecting the surface of the weld,
quantify the number of such welds and propose an alterna-
tive program for confirming the quality of these welds.,

!

The NRC/ Region III must approve the alternate program.

5. Conduct a 100% visual inspection of accessible struc-
|

tural steel field welds or justify less.

6. Conduct 100% visual inspection of accessible Bristol
shop welds or justify less.

7. Perform 100% inspection of field cut re-entrant corners
on beams which could affect safety related systems or
equipment or justify less.

1

~
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8. Determine the acceptability of welding procedures and
welder qualification used on the job, special require-
ments called out in these procedures, and types of
weld rod specified for field welding.

9. Determine the acceptability of all field procured steel
plate and structural shapes received onsite.

10. To ensure that the structural steel problems are not
generic within Zimmer, determine the acceptability of
other field procured essential material, i.e.: piping,

weld rod, fittings, cable, etc.

11. Write nonconformance reports on all unacceptable welds,
unacceptable re-entrant corners, unacceptable materials,
drawings errors or omissions, etc. Propose disposition
to NRC/ Region III for approval before starting corrective
action.

2. Concerning Weld Quality

Problem: In-process inspections were not performed for some welds.

(cable tray hangers and beam welds).

Because of previous inspection findings indicating.

continuing problems with weld rod control (storage,
temperature, issuance, documentation), there are
questions as to whether or not field welds have
been made using improper or unacceptable weld rod.

Veld rod heat numbers have been transferred to the Weld.

Data Sheet from the Weld 2 Form by individuals other
than the QC inspector who inspected the weld.

Weld inspection criteria deleted from the Weld Data.

Sheets from approximately July 1980 - February 1981.

Action: 1. Identify code welds for which traceability of a credible
weld rod heat number was required but not maintained
(failure to perform required inspection or failure to
maintain required documentation) or for which there
is questionable traceability. Justify less than 100%
determination.

l

! 2. Identify all Weld Data Sheets that were altered by
I transcribing information from Weld 2 Forms. If.the

original entry on the Weld Data Sheet indicates an
adequate weld, the NRC will accept that weld provided
the welder's stamp on the material corresponds to the
Weld Data Sheet entry.

|
'
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3. For all AWS structural rteel Weld Data Sheets from
7/80-2/81 for which criteria were deleted on Weld
Data Sheets for code welds made in the field, check
to ensure that no hold points were violated. Review

! all Weld Data Sheets for the time frame established
j (7/80-2/81) and identify those with deletions, omissions,

obvious errors, and applicable items marked "Not Applicable."

4. Verify proper weld procedure, welder's qualification,
fitup, and proper filler metal verification / control.
Determine if any hold points were violated. For those
code welds for which this information has not been
adequately maintained, demonstrate that those welds are
acceptable or provide justification for accepting the
welds. Such demonstration or justification must be
approved by RIII.

5. For all code welds which lack traceability and quality
documentation and for all code welds with questionable
traceability and quality documentation, identify on a
nonconformance report. Quantify the number of such
welds and propose a program to determine the uccept-
ability of the welds and the acceptability of the
material in the welds. The NRC/ Region must approve the

i

program.
,

6. Review other in process inspection records for possible
alteration.

3. Concerning Traceability of Heat Numbers on Piping

Problem: Some heat numbers found on installed small bore piping
.

do not appear on the records of accepted heat numbers.

Some heat numbers recorded on isometric drawings do not
.

match the heat numbers on installed piping.i

Heat numbers could not be found on some installed small.

. bore piping.

Some heat numbers recorded on the isometric drawings had
.

been marked out and incorrect numbers recorded. (Heat
number for a different size pipe).

Action: 1. Conduct an inspection of 100% of the accessible field
installed small bore piping identified on attached
Enclosure 1 for traceability in accordance with ASME
Code requirements.

2. For systems on Enclosure 2, attached, compare existing
documentation against accessible field installed small
bore piping for traceability in accordance with applic-
able code requirements. Conduct a sampling program
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utilizing lot sizes sufficiently large to statistically
demonstrate a 95% confidence factor that 95% of the sample
is acceptable.

3. Provide justification for acceptability of inaccessible
small bore piping.

4. For large bore piping designated on Enclosures 1 and 2:

a. Identify all field modifications.

b. Walkdown 100% of the large bore piping involved
in the field modifications. Compare documenta-
tion against the installed large bore piping for
traceability in accordance with ASME requirements.

c. Justify less than 100% identification and walkdown
of large bore piping involved in field modifications.

5. If heat number traceability on ASME work can only be
established by the Weld Data Sheet, then it will be
necessary to establish the credibility of the heat
number on the Weld Data Sheet.

6. Write nonconformance reports on all heat number defi-
ciencies found, propose disposition to NRC/ Region III
for approval, proceed with disposition after NRC con-
currence.

4. Concerning Socket Weld Fitups

Problem: Socket weld fitup to assure disengagement was not.

verified on some small bore piping.

Actions: 1. Identify all small bore piping socket welds for which
verification for disengagement does not exist as docu-
mented on QC inspection records.

2. In all ASME Class I, II, and III systems, radiograph
100% of accessible welds not having verification of
disengagement or justify less. Provide justification
for radiographing less than 100% of the inaccessible
socket welds for which verification of disengagement

does not exist.

3. Write Nonconformance Reports on all unacceptable socket
weld fitups, propose disposition to NRC/ Region III for
approval, proceed with disposition after NRC concurrence.

,

'
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5. Concerning Radiographs

Problem: Radiograph technique did not meet the ASME code in that.

the penetrameters were not adequately shimmed in approxi-
mately 180 out of 700 radiographs reviewed by the NRC.

Action: 1. Demonstrate that the existing radiographs of large piping
supplied by the CG&E piping fabricator are adequate to
identify weld deficiencies by:

(a) Review the shop radiographs to identify those that
are either not shimmed or that are inadequately
shimmed to determine, for each pipe size and thick-,

|
ness, the films which contain the least sensitive

' penetrameter image (essential hole or slit) where
the density of the penetrameter is greater than the
density of the area of interest.
'

s

(b) Reradiograph the welds identifed above, if
accessible, using as nearly as possible the
original technique plus the penetrameter shimmed
to at least the total weld thickness including
reinforcement on the same film, all in accordance
with the code.

(c) If the essential hole or slit in the penetrameter
is visible after shimming to at least the total
thickness of the weld including reinforcement, all
radiographs of that pipe size and thickness will
be determined to be acceptable.

2. This program must be acceptable to the National Board
of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors and the State
of Ohio.'

6. Concerning Cable Separation __

W
Problem: The NRC identified, pit examples of failure to meet.

cable separation criteria.
j

Note: The original FSAR criteria did not stipulate
separation requirements from an essential cable
tray to a non-essential tray. The FSAR criteria
is to be clarified for separation of essential,
associated and non-essential cable in both cable
trays and conduits.

Action: 1. Conduct a 100% inspection for separation of essential
and associated cable (a) which are installed between
the cable spreading room and the control panels in the
main control room, and (b) at all penetrations (walls
or floor).

- 180-
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2. Perform a 100% computer assisted analysis of asso-
ciated cables to provide assurance that separation
criteria for Class IE circuits have been met.

3. Using the clarified separation criteria, conduct an
inspection of associated cables to arrive at a 95%
confidence level that 95% of associated cables are
properly separated in trays and conduits.

4. The six examples are to corrected.

5. Any problems identified in the above inspections and
review are to be documented on nonconformance reports.
Proposed disposition to be reviewed and concurred in
by NRC/ Region III prior to initiating action to
accomplish the disposition.

Note: If there are conflicts between these commitments
and new requirements imposed by NRR, the more
conservative requirements will be applicable.

7. Concerning Nonconformance

Problem: Nonconformances documented on surveillance reports.
.

Nonconformances documented on punchlists.
.

Wouconformances documented on exception lists.
.

Nonconformances not documented..

Nonconformances documented but not entered into the system.
.

Nonconformances voided rather than being dispositioned.
.

Action: 1. Review all surveillance reports and identify all that
should have teen nonconformance reports.

,

2. Review QA pre-op turnover punchlists and exception
lists to identify any items that should have been
documented on nonconformance reports.

3. By letter to each past and present QC inspector,
>

solicit nonconformance reports that were not entered
into the system.

4. Write nonconformance reports for each such nonconform->

ance identified.

5. Review all previously voided nonconformance reports.
Proposed disposition to be reviewed and concurred in
by NRC/ Region III. Proceed with disposition after
NRC concurrence.

!

|
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6. Review at least 300 previously dispositioned noncon-
formance reports to assure proper disposition. If
this review discloses any that have been improperly
dispositioned, additional nonconformance reports (the
number to be agreed to by the NRC/ Region III) will be
reviewed.

8. Concerning Design Control and Verification

Problem: S&L had no formal procedure requiring verification.

of design calculations for thermal loading of power
sleeves and dead weight loading of all trays.

Three examples were identified in which S&L design.

deviated from the FSAR: ~

(a) Cable Tray Loading: The actual design basis
differed from that stated in the FSAR.

(b) Cable Separation: (See Item 6, "Concerning Cable
Separation").

(c) Weld Acceptance Criteria: Site procedures take
exception to AWS DI.1-1972 inspection acceptance
criteria for undercut. The FSAR does not stipulate
the exception.

S&L had no formal procedure for documenting design.

deviations when identified by engineers.

Action: 1. Considering all disciplines, determine that procedures
exist requiring design calculations for those items
requiring a final verification after fabrication and/or
installation. Items to include such areas as piping,
pipe supports, electrical cable and cable trays, and
structures. Define the items that have not been com-
pleted relative to final design calculations, verifica-
tions, and reviews and establish measures to assure
their completion.

2. Review the adequacy of S&L's program for controlling
deviations from the FSAR.

3. Review the FSAR for correctness and consistency with
respect to the design by the responsible system
engineers.

4. For item c. above, meet AWS code or change FSAR com-
mitement to reflect the way the plant is built.

5. Designers shall review their files to identify all
design deviations. These deviations shall be docu-
mented and properly dispositioned.

.
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9. Concerning Design Document Changes

Problem: Some design document changes (DDCs) have not been.

adequately controlled through distribution and
inspection.

Action: 1. Establish an accurate and complete computer listing
of DDCs. The list when finalized shall contain the
status of every DDC including the status of construc-
tion.

2. Review each essential DDC and applicable QC records to
determine if all in-process and final inspections have
been performed. Justify less than 100%.

3. Document all deficiencies identified.

4. Take appropriate corrective action to resolve all
deficiencies.

10. Concerning Subcontractor QA Programs

Problem: The Bristol Project Superintendent was responsible.

for both the steel erection and the erection quality
control.

The Bristol field inspection program failed to document.

specific welds inspected and details of the inspection.

Action: 1. The quality of the Bristol work will be confirmed under
Item 1, "Concerning Structural Steel."

2. For all safety related activities performed by other
than Kaiser and GE, provide assurance that QA programs
were acceptable or that work is acceptable.

11. Concerning Audits

Problem: Past audits by CG&E identified repetitive problems.

regarding design calculations and verifications not
being performed. Corrective action by S&L and followup
by CG&E was not adequate.

CG&E had not audited S&L to verify compliance with and
.

the effectiveness of the S&L nonconformance program.
.

Action: 1. Past CG&E audits of HJK, S&L, GE, EPD, E0DT, GED, and
GCD are to be reviewed to determine the depth and
adequacy of these audits particularly with respect
to the 18 criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. Assure
appropriate closeout of audit findings.
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2. Identify deficiencies in the past audit program.
(Applicable Appendix B Criterion not audited.)

3. Justify acceptability of areas not audited and provide
this justification to RIII.

The licensees quality confirmation program will be revised as necessary
in the event additional adverse conditions are found. This 1. ogram must
be completed and identified problem areas resolved before an :terating
License will be granted.

,

12.3 Proposed Independent Measurements by NRC

| In addition to witnessing and reviewing portions of the confirmation program
I conducted by the licensee and its contractors, the NRC will be conducting a
i sampling program of independent measurements to provide further confidence as
| to the adequacy of construction. This program will independently verify on

a sampling basis the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

ENCLOSURE 1

f()a
).

~

/
! 1. CY-01 Cycle Condensate System - Essential Portions A 4g

[4 f2. DG-01 Diesel Generators
3. DO-01 Diesel Fuel Oil Systems /-

4. RD-02 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System &.
5. RH-01 Residual Heat Removal System - Essential Portions kE6. RI-01 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System )p
7. SC-01 Stand-by Liquid Control System '

8. Containment Isolation - Valves and Connecting Piping /9. H1-01 Primary Containment Combustible Gas Control System y
10. HP-01 High Pressure Core Spray System
11. LP-01 Low Pressure Core Spray System
12. MS-01 Main Steam System to Second Isolation Valve
13. NB-02 Nuclear Boiler System - Automatic Depressurization
14. NB-04 Nuclear Boiler System - Reactor Pressure Vessel
15. VY-02 Core Stand-by Cooling - Equipment Cooling South
16. VY-03 Core Stand-by Cooling - Equipment Cooling North
17. WR-01 Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water System,

| 18. WR-02 Reactor Water Closed Cooling Water System (Inside Containment)
19. WS-01 Service Water System - Essential Portions>

20. Stand-by Gas Treatment
21. Feedwater - Essential Portions

i 22. Piping that comes into contact with the primary coolant up to the
l first containment isolation valve outside containment. .

ENCLOSURE 2

1. CM-01 Containment Monitoring System (Possible Code Requirements)
2. FC-01 Fuel Pool Cooling and Clean-up System
3. PR-04 Liquid Process Radiation Monitoring System
4. PR-06 Off Gas Post Treatment Radwaste Monitoring System
5. RR-03 Reactor Recirculation Pumping System

,

^
~
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6. RT-01 Reactor Water Clean-up System
7. IN-01 Dry Well Pneumatic System
8. LC-01 Leakage Control System
9. NB-0) Nuclear Boiler System - Jet Pump Instrumentation
10. 00-01 Off Gas Processing Systes
11. VR-02 Reactor Building Ventilation System
12. Reactor Building Equipment Drain
13. Dry Well Floor Drain and Equipment Drains
14. Reactor Water Sample
15. Radwaste Collection
16. Recirculation Pump Seals System
17. Fire Protection
18. VP - Primary Containment Ventilation
19. VC - Control Room Ventilation
20. VX - Switchgear Rooms Ventilation

.

.
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D:teJames G. Keppler
Director

Investigation Summary: Investigation from January 12 through August 10, 1981
(Report No. 50-358/81-13)
Areas Investigated: The NRC is investigating quality assurance and quality
control problems at the Zimmer nuclear facility as a result of (1) allegations
received on November 18, 1980, from an ex-quality control inspector working
at another construction site; (2) allegations received on January,1981, from
the Government Accountability Project of the Institute for Policy Studies on
behalf of Mr. Thomas Applegate; (3) allegations received from numerous plant
workers and ex-plant workers during the course of the investigation; and
(4) concerns independently identified by NRC inspectors during the course of
the investigaiton.

Results: This investigation has identified a number of quality related
problems at the Zimmer site. While some actual construction deficiencies
have been identified, the majority of the problems identified to date focus
on the effectiveness of controls implemented by the licensee and its con-
tractors for assuring the quality of work performed. In that regard, numerous
deficiencies have been found concerning: traceability of materials, control
of weld rod, handling of nonconformances, interface between construction and
quality control, quality records, and the licensee's overview of ongoing work.

,

.
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REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

Dn November 18, 1980, a former Quality Control (QC) Inspector for the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station contacted NRC Region III (RIII) and
provided allegations concerning the Zimmer quality assurance (QA) program.
The individual was interviewed and the investigation of the allegations
received began in early 1981.

On January 5,1981, the Government Accountability Project of the Institute
for Policy Studies (a non-government agency), on behalf of Thomas Applegate,
requested that the He'rit Systems Protection Board investigate the conduct
of an earlier investigation by RIII of allegations provided by Applegate.
A list of nineteen allegations was included in the GAP letter.

This investigation was initiated into the above matters. (The NRC's Office
of Inspector and Auditor was assigned the task of determining the quality
of the earlier investigation by RIII.)

SUMMARY OF FACTS

Since January 12, 1981, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
been investigating alleged quality assurance and quality control irregular-
ities at the Zimmer nuclear facility. This investigative effort is comprised

;
of four areas as follows: (1) allegations received on November 18, 1980,
from a former Quality Control Inspector working at another construction site;'

(2) allegations received in January 1981 from the Government Accountability*

Project of the Institute for Policy Studies on behalf of Thomas Applegate;
(3) allegations received from numerous contractor workers and former plant
workers during the course of the investigation; and (4) other problems
independently identified by NRC inspectors during the course of the investiga-
tion. The investigative effort, which is still ongoing, has thus far resulted
in the interviews of over 90 individuals and the expenditure of approximately
182 2taff days onsite by NRC inspectors and investigators. Although the
investigation is continuing, a report covering efforts to date is being issued
at this time in recognition of the significant public interest in this matter.

,

I In a related matter, the Government Accountability Project, in a letter to
the Herit Systems Protection Board of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management,
dated December 10, 1980, charged that NRC had failed to perform a thorough
and complete investigation into allegations made in February 1980 by Applegate
and requested a separate investigation into that matter. An investigation has
been performed by the NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor to review those
charges.

The current investigation has identified a number of quality-related problems
at the Zimmer site. Although some actual construction deficiencies have been
identified, the majority of the problems identified to date focus on the
ineffectiveness of controls implemented by the licensee and its contractors
for assuring the quality of work performed. In that regard, numerous
deficiencies have been found concerning: traceability of materials, control
of weld rod, handling of nonconformances, interface between construction
and quality control, quality records, and the licensee's overview of ongoing

|
work. The total impact of these quality assurance deficiencies on the actual
quality of construction has yet to be determined.I

" *
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In cdditien to the prsvicusly discuss 1d qu lity daficisaciss, zumarcus pro-
blems hava baan idrntifsd with respsct to the securacy of quality-raletcd
records. This matter is being reviewed by the NRC Office of Inspection and
Auditor for possible criminal considerations.

Based on these findings, consideration was given to the need to suspend
construction activities. However, recognizing the nature of the problems
disclosed (largely programmatic), and the fact that ongoing work would not
compromise the ability to accurately determine the quality of completed work,
it was concluded that halting construction activities was not required.
Rather, attention was placed on establishing controls to assure the quality
of ongoing and future work and to define a program to both confirm the quality
of completed work and correct any identified deficiencies.

Following a meeting with NRC on March 31, 1981, the utility implemented
several actions to correct identified quality assurance weaknesses and to

These actions, which included augmented QApreclude their recurrence.
staffing, upgraded procedures, improved training of QC Inspectors, rein-
spection (100%) by the licensee of contractor QC inspections, and other
QC and QA program improvements were confirmed in an Immediate Action Letter
to the licensee on April 8, 1981.

By letter dated May 11, 1981, the Government Accountability Project requested
the Regional Director to recommend suspension of the construction permit

.

because of repeated noncompliances with NRC regulations and numerous allega-
| tions of inadequate construction practices. The information provided was

carefully considered; however, it was concluded that there was no basis at
the present time to recommend such action.

A comprehensive program has been developed by the licensee and NRC to confirm
the adequacy of completed construction. This program must be completed andc

i

identified problem areas resolved before an Operating License will be granted.
In addition to witnessing and reviewing portions of the Quality Confirmation
Program conducted by the licensee and its contractors, NRC will be conducting
a program of indepandent measurements to further evaluate the adequacy of con-
struction.

i

|
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DETAILS

1. Personnel Contacted

Cincinnatic Gas & Electric

*W. Schwiers, QA Manager
*J. R. Schott, Plant Manager
*W. D. Waymire, Manager, General Engineer
*B. K. Culver, Manager, Generation Construction
*S. C. Swain, Site Construction Manager
*H. C. Brinkman, Principal ME - Nuclear
*R. P. Ehas, QE
*E. A. Borgmann, Senior V.P.
D. Kramer
W. Murray, Senior Engineer
B. Gott, Field Structural Engi eer -

L. Wood, QA & S Engineer
F. Lautenslager, Security Supervisor

Kaiser Engineers, Inc. (KEI)

J. P. Coyle, V. P. Power Division
*R. Marshall, Construction Superintendent
*C. H. Stanfield, Construction Manager
*E. V. Knox, Corporate QA Manager
*P. S. Gittings, Site QA Manager
F. J. Oltz, Supervisor Document Control
S. Godsey, Lead Code Forms
T. Schmidgall, Field Verifier
T. Edwards, Field Verifier
W. Puckett, Welding Engineer
P. Norman, Piping Lead QC Inspector
C. Cherry, QA Inspector
D. Fox, Lead Mech. Piping Quality Engineer
A. Lanham, Senior Engineer
K. Shinkle, QC Engineer
I. Burgessl Inspection Supervisor
C. Burgess. __

,

II. Winters
T. Foster
B. Lake
J. Deerwester, QC Inspector
D. Painter, QC Inspector

-

*

C. Oldenski
C. Camaron
W. Hamm, Sr. , General Foreman Pipefitter
D. Haff, Pipefitter Superintendent *

J. Mills, QC Inspector
R. Baker, Inspection Supervisor .

J. Tyner, Kaiser Pipefitter Superintendent
'

*Present at exit" interview on March 26, 1981.

.
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L. Cumenings
, D. Per11er

G. Adams, Structural Superintendent or Ironworker Superintendent
K. Faubion, NR Controller
R. L. Reiter (NW)**, Document Reviewer
J. H. Mulkey, QC Inspector
J. T. Sandlin, General Superintendent (Structural)
A. Pallon, Jr., QC Inspector
M. McCoy, QC Inspector
[S. Heath (NW), Inspection SupervisoJ
W. Racer (W), Lead Elect. Quality Engineer
M. Kopp, QC Inspector & QC Engineer & Lead Insp. Elect.
D. Donovan, Lead Civil / Structural QA Inspector
W. C. Dumford, QC Inspector (Trainee)
J. Ruiz, QC Inspector
D. Taylor, QC Inspector
L. Q. Hendley, QC Inspector
S. Burke, QC Inspector
D. J. Luttman, QC Inspector
D. O'Keefe, QC Inspector
P. Brown, QCI Trainee
S. Barger, QCI Inspector j
J. Movatt, QC Inspector
B. Hargrove, QC Inspector
T. Dakin,. QC Inspector
J. Tanner, QC Inspector ~

J. Heimpold, QC Inspector
W. Kitchen, QC Inspector
W. M. Sharp, QC Inspector
P. S. Wimbish, QC Inspector
E. J. Kwalick, QC Inspector
T. Smith, QC Ins;) actor
W. Smith, QC Inspector
L. Ritchie, QC Inspector
S. Tult (NW), QA Engineer
G. Jodrey (NW), QC Inspector
E. Schroeder (NW), QC Inspector .

R. Turner (W)
M. Ward (W), p QC ManagerQC Inspector

| M.E. .W6/ttG,(9C l^tJf&YDR
Butler Services, Inc.

h. L. Ramsey (NW), QC Inspecto$orhW. R. Jackson (NW), QC Inspect
| R. B. Price (NW), QC Inspector
l B. E. Tyree (NW), QC Inspector

J. R. Booth (NW), QC Inspector
'^ -

- = ,..a
!

!

**NW indicates no longer working for that company.

.
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Nuclear Enargy Services, Inc.

R. Baker, QC Inspector Supervisor
J. B. Sullivan, QC Inspector
V. Ferretti, QC Engineer
L. Ludwig, QA Manager
L. Anderson, QC Engineer

Peabody Magnaflux, Inc.
A

E.A}predge, President
C. Wood (NW), PM Office Manager
A. Sellars (NW), PM Radiographer j
S. Binning (NW), PM Radiographer /D. Mang (NW), PM Radiographer
D. Binning, PM Radiographer

Yoh Security

J. Cap * r (NW), Sec. Guard Supervisorj
~3. Bic curity Officer
W. Ross ad Security Officer
D. Sim curity Officer
J. Hyd urity Officer
R. Wrigh ecurity Officer

W&W Protection Agency, Inc.

D. Shinkle, S u ty Officer
J. Bedinghaus curity NM

| N. C. Ward, President

i Sargent & Lundy
|

R. Pruski, Engineer
T. McKenna, Engineer
D. Fox

U.S. Testing

| J. Ruiz (NW), QC Inspector
| C. Sheridan

General Electric Company

T. F. Van Natta, Site Control & Instrument Engineer .

T. E. Bloom
,

Westinghouse, Inc. -

Y. Reiter, Radiation Chem. Tech.
|

.
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Cenfidential Sarvice

M. W. Cox, Director
T. .\pplegate (NW), Private Investigator

Hartford Steam Boiler and Insurance Company

L. Burton, Authorized Nuclear Inspector

Individuals

J. Woliver, Attorney At Law
A. Dennison, Attorney At Law
L. Seiler Attorney At Law
Dr.J.Fla,nkhauser, Professor,Universityof
E. Hofstadter, Former Huskey employee

,

Individuals A through I
| ,

j 2. Scope

This investigation focuses on allegations and concerns provided by
! Thomas Applegate, the Government Accountability Project of the Institute

for Policy Studies, and former and present QC Inspectors. The report also
documents those items independently observed by Region III personnel in the
course of the investigation. The report is not intended to be all-inclusive
since there are additional allegations that will be documented in subsequent
reports on this investigation.

3. Background

In late 1979, while involved in an investigation for a client which was
of a personnel nature, Private Investigator Thomas Applegate (Confidential
Service) found that one of the individuals was employed at the Zimmer con-
struction site tad was involved in " timecard cheating." Applegate approached
his employer and Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company (owner of Zimmer), with
this information and was awarded a thirty-day contract to investigate onsite
timecard cheating. Timecard cheaters were identified and documented within
two weeks, and then Applegate, on his own decision, began to pursue rumors
of improper site construction. CG&E, when told of the information gathered
by Applegate, indicated that they were aware of the situations described.

| The thirty-day contract (December 10, 1979 through January 4, 1980) was not
extended despite objections by Applegate.'

In 1980 Applegate contacted the NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor.
Subsequently, on I*ebruary 28, 1980, he contacted the office of NRC Chairman
Ahearne and was referred to the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Per-i

| sonnel from Region III contacted Applegate by telephone on February 28, 1980,
and he was interviewed in person on March 3, 1980. He provided a number of
allegations, several of which did not relate to activities within NRC
jurisdiction. A letter was sent to Applegate on March 11, 1980, detailing
three allegations that were considered appropriate for investigation. The

1 .
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invsstigstien of the three ollegaticas took plcce during April 7-9 end 30,
May 1-2, 1980, and is dscumented in IE Investigatica Rsport 50-358/80-09
which was issued on July 7, 1980.

On November 18, 1980, a former QC Inspector at Zimmer approached the Resident
He indicated concerns relative to theInspector at another construction site.

adequacy of the QC program at Zimmer and indicated that the Kaiser QA Hanager
was improperly handling nonconformance reports, transferring QC Inspectors,
allowing improper QC inspections, and not adequately supporting the QC staff.Investigation of theseThis individual was contacted on December 9, 1980.
allegations began on January 12, 1981.

On January 5, 1981, GAP sent a letter to the Merit Systems Protection Board
alleging that the RIII Investigator was negligent in the scope and manner of
his performance of the aarlier investigation of the Applegate conceres, and
requesting an investigatiur of the conduct of the earlier investigation.
This letter contained a listing of nineteen allegations that Applegate/ GAP
felt should be investigated.

Onsite investigation of the Applegate/ GAP allegations was initiated on
Janua ry 27, 1981. During the itvestigation, Applegate and GAP personnel
communicated with the RIII office on several occasions. They also provided
affidavits from former contractor employees expressing concerns relative to

Some of these effidavits contained new information, andI

site construction.
others dealt with problems and issues already investigated. (Some are the
same affidavits as those presented at the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Hearings.)

During the investigation, several present QC Inspectors approached NRC
personnel onsite and expressed concerns relative to the functioning of the

*

Some of these concerns coincided with those expressed by theQC program.
former QC Inspector, as outlined above, and some concerns related to new
information.

Those allegations and concerns that appeared to be most significant and
most likely to produce substantive findings were given investigative

In the course of pursuing the items alleged, RIII inspectorspriority.
performed inspections of areas of construction alleged to be deficient.
In some cases, they observed conditions violating NRC requirements that hadThose findings are therefore
not been provided as allegations or concerns.
considered as independently developed.

4. QC Allegations

an NRC inspector was contacted by an individual whoOn November 18, 1980,
identified himself as a former Quality Control (QC) Inspector at Zimmer.

~

The individual alleged that there were irregularities in the welding QC
On December 9,1980, the individual was contacted byprogram at Zimmer. During the

telephone by the NRC to obtain details of his allegations.
conversation, he made the following allegations:

" 12 -
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Kaiser Quality Assurance (QA) Manager, was voiding Nonconformance Reports
(NRs) based on Gittings' reinspection of the nonconforming items (pipe
support hanger welds). Between January 13 and July 4, 1981, 31 current and
former Kaiser QC Inspectors and QA Engineers were interviewed by NRC to obtain,

' information regarding the initial allegation. Sixteen of those individuals
provided information that resulted in expansion of the initial allegation
into the following areas:

1. The QA Manager was arbitrarily voiding NRs that were not written in
error.

2. The QA Manager was diverting n t entering them into the Kaiser
nonconformance reporting system.

3. NRs were being voided'and their items transferred to Surveillance Reports
(SRs).

4. NRs were being improperly dispositioned by the QA Manager and members
of the Kaiser Material Review Board (MRB) who frequently dispositioned
them as " accept as is" when " repair" or " rework" was appropriate per
Kaiser specifications and industry codes and standards.

5. NRs were voided with the justification "to be reinspected after redesign"
or " deficiencies would be rewritten on separate NRs." The nonconforming

! conditions were neither reinspected after redesign nor written on separate
NRs.

;

6. NRs were voided by the QA Manager at the request of the Construction
| Department to avoid rework and schedule delays.

7. During revisions of an NR, nonconforming items were arbitrarily removed
by the QA Manager.

[Several of the individuals interviewed provided copies of reports they
stated they had retained because of their distrust of the system.)

4.1.2 04h M YYWW
4.1.2.1 Nonconformance Reporting System

The Kaiser nonconformance reporting system was established to provide control
~

of nonconforming material. Kaiser Quality Assurance-Construction Methods
Instruction (QACHI) G-4, Revision 9, provides the following procedure: The
QA Department or Field Engineering may initiate an NR when members identify
nonconforming material, equipment, construction work, or a deviation gfrom
specified requirements. The Inspector or QA Engineer initiates the y and
then contacts the Site Document Control (SDC) NR Controller who makes a fentry in the NR Log and assigns a KEI Control Number (CN). The W
reviewed by the Inspector's supervisor or cognizant QA Engineer and forwarded
to the SDC NR Controller who issues 6 an NR Number prefixed with either
and "E" or "N". NRs written on essential systems / components are given the
"E" prefix and nonessential systems / components are given the "N" prefix.

.
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The QA M: nager een cpprova voiding of NRs "in instcncas wh2ra en NR bcs been
initiated in error, due to interpretation or judgement of borderline conditions,
duplications, or where a nonconforming condition has been corrected by the
Construction Department after a verbal or written communication from the QA
Department..." In these cases, the NR is stamped " Void" with a brief statement
indicating justification for the voiding. A copy of the voided NR is required
to be retained in the SDC and a copy returned to the initiator.

The KEI Construction Engineer or his designee dispositions NRs as " accept
as is", " rework", " repair", or " reject". The " accept as is" and " repair"
dispositions require review by the Material Review Board, which consists of
the KEI Construction Engineer, CG&E QA Engineer, Kaiser QA Engineer, CG&E
sponsoring engineer, and the Sargent & Lundy Design Engineer (for essen-
tial material or equipment only). In the case of an ASME Section III Code
nonconformance, the Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) must be included on
all " accept as is" dispositions. Records of all open and closed NRs are
retained by the (SDC) NR Controller.

4.1.2.2 Previous Related NRC Inspection Findings

During an NRC inspection conducted December 2-3, 1980, the RIII inspector
observed that of 20 NRs written to document American Welding Society (AWS)
welding deficiencies on hanger welds, eight had been voided with the
notation " based on re-inspection." It was also observed that NRs had been
voided by the issuance of Design Document Controls (DDCs). .The inspector
informed site personnel and CG&E management during the exit interview on
December 16, 1980, that these practices were contrary to site procedures and
NRC requirements.

The inspection report containing these items of noncompliance was issued on
March 2, 1981 (IE Inspection Report 50-358/80-25). The licensee replied to
these items by letter dated March 26, 1981, indicating that a Stop Work

; Order had been issued prohibiting voiding of NRs, and that this order had
been subsequently rescinded when improved procedural controls were in place.i

The improved procedural controls consisted of limiting the authority to void
,

| an NR to the Kaiser QA Manager, and the marking of superseded NRs as " super-
seded" rather than " void".

The licensee's reply also indicated that Kaiser was performing a complete review
of voided NRs in response to a licensee audit finding. The review was expected
to be completed by April 30, 1981, and full compliance with NRC requirements
was to be achieved by May 5; 1981. Between December 15-19, 1980, and on
January 5,1981, GEMEE55imur Nuclear Energy Services, Inc., audited the
Kaiser nonconformance reporting system for CG&E.

|

| f2=nme Interviews m Of/Rf*w
23WWEIUPP Interview of William Schwiers .

On January 16, February 14, and March 22, 1981, William Schwiers, CG&E QAtjI
Manager, was interviewed by NRC. Schwiers stated that during an NRC site

, exit meeting held on December 16, 1980, Eugene Knox, Kaiser Corporate QA
__
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M: nag 2r, and Phillip Gittings v2ra inform d thet Kaisar was impreparly voidingNRs. Schwiers said he dirsetsd Koisar to cudit all pravicusly voided NRs cnd
present the results of the audit to CG&E by February 16, 1981. Schwiers stated
he also directed Gittings to cease improperly voiding NRs. He provided a copy
of a memo he wrote to Gittings dated January 14, 1981, in which he requested
Kaiser to respond to Field Audit Report No. 340 concerning the voiding of NRs.
A copy of the memorandum and audit report is included as Exhibit 2.
Anwege Interview of Lon Ludwig

On January 14, 1981, Lon Ludwig, Quality Engineering Manager or Nuclear
Energy Services, Inc. , was interviewed by NRC. He stated that in December

fMg 1980 and January 1981 he audited the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system for
CG&E after NRC had identified that NRs were being improperly voided.'

Ludwig
M M N one his audit showed there were approximately 500 voided NRs, and between

sai

ird to one-half of these were superseded and written on other JRs.
,

He
'

said that some NRs identifying numerous nonconforming conditions aufs had beengg
Xseparated and reissued ou individual NRs.

One-third of the NRs reviewed were;

voided as " written in error" without adequate explanation given to justifythat comment. Ludwig stated that he recommended Kaiser audit all voided NRs
and provide a better explanation as to why each was voided.

Ludwig stated that the voided NRs he reviewed covered all areas of plant
operation and construction and dated from 1974 to the present.
E 2=ama Interviews of Phillip Gittinas

D N January 13, 1981, Interview

On January 13, 1981, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser QA Manager, was interviewed byNRC.
He stated that in October 1980 he voided 7 NRs that were written by

QC Inspectors who were in training. He said he reinspected the welds
identified in the NRs and, in his opinion, the welds met American WeldingSociety (AWS) Code requirements. He said that during an NRC inspection in
December 1980, the inspector took exception to this practice and found the
licensee in noncompliance with NRC requirements for improperly voiding NRs.

Gittings said that, following the NRC inspection, the welds identified on
the 7 NRs were reinspected by Gladstone Laboratories, Inc. at the request ofKaiser. He said Gladstone concluded that 4 of the 7 NRs were properly voided

g/.(C7g>tm minor discrepancies which did not meet the AWS Code.because the noted welds conformed with the AWS Code but that the other 3 NRs

Gittings stated that approximately 500 NRs had been voided by Kaiser at theZimmer project. A number of these NRs were voided and then revised and put
on other NRs, or were voided after it was found they duplicated a previously
reported nonconforming condition. He stated that the only NRs he voided for
having been " written in error" were those from October and November 1980 that
were examined during the NRC inspection on December 2-3, 1980.

.
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Gittings stated that during the pnst six months Kaiser had probicas with se=a #
of its QC Inspectors who wers[cvar;inspseting'" Gittings said many of tha
inspectors were critical of the Kaiser nonconTormance reporting system and ,

of the Kaiser veld inspection criteria for pipe support hangers and structural
'

steel. He said there were differences of opinion on various code interpreta-
tions, which he felt were common in any weld inspection program.

h umumm e July 8, 1981, Interview

On July 8,1981, Phillip Gittings was re-interviewed by NRC follow:'ng the .23/ 4M//f.
i

NRC investigation of the dispositions of a selected group of dumed
|

Gittings stated that the voiding of NRs by clerks and by SDC Supervisor
Floyd Oltz was improper because neither the clerks nor Oltz were qualified
to make engineering judgments concerning deficiencies identified on NRs.
Gittings indicated that after a December 1980 NRC inspection he directed
the NR procedure be changed so that only he could void an NR.

Gittings stated that Kais'er procedures allowed any QC Inspector to initiatel

A Meses and required it be entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting g(Agfg''

system. When questioned about his failure to issue euw with Control Numbers
CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479 written by QC Inspector Jan.es Ruiz on

eMff February 23, 1981, Gittings said he directed Rex Baker, Inspection Supervisor,
w vo to ume fus . He said his action on those was contrary to the Kaiser
procedure that only permitted an NR to be voided if t was " written in error."
Gittings said those e not written in error. gg
Gittings stated that he voided NRs at the request of Construction Department
personnel, but added that he made independent evaluations and decisions when MbWhendoing so and was not compelled by construction personnel to void NRs.
questioned Gittings stated he did not know why Walter C. Dumford's um (CN-4309)
was not in the Kaiser nonconformance system and denied diverting that R fromggthe system.

When questioned about specific irregularities found during the NRC investiga-
tion, Gittings concurred that the practices of voiding NRs by stating they
"would be reinspected after redesign," by transferring the nonconformances
to " punch lists" (lists of items to be corrected by construction), and by
placing nonconformances on Surveillance Reports were not in accordance with
Kaiser procedures.

Gittings stated that Kaiser QC Inspectors were identifying problems at Zimmer.
He said CG&E and Kaiser did not have enough sufficiently qualified inspectors.
This was evident when Richard Reiter identified a significant material trace-
ability problem when reviewing isometric drawings on small bore pipe systems.
Gittings said Reiter had initiated a Surveillance Report correctly identifyingHe saidthe problem and he (Gittings) had not adequately answered the report.

| this problem warranted reporting to NRC; however, Kaiser did not do *so. He
i said that eventually Kaiser hired two QA Engineers to review the doc *umenta-

tion and they found that Reiter's analysis was correct. (During this inves-
tigation, the NRC inspectors reviewed the traceability problem and found
Reiter's analysis to be correct.]

.
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N Interview of Kathy Faubien
)

On February 13, 1981, Kathy Faubion, Kaiser NR Controller, was interviewed
j by NRC. She stated that K t rocedures permit an inspector to call for

a Control Number (CN) for . he is required to issue a CN to the
inspector, make an entry in the Kaiser Log of Nonconforming Material (NR
Log) describing the nonconforming item, and note the initials of the'

| inspector calling for the number. She stated she never " whited out" an
! entry for a CN in the log.

Faubion indicated that the QA Manager stamps all voided NRs with a red " void"
stamp. When she receives a copy of the voided NR, she marks through the CN _,,, ,//4C

ed ink. She said inspectors 7 c)c7f7V
not subsequently send % .' In tfese, calidp orentry in the log wit

case 3, Faubion
; control numbers and

said she makes the same " void" entry in the & Log.M 4E/t#8i

She said that prior to December 1980, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engin r-Records,
had the authority to void NRs; however, William Schwiers, CG&E Q anager,
directed that this authority be vested solely in the Kaiser QA Manager. She
said since that time Oltz has not voided any NRs.

i

4.1.3 Investigation

Concurrent with the conduct of h interviews, the NRC impounded all NRs thatM
-

e that all pertinent NRs would be
had been voided for any reason to assur/pproximatley 500 NRs Tmpoundederu(M//M

s

available for this inve p ation. Sbeen identified during draudit of the NR system by Nuclear Energy Services, dTl#F
,

'

Inc. (NES).
--

- . - - - -- . . : : ^2 : ' ' - . ' ' ~ _ ffr996-

.

]P " ; '_.,..if 9 "- b d .:0.2_: .:.. _ _J.

| Region III personnel reviewed all impounded NRs identified by NES and all d Yprovided by individuals interviewed and determined that about 100 of them- 4No [appeared to fit the alleged categories. Of those 100, M NRsg u e
selected for intensive investigation ir dispos: 'on. The results of g g
the investigations of_the selected re presented at individual investi- g

_

gation efforts,_ { 7------g7--_ _

p==
_

C6>4YlMO GN /N e
,

g@gI
_

Disposition of Report CN-5412

&mestee Background Information j

On December 29, 1980, Walter C. Dumford, Kaiser QC Inspector, initiated Sur-
veillance Report (SR) 2886 to document that a suppression pool liner plate
was tensioned before a QC Inspector arrived to verify the initial tensioning.
The corrective action to resolve that condition was for an inspector to be
present during the seven and thirty day tension checks to verify that the

:plate was being tensioned properly.i

(assigned CN-5412) which MOn February 3,1981, Dumford initiated
reported that a suppression pool r

' - was being tensioned in violation,-

$ N $ W E [0 W OOS W flgg y
.
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of an applied " hold" teg. Tha 9 states " Hold teg was cpplied while W 11
Plate 10D was in process of being tensioned. Once hold tag was applied
tensioning was continued until tensioning was completed."

4menine Investigation

pocomrnt1NMWNVlMWN |bY$
ammutuese-Interview of Walter Dumford ggg gg

On February 11, 1981, Walter C. Dumford, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that on February 3, 1981, he was in g :; g,- - mea //g

. pool wall plates.:..J nt . ..J J. ; LD. ... Am. a ::t acre 9: Mgg
2 ,- He said construction personnel were preparing to tynsion the plate

y when he told them he was going to place a hold tag on it, i - - they jAN
responded "try and stop us." d(A57)MD/N-

JU)CWG Q
| Dumford said he left the area to discuss the matter with his supervisor,

I
i Dennis Donovan, who told him to initiate an NR for the on onforming bolt
| and to place a hold tag to preclude tensioning of the He said he 00CMJOdf4.

returned to the suppression pool, placed a hold tag on the plate, and 7A4pr rpg"
construction personnel ceased tensioning. 6 He said, however, as y pg
he left the area, he heard the tensioning machine reactivate and observed'

| that the tensioning crew had ignored his hold tag. / Q WD/G4,4

Dumford stated he advised Donovan of the occurrence and Donovin told him to,

write an NR documenting continuation of tensioning after a hold tag had been'

applied. Dumford called the NR Controller, was issued CN-5412, and docu-
mented the violation of the hold tag. He said that a few days later he was
called into the Kaiser QA Ma office and was told by the QA Manager,'

Phillip Gittings, that the ou d not have been written since it was "a
software (procedural) problem and no ware problem." He said Gittings
then said, "I'm going to void this ause we do not need this kind of
paperwork floating around because this is the kind of stuff that causes
investigations." Dumford stated that Rex Baker and Dennis Donovan, who were

| also present at the meeting, disagreed wit G'ttjngs conclusion and advised
|

Gittings that they felt it was a valid g r

Dumford indicated that Dennis Donovan called the NR cler a few days later
and was told CN-5412 had been reassigned to another the original report
had not been entered into the NR system). Dumford provided a copy of the
original 412

Dumford said this incident was a typical example of Kaiser QA management not
supporting the QA program on site and being influenced by construction con-
siderations. Dumford stated that, in his opinion, the Kaiser QA Manager was
influenced by construction and QA was not independent at Zimmer.

On February 11, 1981, Dumford provided a written sworn statement : n .m....
^ ' ' -

. _

-______, a copy of which is included as Exhibit W.* 2'-

4p***veut Interview of Dennis Donovan

On February 13, 1981, Dennis Donovan, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that on February 3, 1981, Walter C. Dumford contacted him

.
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)
! |

about a Survaillence Rrpart written against tznsiening of bolts en a cuppres-
sion pool plate without QA coverage. Donovan said he called Ken Shinkle,

,

the QA Engineer responsible for the suppression pool area, and advised him of
the incident. He said Shinkle told him to write an NR. Donovan stated he wrote' Donavan saidthe NR and instructed Dumford to place a hold tag on the plate.
Dumford later returned to the trailer and told him that he had placed a hold
tag on the plate, but craft personnel had ignored the tag and continued,

I

tensioning the plate. Donovan said he told Dumford to write a second NR
Donovanagainst the continuation of work after a hold tag had been applied.

stated be initialed the second report and called the NR clerk who assigned
it CN 5412. The 4 was forwarded directly to Inspection Supervisor Rex Baker
for review.

Donovan said that on February 4, 1981, he, Baker, and Dumford were called
into Phillip Gittings' office and Baker gave the original copy of the NR to

Donovan related that Gittings said, "This report is going to beGittings.
voided because this is the kind of thing that starts investigations."
Donovan said that Gittings commented that inspectors should only write NRs
against hardware problems and not against software problems, and ignoring
a hold tag was a procedural (software) violation.

Donovan said he and Dumford explained that construction had ignored the
hold tag, to which Gittings replied, "If I was in their position I would have

Donovan said he responded that a hold tag was thedone the same thing."
i strongest QA control mechanism on site and, if one was ignored, an NR should'

Donovan said he and Baker told Gittings they disagreed with himbe written.
and the meeting ended.

Donovan said that a few days later he called the NR controller concerning the
disposition of CN-5412 and found that the number had been reissued to another

M $. Donovan indicated that in his opinion, this was an example of Kaiser QA
management not supporting the inspection program at Zimmer.

On February 13, 1981, Dennis Donovan provided a written sworn statement'

. . < f 2_,_.:, a copy of which is included asg._.

Exhibit d.

SueWWR49 Interview of Kenneth Shinkle
1

18, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle, Kaiser QA Engineer, was interviewedOn February
He stated that on February 2, 1981 he received a telephone call fromby NRC. ShinkleDennis Donovan regarding a bent bolt on a suppression pool plate.

stated he told Donovan this should be documented on an NR and a hold tag
Shinkle stated heshould be placed on the plate to prevent tensioning.

later that learned an NR was written and Walter C. Dumford had affixed a ]@/Construction personnel subsequently fenored thehold tag to' the plate.
Shinkle said he also learned that a second Ewas Tritten by Dumfordtag.

for violation of the hold tag which he initialed and forwarded to Rex Baker,
Inspection Supervisor.

20 --
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Shinkle steted ha 1 ster that Icarord Phillip Gittin s after discussions with
Dumford, Donovan, cnd B ker, did not enter the into the system. Shinkle
said the report had been assigned a CN and the inspectors' supervisor had
concurred it was a valid NR. Nevertheless, Gittings told Shinkle it was not
going to be processed because "The whole thing has been blown out of proportion."

Shinkle stated in his opinion that Kaiser management does not support the QC
program at Zimmer, construction dominates activity at the site, and QA is
not independent of construction influence.

On February 18, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle provided a written sworn statement
n:_c_ ..; i :E ,_ _ :: Ma . .f _. z:x, a copy of which is included as
Exhibit 9.

SupWP9% Interview of Rex Baker

on March 3,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that in early February 1981 he attended a meeting in
Gittings' office with Dennis Donovan and Walter C. Dumford. He stated that
during this meeting Dumford said construction had continued to tension a

c

suppression pool plate after he had placed a hold tag on it. Baker stated s

he agreed Dumford was correct in writing the Fior the nolo tag violation..

!

He said Gittings disagreed and stated in his opinion construction was right
to continue tensioning the plate after a hold tag had been affixed to it.

.

'

Baker stated he did not know the disposition of the and that it was in
Gittings' possession the last time he saw it.

-

M Record Reviews
On February 11, 1981, the NR Log was reviewed. The log indicated CN-5412
(E-2996, Revision 1) was written on February 2,1981, for velds having lack
of penetration. This entry does not reflect that CN-5412 had been assigned!

3, 1981, for
I to another report written by inspector Dumford on February &p column in the /

violation of a hold tag. The Equipment Name or Process te
NR Log and the Specification column showed evidence that " white-out" was
used to cover previous entries in the log. _ _:._ :- ' ,-g': ,,

_ _ _ -,,_,,m ..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

M Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established that
CN-5412 was not entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system.

W Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-5108

C3AFut Background Information

On May 19, 1980, NR E-5108 was issued identifying a 4-in.-long pipe piece
installed per DDC M-1108 in the residual heat removal (RHR) system for
which material traceability could not be established. The NR also reports
that Weld 80 located near this pipe piece was inside of a wall penetration,

'

(M-13), in violation of licensee specifications. The NR was stamped " void"

"
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en June 20, 1980, by Flcyd Oltz, QA Enginner-R ccrds, who cddzd a note
indiccting it was vaidrd breause "ccesptable docum:ntstica v2s fcund" thst̂
established material traceability for the pipe piece. "_ .. _ _

-- -

*

M A >t

maman Investigation

aussest Interview of Richard Reiteri

On March 25, 1981, Richard L. Reiter, former Kaiser Document Reviewer, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from November 1978

i

I to November 1980. He indicated his job had been to review isometric drawings
and insure that related documentation, such as weld data records, met ASME Code
requirements and that the drawings were correct. He said he found discrepancies
between drawings and associated documentation and conditions in the plant.
Reiter stated that numbers for pipe sections and weld data records did not
match. He said he wrote NRs on the traceability problem and was so concerned
about the dispositions of those NRs that on October 28, 1980, he wrote Sur-

Heveillance Report (SR) 2819 to Floyd Oltz, his immediate supervisor.
stated in SR 2819 that he questioned the disposition of NRs dealing with lack
of material traceability and stated with reference to traceability of small-
bore piping that when reviewing isometric drawings he was making assumptions .

which he felt compromised his integrity. He also asked for a written
directive telling him to make these assumptions, or for Kaiser to reevaluate
all small-bore isometrics to insure that there was adequate documentation
to allow traceability of the material.

Reiter stated that Oltz responded to the SR by indicating that all the pro-
cedures were approved and were adequate to meet regulatory and ASME Code
requirements and that Reiter was to continue using the approved procedures
and practices in effect. Reiter stated he disagreed with the disposition
of the SR and shortly thereafter terminated his employment with, Kaiser,
because he felt he was being forced to compromis his integrity. Suespy

On#4W y
' ' ; _ _ i ,. _ _ " ,1981, Reiter provided a

.

; - '- - - - , a copy ofwritten sworn statement __ -

which is also included as Exhibit $.

Jus:WM92 Record Reviews and Field Observations

Region III personnel examined the 4 in, section of pipe between Welds 82 and
;

82a identified on NR E-5108 and on isometric drawing PSK RH 15. No heat or
identification number on the pipe piece was found. Weld data sheets (KEI-I
forms) were reviewed for Welds RH-82 and RH-82a that joined the pipe piece

Both forms had notations initialed and dated "RLR 6/19/80"to the RHR system.
identifying the heat number for the pipe piece as Heat No. 232661. [The

initials "RLR" were determined to be the initials of Richard L'. Reiter.] The

weld records indicated weld dates of June 15, 1976, (Weld RH-82a) and October 14,
1976 (Weld RH-82) four years prior to the heat number being noted.

The inspector reviewed relevant veld records, material certificates and
drawings, and found no justification for utilizing Heat No. 232661 for the
pipe piece.

.
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Regien III perscnnel rzviewad the follcwing records relotzd to the disposition
of this NR:

NR E-5108, dated May 19, 1980
KEI-I form No. 4826, dated January 21, 1976
KEI-1 form No. 1852
Construction Piping Inspection Plan for Residual Heat Removal

System, Inspection Plan No. RH-15, dated June 16, 1976

tuentse Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews, interviews of personnel, and field observations,
it was established that NR E-5108 was improperly voided since documentation
was not found to justify voiding the NR.

I Augee Disposition of h Report CN-4309

| 8Pl=9er Background Information

On January 7,1980, QC Inspector Michael McCoy obtained CN-4309 to
identify a deficient weld fitup on a 1-3/4-in. cover plate to beam W32X260
located on the reactor pedestal support structure. McCoy stated in the F M
that parts to be fillet welded were not as close as practical (as required),
but were separated by more than 3/16 in,

l N

tusense. Investigation

- Interview of Michael McCoy d
On February 11, 1981, Michael McCoy, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that on January 7, 1980, he initiated as)$ for welds on the

McCoy Mreactor pedestal support structure that did not meet code requirements.
stated his supervisors concurred in his findings, and he received number _

CN-4309 from the NR Controller. He said that after he wrote the um it was
idt returned to him without disposition. McCoy stated that in addition to voiding

this M , NRs were frequently inadequately dispositioned. He attributed this"8

to the QA Manager's lack of support for either the inspectors or the QC program
at Zimmer.

On February 11, 1981, Michael McCoy provided a written sworn statement m r'' :
" "' ;nn f h;; ' '- '' m, a copy of which is included as Exhibit S.

g|||I:E:3st Record Reviews

on February 11, 1981, the NR Log was reviewed. The log indicated CN-4309
was assigned to NR E-2417 which identified deficiencies in electrical conduit
bracing in the control room.

During this review, it was noted that there was evidence of " white-out" in
the Specification and Equipment,Name or Process columns of the log. 4
- - :-- ==,-_ __

_ g
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N Findings cnd Cenclusiens

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established that
$ CN-4309 was never entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system.

W Disposition of 9-
-

Reports CN-4955 through 4959,
CN-4930, and CN-4931

$se49R Background Informat

Oc July 9 and 22, 1980, [ assigned CNs 4955 through 4959, 4930 and 4931 -Mg
were written by inspectors Joseph Hills and G. McCann. The .,., 2oentified
weld deficiencies on pipe supports in Diesel Generator (DG) Room A. The 7
M CNs but no NR number. -. . , . . . . ..-

W Investigation

| e Interview of Joseph Mills

on June 2,1981, Joseph Mills, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that in July and August of 1980 he identified nonconforming welds
while inspecting pipe support hangers in DG Room A. He said he identifiedM g, taese welds on that were assigned CNs 4955 to 4959. He said his|

supervisor, Rex Baker, concurred the e were valid. Mills stated that in
I August 1980 he was reassigned from pipe support hanger ins ection to structural

welding inspection, and a week after his reassignment the he wrote were
returned to his desk without being processed, Mills stated that other NRs
written by Inspector G. McCann were also returned to him.

Mills stated that in March 1981 he learned of an NRC investigation into the
NR system and turned in the 7 unprocessed to the NRC Senior Resident
Inspector. He said the Senior Resident Inspector asked him to reexamine the
welds in DG Koom A to see if the nonconforming welds he identified were still
uncorrected. Mills stated his reinspection indicated that in each case the
condition that he had previously identified had been repaired, and the welds

g uere now acceptable. Mills stated that apparently someone had used the in-
formation on tne e m to correct the nonconforming conditions. He said,w

however, this was not done via the Kaiser NR system since the originalMw "ggand all copies had been returned unprocessed.

On June 2, 1981, Joseph Mills provided a written statement n n ...m -

i --M M '

, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4

Jud=4sese Interview of Floyd Oltz

On June 19, 1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was interviewed
4by NRC. He stated that he reviewed the NR Log and found that assigne

CN's 4955 to 4959 and 4930 and 4931 had been voided with the comment " Void-NR
not isrued." Oltz stated that in these instances Kaiser did not retain
a copy of the in the voided NR file because reports voided as "not issued"
are usually eturned to the inspector.

.s
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' 2.3 Interview cf Lynn Andarsen' : .

er, Nuclear Energy Services, Inc.,
On June 9,1981, Lynn Anderson, QC Engine stated that he is contracted to work as a
was interviewed by NRC. e is currently conducting an audit

Anderson stated Anderson said that on June 4,QC Engineer for CG&E. system.of the Kaiser nonconformance reportin Heassigned CN-4955 to CN-4959.
1981, he checked the disposition of d and
stated be reviewed the NR Log and found that those CNs had been assigneAnderson said he checked30, 1980. Andersonthe reports had been voided on September
all of the Kaiser and CG&E NR files and could not locate thoseeen entered
concluded that, although CNs had been issued, the reports had neverg y
into the active or voided NR files.

* ? ' 2.'-Record Reviews and Field Observations
10, 1981, it was found that CN-4955 to

When the NR Log was reviewed on JuneCN-4959 had been entered into the NR system; however, the entry had been line
d

b 30, 1980.
through with the comment " Void-NR not issued" and dated Septem er
A review of the NR Log for entries CN-4930 and CN-4931 indicated that theyhad also been entered into the NR system; however, the comment " Void-NR notforwas entered in the log book page
issued" and dated September 30, 1980, - - - 2

each entry. A-
' ' ~ "" ' . ,_o_- a""

.

On June 2, 1981, NRC personnel inspected the areas in DG Room A identifiedIn 2 of the 7 cases,
on NR CN-5955 through CN-5959, CN-4930, and CN-4931. d

it appeared that the welds had been reworked, but this could not be determineHowever, the nonconforming conditions identified on the NRs
for the other 5.
were not evident on the welds inspected.

Findings and Conclusions . . .DJ""
,

4:Z:Sp>

of personnel, and field observations,
Based on record reviews, intervie were voided but were not retained in

Kaiser files; however, copies of the reports had apparently been returnedit was established that these

to the inspector.

Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2466_
;1 +s6e@

O.:.2 7 Background Information
27-28, 1979, and

During a routine inspection conducted December 50-358/79-37), the inspector
17-18, 1980 (IE Inspection Report

determined that the QC inspection program for safety-related hangers wasAs a result of the inspection findings, a management meeting
December

and a later meeting was held at, inadequate. 17, 1980,-

Corrective actions connitted to by thewas held at the site on January
the RIII office on March 7, 1980.licensee included a 100% reinspection of all installed hangers and restraintsThis commitment is documented in IE Inspection
by Kaiser QC Inspectors.
Report 50-358/80-05, Paragraph 6.

On January 3, 1980, Kaiser QC Inspectors inspected large bore pipe hangersThey inspected welds on pipe
in Diesel Generator (DG) Rooms A, B, and C.

~ - 25 -
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support h:ngers, ccacrete embadmint bolts, cnd the ecnfiguretien end 1ccatien 1
'

of pipe support hangers. The inspectors identified nonconforming Kc'ser and
vendor welds on 5 hangers, and improperly embedded bolts. They identified
a total of 124 nonconforming pipe support hangers, and initiated NR E-2466
to document this condition. On June 30, 1980, NR E-2466 was voided with the
comment "each hanger listed will be issued on a separate NR." _f L^

.m
ii n E , , . - ! " " -- . LL. ..L_._.

4sesse6 Investigation

N Interview of Rex Baker

On March 3,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated he was aware that the NR in question was voided and said
the reason for the voiding was that all hangers were subject to reinspection
because of redesign and new seismic safety criteria. Baker said QA Managers
Phillip Gittings and Kenneth Bumgartner directed that previously inspected
pipe support hangers that were not redesigned would not to be reinspected.
He said that, since all hangers were not replaced due to the redesign effort,
some of the nonconforming hanger welds identified on the subject NR would not
be reinspected. Baker stated that the voided NR was not redispositioned or
reopened. Baker indicated that, in his opinion, this was not done because of
an administrative oversight by the QA Manager.

( [ Investigator's Note: The statement that pipe support hangers that had not
been redesigned were not being reinspected will be reviewed further to deter-

,

mine if it is contrary to a licensee commitment documented in IE Inspectioni

| Report 50-358/80-05, Paragraph 6. This is an unresolved item pending comple-
| tion of that review (358/81-13- ).]
l
'

N Record Reviews

NRC personnel reviewed the NR Log to ascertain if the hangers identified on
NR E-2466 had been issued on separate NRs as stated. This review indicated
that of the 124 nonconforming pipe support hangers only 25 had been issued
on other NRs. Of those 25, 8 had been reworked, 7 had been voided, and the
disposition for the remaining 10 was still open. As of February 12, 1981,
the other 99 hangers identified on NR E-2466 had not been reissued.

NR E-2466 was reviewed by NRC personnel and it was noted that there was a
comment on Page 2 of the NR stating that an asterisk identifies "what appears
to be vendor supplied welds" on pipe support hangers. While redewing the
31-page NR, it was found that 15 of the 124 pipe hangers identii;ed have an
asterisk identifying them as vendor-supplied hangers. These 15 entries on NR
E-2466 were crossed out without engineering justification. - a,~T'M
6

#:3s846 Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established
that NR E-2466 was improperly voided because the condition (reissuance on

*
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cther NRs) for tha vsiding wss not fully implemnted( It w:s clso restablishzd
that vendor welds were omitted from the NR without engineering justifiestion.

4ests$ Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2836}
6 Background Information

On June . 2,1980, NR E-2836 was written by Inspection Supervisor Rex Baker2
af ter an audit by Nuclear Energy Services, Inc., indicated there was no final
weld radiograph for Weld WS737 (service water system). There was a comment in
the " Description of Nonconformance" section of the NR stating that the only
radiograph available was an "information shot of the root layer" of the weld
(now buried underground]. The NR was dispositioned " accept as is" on
October 24, 1980, because the weld data form (KEI-1) reported that the final
weld had been radiographed and accepted by Kaiser personnel on April 5,1976.
This form indicated review and approval of the final radiograph by the
Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) on April 15, 1976. The " accept as is"
disposition of NR E-2836 was initially rejected by the ANI on November 7,
1980; however, he approved the disposition on November 11, 1980, based on
the KEI-1 form entry showing that a final review of the film was performed
by the ANI. The NR E-2836 was voided on November 10, 1980, with a comment
"see Revision 1 for new disposition." There is a comment on the original
NR which says " Void stamp in error - Rev. I cancelled when ANI accepted
disposition on 11/11/80." NR E-2836, Revision 1, shows the same nonconform-
ing item with the disposition to " accept as is" and the NR ,is signed by the
appropriate members of the Material Review Board. Both the original NR and
Revision I were closed on November 13, 1980. C '=c"' -- : ^^t','

2 -- 2 __ _ J_ __ .
'

-

Amew994= Investigation

W Interview of Rex Baker
On June 4,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that on October 22, 1980, he initiated NR E-2836 after
an audit found that there was no radiograph of co'apleted Weld WS737. Baker
stated he forwarded the NR to Arch Lanham, Kaiser Construction Department,
who dispositioned the NR as " accept as is" based on an entry on the weld
data form. The form indicates a final radiograph of this weld was performed
on April 5, 1976, and was accepted by both a Kaiser welding engineer and the
ANI on April 15, 1976. Baker said the NR was returned to him and he told
Lanham the disposition of " accept as is" was contrary to ASME Code require-
ments because there was no final radiograph of the weld. Baker said he
told Lanham that an entry in a KEI-1 form was insufficient evidence that
the weld had been radiographed.

Baker stated he is a qualified Level III Radiographer and that he had previously
reviewed the Kaiser radiographic report and the accompanying film dated
April 17, 1976. He said he told Lanham the film was an "informatioff shot" of
the root layer pass and not a radiograph of the final weld. Baker said Lanham
indicated the disposition was correct because the radiograph review block on
the KEI-1 form was checked and if QA did not have the film he could care less.

.
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Baker stated be told Lanham that construction would have to excavate the weld
and radiograph it, to which Lanham replied, " Bob Marshall would never let us

Bal;er stated Lanham dispositioned the NR as " accept as is" yet j
dig it up."
he knew there was no radiograph in the record for the final weld.

Baker stated that on November 7, 1980, Lowell Burton, the site ANI, rejected
the disposition on NR E-2836 but later rescinded the rejection and agreed with'

the " accept as is" disposition based on the KEI-1 form entry that the final
review had been performed by the ANI. Baker said the NR was dispositioned !

as " accept as is" and he refused to concur in the disposition because it was
contrary to ASME Code requirements.

Busu9 mew Interview of Lowell Burton

On June 5,1981, Lowell Burton, ANI for Hartford Steam Boiler and Insurance
Company, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that after reviewing NR E-2836

;

he erroneously accepted the disposition of the NR on November 11, 1980.

Burton said be had reviewed the record radiographs for Weld WS737 and found
there was no radiograph of the final weld. He stated he has directed CG&E to

Burton stated he basedreopen the NR to reflect this nonconforming condition.
his previous acceptance on a review of the weld data form and his personal;

!
notes showing that on April 15, 1976, he reviewed the final weld radiograph and:

found it to be acceptable. Burton indicated that during 1976 he reviewed up
to 100 radiographs per day and could have mistakenly entered in his notebook

j' or on the KEI-1 form that he had reviewed the final weld radiograph for Weld
WS737.

. N Record Review

Region III personnel reviewed NR E-2836 and associated documentation, including
the Kaiser Report of Radiographic Examination and accompanying radiograph.The radiograph referenced as
There was no final radiograph for Weld WS737.is actually a radiograph of a partially

;

'

accepted by the ANI on April 15, 1976,
! completed weld. The radiograph of the incomplete weld dated March 31, 1976,|

15, 1976. Apparently, the radiograph of thewas reviewed by the ANI on April
root pass was mistaken by the ANI to be a radiograph of the final weld.

The following records were reviewed by the RIII inspector:

NRs E-2836 and E-2836, Revision 1.

KEI-1 fort; for veld WS737, dated April 10, 1976

Kaiser Engineers Radiographic Examination Report, dated April 15, 1976
(and accompanying radiographic film packet)

$sesWSP Findings and Cosclusions

Based on record reviews, interviews of personnel, and examination of the
radiographic film for Weld WS737, it was established that NR E-2836 was in-13, 1980.
properly dispositioned as " accept as is" and closed on November

'

The proper disposition for this NR would have been " rework," which would
include radiographic examination of the final weld.

.
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P;|3m64 Dispositien of Nanconformance Report E-1777

N7MQa;;;s= m ut Background Information

On April 3, 1979, Inspector Terry Dakin wrote NR E-1777 stating that weld
195A2 (isometeric Drawing RI-195) on a .

,,_.. ..____ in the primary
containment area had been performed without QA documentation. Dakin performed
a post-weld inspection and found the veld acceptable; however, no rod slip
(also referred to weld rod slip, and KEI-2 form) was found to ensure that the
proper filler metal had been used. The disposition of this NR was to " rework"
and cut out the weld. This NR was voided on April 30, 1979, with the comment

-_ m --
- ~ _ _ ' ' ' - - - _ :.^

'~ - -

" rod slip located."

4 st=eemen Investigation

$st=Semest Interview of Vincent Ferretti
On June 4, 1981, Vincent'Ferretti, Level III Radiographer and QA Engineer,
Nuclear Energy Services, Inc., was interviewed by NRC. He stated he had
conducted an audit of the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system. As part of
this audit, he had reviewed NR E-1777 and the associated isometric drawings.
Ferretti stated that the drawing shows 4 hangers and 6 field welds for each
hanger. The isometric drawing and attached weld rod issue slips show, as
stated in the NR, that there is no weld rod issue slip for Weld 195A2.
Ferretti stated the weld rod slips attached to the drawing should identify
particular filler metal used for each weld, but he was unable to ascertain
what filler metal was used. Ferretti stated the discrepancy identified
in the NR was correct, and he directed the NR be reopened and redispositioned.
Ferretti stated that in his opinion this NR was improperly voided.

$msE5555 W Interview of Floyd Oltz

On June 4,1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was interviewed by
He stated that he had reviewed NR E-1777, the weld data sheets (KEI-1),NRC.

and weld rod issue slips (KEI-2). He said that his review indicated that the
NR had been improperly voided. Oltz stated that the disposition " rod slip
located" was improper, because the rod slip used to justify the voiding of
the NR does not specifically identify the weld in which the weld rod was used.
Oltz said he found nothir.g in the records associated with this weld to justji y
the voiding of the NRiksYb (4:w,40 Nef &~)'f/AfM W/d VtWO/W W MjV/(,

,

Spru9PE98J Record Reviews

RIII personnel reviewed the following records related to the disposition of
|
'

this NR:
*

NR E-1777
Isometric Drawing No. N4713 RI-195 (Reactor Isolation System) .
KEI-2 forms 111515, 139801, 126964, 126963, 126960, 174535, and 174534
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stusamme Findings rnd Cenclusiens

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established that
there was no justification for the voiding of NR E-1777 because there was no
rod issue slip (KEI-2) in the weld data package for Weld no. 195A2.

g t=E:|:st Disposition of Report CN-5122

M/gf4c|3:::sset Background Information

On October 16, 1980, Kaiser QC In ector Mark Priebe wrote W CN-5122 follow-
ing the initiation of Surveilla Repcrt (SR) 2800 reporting that the flexible
outer coating of conduit insta ed in the Containment Building was splitting
for an unknown reason. This was not assigned a NR number, yet it was voided
on January 2,1981, with the comment "see attached Surveillance Report No. 2800."
SR 2800 was the report used to tuusse the .

'

f- ,

lN Investigation

W Interview of Steven Burke

On June 11, 1981, Steven Burke, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.
Burke stated that the nonconforming items listed in p CN-5122 " covering
splitting and separating from electrical cables in the containment building"
still existed. Burke indicated that he concurred with Priebe's report that
this problem was serious and warranted the issuance of an NR. Burke said
Priebe's 9 was not written in error, as he identified the same problem at
the same locations identified by Priebe.

dg|t::segeme Record Reviews

Kaiser QA SR 2800 dated June 11, 1981, indicates that on October 9,1980,
the outer coating of flexible conduit used in the containment area was
splitting for unknown reasons. The corrective action statement in the SR
states the deficiency could be serious enough to warrant formal reporting
to the NRC. Also included in the corrective action section of the SR are
comments that CN-5122 and CN-5196 were voided in lieu of this SR. The
" corrective action verified" section of the SR is stamped " nonapplicable" and
dated October 14, 1980. An October 15, 1981, a memorandum attached to the SR

l from Robert P. Ehas (CG82) to the Kaiser QA Manager indicates that in Ehas'
l opinion this matter did not warrant reporting to the NRC. ,3:x:sp?mut:EE:|3395

.

i

1DE433|uk Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews, interviews of personnel, and field observations,
it was established that CN-5122 was improperly voided. The SR used to g g
anitiate me men was apparently used later as justification to void the Nue.

fpahDfI ThesM were never introduced into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting
l system. The Kaiser nonconformance reporting procedure was not followed and-~

this report was misfiled in the " Inspection Report" file. Apparently &
CN-5196 was dispositioned in the same manner.

.
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Disptsitien of N:ncenformtnce Rnpart E-2233

besE35% Background

On November 21, 1979, QC Inspector L. Wood initiated NR E-2233 documenting
Thenonconforming conditions for Weld WS62GP in the Service Water System.

weld lacked evidence of fitup inspection, welder qualification, and material
traceability; however, a final visual inspection of the weld was made and the
weld was accepted. On December 21, 1979, H. Feltner, QA Engineer, disposi-
tioned the NR and directed it to be " reworked" and cut out. On January 24,
1980, the NR was voided with the comment "KE1 form corrected" which was
initialed by Floyd 01tz.

The KEI-1 form was initially annotated to reflect that weld procedure, weld
qualifications, heat numbers, and fitup would be verified by the QC inspector

' The form was annotated with a "NA"'during inprocess inspection of this weld.
superimposed over an mark previously made by a welding engineer.

NR E-2237, dated November 23, 1979, for the Closed Cooling Water System,
reports the same nonconforming condition (i.e., lack of weld traceability
and welder qualification) on another weld. The disposition for this report
was " rework;" however, it was also voided by Floyd Oltz on December 19, 1979,
with a comment " void rod slip found." This disposition was identical to that

' ' '

of NR E-2233. 1 m
- --r ::' -

--

-'
.' ""

3ssw9M6 Investigation

43'M4Weert Record Reviews

This NR wasNRC personnel reviewed NR E-2233 and related documentation.
voided after the weid data record (KEI-1) form was " corrected." The
correction was actually a deletion of previous stipulated hold points, and
there is t.o documentation included to support the engineering basic for
deleting the hold points.

The following records were reviewed while tracking the dispositions of these
NRs:

NRs E-2237and E-2233

KEI-I forms 18391 and associated KEI-2 forms

KEI-1 forms 2554, 2552 and 2560

[ Note: During the review of records, Floyd 01tz said he had deleted the hold
points from the KEI-1 form; however, no signature or date of deletion was noted
on the form.]

SusE53PT Findings and Conclusions
,

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established that
NRs E-2233 and E-2237 were improperly voided because previously stipulated

i

|
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hold points wrre d21stsd by a document ravicwar who did not provida sngineering
|

justification.

23:W5 Disposition of h Report NRC-0001

drusiE349' Background Information

On February ll,1981, QC Inspector James Ruiz initiated an E (given identifer
| NRC-0001 for this investigation report) identifying nonconforming welds on g

drywell steel in the primary containment. Ruiz described the nonconf r , -4

condition as an electrode weave exceeding 3/4 in. The 3 was not assigned
a CN or NR number. The S had.a comment written in the " Disposition" section
statingitwas"sentback\withnoreply." ^This S was provided to NRC by
Inspector Ruiz.

~

A-r Z.-
- -

--

,.

[
JC:|||||33se' Investigation

.

4mesm3::23P Interview of James Ruiz

On February 25, 1981, James Ruiz, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that on February 11, 1981, he performed an inspection of a beam located
in the Primary Containment Building and noted a nonconforming condition on a
weld. Ruiz stated he wrote M R on this condition and submitted it to his
supervisor, Dennis Donovan, who concurred and forwarded it to Rex Baker,

Inspection Supervisor, who also (c g
Ruiz stated that the next day Baker informed h Phillip Gittings, the QA

Manager had returned the report saying that i pectors were not to write a
report against a procedural violation. The was then returned to him,

without assignment of a CN. Ruiz stated he took exception to Gittings'
decision prohibiting inspectors from writing reports against procedural
violations. He said the welding procedures delineated the welding speci-
fications, parameters, dimensions, and other inspection criteria for judging
whether a weld is acceptable.

Ruiz provided a sworn statement it'--'ir;; ': t': ,._.1; . ...L. _.. _ , a copy

of which is included as Exhibit S .

4memegueu> Interview of Phillip Norman

On June 3,1981, Phillip Norman, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that on this date he accompanied the NRC Inspector to the
Prima y Containment Buildin:; during his inspection of drywell steel Beam 81.

,

'

Norman stated he concurred that the electrode weave on a weld on Beam 81
exceeded 3/4 in.

AprMUuruf Record Reviews and Field Observations

Region III personnel visually examined the weld inspected by Ruiz on drywell
steel Beam 81 located in the P.-imary Containment Building. The weld displayed

;

an electrode weave in excess of 3/4 in.

i

*
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RIII personnel reviewed the NR Log cnd all Keiser NRs initistsd b2 tween
20, 1981. The W written by Ruiz on February 11,February 11 and February

1981, was not found in the Kaiser files and was apparently not entered into
the Kaiser nonconformacce reporting system.

hudiesmal Findings and Conclusions

interviews of personnel, and field observations, it
Based on record reviews NRC-0001 was never entered into the Kaiser noncon-was established that The questioned weld on Beam 81 in the Primaryformance reporting system.
Containment drywell area was visually inspected by NRC personnel; theThedeficiency identified by Ruiz and reported M was confirmed.
weld is not necessarily defective; however, it did exceed specifications
as stated by Ruiz. M

Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-1661 and E-1662hve= ads-

a hnMust Background Informations

On February 8,1979, Kaiser QC Inspector David Painter initiated NRs E-1661
and E-1662 identifying nonconforming welds on pipe support hangers in theBothoftheNderedispositionedas" rework"on \
drywell pneumatic system. the NRs were voided by Floyd Oltz with a
Hay 2, 1979. On November 11, 1980,
comment that the nonconforming hangers would be reinspected after design-

~ -.
= - -

analysis.

Jg3MSW4 Investigation

%:3mpestse Interview of David Painter

On January 14 and June 4, 1981, David Painter, Kaiser QC Inspector, was
He stated that as a lead inspector he supervisesinterviewed by NRC.

three other inspectors involved in the inspection of pipe support hangers
Painter stated that inspectors wrote a group of NRs identifyingat Zimmer.

nonconforming conditions in pipe support hangers that have been disposi-Paintertioned as " Void-will be reinspected after design analysis."
indicated that when this comment was made, a 100% reinspection was planned

He said that plan was rescinded and hangersfor all pipe support hangers.
are now being inspected according to an H-12 checklist that checks only forPainter
configuration and location of the hanger after it is redesigned.
indicated the QA Manager said that any hangers previously accepted prior to
design changes and not affected by the design changes would not to be rein-

Painter said this negated the earlier commitment used as justifi-spected.
cation for voiding the NRs, and now inspectors were finding nonconformingPainter
welds on hangers that had previously been inspected and accepted.
stated Gittings was told about this, and he repeated that if a pipe support
hanger had been previously inspected and accepted he was not initiating a NR-

for reinspection findings.

;
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,. ; . .,. ; .2- Racord Rzvis:ws

RIII personnel reviewed the following records related to the disposition
of this NR:

NRs E-1661 and E-1662

Kaiser isometric drawing for Line No. RYIB2BA34

Kaiser isometric drawing for Line No. IIN61AC34 (drywell
pneumatic syste reactor containment)

'.;..,.S Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel, it was established that
,

NRs E-1661 and E-1662 were improperly voided because the emudmetEk (rein -
spection after design analysis) for the voiding was not fully implemented.
' ^;, Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2996. .

";.-,.c Background Information..

On February 2,1981, Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor, initiated
NR E-2996, Revision 1, reporting that full penetration welds on T-Quenchers
Serial Nos. 001, 003, 007, 0011, and 0012, were found to have a lack of
penetration at the backing ring (i.e., split backing ring). However, the
rest of the weld was acceptable. The nonconforming T-Quenchers are located
in the suppression pool main steam relief system. The NR was dispositioned
on February 9, 1981, as " accept as is" by Arch Lanham, KEI Construction
Department. Lanham's justification for acceptance was that a split backing
ring does not affect the integrity of the weld.

The licensee's architect-engineer, Sargent & Lundy (S&L), took exception
to this disposition and directed that the T-Quencher welds be ultrasonically
examined. On February 24, 1981, all the T-Quenchers were ultrasonically
examined and found acceptable with the exception of No. 007. S&L dispositioned
the NR as acceptable, with the exception of No. 007, indicating that additional
data was required to resolve No. 007 because it was not ultrasonically tested as
directed. The Kaiser Material Review Board (MRB) agreed with S&L's disposition
and granted conditional approval of the disposition of the NR in March 1981.

NR E-2996, Revision 1, was dispositioned as closed on March 17, 1981. This NR
was closed without any evidence that the required additional examination of

. T-Quencher No. 007 had been completed. A_,, '^{L, --
-

-~

!
l
| 4. .;; 2 Investigation

.

':.M.''3nterview of Rex Baker

On June 3, 1981, Rex Baker, Inspection Supervisor, was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that he wrote NR E-2996, Revision 1, on February 2, 1981, and that

*
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it was imprcpzrly classd en M:rch 17, 1981. Bakar stetsd that T-Quinchar
No. 007 was nst ultrascnically sxc=inzd ss directsd by S&L. B:ksr ceid tha

| NR was improperly closed by a clerk in the Document Control office on March 17,
) 1981. Baker related from NRC that he learned, E-2996, Revision 1, was closed,

after which he initiated NR E-3172 (which references E-2996 and addresses thei

issue that T-Quencher No. 007 was not adequately tested as directed in NR
Z-2996).

Js.4 46,0v9 Interview of Floyd Oltz

On June 3, 1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that NR E-2996, Revision 1, was initiated by Baker ont

February 2,1981, for nonconforming welds on T-Quenchers. Oltz statedi

that S&L directed the T-Quenchers be ultrasonically examined to establish
;

their acceptability. He said that apparently T-Quencher No. 007 could not
be ultrasonically examined so S&L dispositioned the repcrt as acceptable,

| with the exception of T-Quencher No. 007.
i

-

Oltz stated he gave the NR to Kathy Faubion, NR Controller, who read the initial
disposition of " accept as is" on the NR and did not read the exceptions placed

,

'

in the rest of the disposition column by the architect-engineer. Oltz said
Faubion mistakenly closed the NR because she assumed the condition was " accept
as is" when in fact S&L had only granted partial acceptance. Oltz concluded
this NR was improperly closed due to a clerical error.

( 6,+=991,6 Interview of Kathy Faubion

On June 4, 1981, Kathy Faubion, Kaiser NR Controller was interviewed by NRC.
| She stated she closed NR E-2996, Revision 1, on March 17, 1981, because the'

top of the disposition block on the NR had the comment " accept as is."
Faubion said she closed the NR but did not read the additional comments in,

; the " Disposition" column. Faubion stated that in May 1981 Rex Baker told her
she had improperly closed this NR. She said Baker then initiated NR E-3172'

documenting the nonconforming condition for T-Quencher No. 007.

t.:.5.2.7 Record Review

Region III personnel reviewed docuaentation and radiographs associated with NR
E-2996, Revision 1. The deficiency, (i.e., split backing ring) is permissible
under ASME Codes for Class C welds and the condition was not nonconforming.
However, an ultrasonic examination was performed to verify the location of the
split to be in the backing ring and not in the weld. Records indicated that
on February 24, 1981, the questioned T-Quenchers were ultrasonically examined
(with the exception of Quencher No. 007) and found to be acceptable. It
appeared that further ultrasonic testing (UI) or other nondestructive examina-
tion should have been conducted on T-Quencher No. 007; however, NR E-2997,
Revision 1, was mistakenly closed on March 17, 1981, without examin*ing
T-Quencher No. 007. .

Region III personnel reviewed the following records related to the disposition
of this NR:

*
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NRs E-3172, dated May ll, 1981, and E-2996, Revision 1

Nuclear Energy Services, Inc. Report of Ultrasonic Examination, dated
February 14, 1981

Sargent & Lundy Engineers, memo dated March 5, 1981

KEI-I form for T-Quenchers 011, 003, 007, 009, Oll, and 012

i: I'. Findings and Conclusions

Based on record reviews, interviews of personnel, and review of radiographs
by RIII personnel, it was established that this NR was improperly closed on
March 17, 1981, because the required ultrasonic testing of T-Quencher No. 007
was not performed.

- . : . ;C Disposition of N Report CN-4389'

': : :: . L Background Information

On January 3, 1980, D. J. Luttmann, [Kar QC Inspector, initiated a 33 page
that was assigned CN-4389. This y reported various nonconforming

f initiated just prior [(cal cable, trays, and hangers in the Auxillary Building.
nditions in electr

The was voided by KyleBurgesJsn December 2, 1980, because the "NR was
to [the] inspector leaving the job. A lot of the items

listed were acceptable in this area. Some items needed reinspection." This
M was recovered from the Site Document Control Vault on June 4, 1980,

apparently having been misfiled with " Inspection Reports" identifying
nonconforming material found during receipt inspections. Although the k
was " voided," it was stamped " Inspection Report" in the block reserved for
assignment of the NR number, _ _ , f . .- ; - : , -

-_' ~ C' ' ^ ^ ;- - - - ~
n

*
,

l .:.:'. Investigation

i.: I'.2.1 Interview of yle Burgess |

r r~ sOn June
18, 1980,lFthat he voi

Kyle Burges Kaiser ' spection Supervisor, was interviewed
He state the assigned CN-4389 orpaecember 2,1980.by NRC

,hrgesbstated that Inspector D. J. Luttmann was an electrical inspector who
I

Ead reported various nonconforming conditions in the electrical area. Hei

indicated that he voided this because Luttmann had left the site and some
of the items had been found to b acceptable; however, some were valid non-

beenplacedintheInspe[ctionRepurgesDculdgivenoreasonwhythevoidedj{had
conforming conditions.

t file p
0.:. '.2 2 'lecord Reviews

Region III personnel reviewed the following records related to the disposition
of this NR.

$ CN-4389, dated January 23, 1980.
.

Kaiser Procedure QACHI G-4, Revision 7, dated April 7,1980.
|

|
'
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S: I' ' Findings end Cenclusiens

b

,.i.H Disposition of Nonconformance Report E-2191 k
4. : . :'' .1 Background Information

On November 2,1979, NR E-2191 was initiated by Richard L. Reiter to report
that the consumable insert in a weld in the Closed Cooling Water System was

Reiter said there was no heat number on the weld rod issuenot traceable.
slip (XIE-2) for the consumable insert in weld WR-523 on Drawing PSK WR-9.
Reiter commented in the text of the NR that he confirmed this by looking at
the original copy of the KEI-2 form. The initial disposition of this report
was " accept as is" with the reason given that all consumable inserts areThe NR was closedpurchased as Class I (safety-related) traceable materials.
on November 8,1979, and was reopened after the Authorized Nuclear Inspector
(ANI) rejected this disposition on January 7,1980.

On February 19,1980, NR E-2191 was voided with the comment that it was
redispositioned on NR E-2191, Revision 1. NR E-2191, Revision 1, was voided
on February 22, 1980, by Floyd Oltz, with a comment that the weld rod issue

-- b :,
. _

9- .

.-
- -- +- -

.

i

4.. ;'." Investigation

!.: l'.2. Interview of Richard L. Reiter
Richard L. Reiter, former Kaiser Document Reviewer, wasOn March 25, 1981,

He stated that on November 2, 1981, he initiated NRinterviewed by NRC.
E-2191 af ter he observed that Kaiser weld data form (KEI-1) No. 23037 -for
Veld WR-523 did not have a heat number for the consumable insert that was

Reiter stated he checked the weld rod issue form, Kaiser warehouseused.
files, and identical copies of the weld rod issue forms, and found no record

Reiter stated that if any entries was found on any ofof the heat number.
;' the weld rod issue forms, these entries were false and were made after

November 2, 1979.

--..1 " ,- M-1 ' '- -- ' ' m ,Reiter provided a written statement "
-

a copy of which is included as Exhibit G .

__' " 2 * Interview of Floyd Oltz1
.

25, 1981, Floyd Oltz, Kaiser QA Engineer-Records, was interviewedOn February
He stated that NR E-2191 was written by Reiter when he found no beatby NRC. The NR was dispositioned by

number for the consumable insert on Weld WR-523.
Louis Boetger with a disposition of " accept as is" because all consumableOltz stated that theinserts are purchased as Class 1 nuclear grade material.,

This NR was voided onANI disapproved this disposition on January 7, 1980. Oltz
February 19, 1980, and was redispositioned on NR E-2191, Revision 1.
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ctetsd th:t ha void:d NR E-2191, R:visien 1, en Fsbruary 22, 1980, with a ;
consent that a weld rod issue slip with a heat number for the consumable -

insert was found. Oltz stated that Arch Lanham had found the rod slip for

the weld with a heat number for the consumable insert.

. : . ;7.11 Interview of Arch Lanham'

on March 25, 1981, Arch Lanham, Kaiser Senior Engineer, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that he dispositions NRs for the Construction Department
at Zimmer. Lanham stated that he frequently searches for lost documentation,
such as rod slips, when resolving NRs in which a lack of adequate documenta-
tion was cited as the nonconforming condition. He stated that, in the case
of NR E-2191, the nonconforming condition was lack of a heat number for the
consumable insert for Weld WR-523. Lanham provided his copy of NR E-2191
with field notes he wrote when dispositioning the NR.

Lanham stated the original disposition of the NR was " accept as is"; however,
on December 17, 1979, he noted that Floyd Oltz had the original copy of the
NR and he noted on his copy, "could there be more than one rod slip for insert?"
Lanham stated there is also a notation that on January 22, 1980, the NR was
still not back from the architect-engineer. After reviewing his notes, Lanham'

stated that it appeared he reviewed the KEI-1 form and original rod slip
[KEI-2 form) and found that he had inspected weld WR-523 on October 17, 1977.
He stated there was no heat number for the consumable insert on the KEI-1 form;

| however, he had reviewed weld rod issue slip No. 97957 and found a heat number
for the consumable insert.

I
' Lar.bam indicated that the heat number for the consumable insert was marked

in ink on the carbon form (gold copy of form No. 97957) and was circled in
red with his initials. Lanham stated he recalls that he made this entry on
the gold copy of the form in October 1977 while inspecting the weld. He said
there was no heat number on the weld rod issue form and he called the weld rod

j shack to obtain a proper heat number for the consumable insert. Lanham said
he did not make the entry on the form during November 1979 through Februaryi

' 1980 while dispositioning this NR.

(
' :.;7.^.' Record Reviews-

Kaiser isometric Drawing PSK WR-9 for the Closed Cooling Water System was
reviewed for line No. 1WR17AB 2-1/2, weld WR-523. The Kaiser KEI-1 form shows
a notation that the heat number for the consumable inscrt is No. 6059491.
Weld rod issue slip (KEI-2 form) No. 97957 (gold copy) shows that Heat No.
6059491 is the only entry written in ink on carbon form. Two other copies
of KEI-2 form No. 97957 (white copy and blue copy) do not have similar entries
for the heat number. C.

- /L. i - -- - . ? - - - --; - . . , . . m
' - - ~

-
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M '.7 Findings and Conclusions po/pg3

Based on record reviews and interviews of personnel [M -_-_ _ i.. __. .~ .. . .--it was established that
NR E-2191, Revision 1, was improperly M ; n 'M ___d
5;" v'--- %..J S.2 "-- M -''A b rane- i nforma tinn # :: _ um -
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L Rrparts CN-5476, CN-5477, CN-5479
Dicpssitien of-

4.;.;;.; Background Information a

On February 23, 1981, Inspector James Ruiz initiated three 9 , numbered
CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479, reporting nonconforming conditions on drywellRuiz stated that Welds 63,
support steel in the Primary Containment Building.
58, and 3 were full penetration groove welds requiring 100% coverage by non-
destructive examination by either radiography, magnetic particle, or ultrasonic

He also found that all 3 weldstesting but no tests had been documented. filler metal, welder qualifications,
lacked documentation for the backing strips, 4 9 CN-5477 to CN-5479 were voidedor welding procedure. The NR Log shows that
with the notation " Void-NR not issued" on February 27, 1981. Copies of these22 ^''7,

& were not retained in the Kaiser SDC files. b___f%rr^
- - '- =.& " W _ _ -- . _?

': ;0.0 Investigation
.

!

': .0.2 Interview of James Ruiz
James Ruiz, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by25, 1981,On February

He stated that the Kaiser QA Manager was arbitrarily voiding NRs and
he had no assurance that reports he initiated would be entered into the KaiserNRC.

tem or that the conditions he identified would benonconformance reporting CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479 and stated thesecorrected. Ruiz provided
had been initiated by him n February 23, 1981. He indicated he did not think
they would be processed erly by the nonconformance reporting system.

' '- n - " ; _ _ f _ _ _ L ,

Ruiz provided a written sworn statement n _ _ ; _
a copy of which is included as Exhibit S .

' '" ' '' Interview of Dennis Donovan'

*

aiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.On June 10, 1981, Dennis Donovan CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479 and concurred
He stated that he had reviewedDopovan stated that Ruiz erred in his identification of one defici-

%h^c5Fy on these 3, because a Design Document Change (DDC) had been written by
with them.

S&L that eliminated the nondestrucive examination (NDE) requirement for welds
Donovan questioned S&L's waiver of this requirement and saidon these beams.

it was contrary to S&L Specification H2174 that requires 100% nondestructive
Donovan stated he had reviewed the DDC andexamination of all Class I welds.

found that S&L waived the nondestructive examination for " ease of construction."He said that, in his opinion, this was not an adequate justification for the
Donovan advised that the Kaiser Construction Departmentnoted disposition.

is repairing these and other cantilever beams in the Primary Containment
|

Building.

' : . ;0.2.7 Interview of Rex Baker
.

Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Cupervisor, was inte*rviewedOn June 10, 1981,
He stated that on February 23, 1981, Inspector James Ruiz identified

nonconforming welds on some cantilever beams located in the Primary ContainmentN-5476, CN-5477,
by NRC.

Baker stated Ruiz initiated and be concurred in ons such asBuilding.
Baker stated Ruiz documented nonconforming condiand CN-5479.

- 39 -
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1cck of n:ndastructiva exrninaticn of full p natretien walds, catzrici trace-
cbility cnd w21dar qualificaticas.

Baker stated that on February 27, 1981, he voided these $ with the comment
" Void NR not issued." He stated he voided these after a meeting in

Februar" 1981 with Phillip Gittings, Kenneth Shinkle, and Robert Marshall
,

ich the nonconforming conditions identified by Ruiz were discussed.duri,
Baker said that during the c.eeting Marshall stated that the welds on these
cantilever beams were to be cut out by Kaiser; therefore, these nonconformance
reports should be voided. Baker stated that he voided these on Gittings'

instructions and gave Gittings the original copies of all 4 g

,.. ...~ , Interview of Kenneth Shinkle

On June 11, 1981, Kenneth Shinkle, Kaiser Mechanical / Civil / Structural QA
Engineer, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that on February 23, 1981, QC

.

Inspector James Ruiz initiated @ CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479.
b

Shinkle stated he reviewed these h and found that Inspector Ruiz had
erred in identifying one nonconforming condition. He stated that a DDC had
been issued by the licensee's architect-engineer that waived NDE requirements
for the nonconforming beams identified by Ruiz.

Shinkle stated that he questioned the justification for this DDC because
the text of the DDC said "for ease of construction" NDE is waived. Shinkle

I said that the welds identified in the A are Class I welds ~ because they
are welded to the containment liner plate and both S&L specifications and
ASME Code requirements require 1007,NDE for Class I welds.

j
I

Shinkle stated Ruiz did not err in identifying the remaining nonconforming
conditions, such as lack of material traceability and welder qualifications.
Shinkle advised that the cantilever beams in question hold up walkways,
pipe support hangers, and heating and ventilation ducts in the primary;

containment building.

Shinkle stated that he attended a meeting in February 1981 with Rex Baker,
Phillip Gittings, and Robert Marshall, regarding Ruiz's $ . Shinkle stated
that Marshall wanted to repair the beams on a case-by-case basis and perform
a visual inspection of the welds. Shinkle stated that Gittings agreed with
this approach and told him to work with the Construction Department to rework
the welds using KEI-1 repair cards without processing the Ss Ruiz had written.

Shinkle stated that to the best of his knowledge the aansundmummanum, written
by Ruiz were never entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting system.
He stated that this was especially significant in light of the fact that in

| February 1981 there was an NRC investigation into irregularities in the Kaiser,

nonconformance reporting system.

Shinkle stated that after Gittings directed him to resolve the issues
identified he conducted an inspection of cantilever beams located at the
572-ft elevation of the Primary Containment Building. Shinkle indicated
he found that there was no final QC inspection on any of the 27 beams and

'
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4 hed no rscord of fitup inspectien. Shinkle stcted ha idi:ntifisd tha ecme
nonconforming ccaditicas, Icek of w21d filler metal cnd b:cking strip trece-

Inability, and lack of evidence of welder qualification for these welds.
,

addition, Shinkle stated he conducted a visual examination of the welds and
in many cases the welds did not appear to meet Code requirements.

Shinkle stated he advised Robert Marshall of the above and Marshall stated
be did not want to repair the nonconforming conditions becar.e modifica-
tions had been made to the beams to add side plates and those plates would
have to be removed to conduct inspections of the affected welds. Shinkle
advised that the Construction Department is now in the process of removing
the questioned beams.

'd M 2 2 -Interview of Thomas McKenna

On August 10, 1981, Thomas A. McKenna, Sargent & Lundy Structural Project
Engineer, was interviewed by NRC. McKenna stated that DDC-712 waived non-
destructive examination of full-penetration groove welds on cantilever beams

The DDC was written insupporting walkways in the primary containment area.
1975 to waive the NDE examinations for " ease of construction." He said that
at that time the beams supported personnel walkways only and had no appendages
affixed.

McKenna said, in hindsight, that a better explantion of the engineering basis
for the waiver could have been written on the DDC (i.e., the beams supported

He said that the S&L waiver of NDE for these welds did notminimal loads).
consitute a waiver of othar quality requirements, such as visual inspections
of the welds required by the AWS Code.

McKenna stated that since 1975 there has been extensive redesign of the
suppression pool area and the beams now support safety-related pipe supports,He said that inair ducts, and electrical cable tray support hangers.
April 1981, an individual on site questioned the quality of these welds.
He said that during visual inspections the welds were found to be of poor
quality and documentation reviews indicated that the required documentationHe said these nonconformingof quality inspections could not be found.
conditicas are currently being addressed and corrected, and the previous DDC,

waiving nondestructive examinations of these welds was rescinded on May 18,
1981, by DDC-2635. He said the welds will be repaired and radiographed or
magnetic particle tested. gf gg
McKenna said he. reviewed S e CN-547 , CN-5477 and CN-5479 and stated DDC-712
addressed Item 1 on those oncerning ailure to nondestructively examine,

'

He said, however, the D id not waive other nonconforming
these welds.conditions identified on the A , such as traceability of weld filler metal,
evidence of fitup inspection, and that the welds did not meet AWS c,riteria.
McKenna stated the voiding of this based only on the DDC was improper and
he would not have approved its dispo ition. He said S&L does not rtceive
voided Nonconformance Reports from Z er for engineering review and would

not have reviewed this 9 if it had en voided by Kaiser.

|

'
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[' :-: M .! Racord Rtviews

On June 6, 1981 egina Rudd, Kaiser NR Controller, was contacted and asked
to retrieve CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479 from the Kaiser Site Document
Control Center. Rudd stated that she conducted a search of the open, closed,
and voided nonconformance report files and could not locate the nonconformance
reports assigned these numbers. Rudd provided a copy of the NR Log page
reflecting that on February 27, 1981, CN-5476, CN-5477, and CN-5479 were
voided with a comment " Void-NR not issu . J.. "" 1 . ,. .. -" '

. __u

["

'. .-'.1 Findings and Conclusions
$$Y

Based on record reviewhnd interviews of personnel it was established 6
CN-5476, CN-5477 and CN-5479 were not entered into the Kaiser nonconformance
reporting system.

i
-

1
,

' GEMD Summary Pindings and Conclusio is

Al f the allegations made b he ;pe rs e found,to be corre .

It wa ound there were wides es u ie i e syst:.m. Kai r
procedur permit voiding of R y ; h w written in er r,

duplicated, r the nonconforming conditic ns as been corrected... con-
- p._ J . .. " ;- ? " "" i n f i , ^ : f "- tstruction."._,. 1.. m . ::' '','# ;n,,,,....,~ gu t e,

-

a.a u...... , = , 67.2-3,np m __

05::: ti: . :: _. dl, _q ----A A . tin :if f. S were"'

voided by the QA Ma r, some by the QA Engineer-Record and some by a
-- ' . :f ._:' 2 "" c . _ _ .15" "-clerk. -t. J... :2:;'-- P "A~ -

* The dispositi ons of a se cted group of.e sun3.2_2 __r.ot *,_ .

2.y E reports, either voided o alleged not to be in e reporting system, were
__ _ Z were either'voideo - NaT N freviewed and it was found tha

^^ '

improperly, improperly disposit ed, cic sed ' error, or the disposition Pre gygg
was not fully implemented. In sev al ca se , the justification used for

; ge.s was voidingvoiding the NR was erroneous (e.g., a was gng gAy JRs aag-+ " 4tten 4' -::d.| NRs whi r+ peen 3. - - -
y _ .__ , ,.o

| reviewed by a Construction Engineer ork" was ordered, yet the NR''

was later " voided." It was found at sc me this activity occurred after
''- - -- - ' '' "*

an NRC inspection on December 2 , 1980, sor wh h"
-

-

-- T^^ ' ''
,

_ ; m - .

It was also established tha following the C ins etion, the Kaiser QA

Manager had on three occa ons not entere i (CN-43 NRC-0001, CN-5412)
into the Kaiser nonconf ance reporting system.

@- n
This investigation so disclosed that so.NRfwas improperly positioned
as " accept as is" en " rework" was appro ppate ,

.

- ___4
- jr g ASME Code require

_ -

ts.

g conditions mamm.f" ided imp| WA
, vo erly

| J NRe that id tified multiple nonconformir
with a co ent that the NR was being "re, ised" or that "each deficiency ould

|

| be issu on a separate NR" or items wou: d be " reinspected." It was dete 'ned

| that neonforming items were not reissui d on separate NRs sad were not re-
| ins eted as stated on the NR at the timi of voiding. It was also found that
'

d og " revisions" some nonconforming it< ms were removed from NRs without y psn g,
stification.

l

.
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ellegstica that the Kaise QA g at the rzqu2st e a

Const tion Department was 'c c Iowever, the QA Manager stat that he
had made adependent decision when doing so.

This nves tation ab shed at oc onfo ing tons ' t id v
t we pr e ly at ed' a

ed[golfospecQu a
tyt gie icey. 1 1 e ec ve rec ea ion (tab: i

L,wg um a y := - 4 rv. _

This widespread prob f improper ha ndli f NRs is addressed in the
licensee's Quali onfirmation Progra m.

4.1.45 tems of Noncompliance

| 0 ites of noncompliance was identif] ed (failure to process nonc orming

i items in accordance with documented procedures). %,%%

_

4.2 Bolt Hole Preparation

4.2.1 Allegation

Bolt holes for large bore pipe support hangers are required to be made by
drilling rather than burning (flame cutting). Although some instances of
burned bolt holes have been identified, there is no inspection program to
assure the bolt holes are inspected.

4.2.2 Investigation
9

4.2.2.1 Review of Procedures

H. J. Kaiser Co. Instruction M-12, " Inspection Instructions for Pipe Hangers,
Support and Restraint Installation," Revisions 9, 10, and 11, states the
following in Paragraph 3.0:

"Any essential hanger base plate installed by HJK shall require the
removal of at least one (1) nut / washer in order that the HJK Quality
Inspector may verify the correct bolt hole size in the plate.

"During inspections, if the HJK Quality Inspectors observe the bolt
hole size to be incorrect (or eccentric), the inspector shall issue
a Nonconformance Report (NR)."

In Paragraph 4.4.9.d, it states:
|
l "The tolerance for base plate bolt holes is as follows:

3/8" p and 1/2" p - 1/8"~1arger than nominal bolt 9
5/8" p and larger - 3/16" larger than nominal bolt 9

(f is symbol used for bolt hole diameter]

" Torch cut holes that have not been reamed are unacceptable.
(Use QACMI M-15 checklist to identify.)"

: - 43 -
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The precadure requires inspacticn of the bastplate bolt hole 1ccetien, bolt
hole sizes, tolerances, eccentricity, and location of baseplate based on-

a single sample per plate. The CG&E QA Mat.ager indicated in a telephone
conversation that all bolt holes were being inspected and that the procedure
was being revised to require inspection of all bolt holes. The licensee's
past inspection program for examining bolt holes was consistent with the
sample size used in I Bulletin 79-02, " Pipe Support Base Plate Designs
Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts."

4.2.2.2 FSAR Requirements'

The Zimmer FSAR, Table 3.8.2, commits to. ANSI N45.2.5-1972 (Draft),
" Supplementary Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Inspection,
and Testing of Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During the Construc-
tion Phase of Nuclear Power Plants." Paragraph 5.3 of ANSI N45.2.5 states,
in part, that burning of bolt holes is not permitted.

,

I

4.2.2.3 Licensee Position

During a telephone conversation on July 23, 1981, the licensee stated
that the materials affected by Instruction M-12 were not structural steel
as defined by the Americac Institute of Steal Construction (AISC) Manual,

I Seventh Edition. Therefore, the licensee's position was that the require-
ment not permitting burning of bolt holes does not apply.

In a subsequent telephone conversation the CG&E QA Manager indicated that
HeNRC appeared to be taking the no-burning requirement out of context.

indicated the paragraph containing the no-burning requirement refers to
the condition of contact surfaces of friction types of connections, bolt
hole alignment, and the correction of fabrication errors.

This is an unresloved item and will be reviewed during a subsequent
inspection (50-358/81-13- ).

4.2.4 Findinas and Conclusions

The acceptability of torch cutting bolt holes (the applicability of ANSI
Standard N 45.2.5 prohibiting burning of bolt holes) is unresolved and will
be reviewed during a subsequent inspection. The licensee's past inspection
program for examining bolt holes was consistent with IE Bulletin 79.02,!

" Pipe Support Base Plant Designs Using Concrete Expansion Anchor Bolts."
The licensee is currently inspecting all bolt holes.

4.2.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

4.3 ASME Code Data Package Discrepancies
~

4.3.1 Allegation

It was alleged that during system turnover, Quality Assurance Engineers,
(QAEs) Wood and David Fox were reviewing documentation in ASME Code Data

lu4a) (StL). - 44 -
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packagrs and idrntifying tumercus diserapencies in thtsa psck gss, whichi
were being recordsd sa axesption lists instacd of nrnconformance rzports.
The alleger questioned whether it was acceptable to document discrepancies
on exception lists. He also said the QAEs were being criticized for identi-
fying too many discrepancies during their reviews.

4.3.2 Background Information

The licensee is required by the ASME Code to maintain certain records which
are evidence that the Quality Assurance Department has inspected materials,
components, and processes (welding and nondestructive examination) to
ensure systems are constructed in accordance with accepted industry standards.
The documentation packages are filed and retained in the Kaiser Site Document
Control (SDC) Center and are turned over to the licensee when a system is

Prior to systemcompletely installed and ready for preoperational testing.ved for accuracy and completeness by QAEsturnover, these packages are rev Iwho verify that the packages ar omplete.
.

i

| 4.3.3 Investigation

4.3.3.1 Interview of David Fox
,

14, 1981, David Fox, Sargent & Lundy (S&L), was interviewed byon January
He stated that from January to December 1980 he was employed by S&LNRC. Fox statedand subcontracted to CG&E to review ASME Code Data packages.i

| he identified discrepancies in these packages and recorded them on exception
' lists which were forwarded to Floyd Oltz, SDC. Oltz would attempt to rectify;

i
the problem. If this was not possible, he would initiate a nonconformance

Fox stated that some common deficiencies hereport for the deficiency.'

identified during his reviews were a lack of mill certifications for steel
used in the various systems, missing valve data reports, and that QC in-
spectors had not properly filled out the inspection reports in the packages.
Fox stated he heard rumors that Phillip Gittings, QA Manager, said he was|

Foxbeing too " nit-picking" during his reviews of the Code Data packages.
stated that at one time he made up a list of the common problems he found
during the reviews and forwarded them to Floyd Oltz and Phillip Gittings
and suggested they give QC Inspectors additional training in the area of
inspection documentation. Fox stated he later discussed the matter with
Gene Knox, Kaiser Corporate Quality Assurance Manager, who advised him
that the requested classes would be given.

4.3.3.2 Interview of Phillip Gittings

16, 1981, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser QA Manager, was interviewedOn February
He said two KEI QAEs are involved in the Kaiser revicw of ASME Code

_

*by NRC. Gittings identified these individuals as Individual H andData packages.
Individual E.

4.3.3.3. Interview of Individual N .

20, 1981, Individual H, Kaiser QC Engineer, was interviewed byOn February
He stated he had been employed at Zimmer since December 29, 1980.NRC.

Individual H stated he is responsible for reviewing ASME Code Data packages

' 45 -
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- for the dissal ginarster, diesal oil, end coin stscs rects. Ha noid while
reviewing the packages he ensures that the documentation in the package is
complete, accurate, and that the inspection data on the isometric drawings
and accompanying weld data forms have been properly filled out by Kaiser QC
Inspectors. Individual H stated during these reviews he noted that heat
numbers certifying pipes as nuclear grade steel on weld data records do not
match the heat numbers listed on the isometric drawings. Also, heat numbers
listed on the isometric drawings, when checked with certified material test
reports, are not for the material that, according to the drawing, was sup-
posedly installed.

Individual H stated that some heat numbers on the isometric drawings had been
changed, crossed out, or " whited out" without justification for the changes.
Also, there was no evidence that these changes were verified by QC personnel
in the field, and he had no assurance that changed numbers on the records
actually represent what is installed in the plant. Individual H stated he
has found similar unexplained changes in the records when reviewing weld
data and weld rod issue forms and other documentation in the packages.

On February 20, 1981, Individual H provided a written sworn statement + nt:_,
'i: ;. ...J. . ._!_ ___;_... a copy of which is included as Exhibit ap.

4.3.3.4 Interview of Individual E

On February 20, 1981, Individual E, Kaiser QC Engineer, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated he has been employed at Zimmer since December 22, 1980.
Individual E stated he reviews ASME Code Data packages for the main steam,
diesel generator, residual heat removal and low pressure core spray system.
He stated he ensures that the data on isometric drawings, weld rod issue
forms, and other inprocess QC inspection documentation is properly recorded
in the packages. He has noted during his reviews that heat numbers on the
isometric drawings certifying pipes as nuclear grade steel do not match the

,

heat numbers for the same pipe listed on the weld data record. IndividualI
' E stated the weld records are what the QC inspectors verified as being

installed during their field inspections, yet the isometric drawing reflects
other heat numbers for the same pipe. Individual E said he attempted to
resolve these contradictions and found when he reviewed certified material
test reports that the heat numbers for the pipe on the drawings were not for
the same type of material that was installed in the system. Individual E
attributed this to Kaiser's failure to follow proper procedures for the docu-
mentation of both in process and final inspections. This has resulted in a
loss of material traceability from many areas of the plant.

Individual E said he has reported specific problems on exception lists that
were forwarded to Floyd Oltz, Document Control Supervisor. Individual E stated
Floyd Oltz improperly changes heat numbers on records without field verifica-
tion or any engineering justification in order to disposition what he has
reported on the exception lists. Individual E cited an example where he
reported that, contrary to the ASME Code, Kaiser QC Inspectors had not veri-
fied the 1/16 in. fitup gap on small-bore stainless steel instrument lines
during most of their in process inspections. This gap ensures that the weld
does not crack when the pipe and weld cool. Individual E stated that there

'
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cra cvar 1,000 socket walds whrre this 3:p was unvarifisd, yst Keisar resolvzd
this problem by testing a sample of 20 welds when ASE Code requires a 2007,;

verification of socket weld fitup.

Individual E stated he has no faith in the accuracy of records at Zimmer and
would not approve any of the systems he has reviewed to date because the<

documentatioa does not meet industry codes and standards.

l On February 20, 1981, Individual E provided a written sworn statement es&amenes
.t- -- l -- -'- , a copy of which is included as Exhibit W .

: 4.3.3.5 Interview of I.conard Wood
!

) On August 3,1981, I,eonard Wood, CG&E QA and Standards Engineer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that from 1973 to 1981 he reviewed ASE Code Data packages

i for vendor components supplied to Zimmer. Wood said he occasionally noted
! that documentation was missing, material certifications were to the wrong
I specification, or required documentation had not been included in the packages.

He said he contacted the vendors involved and was furnished the necessary
documentation. Wood said he was not criticized for identifying these problems,

i and in most cases he resolved them on his own.
i

i 4.3.3.6 Record Reviews
i

i A Region III inspector reviewed ASE Code Data packages for the diesel
i generator, cooling water, starting air, and fuel oil piping systems. These

records indicated that a number of in process QC inspections were not per-
formed for proper pipe fitup, proper weld procedure, proper weld filler

| metal (traceability), and welder qualifications. These inspection criteria
are required by ASE Code, Section III,1971 Edition, Winter 1972 Addenda,i

Articles NA-4130(a), NA-4420, NA-4510, NA-4442.1, NB-4122, NA-4451, NB-4230,'

and NB-3661.5(b). Also, Kaiser procedures outlined that these inspection
criteria are to be entered on the weld data form (EEI-1 form). The inspector
found the following:

1. Required inspections were not performed. This condition was documented
in QA Surveillance Reports (SRs) 2367, 2370, 2380, and 2412, which identi-
fied 39 welds in the diesel generator subsystems in which the required
in process inspections were not performed.

In addition, the licensee had a partial listing of over 400 socket welds
(including welds other than the diesel generator system) where inspections
for proper pipe fitup (cleanliness, mismatch, and socket engagement) was

! not performed. ASE Code, Section III,1971 Edition, Article NB-3661.5(b)
states, "...a gap of approximately 1/16 inch shall be provided between'

the end of the pipe and the bottom of the socket before weldigg."
*

H. J. Kaiser Procedure Number SPPM 4.6 Rev. 8, paragraph 6.2.1 states:
"All welds shall be inspected at the following stages: ...At fitup for

cleanliness, mismatch, and minimum socket engagement. Socket welds
shall have an approximate end-gap of 1/16 inch prior to welding for
all sizes."

.

*
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; An SIS Rrpart dated Nsv rbar 14, 1979, cutherad by thm Autharistd Nuclear
Inspretor (ANI) (Hartford St2c:a Bailer Inspaction and Insuranca Comprny)
and the H. J. Kaiser response letter dated December 4,1979, which
responded to the audit, said an agreement was made that 20 of the un-
verified socket welds would be selected at random to be radiographed
to verify proper fitup. One of the 39 welds identified on Surveillance
Report Nos. 2367, 2370, 2380, and 2412 was chosen to be radiographed.
No engineering justification was given to allow acceptance of all of-

the socket welds based on the sample of the 20 that were radiographed.

A second SIS Report from the ANI dated February 11, 1981 reported that
additional welds were made after December 4,1979 without verification
of fitup. The ANI indicated that all the welds, for which the fitup was

! not verified after December 4,1979, should be radiographed.
|

The Region III inspector found no engineering justification for acceptance
of the 400 questioned socket welds based on a radiographic examination of

r .
only 20 of the socket welds. The licensee had not implemented in process
inspections to verify proper socket weld fitups during subsequent inspec-
tions. This reflects the licensee took inadequate corrective action.

2. Data packages for the diesel gene'rator system indicated that there was
final visual inspection of all applicable welds.

3. A review of KEI-1 forms (weld data records) indicated that personneli

! had transferred information written on KEI-2 forms (weld rod issue slips)
| to KEI-1 forms in order to justify weld rod traceability, date of welding,

and welder qualifications. The KEI-2 form is a construction document!

used by the welders to obtain weld rods from the weld rod issue point.i

There is no QC significance for the KEI-2 form, yet QC inspectors and
document reviewers were allowed to transfer weld rod heat numbers entered
on the KEI-2 form by the storage personnel to the KEI-1 form (QC weld,

) record). This can only be done at the time and place of the weld activity.
i

Therefore, any information transferred from the KEI-2 form to any QC
document after the time of or away from the weld activity would not be'

creditable QC verification.

| In addition, Region III inspectors noted a considerable number of dis-
crepancies between the weld data records (KEI-1 forms) and the weld rodt

| issue forms (KEI-2 forms). The records showed discrepancies between
|

the heat numbers for the weld rod used, identification of the welder
performing the particular weld, and dates the welds were made. It was

,

| found that document reviewers were resolving these discrepancies by
| altering KEI-1 forms to match the KEI-2 forms. In effect, the QC records,
|

which supposedly provide independent verification, were being changed to
conform with Construction Department records. Alterations appeared to
be arbitrary in that some of the documentation for welds within a certain
line changed, but no changes were made for other welds of identical

| circumstances. The following are examples of the altered records:

,

'
,

'
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o. Walder end Rad Heat Number (usad for tracerbility) Chenass

(1) Drawing M-479-3-DG-121 for line 3DGD9AB-1/2 contains weld
records for Welds A-4 through A-21 which, according to QA
Inspector No. 81, were made by welder K0E using weld rod Heat
No. 065118 during March 1978. Additional weld rod issue forms
(126508, 126509, 126510, 126511, 126884, 126885, and 126890)
exist indicating that welder I.FC, using weld rod Heat No.

,
~ 77402, may have worked on Welds A-4 through A-21. Because

of these weld rod issue feras, the Document Records personnel
changed the QA records to include welder I.FC and rod Heat No.
77402 on Welds A-4 through A-13, A-18, A-20, 'and A-21. ~ No
explanation was given why the records for Welds A-14 through

j A-17 and A-19 were not changed.

The RIII inspector verified that only the welder identi-
fication symbol, K0E, appears near the welds in question.

,

! (2) Drawing M-479-3-DG-119 for line IDG7AB-1/2 contains weld
records for Welds A-4 through A-21 that, according to QA'

: Inspector No. 81, were made by welder IJP during March
1978. Weld rod issue forms (KEI-2) 123346 and 119061,

;

; enclosed with the drawing, showed that welder I.JP may
| have worked on Welds A-4 through A-6, A-8 through A-11,

and A-15 through A-17. Weld rod issue form 119066 indi-'

cates that welder KOE may have worked on Welds A-4 through
A-21. As a result of these KEI-2 forms, the Document*

Records personnel changed the QA records on January 29,
1981, for Welds A-6, A-7, A-13, A-14, and A18 through A-21

j by crossing out the welder symbol I.JP and the date March 29,
! 1978, and replacing them with the welder symbol K0E and date
| March 22, 1978, respectively. No explanation was given why

the records for welds A-4, A-5, A-8 through A-12, and A-15
through A-17 were not changed.

The inspector verified that only welder identification
symbol I.JP appeared near all the welds.

(3) KEI-1 form for veld number 79DG on line IDG37AA2-1/2
showed the heat number of the consumable insert used was
6059491. On January 26, 1981, the number was crossed out
and changed to 6058921 to agree with KEI-2 form 123099.
The weld number written on the gold copy of the KEI-2 form
123099 was too faint to read. .The inspector checked with
the Welding Department, but the original (white copy) of
KEI-2 form 123099 could not be located.

The licensee was previously cited in IE Inspection Report 50-358/
79-15 for transferring information from KEI QC inspector's notebooks
to KEI-1 forms.

No apparent actions were taken to assure that the proper weld pro-
cedure was used on any of the unverified in process weld activities.

*
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b. Wald D1te Chenats

(1) The KEI-1 form, for Weld A-7 on line 1DG5AB-1/2, indicated
the final weld inspection was performed by QA Inspector No.'

81 on April 5, 1978. The date was crossed out and changed
to April 6, 1978 on January 27, 1981 because weld rod issue
form 118920 indicates welder LJP may have worked on A-7 on

,

April 6, 1978.

(2) The KEI-1 form for Weld A-20 on line IDGD2AB-1/2 indicated
that final weld inspection was performed by QA Inspector No.
81 on April 10, 1978. The date was crossed out and changed
to April 11, 1978 on January 27, 1981 because weld rod issue

! form 123834 indicates welder LPJ may have worked on A-20 on
April 11, 1978.

Failure to take adequate corrective action when inspections for proper pipe
fitup were identified as not having been performed; and failure to take<

adequate corrective action when information concerning weld filler metal
traceability, welder identification, and welding dates was found to be

,

! missing from the weld data records or was questioned are contrary to 10
CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, and the Wm. H. Ziauner QA Manual, Section
16.1 (50-358/81-13- ).

; These concerns are addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

4.3.3.7 Observations

The only data package (diesel generator system ASME Code Data package) that
had passed all inspections and had received final acceptance approval by Kaiser ,

; Quality Assurance was reviewed by the inspector and many discrepancies were
; found. As a result, the inspector performed detailed field observations of

the piping systems (i.e., cooling water, starting air, and fuel oil ) for
Diesel Generators A and C. Numerous discrepancies were identified during
these observations as follows:

,

:

1. Piping--The traceability of some of the piping components was not main-
tained. Summaries of the discrepancies are as follows:

;

| a. Some heat numbers recorded on the isometric drawings did not match
the heat numbers on the installed components. These piping componentsI

are listed in Table 4.3-1 to this report.

'

Table 4.3-1 Discrepancies Between Installed Piping and Tracability Records
i

| Heat or Part
Identification No.

i

Isometric Item in According Actually
Drawing No. Line No. Question to Dwn. Installed

| ISK M-428-6- IDG28AB1 90* ells M276 M267
i DG-19 tee M315 M274
! pipe HE6247 8464
!

' *
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Tsble 4.3-1 (centinutd)

Heat or Part
Identification No.

Isometric Item in Accoroing Actually

Drawina No. Line No. Question to Dwa. Installed

ISK M-428-6- 1DG28AB1 flange RVA CB8
DG-103

ISK M-428-6- IDG27ABI pipe HE6247 16E4
DG-16 16D2

ISK M-428-8- IDG01ABI pipe HE6247 3416
DG-68

ISK M-767-4- IDGF2AA1/2 90' ells M395 M252
DG-113

ISK M-428-6 1DG28AE1 pipe HD7123 TW24402
DG-24

ISK M-428-6- IDG28AE1 flange RD2Y CB8
'

DG-105

ISK M-242-2- IDGC5AA3/4 pipe RA001 JE9922
DG-53 90* ell M262 M87

IDGF6AA1/2 pipe HA001 HA0170

1DGCSBA3/4 pipe HA001 JE9922
90' ell M262 M87

IDGF6BA1/2 pipe HA001 HA0171

ISK M-428-6- IDG25AC2 pipe 516405 502891
DG-26 415007

90' ell M287 M273

ISK M-428-6- IDG25AC2 pipe 516405 502891
DG-27 415007

b. Some heat numbers recorded on the isometric drawings had been marked
or " whited out" and then an incorrect heat number recorded. For
example, ISK H-242-2-DG-53 was apparently changed to indicate heat
number HA-001 for the 3/4 in. and 1/2 in. installed piping. Based
on the records for accepted heat numbers, number HA-001 represented
1 1/4 in. piping.

c. Three heat numbers (HA-0170, TW 24402, and 502891) found on
the installed piping do not appear on the records of acceptable
heat numbers. .

,

d. In many instances, heat numbers could not be found on the installed
| component. Therefore, a comparison could not be made to the number
1

recorded on the drawings.

1

.
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Failure to anintain hast nuabar id:ntificatica for the ebsve piping, cnd wald
rod indicates a serious lack of control and is contrary to 10 CFR 50 Appendix
A, Criterion VIII and the Wh. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 8. (50-358/81-13-07).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

4.3.4 Findinas and Conclusions

As a result of the investigation of this allegation, significant quality
i

assurance deficiencies over and above those alleged have been identified.
It was determined that discrepancies in the documentation in ASME Code
Date packages were being recorded on exception lists; however, this was
permitted by licensee procedure and is acceptable to NRC. There was no
evidence that criticism of Quality Assurance Engineers for identifying
discrepancies adversely impacted their work.

Major discrepancies were identified in Quality Assurance records and the
apparent improper modification of those records. This matter has been
referred to the NRC Office of Inspector and Auditor for possible criminal
consideration. Potential problems were identified related to adequacy
of facility construction, such as material traceability and use of proper
materials, proper socket weld fitup, proper weld procedure, and welder
qualifications. These matters are being addressed in the licensee's
Confirmation Program to determine the adequacy of plant construction.

4.3.5 Items of Noncompliance

Two items of noncompliance were identified (failure to maintain heat number
traceability for piping and weld rod; and failure to take adequate corrective
action for identified deficiencies involving (1) not verifyics proper pipe
fitup, and (ii) missing or questionable weld data record information regarding
weld filler metal traceability, welder identification, and dates welds were
made.)

4.4 Threatened Firing

4.4.1 Allegation

Robert Marshall, Kaiser Construction Superintendent, directed Phillip Gittings,
Kaiser QA Manager, to fire Individual I (QC inspector) for using a magnifying
glass to inspect a weld.

4.4.2 Background Information

CG&E retained Kaiser Engineers, Inc. (KEI), to construct the Zimmer plant.
Kaiser maintains a Quality Assurance (QA) Department headed by the QA Hanager
and consisting of Quality Assurance Engineers (QAE) and Quality Control (QC)
Inspectors. QC Inspectors perform field inspections of all safety-related
components. Some QC Inspectors are employed by Kaiser and some by outside
inspection firms that are retained to increase inspection manpower for a
limited time in particular areas. During 1979 and 1980, Kaiser retained
a number of contract inspectors (supplied by Butler Services, Inc.) to
increase inspection manpower. In November 1980, all of the contract QC
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inspector p sitiens w2re terminated cad s::me centractor cmplcyses ware
offered positions in the Kaiser QC crganization.

I

4.4.3 Investigation

4.4.3.1 Interview of Rex Baker

On b uary 13 and March 3. 198 D Rex Baker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor,
stated that in August or September 1980, thewas inte m en e ,.,,

- - .- ne
Kaiser QA Manager ([hillip Gittings) directed him to fire Individual I after g

Gittings had been told by Robert Marshall, Kaiser Construction Superintendent,
that Individual I had used a magnifying glass to inspect a weld. Baker said he
told Gittings that according to the American Welding Society (AWS) Code,
Individual I could use a magnifying glass during his inspections and therefore
there were no grounds to fire him. Later that day, Gittings told Baker to

n4n- nn, ort hanner inspections
retain Individual I but to transfer him fen =
to structurni steel welding inspections S Baker said that' Individual I was

Cnot threatened with 11 ring for his Tailure to accept welds, but was reassigned
,

due to his poor productivity and lack of completed inspections.
;L. ; - -On6nuary13,1983 Baker provided a sworn statement _ n . mu. w

;_ L... . ..._ m : , a copy of which is included as Exhibit F .

4.4.3.2 Interview of Phillip Gittings

on January 13 and 15 and July 8,1981, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser QA Manager,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that Scott Swain, CG&E Site Construction
Manager, had told him he had seen Individual I inspecting a pipe support hanger

Gittings said he told Rex Baker that if Individual Iwith a magnifying glass.
had been using a magnifying glass he wanted him off the site immediately.
Gittings indicated that Individual I later came to his office and told him he
had not been using a magnifying glass to inspect welds, but had been using a

Based on that information, Gittings said he rescinded the tegnfnation
| mirror.

order.

Gittings stated that Swain and other construction personnel had given him
" bad reports" on inspection activities of Individual I and his lack of

He then directed Baker to transfer him from pipecompleted inspections.
support hanger inspection to structural welding inspection activities.

| 4.4.3.3 Interview of Robert Marshall

On January 15, 1981, Robert Marshall, Kaiser Construction Superintendent,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that in the summer of 1980 QC inspectors
performed visual AWS weld inspections, rejected 95% of the welds on pipe
support hangers, and initiated more than fifty nonconformance reportsHesaidthatheandScott$ wain,documenting nonconforming hanger welds.
CG&E Site Construction Manager, were touring the plant discussing this
problem when they observed Individual I inspecting a weld with a mirror,
flashlight, and pick.

'
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Marshall indicated that later that day Swain told Gittings that an inspector
was using a magnifying glass to look at a weld. Gittings responded that he
would fire the inspector. Marshall stated emphatically that he did not
direct Gittings to fire Individual I, and later they both concurred that
firing the inspector was too drastic an action to take.

4.4.3.4 Interview of Scott Swain
1
'

On January 15, 1981, Scott Swain, CG&E Site Construction Manager, was
interviewed. He stated that in November 1980, he and Robert Marshall were

,

I

touring the diesel generator rooms and observed Individual I inspecting a
pipe support hanger weld with a flashlight, pick, and another tool. Swain

!

said Marshall identified this tool to him as a magnifying glass. During a
meeting concerning the high rejection rates on visual inspections of pipe
support hanger welds, Swain mentioned this to those present. Gittings
responded that he would fire the inspector involved if he found the inspec-
tor was using a magnifying glass to visually inspect a weld. Swain stated
he later learned thh tool was a mirror, and that Gittings was not going tofire the inspector involved.;

| 4.4.3.5 Interview of Individual I
|
'

On February 20, 1981, Individual I, former Butler Services, Inc. , QC Inspector,
j was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from October 8,

1979 to December 1980. He stated that he was performing a pipe support hanger
weld inspection in the diesel generator room in November 1980 when he noticed
that Robert Marshall and Scott Swain were observing his inspections. At one:

point, they looked at the tools he had with him. Shortly afterwards, Individual
I was called into Rex Baker's office and Baker said Phillip Gittings had been
told by Marshall and Swain that he was using a magnifying glass to inspect aweld.

Individual I said Baker also related that Gittings had been asked by Marshall
to terminate the inspector. He indicated he later met with Gittings and was:

!

again told that Marshall had seen him using a magnifying glass to inspect a
weld and wanted him off the site. Individual I stated he later met with Baker
and explained he did not have a magnifying glass with him when observed and
that the tool Marshall had seen was a mirror. He also added that, even if
he had been using a magnifying glass, both the AWS Code DI.1, Section 6.5.5,
and Kaiser Procedure SPPM 4.6 ,(Revision 8 recognized and approved the use
of a magnifying glass for weld inspection.

Individual I stated that he demanded Baker and Gittings document the reason,

! for his proposed termination and he advised Baker he would consult with his
j attorney and fight the termination.

Individual I provided a sworn statement :tt:J';^- '';---"--.-*==-
toon, a copy of which is included as Exhibit DEB.

*
4.4.3.7 Interview of Jesse Ruiz

On February 18 and 20, 1981, Jesse Ruiz, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
, interviewed by NRC. He stated that QC Inspectors at Zimmer were being

.

b
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Ef h S'?,

kc/ expcM
harrassed and intimidated by Kaiser construction personnel. Ruiz said that gg
his brother, James Ruiz, had been threatened with the 3oss of his job for
allegedly using a magnifying glass to inspect a weld when he was actually /FME gg
using a mirror, a common weld inspection tool. g

On February 20, 1981, Ruiz provided a sworn statement r " M., __ _'_ ,._ d 427.

"';''- ^ - , a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4 #317Jr g
N77W4.4.4 Findings and Conclusions

AL5% Qy/f
A QC Inspector was threatened with dismissal by the QA Hanager after the F W 4pe g
Construction Superintendent advised him (incorrectly) that the QC Inspector
used a magnifying glass to v sually ins v d surfa es. The QC Inspector
protested the 1 d' ' s1 a

,
sm se ho ver, h was re- qq

assi d n e a a fi p p
4. 5 te s of Nonc pli ne ggg
No items of noncompliance were identi p m . y yfg.

Y5. Applegate/ GAP Allegations

On January 5,1981, the Government Accountability Project (GAP) requested an
investigation into the conduct of an earlier EIII investigation of concerns
provided by Thomas Applegate. In addition to this request, they provided a
list of nineteen allegations, some of which appeared to contain information
known to NRC, and some of which were new information. A commitment was made
to review the nineteen allegations even if they appeared to pertain to known
situations.

To clarify the allegations provided, a meeting was held between Applegate,
Thomas Devine (GAP representative), and RIII personnel on February 26, 1981.
The meeting was recorded, and a transcript was produced.

Some of the allegations provided concern issues that do not fall under
the jurisdiction of the NRC, and have been brought to the attention of the
appropriate agencies for action as they consider appropriate. Other alle-
gations were provided during this meeting and in correspondence from GAP,
some of which are not addressed in this report but will be reviewed and
documented in subsequent reports. A review of outstanding allegations
indicates that their investigation would not change the conclusions reached,

( in this report.

In a letter dated July 22, 1981, GAP responded to an RIII request to identify
specific systems or equipment their sources believed to be deficient. Their
response included many plant systems and was not acceptably specific.

i 5.1 Unsuitable Piping Installation

5.1.1 Allegation

,

"KEI knowingly installed and ripped out unsuitable main steam relief piping,
at an estimated labor cost of $320,000."'

|

'
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5.1.2 Bnckgrcund Inforestien

The Zimmer facility uses a General Electric boiling water reactor (BVR) I

Mark II containment system design, which includes a pressure suppressionBased on actual
pool in the lower levels of the containment building. Mark I operating experiences related to safety relief valve actuations
and large-scale testing of the more recently designed Mark III containment
design system, n-w suppression pool hydrodynamic loads associated with

postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) were identified that had notbeen explicitly considered in the original design of the Mark II containment
|

i

These newly identified loads result from the dynamic effects of
drywell air and steam being rapidly forced into the suppression pool during
system.

When this possible pro-
a postulated LOCA or safety relief valve actuation.
blem was first identified, General Electric and NRC and its consultants per-,

formed an in-depth review of the General Electric Mark II containment systemI

Utilities owning facilities that would use the Mark II containment
system also formed an owners' group to share calculations, evaluations, and
design.

acceptable modifications to the Mark II containments.

The NRC effort in reviewing the new dynamic loads was divided into two|

a short-term evaluation program for the lead plants (Zimmer,
La Salle, Shoreham), and a long-term program for final detailed evaluation
programs:

| The description of the NRC evaluationof the adequacy of modifications.
is available in NUREG-0487, " Mark II Containment Lead Plant Program Load;

This
Evaluation and Acceptance Criteria," published in November 1978.*| ,

document indicates that the lead plants, those first to use the Mark II|

containment system, would be reviewed by NRC to determine the acceptability:

| of modifications made in their design to accommodate the identified loads.
NUREG-0474, "A Technical Up-Date on Pressure Suppression Type Containmentsi

in Use in U.S. Light Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants," issued in July[

1978,* details the ongoing NRC monitoring of the modification and analysisNUREG-0371, " Task Action Plans for Generic Activities (Category A),"
'

;

issued in November 1978,* identifies review of the Mark II pressure suppressionprogram.|

containment as Generic Task A-8.
NUREG-0510, " Identification of Unresolvedl

Safety Issues Relating to Nuclear Power Plants, Report to Congress," issuedin January 1979,* identifies two generic tasks as being related to the analysis
of suppression pool dynamic loads and safety relief valve loads / temperature
limits for BWR containments.

In the lead plant program load evaluation, NRC approved the design basis
used for modifications to the suppression pool system, including a device
known as a "T quencher" as part of the safety relief system, and additional
equipment, such as base and wall plates, to support these new installations.

NRC does not have regulatory jurisdiction over the construction costs of a
nuclear power plant.

*These documents are available for inspection at NRC public document rooms or20555
for purchase from the NRC/GPO sales program, Washington, DC
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5.1.3 Inv2stinatien

5.1.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated that
Kaiser had installed a large portion of the main steam relief (MSR) piping,
knowing that sections of it would later have to be removed. He recalled
that 2 years after its installation Kaiser removed large sections of the
piping at and below the 525-ft level of the reactor containment building
but left the pipe sections above that level in place.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement ^ '--'' :-

%

e 7 -c.a ng <nt *'- ; however, he requested that the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.1.3.2- Interview of Individuals B and C @Mb
On April 14 and 16, 1981, Individuals B and C, identified as having provided4
information regarding this allegation to representatives of GAP, were inter-
viewed by NRC. They both stated that they had no information concerning this
allegation.

5.1.3.3 Interview of H. C. Brinkman

During the period of February 9-13 and 23-27,1981, discussions with
H. C. Brinkman, CGE Principal Meenanical Engineer, indicated that experi-
mentation had revealed the need to redesign the relief system based on
newly identified discharge loads. Therefore, several utilities, including
CGE, decided on a modification to replace the already installed " rams head"
safety relief valve (SRV) discharge devices with " quenchers."

In 1975, CGE decided to start designing the quencher modification, knowing
that part of the piping to be installed would later have to be removed due
to the identification of new discharge loads. The basis for the decision
was that approximately 90 to 97% of the original quencher modification would
likely be acceptable and therefore only 3 to 10% would be subject to rework.
CGE concluded that it would be less costly to proceed with installation
activities rather than delay the construction schedule until the quencher
modification design was complete. To date, the modification installation
is not complete.

5.1.3.4 Record Review and Onsite Observations

The MSR modification has required (in part) the replacement of 10-in.
Schedule 40 pipe with other 10-in. Schedule 40 pipe of different geometric
configuration, 10-in. extra-strong pipe, and 12-in. extra-strong pipe
(thicker walled pipe).

During this investigation, the licensee provided cost figures for tee modi-
fication to date, which exceeded the alleged amount. NRC made no attempt
te corroborate the licensee's claim that it was cheaper to proceed with an
installation known to require rework before installation actually took place.

~
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III inspector reviewed all revisions to the KEI isometric drawing PSK-1MS,
Sheets 21 and 21A, that were pertinent to the quencher modification of the main
steam relief piping. The revisions identified the following changes:

Rev. No. Implemented Change Date

Rev. 0 Redrawn--original configuration replaced 9/8/76
Rev. 1 Hangers added 3/31/77
Rev. 2 Eight lugs added 1/10/78
Rev. 3 Hanger changed 5/5/78
Rev. 4 New spool pieces added, welds MS212 and MS195 4/3/79

voided per S&L
Rev. 5 Piping tee section added 6/18/79
Rev. 6 Weld MS160 and a 4-in. dimension added 10/1/79
Rev. 7 Field-marked (redline) updates added 1/9/80
Rev. 8 Welds K-461 and K-463 changed; weld K-592 8/27/80,

changed to K-593 per NR-2499; hanger detail ,

section D-D added
Rev. 9 Weld K-592 changed to K-461; weld K-593 9/4/80

changed to K-594

M
Gie RIII inspector reviewed the QC documentation for the following main
, steam relief piping field welds: 160, 160A, 267A, 267B, 267C, 267D, 268B,
268C, 459, 460, and 461. The records showed that the welds had been
accomplished in accordance with the appropriate code (ASME Section III
1971, with Summer 1973 Addenda).
M
6 RIII inspector interpreted the radiographs for the following main steam

N relief piping field welds: 160A, 459, 460, 461, 462, and 594. There were
approximately five to seven radiographs for each of these welds. Varying,

I numbers of radiographs were necessary to cover the entire 360 degrees of each
! pipe welt. The radiography was performed in accordance with the appropriate
! code (ASME Section III 1971, with Summer 1973 Addenda). The RIII inspector

identified no unacceptable weld indications on the radiographs.

5.1.4 Findings and Conclusions

The quencher modification to the main steam relief system was being made with
the knowledge of NRC. CG&E personnel stated they made an economic decision

- to install piping for the main att < 3 relief system quencher modification with
| the knowledge that approximately 3 to 10% would have to be removed due to con-

tinuing identification of changes in design loads. Because NRC does not have'

regulatory jurisdiction over construction costs, no attempt was made to determine
the estimated labor cost,for the portion of pipe that was installe( and removed.
The safety importance of this allegation is limited to whether the main steam

|- relief piping is installed properly.

! RIII has concluded that the modification is being properly installed and
j tested, except for the improper voiding of one NR as discussed in Section

|
4.1 of this report.

'

s

i
*
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5.1.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.2 Improper Fittinas

5.2.1 Allegation

"2000 pound fittings were installed in 1979 on residue head valves, although
5000 pound fittings are required."

An interview with the individual originating this allegation revealed that
the " residue head valves" or " residue heat valves" were not the components

,

of concern. The components involved in both allegations 5.2 and 5.4 were
the hydraulic actuators for the recirculation flow control valves.

Allegations 5.2 and 5.4 are both addressed in this section because the

investigation determined that both allegations were addressing the same
component.

5.2.2 Backaround Information
,

Hydraulic actuators are used to open and close some plant valves. Actuators
on the reactor recirculation system are provided with drain lines in case
hydraulic seals in the actuator should leak. These drain lines are not
pressurized (open to atmospheric pressure) and only serve to contain possible
leaking hydraulic fluid.

5.2.3 Investigation

5.2.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated that
Individual F had told him that 6000-lb pressure fittings were required on
the hydraulic lines in the residual heat removal system, but Individual F
was told by a supervisor to install 3000-lb fittings.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement setevesey
' - - ' - - - ^ ;.owever, he requested the statement not be

attached to this report.

5.2.3.2 Interview of Individual F

On March 20, 1981, Individual F was interviewed by telephone. Individual F
stated that he had heard about a valve that had been broken, but he.did
not have any firsthand knowledge of the incident. Individual F said he
knew of cases in which " half-life" (3000-lb in place of 6000-lb) fittings
were used. Two specific cases recalled by Individual F will be followed
up in a subsequent inspection (50-358/81-13- ).

Individual F repeatedly stated that it had been three years since he had
been at Zimmer and that he could not remember further specifics.

.
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"

.

5.2.3.3 Interview of Individual B
Individual B, who had been previously interviewed

,

On February 10, 1981, Individual B stated
by representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC.that 3000-lb fittings were installed on two recirculation flow controlHe identified the fittings asvalves when 6000-lb fittings were required.
being socket welded to two small hydraulic lines on the valves in question.

.

Individual B stated that, to the best of his knowledge, this deficiency had
not been corrected.

Individual B stated that in 1979 it was reported to him that a pipefitter
bumped into the valve and a small hydraulic fitting on the valve fell off.
He said the fitting was later identified as a nonconforming item by Kaiser,
and a design document change (DDC) was issued directing the fitting be

He stated the valve in question was manufactured by Generalrepaired.
Electric, and General Electric later repaired the broken fitting on the
valve.

e

Individual B provided a written statement eteevesegOn April 14, 1981, however, he requested the statement not be--_44 . 4.<-._..z _.
- ---

attached to this report.

5.2.3.4 Interview of T. F. Van Natta
T. F. Van Natta, Site Control and Instrument Engineer forOn June 25, 1981, Van Natta stated that theGeneral Electric, was interviewed by telephone.

adaptor connecting the drain line to the hydraulic actuator body on aHe said that he did
recirculation flow control valve had been broken off.
not know whether or not a pipefitter had broken the adaptor.

Van Natta indicated that the originally installed adaptor was adequate for the
designed service, but it was susceptible to mechanical damage from adjacentTherefore, the decision
construction activities that were being performed.
was made to replace the original adaptor design with the stronger flange design
defined in General Electric Field Deviation Disposition Request No. KN-1-299,
dated December 18, 1978.

Van Natta said that the actuator and three of the fcur hydraulic lines connect-He said the fourth

ing to the actuator had a design test pressure of 3000 psig.line, which was addressed in Field Deviation Disposition Request (FDDR) No.
KN-1-299, was the drain line to the hydraulic-system, which has a design test
pressure of 200 psig and normal operating pressure of 0 psig since the drain
line is open to the atmosphere at the drain tank.

Van Natta stated that the actuator drain ports and lines were separated from
the relatively high-pressure (3000 psig) side of the actuator by two seals
(a main seal and a backup seal), each of which have a design pressure of 3000
psig.

5.2.3.5 Interview of T. E. Bloom
T. E. Bloom, a General Electric employee, was interviewed30, 1981,

Bloom stated that the nipple (adaptor) on the hydraulic actuator toOn June

the recirculation flow control valve for recirculation Loop A had been broken.by NRC.

- 60 -
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5.2.3.6 Record Review

1. The RIII inspector reviewed General Electric FDDR No. KN-1-299 (designated
as nonconformance request) dated December 18, 1978, which addressed the

i
recirculation system flow control valve actuator. The FDDR indicated that
the following had occurred:'

"The threaded adaptor which connects the drain port on the actuator body
was broken off during installation of the 1/2" NPT [ National Pipe Thread)
hydraulic piping. This adaptor is not suitable for this application where
the connection is susceptible to damage and does not provide take down
capability."

The final disposition of the FDDR was as follows:

" Replace the defective adaptor with short tube threaded to the actuator
and socket veld to a special flange attached to the actuator mount ledge.
A mating flange with a Viton "O" ring joint is also provided similar to
the other actuation piping connections."

The FDDR indicated that the flange modification was complete on July 13,
1979. The FDDR did not identify the specific actuator (Loop A or Loop B)
that had the defective adaptor.

2. The hydraulic actuators for the two recirculation flow control valves
and their respective piping, components, locations, and classifications
were identified on the following drawings (Table 5.2-1):

Table 5.2-1. Hydraulic Actuator Data*

Sargent & Lundy
Piping and Instrumen- Kaiser Engineers

Components tation Drawings Isometric Drawings

Recirculation Loop A

. 1. Actuator No. IB33F060A-- M-47 Sheet 1 of 2
| Rucker drawing #81999-F-402 Revision T
| Revision M; Rucker Control

*

. S/N SP19025

2. Piping (lines), components M-47 Sheet 1 of 2
(fittings), welds, class- Revision T
ifications, and locations

a. Line #1RR39AD 3/4" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-243 and
(and low point drain Revision T H-464-3-RR-245
1RR41AD*)

|

* Low point drain lines are installed in the lowest points of each hydraulic'

line to provide system maintenance. Low point drain lines are not the same as

' ~
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the hydraulic system drain lines (IRR39AC and IRR40AC), which are functional
parts of the hydraulic system.

Table 5.2-1. Hydraulic Actuator Data (continued)

Sargent & Lundy
Piping and Instrumen- Kaiser Engineers

Components tation Drawings Isometric Drawings

b.**Line #1RR39AC 1/2" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-241,
hydraulic system drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-244 and
line (and low point drain M-464-3-RR-247
line 3RR41AC*)

c. Line #1RR39AB 1/2" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-242 and
(and low point drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-246
line IRR41AB*)

d. Line #1RR39AA 3/4" M-47 Sheet 1 of 2 M-464-3-RR-239 and
(and low point drain Revision T M-464-3-RR-240
line IRR41AA*)

Recirculation Loop B

1. Actuator No. 1B33F060B M-47 Sheet 2 of 2
Rucker Control S/N 19028 Revision P'

**The disposition to FDDR No. KN-1-299 was applied to both drain lines
#1RR39AC and #1RR40AC.

2. Piping (lines), components M-47 Sheet 2 of 2
(fittings), welds, class- Revision P
ifications, and locations

I a. Line #1RR40AD 3/4" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-263 and
' (and low point drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-259

line IRR43AD*)

! b.**Line #1RR40AC 1/2" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-262 and
hydraulic system drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-257
line (and low point drain
line IRR43AC*)

c. Lir.2 #1RR40AB 1/2" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 M-464-4-RR-261 and
(and low point drain Revision P M-464-4-RR-258
line IRR43AB*)

t d. Line #1RR40AA 3/4" M-47 Sheet 2 of 2 H-464-4-RR-260 and
(and low point drain line Revision P M-464-4-RR-256

,

| 1RR43AA*)
|

|
'
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The drawings indicated that the actuators and the portions of the
respective piping located inside the drywell were classified as
ASME Section III Class B. The portions of the respective piping
locrud outside the drywell and past the the isolation valves were
classified as ASME Section III Class D (nonsafety related).

3. The RIII inspector reviewed an S&L design document change that
specified a change in design pressure for three hydraulic lines
from 6000 psig to 3000 psig and for the drain line from 3000 psig
to 150 psig for the actuators for the two flow control valves.
The Kaiser isometric drawings reflected the design pressure changes
specified in the DDC. [ Note: Revision 5 to drawing M-464-4RR-257
reflects an example of the specified change.

4. The RIII inspector reviewed the S&L Mechanical Department Piping
Line List dated May 29, 1981, which specified the following con-
ditions for the hydraulic lines (Table 5.2-2):

Table 5.2-2 Hydraulic Line Conditions

Maximus Designed Field
Operating Operating Test
Pressure Pressure Pressure

Line No. (psig) (psig) (psig)

1RR39AA 2200 3000 3000
1RR39AB 2200 3000 3000-

1RR39AC* 100 150 200
1RR39AD 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AC* 100 150 200
1RR40AD 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AA 2200 3000 3000
1RR40AB 2200 3000 3000

*These were the drain lines affected by FDDR No. KN-1-299.

The RIII inspector reviewed the material-takeoff record listed on
each of the respective Kaiser isometric drawings indicating that
all the material and components (piping, fittings, and valves) met
or exceeded the design conditions identified on the S&L Mechanical
Department Piping Line List.

The RIII inspector reviewed the KEI-1 weld data records listed on
i

each of the respective Kaiser isometric drawings. The re, cords |
indicated that welds had been made in accordance with the ASME
Code Section III-1971 Edition, with the following excepttpas:

a. Line #1RR39AA (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-239, Revision 3)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds were
made for any of the welds.

.
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Line #1RR39AA (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-240, Revision 7)-- 1

Recorded dates for welds A-1, A-2, A-3, C-2
and C-5 indicate the welds were dye penetrant
tested (PT) before they were made.

J b. Line #1RR39AC (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-244, Revision 4)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds were
made for any of the welds.

Line #1RR39AC (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-241, Revision 4)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds C-6,
C-7, C-8, C-9, C-10, and C-12 were made.

c. Line #1RR39AD (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-243, Revision 4)--
Records do not reflect dates for any of the
welds.

Line #1RR39AD (Drawing No. M-464-3-RR-245, Revision 5)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds C-5-

(rework), C-6, C-7, C-8, and C-9 were made.

d. Line #1RR40AB (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-257, Revision 8)--
Record reflects QC verification of weld A-1! with written signoff instead of required QC
stamp; weld test (PT) records not available
for welds A-2, A-3, and B-2. -

e. Line #1RR40AC (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-262, Revision 7)--
Weld data records written to replace lost'

weld records for welds E-2 and E-4, without
justification to assure in process inspections
were performed.

f. Line #1RR40AD (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-259, Revision 6)--
Records do not reflect dates when welds B-2,
B-5, and B-6 were made; weld test (PT) record
was not available for weld B-2.

Line #1RR40AD (Drawing No. M-464-4-RR-263, Revision 7)--
Weld test record was not available for welds

- A-1 and A-7.

The final quality assurance engineer's review of the preceding KEI-1
weld data records had not been performed as of June 29, 1981.,

;

Therefore, the listed exceptions are unresolved pending the final
QA engineer's review and completion of appropriate dispositions*

(50-358/81-13- ).
The RIII inspector reviewed Kaiser Engineers, Inc., Quality Assurance5.
Construction Methods Instruction (QACMI) No. M-10, Revision 6 (dated
November 16, 1978), and Revision 7 (dated September 13, 1979). Both
revisions of QACHI M-10, entitled " Pressure Testing of Piping Systems,"
complied with ASME Code Section III, 1971 Edition, Article NB-6000.
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The RIII inspector reviewed the following hydrostatic test reports

| for the respective hydraulic lines (Table 5.2-3):

l

Table 5.2-3 Hydrostatic Test Results'

Test Pressure (psig),

' Actual
i Design Max. Actual 10-Min.

Line No. Max. Allow. Initial Holding Report No.'

1RR39AA 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-28
3/2/79
Retest 9/27/79

1RR39AB 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-27
3/1/79
Retest 9/27/79

:

1RR39AC
(Drawings 200 225 215 150 RR-53
241,244) 9/27/79

(Drawing 200 215 210 160 RR-26
247) 2/26/79

1RR39AD 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-25
3/5/79
Retest 9/27/79

1RR40AA 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-32
3/6/79
Retest 10/4/79

1RR40AB 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-31
3/14/79
Retest 10/4/79

1RR40AC 200 215 210 160 RR-30
| 3/2/79

Retest 10/4/79

1RR40AD 3000 3180 3010 3000 RR-29
3/5/79
Retest 10/4/79

The preceding hydrostatic pressure tests were performed by using the system
power unit to pressurize the lines through the actuators, as described in
General Electric File No. VPF 3300-111-1 (Rucker Control Technical Manual
No. TM 81999, paragraphs 5.7.3.1 through 5.7.3.9). Therefore, the actuators
as well as the lines (pipes, fittings, valves, etc.) were subjected to the

'
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The hydrostatic test reports indicated thnt the tests h:dtest pressures.
been performed it 4rcordance with QACMI No. M-10, Revision 6 and Revision 7,
according to the effective dates.

5.2.3.7 Field Observations

On June 29 and 30, 1981, the RIII inspector visually inspected both of the
hydraulic actuators and all of the attached lines (from the actuators to
the penetrations leading out of the drywell). The inspector identified no
unacceptable weld indications in any of the welds connecting the actuator,

The inspector noted that all of the welds were socketflange, or piping.
The general piping installation, routing, material identification,welds. Theand welds were as specified on the respective isometric drawings.

hydraulic system drain lines connected to the actuators for both of the
recirculation flow control valves were installed in accordance with FDDR;

|
No. KN-1-299 dated December 18, 1978.

|

5.2.4 Findings'and C6nclusions

The investigation revealed that the design pressure rating of three hydraulic
lines connected to the recirculation flow control valve actuators had been

,

'

changed from 6000 psig to 3000 psig, and the design pressure rating of the
-

|
drain line had been changed from 3000 to 150 psig. These design changes are
considered acceptable by NRC and the licensee.

An adaptor to a drain line on a hydraulic actuator to a recirculation flow
control valve (not the valve itself) was broken, and a site control documentThe cause of the broken adaptor
was written that identified this condition.
was not documented and could not be determined. The ites was modified to
be less prone to damage.

The material used in the connections to the actuator was as specified on the
installation drawings. The hydraulic systems were satisfactorily pressure
tested.

The concern identified by the allegation, though not known previously by
the NRC, had been adequately addressed by the licensee.

5.2.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.3 Cloaned Drains
,

|
' 5.3.1 Allegation

"A radioactive waste drain is clogged with concrete which carelessly was
poured into the drain."

5.3.2 Background Information

Plant procedures require drains to be flushed with water prior to plant
operation to confirm that the drains are clear of all restricting debris.

.
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The redwasta floor drains will not handle cny radicactiva liquid until such
material is generated following the start of plant operations.

The terms "radwaste drains" and " radioactive waste drains," as used by
interviewed individuals, are synonymous terms for these floor drains, which
normally drain small amounts of radioactive water that can leak from such
sources as valve packings. The drains are designed to carry potentially
radioactively contaminated water to the waste treatment facility.

5.3.3 Investination

5.3.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated
that, while concrete finishing work was under way in the radioactive
waste disposal area, he suggested to Kaiser construction personnel that a

| pipefitter be assigned to the concrete finishing crew to assure concrete
' did not enter and clog the floor drains. However, they disagreed with

this suggestion and, instead, directed the floor drains be covered with
duct tape to prevent concrete from entering and clogging the drains.
Individual A stated that concrete did enter the lines and clog the radio-
active waste drains.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement ;;;.. Z ; _.
however, he requested that the statement not be.t - -n__ :_,___..z__.

attached to this report.

|
5.3.3.2 Interview of Individual B

Individual B stated that he worked as a pipefitter during 1976-1977, and
worked with the drain flushing crew for the radwaste system. Individual B
stated that during this period he observed floor drains in the sytten that
were clogged with concrete, which he and others unsuccessfully tried to
remove.

5.3.3.3 Interview of Test Coordinator and Startup Entineer

Telephone interviews were conducted by the Senior R'esident Inspector on
February 12, 1981 with the Test Coordinator, who was responsible for the
radwaste building drain flushing activities, and on February 13, 1981 with

Boththe Startup Engineer, who was responsible for drain system flushes.
individuals indicated that some drains were found to be plugged with
unspecified debris. In all of those cases, the drains were cleared and
flow was verified.

5.3.3.4 Record Review and Onsite Observation

The Senior Resident Inspector reviewed CG&E Flushing Procedure No. DR,
Rev. O, for the drain system, approved on September 23, 1977. The purpose
of this procedure was stated as follows: "This document details the pro-
cedure for cleaning the liquid radwaste floor drain and equipment drain
piping to the various plant sumps and drain tanks. The floor drain and

'
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equipment drain piping shall be flushed until they flow freely and all
large particulate matter is removed."

Appendices to the Flushing Procedure indicated that 152 of a total of 169
of the potential radioactive waste drains related to the radwaste building
floor drain tank, the floor drain sludge tank, the radwaste floor drain
sump, the floor drain collector tank, and the chemical waste tank had been
flushed and verified in accordance with the procedure. The appendices indi-
cated that the verifications had been made in 1979. The licensee stated
that the flushing activities were continuing.

The Senior Resident Inspector made visual inspections of all of the
accessible radwaste drain ports identified on Sargent & Lundy drawings A-533
Rev. F, A-534 Rev. F, and A-515 Rev. N. These drawings identified the drains
in the radwaste building (elevations 496 ft, 527 ft, 513 ft,' and 511 ft) and
in the auxiliary building (elevations 567 ft 5 in., and 547 ft). None of

-

the observed drain ports were visibly plugged. The following floor drains
were covered with tape at the time of the inspection an'd were therefore not
inspected:

1. Radwaste Building--elevation 527 ft'

a. Drain Y-20
b. Drain Y-17

2. Auxiliary Building--elevation 567 ft

a. Drain L-26
b. Drain G-26 (elevation 562 f t 51/4 in.)
c. Drain G-22
d. Drain G-20

Drain G/H-20 (elevation 562 ft 6 3/4 in.)e.
f. Drain H-22 (elevation 562 ft 7 5/8 in.)
3 Drain H/J-24
h. Drain G/H-22

i

5.3.4 Findings and Conclusions

Neither the flushing records, the personnel interviews, nor the Resident .

Inspector's observations confirmed or denied that drains had been clogged
with concrete. NRC interviews with site personnel indicated that some
drains had been clogged with unspecified debris. However, the investigation
confirmed that 152 out of a total of 169 of the potential radioactive waste
drains were cleared of all restricting debris. The li drains that remain to
be flushed are identified in the same controlled flunding procedure as the
152 that have already been flushed. RIII will determine the status of the
remaining 17 drains prior to authorizing for plant operation (50-358/81-13- ).

5.3.5 Itess of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

'
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5.4 Weak Valve Materials

5.4.1 Allegation

"A residue heat valve broke when a pipefitter bumped into it, raising new
questions about the quality of metal used for valves."

An interview with the individual originating this allegation revealed that
the " residue head valves" or " residue heat valves" were not the components

The components involved in both allegations 5.2 and 5.4 wereof concern.
the hydraulic actuators for recirculation flow control valves.

Allegation 5.4 is addressed in allegation 5.2 because the investigation
determined that both allegations were addressing the same component.

5.5 Weld Rod Control
,

5.5.1 A11eastion

" Sensitive parts on welding rods are possibly damaged through storage at
improper temperatures and possibly lost, through failure to follow proper
paperwork and labeling requirements."

This allegation addresees two weld rod concerns:

Weld rods were possibly absorbing moisture due to improperly controlled
! 3.

rod temperatures prior to consumption, which resulted in unacceptable
!

welds.
|

Weld rods were not controlled because the paperwork and labeling2. Therefore, welds
requirements were not being properly followed.
may have been made with incorrect weld rods.

5.5.2 Backaround Information

For pressure boundary (pipe) welds, the ASE Code, Section III-1971 Edition
Article NB-2440 states, " Suitable storage and handling of electrodes, flux

Precautions shall be takenand other welding materials shall be maintained.
to minimize absorption of moisture by fluxes and cored, fabricated and coated

i

I electrodes."

ASE Code, Section III-1971 Edition, Article NA-4460, states, " Measures shall
be established to provide work and examination instructions for handling,
storage, shipping and preservation of materials, parts, components, andWhen necessary for
appurtenances to prevent damage or deterioration.

particular products, special protective environments, such as inert ::asatmospheres, specific moisture content levels and temperatures, shall be
I

provided and their existence verified."
.

For structural welds, the AWS DI.1-1972 Code, Section 4.9.2, states, "All
electrodes having low-hydrogen coverings conforming to AWS AS.1 shall be
purchased in hermetically-sealed containers or shall be dried at least one
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Electrodes
hour at temperatures between 700*F and 800*F before being used.
shall be dried prior to use if the hermetically-sealed container shows

Immediately after removal from hermetically-sealedevidence of damage.
containers or from drying ovens, electrodes shall be stored in ovens

E70XX electrodes that are notheld at a temperature of at least 250'F.
used within four hours, E80XX within two hours, E90XX within one hour,
and E100XX and E110XX within one-half hour after removal from hermetically-
sealed containers or removal from a drying or storage oven shall be redried

Electrodes which have been wet shall not be used."before use.

The covering of low-hydrogen weld rods is hygroscopic (attracts moisture)Water
when not heated or otherwise protected from moisture-containing air.
contains hydrogen, so moisture absorption is undesirable.

<

If a low-hydrogen weld rod is allowed to cool below approximately 100 to
125*F and is not protected from normal atmosphere, it will begin to

The longer the rod is exposed, the more moisture willattract moisture.If a significant amount of moisture is absorbed, the resultingbe absorbed. Such porosity will beweld will contain porosity (gas pockets or voids).
evident in visual inspections of root or filler passes of weld metal, andIn practice, an experiencedwill be visible in radiographs of the weld.
welder will recognize that a rod has absorbed significant moisture by the
way the weld is progressing, and will return or discard the affected rods.

If a low-hydrogen weld rod has absorbed very slight amounts of moisture,
it will not have a significant effect on the resulting weld, its strength,,

| or anticipated service life.!

Kriser Procedure SPPM No. 3.3, Revision 6, dated June 25, 1979 which was| -

effective during September and October 1979, states the following:'

"6.4 The Weld Rod Clerk shall issue all filler material on a weight basis.
He shall record on the KEI Weld 2 form the weight of all bare rod and
covered electrodes issued.

"He shall also, record on the KEI Weld 2 form the heat number and/or
lot number for bare rods, consumable inserts and backing rings, and
the heat number and lot number for covered electrodes prior to use.

"7.3 The Weld Rod Clerk shall weigh all bare rod and covered electrodes
returned to Central Storage and record the weight on the KEI Weld 2

A new KEI Weld 2 form will be made out for each new issue ofform.
electrodes to and for each welder."

,

5.5.3 Investination
.

5.5.3.1 Interview with Individual A .

Individual A, who was previously interviewed by24, 1981, He stated that he hadOn February

representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. observed unaccounted for weld rods (weld rods without accompanying KEI-2
weld rod issue forms) and had seen weld rod warming ovens unplugged and
not being maintained at the proper temperature.

.
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Individual A also stated that during September and October 1979 a pipefitter
was not assigned to the weld rod issue point to account for weld rods during
the evening shift. He stated that weld rod and weld rod issue slips were
left out unattended for anyone to pick up and use.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement .^ ^__ _^ f g
.t: '' r--- >' ; '- E . __ _ _ __; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.5.3.2 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that Kaiser
required weld rod ovens be maintained at the proper temperatures at all
times. He said he could not state that every welder maintained his oven
at the.right temperature, but as a supervisor he assured his own men did.

He stated that weld rod issue forms (KEI-2) were occasionally lost and, in
those cases, it was a common practice for welders to get a blank issue form,
falsify it, and present it to the Kaiser Quality Control Inspectors in order

, for the weld to pass inspection. He said this was often done months after
the fact by Kaiser construction supervisors who falsified weld rod issue
forms to complete weld documentation packages. He indicated that, by doing
this, they did not have to cut out and rework welds. [ Note: Statements
alleging falsification have been forwarded to the NRC Office of Inspector
and Auditor for investigation.]

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written statement :''::^1_, __
^Lc ;;::-'4 i '^ - " ' 1, however, he requested the statement not be.

attached to this report.

5.5.3.3 Record Review and Inspection

The Resident Inspector reviewed the receipt documentation for E7018 (Iow
hydrogen) weld rode purchased on orders No. 34356, 35720, 37587, 39075,
39382, 39556, 39971, and 40318. The receipt documentation indicated that
the E7018 rod had been received in sealed moisture proof containers.|

The Resident Inspector also verified that low-hydrogen electrodes (rods)
that had not been issued to the field were clearly identified and stored
in a clean, limited access, and dry area. In addition, in the field issue
rooms (rod shacks), the low-hydrogen rods were either in sealed containers
or in holding ovens at temperatures above 250'F.

The licensee provides portable rod warmers to be used near the work
activities to maintain the weld rods in a dry condition until used. KEI
Welding Filler Materials Control Procedure No. SPPM 3.3, Revision 7,
paragraphs 3.5.4.2 and 3.5.4.3, respectively, state:

"When covered electrodes are femoved from a holding oven to be
issued to welders they shall be placed in a portable rod warmer.
Only one classification and heat or lot of electrodes shall be

.
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stored in each individual portable rod warmer. Each portable
rod warmer shall be uniquely marked for identification purposes
and shall be checked on a monthly basis to assure that each rod
warmer maintains a correct temperature between 175'F and 400*F.

"All covered electrodes exposed to ambient conditions for more
than four hours without coming in direct contact with water shall
Se returned to central storage for rebaking..."

The Resident Inspector reviewed the December 1980 record for the Daily
Temperature Check of holding ovens W50, W27, W38, W25, W39, W19, Wil,
and W26. The record indicates that oven W50 was 5'F under the specified
250*F on 3 of the 22 days checked; oven W25 was 5'F under the specified
250*F 1 of the 22 days; oven W39 was 15'F under the specified 250*F on
1 day out of 22; and oven W26 was 10*F under the specified 250*F on 1 day
out of 22. Although these instances violated the letter of the procedure,
the rods were still hot enough to ensure no moisture was absorbed. An
item of noncompliance was not issued because of the lack of significance
of this observation.

The Resident Inspector reviewed the record for the monthly check of
portable red ovens (warmers). The record indicated that the temperatures
of 209 warmers were checked on January 3,1981 and that all were within
the required range of 175' to 400*F.

The Resident Inspector also observed that unacceptable rod warmers in the
i field issue rooms were properly tagged to preclude their use and were '

segregated in a clearly marked area.

A review of reports of past NRC inspections disclosed instances when (1) weld
rod has been found lying outside containers or ovens, (2) portable ovens werei

not plugged in, (3) oven temperature indicators were not calibrated at the
specified frequency, (4) holding ovens containing different type rods, and'

These items(5) other control procedure requirements were not adhered to.
are documented in Inspection Reports No. 75-05, 76-07, 76-11, 77-02, 79-07,

;

79-15, 80-07, 80-14, and 80-19.

The portable rod warmers not being plugged in and holding ovens containing
different types of rods were not violations of the ASME or AWS Codes.

5.5.3.4 Physical Control of Weld Rods

The paperwork used to account for weld rod is the weld rod issue form. (KEI-2).
The weld rod issue form requires signatures from the welder, the welder's
foreman, and the weld rod issuer permitting the welder to obtain veld rods
for a specific weld from the rod shack (field storeroom).

The RIII inspectors reviewed KEI Daily Timecards (personnel time records)
for 21 different days, and some respective weld rod issue forms (KEI-2
forms), to determine if a weld rod clerk was assigned to the field and rod
shack during the second shift for September and October 1979. The timecards

*
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indicated that two individuals (K. Kern and G. Jones) had worked overtime
(af ter 4:00 p.m.) in the rod shack for 1 to 41/2 he on 20 of the 21 days |(1 hr for 10 days, 1.3 hr for 2 days, 2 hr for 3 days, 2.5 he for 2 days,
3.5 br for 2 days, and 4.5 hr for 1 day).

The following inconsistencies were identified between the timecards and the
weld rod issue forms:

On September 5,1979, only Kern was assigned to the rod shack for 1 br1. 200379 didduring the second shift, but the signature mark on weld form
not appear to resemble Kern's signature mark and there was no signature
mark for the rod clerk on weld form 200380.

2. On September 10, 1979, no one was assigned to the rod shack during the
second shift, but veld rod issue forms 200431 and 200432 had scribbled
marks indicating a rod clerk's signature.

11,14,18, and 28,1979, Kern was the only one assigned:
On September3. to the rod shack for 1 hr during the second shift, but the signature

200465, 200485, 200486, 200458, 185618, 185617, 185732, 185745,on forms
and 185733 appeared to be representations of Jones' initials.

t

4. On September 17 and October 18, 1979, only Jones was assigned to the
' rod shack for 1 br during the second shift, but the scribbled signa-;

ture on forms 200487, 185614, and 184744 appeared to be representations
of Kern's signature.-

only Kern was recerded as being assignedOn September 19 and 26, 1979,5. to the rod shack for 3 1/2 hr during the second shift, but the signature
on forms 185630, 185631, 185712, and 185713 appeared to be representations
of Jones' initials.
On October 3 and 5,1979, only Kern was recorded as being assigned tou. the rod shack for 2 hr during the second shift, but the signature on
forms 184690, 184662, 184661, and 184660 appeared to be a representa-
tion of Jones' initials.
On October 4, 1979, only Jones was recorded as being assigned to the7. rod shack for 1 hr 18 min during the second shift, but the scribbled
signature on forms 184710, 184711, and 184712 appeared to be a repre-
sentation of Kern's signature.

The welders identified on the above weld rod issue forms were pipefitters
and boilermakers working on the second shift during September and October

The RIII inspector noted that the alleger was one of the assigned1979.
pipefitters and boilermakers.

The issuance of weld rod was to be performed by the weld rod clerk as
described in H. J. Kaiser Procedure SPPM #3.3, Revision 6. This procedure

also specified requirements to control weld rod temperature and traceability
at the rod shack.

.
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The CG&E QA Manager informed RIII by telephone on August 13, 1981, that the
licensee's review of all timecards for the dates in question showed the
appropriate weld rod clerks were working on the days in question. He
indicated the NRC did not review all of the timecards. This is considered
to be an unresolved item and will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection
(358/81-13- ).

In addition, RIII inspectors on numerous occasions have observed weld rods
lying uncontrolled in the construction area.

$OW
The concerns regarding the physical control of weldamm identified during
the investigation of this allegation are addressed in the licensee's Quality
Confirmation Program.

5.5.4 Findings and Conclusions

Based on the findings of this investigation, there have been instances when
(1) weld rods have been stored at improper temperatures, (2) portable ovens
were not plugged in, (3) oven temperature indicators were not calibrated at-

the specified frequency, (4) weld rod issuance has not been controlled, and
(5) welds rods were observed lying uncontolled in the construction area.
The concerns identified by this and other allegations and by previous,

inspection findings collectively are viewed to be significant and have
potential safety importance. These concerns are being addressed by the
licensee in the Quality Confirmation Program.

|

| 5.5.5 Items of Noncompliance
' No new items of noncompliance were identified.

5.6 Argon Gas Exposure

5.6.1 Allegation

" Argon gas valves for flushing oxygen from pipes routinely are left open
by the day crew, causing the night crew to be overcome by gas, a problem
about which CG&E Safety Director Cummings expressed disinterest."

In an affidavit provided to GAP by a pipefitter (Individual A) formerly
employed at Zimmer, it was alleged that workers on the day shift routinely
crimped and wired argon gas hoses shut rather than closing the gas valves
at the source upon leaving work. The pipefitter stated that this practice

| resulted in argon gas leaking from the hoses and caused the workers on
the night shift to suffer from dizziness. The pipefitter further stated
he advised former Kaiser Safety Director Larry Cummings of his concerns
and that Cummings indicated he was not interested, because argon gas would
not hurt anyone.

On February 26, 1981 during a meeting between NRC Region III personnel,
a GAP representative, and Thomas Applegate, Applegate alleged that he re-

| ceived information from James Bedinghaus indicating that, in late fall or
early winter 1980, his son, John Bedinghaus, had been overcome by argon
gas while conducting fire watch rounds in the area of the containment vessel.I

|
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5.6.2 Background Information

Argon gas is a " shielding gas" used to purge or displace the oxygen inside [
pipes in certain welding procedures, to prevent the metal from oxidizingIt is also heavierArgon gas is colorless and odorless.during welding. This
than oxygen and therefore settles in low areas, displacing oxygen.
occurs in the same manner that water displaces air as it is poured into and

MAPP (which actually refers to a trade name) refers tofills a glass.
combustible gas used in welding, typically for heating and cutting variousIt is colorless butIt does not displace oxygen as argon gas does. Imetals.
it has an odor which can be described as " noticeably foul." MAPP gas is
generally not toxic, although significant concentrations may be ignited and
become explosive.

,

On February 6, 1981,NRC does not regulate the use of the subject gases.
the NRC Region III office telephoned the Cincinnati, Ohio, office of the
U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration'

During a conversation with OSHA representative John Phillips, it(OSHA).was determined that the allegation involved a matter over which OSHA has
An understanding was also reached that any actionprimary jurisdiction. A letter confirming

necessary to resolve this matter would be taken by OSHA.
this understanding, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 40, was forwarded

'

19, 1981.
by Region III to the Cincinnati OSHA office on February

By letter dated May 15, 1981, the Cincinnati OSHA office advised the NRC
Region III' office that an investigation of conditions in the containment4-5, 1981.i

suppression pool area had been conducted by OSHA on February
The letter stated OSHA addressed a previous complaint alleging leaks ofj

!
argon gas at Zimmer and concluded that an air contamination or oxygenA copy of this letter is includeddeficiency situation did not exist.
as Exhibit 41.

5.6.3 Investination

5.6.3.1 Interview with James Bedinghaus
He stated

On March 12, 1981, James Bedinghaus was interviewed by telephone.
that he was a second shift security supervisor employed by W&W Security atHe statedthe Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from February to November 1980.
that while on duty, sometime in October 1980, an incident occurred during
his shift in which Security Officer Gayle Spencer became ill due to inhala-

Spencer was assisted back to the guard house to recover fromtion,of gas. Bedinghaus learned from Spencer that
his illness and was later sent home.
Spencer was making his rounds in the area of the reactor vessel when heAnother worker in the areaapparently became ill from inhalation of gas.
(whose identity Bedinghaus does not know) advised Spencer there was an
argon gas leak where he was located and that he should leave the area imme-

Bedinghaus immediately reported this information to Kaiser Safetydiately.
Inspector Dan Parlier, who went to check the area where the incident had

Shortly afterwards (approximately 1/2 hour), Parlier contactedoccurred.
Bedinghaus and advised him there was a MAPP gas leak, rather than an argonBedinghaus indicated he was
gas leak, in the area where Spencer had been.
not aware of any argon gas incident involving his son John.
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On March 25, 1981, Bedinghaus provided a written statement 211: ^i , t- t's

p;; r " ; ...f..__..-_, a copy of which is included as Exhibit <ff.

5.6.3.2 Interview with John Bedinghaus

On March 12, 1981, John Bedinghaus was interviewd by telephone. He stated
that he was a security officer employed by W&W Security at the Zimmer Nuclear
Power Station from October 1980 to January 1981. He advised that while
employed at Zimmer he was never involved in any incident when he became ill
from or was overcome by argon or any other type of gas.

^'^On March 25, 1981, Bedinghaus provided a written statement ;t.____... .-

,r - ' E i-f -- t;;n, a copy of which is included as Exhibit egP.m

5.6.3.3 Interview with Daniel Parlier

On March 12, 1981, Daniel Parlier, Kaiser Assistant Safety Representative,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that to his knowledge there has never
been an incident where anyone was overcome by argon gas. He also stated he
did not believe such an incident occurred because being overcome by argon
gas would likely cause suffocation, an incident of which he would certainly
be aware.

Parlier acknowledged that he had discovered instances when craft workers
had crimped argon and MAPP gas hoses and had wired them closed rather than
shutting the gas off at the source. He indicated he considered this practice
a serious safety concern and whenever the practice was observed he immediately
brought it to the attention of the appropriate craft supervisor.

Parlier checked the Kaiser Safety Department's " Unusual Incident Reports"
for October 1980 to determine if a report of the incident involving Security
Officer Spencer had been prepared. He located a report describing the
incident in question and included the following information:

"On October 27, 1980, at 6:30 p.m. a Mapp gas leak located in the
j reactor suppression pool area at elevation levels 503' and 518' was
|

investigated by Daniel Parlier. Parlier reported that Security
Officer Gayle Spencer was in the reactor suppression pool at the time
of a mild Mapp gas leak. A reading taken with a M.A.S. [ intended as
an abbreviation for the manufacturer "Mine Safety Appliances") Explo-
simeter registered 0% on the upper and lower areas of the suppression

i pool. Spencer complained of a headache tad feeling tired. He was
advised by "First Aid" to see a physician if his condition worsened or!

Security Supervisor James Bedinghaus'was to send him to a doctor if he
became worse while still at work. Parlier took action to correct the
Happ gas leak by turning off the gas manifolds in the reactor building
and disconnecting the gas hoses from the manifolds."

A copy of this " Unusual Incident Report" is included as Exhibit 49.

In addition to the " Unusual Incident Report" prepared by Parlier, he sent
a note dated October 27, 1980, to his supervisor, Mike Hoyman. In the note

.
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;

(which was apparently a " cover note" for the incident report), Parlier
advised Hoyman of the incident and concluded that the incident was a result
of the craft workers "not disconnecting their gas hoses from the manifolds."
(Disconnecting the hoses from the manifold would have necessitated that the
gas be shut off at the manifold.) A copy of the " cover note" is included
as Exhibit 45.

:

During a subsequent telephone conversation on April 24, 1981, Parlier was
questioned regarding how he perceived former Kaiser Safety Supervisor
Cummings' attitude toward gas leak incidents at Zimmer. He stated it was
his opinion that Cummings was very conscientious regarding this problem and

',

it appeared to him Cummings considered gas leaks to be a serious safety
concern. Parlier also remarked he did not believe Cummings ever expressed
disinterest in gas leak problems or said they were unimportant.

5.6.3.4 Interview with Larry Cummings

On April 27, 1981, Larry Cummings was interviewd by telephone. He stated that
he held the position of Kaiser Safety Supervisor at the Zimmer Nuclear Power
Station for approximately two years until he left the site in May 1980. He
verified that he was aware of instances in which workers at Zimmer crimped
and wired argon gas hoses closed rather than shutting the argon gas valves
off at the source. Cummings remarked that these instances occurred "less
than frequently, but more often than they would like." He was unable to
specify approximately how many cases of argon hose crimping the Safety
Department had detected while he was at Zimmer.

Cummings denied expressing' disinterest in the argon hose crimping problem
and advised it was a topic of concern at many Safety Department meetings.
He stated that the crimping of argon hoses was a bad work practice; however,
it was one that was hard to pin down because it was extremely difficult to
catch the individuals responsible.

I Cummings said he felt Kaiser had an adequate safety system for preventing
serious argon gas problems and incidents at the site. He explained that
it was Kaiser's practice and policy to place mine safety lamps wherever
workers were located in low-lying areas, particularly the suppression pool
area. These lamps serve as warning devices in that they remain lit unless
a gas buildup reaches the lamps' air inlet and puts out the flame. When-

. ever a safety lamp goes out, it is an indication of gas in the area and a
| signal for the workers to immediately evacuate the area. Cummings stated

he knew of no instances when any workers were ever overcome by argon gas.

5.6.4 Findings and Conclusions

No evidence was obtained to show that the argon gas valves were routinely
left open, that persons on the night crew had been overcome by argon gas,
or that Safety Director Cummings expressed disinterest in the argon gas
problem.

Notwithstanding the above, it was determined that there had been instances
when craft workers had crimped argon gas hoses and wired them closed rather
than shutting the gas off at the source.
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This matter is under the jurisdication of the U.S. Department of Labor,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). An OSHA inspection
did not confirm a situation of air contamination or oxygen deficiency at

the time of their inspection.

5.6.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.7 Damaged Prefabricated Piping

5.7.1 Allegation

" Prefabricated piping received in 1977 has defective welds, but construc-
tion supervisors told crews not to repair them because the welds were made
offsite."

During an interview with 'Applegate and GAP representatives, this allegation
was clarified to be piping received July 3,1979, the subject of one of
Applegate's prior allegations.

5.7.2 Background Information

The following summarizes the initial investigation of this allegation as
documented in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09.

On June 29, 1979, Pullman Power Products of Williamsport, Pennsylvania,
also known as the M. W. Kellogg Company, shipped five prefabricated pipe
spool pieces by truck to the Zimmer site for installation in the main
steam relief (MSR) system, a safety-related system. The spool pieces were
received on July 3,1979, and nonconformance report E-1911 was written on
July 5, 1979, stating the spools had " rolled off the truck onto the ground."
The nonconformance report had the effect of placing the spool pieces in a
" hold" status in the Kaiser warehouse. The welds on the five spool pieces
were later radiographed. The radiographs displayed apparent rejectable weld
indications in welds on three of the five spool pieces. On September 18
through 28, 1979, despite the issuance of the nonconformance report, the
spool pieces were released to construction and installed. As documented

| in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09, the licensee was found to be
in noncompliance with NRC requirements for the release of the spool pieces
prior to establishing acceptability. During April and May 1980, the welds
on the spool pieces were examined ultrasonically and by magnetic particle
testing and found to be acceptable.

On April 8, 1980, the RIII inspector reviewed the radiographs on all five
spool pieces (IMS08BB12-6B, IMSO9BA12-1AH, IMS08BA12-58H, IMS11B12-7BH,
and IMS10!A12-1CH). The films (radiographs) were marked "For Information
Only" because an acceptable radiographic technique could not be established
because of the configurations and thicknesses of the spool pieces.

RIII personnel determined that radiography was not the correct nondestructive
examination (NDE) technique for the spool pieces. The geometrical configura-

;

tions and relatively large thicknesses of the spool pieces would prevent
i
!
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accurate displays of weld indications on the radiographs. A weld indication
shown on the radiograph could be caused by distortion. The ultrasonic and
magnetic particle tests ultimately performed on the installed spool pieces
were correct techniques.

5.7.3 Investigation

5.7.3.1 Interview with Individual A

On April 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by repre-
sentatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he had
provided information to GAP regarding this allegation, and he was referring
to five prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kellog that fell
off a truck during their delivery to the site. He stated that Peabody
Magnaflux (PM) radiographers examined the pieces and found defective welds
on some of them. He said construction personnel installed the spool pieces
in the plant, disregarding PM's finding on the welds.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement :tt:r';_.
t: tt: ; - ; din; -..:..__;: ..; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.7.3.2 Interview with David Hang

On February 24, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer, was
inte rviewed. He stated that in August 1979 Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding
Engineer, asked him to radiograph MSR spool pieces that had fallen off the
truck on delivery to the Zimmer site. Hang said the examination was to
determine if any of the welds on the pieces had cracked from the impact of
the fall. Hang indicated that three of the five spool pieces he examined
had what appeared to be unacceptable radiographic indications. He said he
reported this in the Report of Radiographic Examination submitted to Pallon
and also told Pallon that radiography was the wrong technique to use to
examine welds of this configuration. Hang said he advised Pallon that an
ultrasonic examination should be performed in this case. Hang also stated
the spool pieces were ultrasonically examined in April 1980 and the welds
were found to be acceptable.

On February 24 and April 23, 1981, Hang provided written sworn statements
i :t :: : 3 +n th,nr r a:-- -_.-...m., copies of which are included as

i Exhibit 46.

5.7.3.3 Record Reviews

On February 24, 1980, RIII Inspector Kavin Ward reviewed records that indi-
cated the five spool pieces were ultrasonically examined by Pullman Power
Products (Kellogg) in April and May 1980 and examined by magnetic particle
testing by Peabody Magnaflux in April 1980. The records showed that welds
on all five pieces were acceptable. The magnetic particle records indicated
that piece 1-MS-11B-12-7BH, weld No. V, had a linear indication approximately
1/4-in. long, which was ground, retested, and found acceptable.

|
1

|
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The RIII insp,ector determined that the ultrascaic and magnetic particle tests
were valid examinations for the spool piece welds.

!

5.7.3.4 Field Observations

On February 24, 1981, RIII Inspector Kavin Ward made visual examinations
.

of all of the welds on the five spool pieces and identified no unacceptable
indications. The spool pieces had been installed in the main steam relief
system prior to the time of the visual examinations.

5.7.4 Findings and Conclusions
AtThe subject of this allegation was investigated by NRC in early 1980.

that time radiographs displayed apparent rejectable weld indications in
welds on three of five spool pieces. One item of noncompliance was cited
in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09 for releasing and installing
the spool pieces before determining their acceptability. Subsequently,
the licensee and RIII independently determined that ultrasonic testing,
rather than radiography, was the correct nondestructive testing technique
for examining welds of that geometry and thickness. The welds were
examined by ultrasonic and magnetic particle testing and determined to
be acceptable.

5.7.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.

5.8 Prefabricated Pipe Welds

5.8.1 Allegatieni

"At least three sources contacted by [ Thomas] Applegate confirmed that an
estimated 20% of the plant prefabricated welds are defective."

During an interview with Thomas Applegate and a GAP representative
(Thomas Devine), Applegate stated that this information came from either
Individual A, Individual B, Allen Sellars, Steve Sellars, or David Hang
(no specific source was named). Also, Steve Binaing, David Binning and

The nameJames Tyner were named as having additional information.
Steve Sellars is in error, as no such individual was employed at Zimmer.
It appears that this was a reference to Steve Binning.

5.8.2 Background Information

Radiography is similar to a medical X-ray procedure, with the exception that
a small but intensely radio' active material (source) is utilized to produce the

The radiographic film that is produced is like an X-ray and can beradiation.
a permanent record. Nuclear welding codes often specify radiographic testing
(RT) as a required examination. In many cases, the weld root pass (bottom
portion of the weld, or first welding pass) is radiographed for information,
and to determine if the root is acceptable. The completed weld is radiographed

Nuclear welding codes contain detailed standardsfor formal code acceptance.

'
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for radiography, including extent of exposure and clarity of the resulting
radiographic film.

A radiograph is interpreted (read) by an interpreter. Radiographic interper-
ters are assigned levels of authority and responsibility based on examination
and length of experience, with a Level III radiographer being the highest level.

The reader sheetWhen a radiograph is read, a " reader sheet" is filled out.
identifies the weld, date of radiography, radiographic technique, interpreter,The readerareas of the veld included, and the conclusions of the interpreter.
sheet is normally filed with the radiographs it represents.

Many types of defects or discontinuities can be detected through radiography,
including incomplete fusion, cracks, pososity, slag, oxidation, undercut, and

The welding Code applied indicates the requirements for weldother defects.
acceptability, and defects may be acceptable as provided in the relevant Code.
Many interpretations are highly subjective, and it is possible for interpreters

Into disagree on the acceptability or rejectability of an observed defect.
some cases, additional radiography may be performed to provide additional in-
formation. As long as the pipe is not inaccessible, subsequent radiography
is normally not difficult or too time-consuming.

In practice, the most common occurrence is that a section of a weld, rather
than the whole weld, will include rejectable defects. The section of the
weld containing the defects is then removed through grinding, re-welded, and
re-radiographed. If the repair radiograph is acceptable, the entire weld can
be accepted.

Pipe, spool pieces, and piping formations are purchased from various vendors.
These items contain welds, and vendors are required to perform nondestructive

-

ASMEexamination of these welds according to applicable codes and standards.
Section III standards require 100% nondestructive examination for safety-related
welds. When radiography is required, radiographs are provided to the utility
pu: chasing the item for review and permanent filing.

5.8.3 Investigation

5.8.3.1 Interview with Ind'vidual A

I On April 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he was a pipefitter
assigned to assist employees of Peabody Magnaflux (PM), the firm responsible !

for radiographic examination of pipe welds onsite. He said that in his opinion
20% of the prefabricated pipe welds manufactured by Kellogg were defective.
He indicated that he based his opinion on a statement made by PM personnel that
they had observed defective welds on prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured
by Kellogg on four occasions when they examined Kaiser welds in the residual

He conjectured that the defective welds were notheat removal (RHR) system.
found by Kellogg because he understood it was Kellogg's practice to radiograph

'

10% versus 100% of their welds. He said PM radiographers Allen Sellars and
David Binning reported this to CG&E personnel, who allegedly told them not
to examine the welds because they were vendor supplied,

t

1
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Individual A stated an incident involving prefabricated piping occurred in
August 1979 when PM was asked to radiograph welds on sections of main steam
relief (MSR) spool pieces (addressed in Allegation 5.7) that had fallen off
a truck on delivery to the site. He said that, while examining the spool
pieces, FM personnel found 5 of 20 welds examined to be defective. He said
CG&E overruled PM's findings on this examination, but PM retaiaed copies of
their reports and could provide investigators with further information
regarding this matter.

Individual A also stated he had a discussion with Robert Marshall, Kaiser
Construction Superintendent, during which he told Marshall that 20% of the
prefabricated welds in the plant were bad. He said Marshall agreed with the
statement.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement ''- ''

r . _ 2 1. . . . .. Iv . ..- - . _-; however, he requested the statement not besv eus -

attached to this report.

5.8.3.2 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated that, during a
telephone conversation he had with GAP representatives, he responded in the
affirmative when asked if 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds in the plant
were defective. He said he had heard from Individual A that 20% of the pre-
fabricated pipe welds were defective.

Individual B said he had no specific information regarding this allegation
because he was not involved in the fabrication of large bore pipes of the
type manufactured by Kellogg, and was not in a position to provide information
about defective welds on these pipes. He said that to quote him as generally
confirming that 20% of the prefabricated welds in the plant are defective was
a misquote. He said he merely confirmed a rumor that the pipe welds in
question were defective.

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement _ _ _ _-' *
' ~ -- ''- " ' ' however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.8.3.3 Interview with James Tyner
~

On April 16,1981,(JamesEyner] former Kaiser Pipefitter Superintendent , was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he was contacted by a GAP representative who
asked him if he was aware that 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds were
defective and that Robert Marshall had concurred with this statement. He said
he responded to the GAP representative that he could not support that statement
and said the prefabricated welds would have to be radiographed and the results
evaluated before he could make such a determination. Gynes|said the pipe welds
in the plant are good, and attributed this to Kaiser's Welder Qualification
Program which identified unqualified welders and prohibited them from working

|
i on safety-related welds.

~
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|{ynej recalled that on one occasion PM radiographers examined a Kaiser field
. weld and found a defect (porosity) in the adjacent Kellogg weld. He said this

piping was part of the class D portion of the closed cooling water system and
was not safety-related piping. He indicated that the radiographers may have
applied safety-related standards to a nonsafety-related pipe and therefore
found rejectable defects in the welds. Tyner stated this was not indicative
of 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds being defective.

|
5.8.3.4 Interview with Robert Marshall

On April 16, 1981, Robert Marshall, Kaiser Construction Superintendent, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated that he never commented to Individual A that
20% of the prefabricated welds in the plant were defective. He did recall
a conversation in which he commented to Individual A that the workers

! Individual A was supervising were having a high weld rejection rate on pipe
l support hangers on which they were working. He said he never mentioned that
|

a percentage of the prefabricated piping was defective and he was not aware
of any defects in these pipes. Marshall stated that Anthony Pallon, Kaiser

'

Welding Engineer, had not reported any problems with the acceptability of
Kellogg welds and a nonconformance report was never written on this subject.

Marshall recalled that in August 1979 PM radiographed some Kellogg prefabricated
i spool pieces that had fallen off a truck. He said PM reported some of the welds

were defective. The radiographs were subsequently reexamined by Kaiser's Level
III Radiographer, Rex Baker, and NRC Inspector Kavin Ward. He said Baker and,

| Ward determined that the geometry of the welds was such that it distorted the

| view of the weld and rendered the radiographic examination invalid due to the
l use of an improper technique.

5.8.3.5 Interview with David Hana

On February 24 and April 23, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated PM was responsible for conducting radio-
graphic examinations of field welds for Kaiser at Zimmer and did not routinely
radiograph welds on prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg.
He stated 20% of the prefabricated Kellogg welds onsite were not defective.
He said on occasion, when Kaiser velders cut.into a Kellogg weld or if a Kaiser
weld overlapped a Kellogg weld, PM would examine and find defects in the
Kellogg weld. In each instance, these defects were reported to Kaiser on
the radiographic examination report and forwarded to Anthony Pallon for
corrective action.

Mang stated that in August 1979 Pallon asked him to radiograph a group of MSR
| spool pieces that had fallen off of a truck on delivery to the site. The

examination was to determine if any of the welds had cracked from the impact'

of the fall. Hang indicated he disagreed with Pallon on this and told him
radiography was the wrong examination technique. He said the spool pieces were
Schedule 844 pipe (3-1/2-in wall thickness) with welds 1-1/2-in. wide, which
would require ultrasonic examination to determine if any welds were defective.
When examining these spool pieces, they would be radiographing at an angle
through laminations in the steel, which would prevent them from seeing some
defects and would exaggerate others. Hang said he examined the spool pieces

1 .
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for "information only" purposes and reported his findings to Pallon. Hang
said he found five of the twenty welds were unacceptable based on the radio-
graphs; however, the spool pieces were later ultrasonically examined and
found acceptable. He indicated that ultrasonic examination was the proper
technique to examine the spool pieces and is the valid examination.

24, 1981, David Hang provided a written sworn statement n'-" ' ;On April
e " ,.___ S ; " ^ " '- , a copy of which included as Exhibit d .

5.8.3.6 Interview with Steven Binning

On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning, PM Level II Radiographer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that, while assigned to the Zimmer site, he was responsible
for performing radiographic examinations of pipe welds fabricated by Kaiser
welders onsite. He said he did not routinely radiograph prefabricated spool

- pieces manufactured by Kellogg since these were previously examined by Kellogg
prior to delivery. He said he had no basis to judge if 20% of the welds on
prefabricated spoolipieces were defective.

He did recall one occasion when David Hang examined Kellogg spool pieces that
had fallen off a truck. Hang initially found defective welds but he later
determined that the radiographic technique distorted the view of the weld and
the technique used was therefore unacceptable.

On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning provided a written sworn statement _ _-'' n
_

my 4 ., r m o : ^ , a copy of which is included as Exhibit d ..m

5.8.3.7 Interview with David Binning

On January 19 and April'15, 1981, David Binning, PM Level I Radiographer, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated PM did not routinely examine welds on prefabri-
cated spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg. He recalled that, on one occasion,
David Hang examined some Kellogg spool pieces that had fallen off a truck na
delivery to the site. He stated that Hang, while apparently taking "infor-
mation shots" of the welds, found defective welds in his initial examination.

After a further examination of the film, Hang had determined the geometric
configuration of the radiograph was wrong and the examination was invalid.
Binning said that, to the best of his knowledge, he never heard PM employces
mention that 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds in the plant were defective.

5.8.3.8 Interview with Allen Sellars '

On April 15,19P1, Allen Sellars, PM Level II. Radiographer, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated PM was primarily responsible for the nondestructive ,
examination of welds fabricated by Kaiser personnel onsite. He said that
he occasionally examined pipe field welds that junctured with prefabricated
pipe manufactured by Kellogg and had observed defects in the adjoining Kellogg
welds. He said he noted this on the Report of Radiographic Examination
which would then be submitted to Anthony Pallon, who would review the film
and assure rejectable defects were corrected. Sellars indicated he was aware
that, when one examines one weld and another juncturing weld, frequently the
geometry of the juncturing weld causes defects to appear on the film, which
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+

are ectually distortions of the weld. He stated that when he identified
defects in Kellogg welds he would be asked to reexamine them after the 3

,

defects had been corrected by Kaiser. Sellars stated he was not being over-
ridden by Kaiser for his identification of defects in either Kaiser field ^

welds or Kellogg welds. He said the defects he identified in overlapping
;
' Kellogg welds were so few that it would be, incorrect to say 20% of the pre-

fabricated welds in the plant were defective. Sellars said Kellogg examined
all of the prefabricated spool pieces prior to their delivery to the site

| and that it was Kellogg's responsibility, not that of PM, to examine these
welds.

"

Sellars recalled an incident in August 1979 when Anthony Pallon asked
David Hang to radiograph some Kellogg spool pieces that had fallen off the
truck on delivery to the site. Sellars said Hang attempted to radiograph
the spool pieces in question, but the fils quality was poor and the technique
was wrong, which caused exaggerated flaws in the radiographs of the spool
pieces. When Sellars and Hang initially told Pallon about this, Pallon, 1

! requested they continue the examination anyway. Sellars stated the spool
i pieces were later ultrasonically examined and found to be acceptable.

He indicated that ultrasonic examination was the proper technique to use
when examining welds in this configuration. Sellars said the ultrasonic

j examination did not detect any defects in the spool pieces.
1 On April 15, 1981, Allen Sellars provided a written sworn statement seeemanas,

a copy of which is included as Exhibit dbl.. -t- -- - " - - '-

5.8.3.9 Interview with Wayne Draffon ,

y

Q February 19, 1981, Wayne Draffon, PM Level III Radiographer, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from January to
August 1980 and during this period supervised PM radiographers onsite.
Draffon stated that on occasion Kaiser requested PM to examine Kellogg pre-

"nfabricated pipe welds. He recalled discussing with the radiographers one
incident that occurred prior to his arrival onsite when PM was asked to -

radiograph some Yellogg spool pieces that had fallen off a truck. The ,
'

radiographers informed him that, when Kaiser personnel requested the exam-
ination, they knew radiography was the wrong technique to use. He said
they told him the geometric configuration of the welds was such that radio-

"
e

graphy would distort the view of the weld. Draffon indicated that he later
,

| reviewed these films during an NRC investigation and concluded the geometry
was such that radiography distorted the view of the welds. He stated the 3

spool pieces in question were later ultrasonically examined and found to be s

*

acceptable.j

,

j Draffon indicated the PM radiographers had told him that, while examining -

Kaiser field welds, they occasionally noticed a defect in a Kellogg weld
that overlapped a Kaiser weld. He said the defects would be noted on the s ,

examination report and forwarded to Kaiser. Draffon cautioned that when ~ ,

welds overlap or come to a juncture one had to be careful the geometry of -
,

the situation did not distort the view of a weld. Draffon said be knew of
no reason why any PM employee would state that 20% of the prefabricated welds
onsite were defective. ;

i
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, 5.8.3.10 Record Reviews
~

Region III inspectors reviewed radiographs of the following field and shop
y welds in spool pieces in the residual heat removal (RHR) system (the system

,
y identified by Individual A as containing defective welds) to determine if-
-there were any unacceptable indications in the welds or adjacent material

(see Table 5.8-1).
>

Table 5.8-1 Welds in the RHR System
u ,

i

' Line Weld Diameter Line Weld Diameter
No. No. (in.) No. No. (in.)

ts
)

' Field Welds

IRH08BB10 RH174C 4 1RH08BB10 RH176 4
1RH08BB10 RH177 4 1RH08BB10 RH178 4.
IRH08BB10 RH179 4 1RH16C14 RH203 4
1RH13BB4 RH224 4 1RH13BB4 RH205 4

'1RH13BB4 RH226 4 1RH08BB10 RH174A 4
i 1RH36B6 RH116 6 1RH20B6 RH115 6

1RH08AA10 RH109 10 1RH06BB10 RH137 104

'

1RH07BB10 RH140 10 1RH07BB10 RH141 10
1RH07BB10 kH145 10 1RH36A6 RH123 6
1RH08BA10 RH105 10 1RH08CA10 RH104A 10

*' 1RH08BA10 RH104 10 1RH07BA10 RH76 10
1RH02B6 RH15 20 1RH02B2C0 RHISB 20
1RH02BC20 RH16 20 1RH02BC20 RH16A 20

i 1RH02BC20 RH16B 20 1RH02BC20 RH16C 20
*1RH02BC20 RH14 20 1RH02BA20 RHS 16

j 1RH02BA20 RH8 20 1RH02BA20 RH6 20
1RH02AA20 RH1 20 1RH02AA20 RH2 20i

1RH02AA20 RH3 20 1RH02BA20 RH4 20
1RH02BA20 RH9 20 1RH02AC20 RH10 20'

1RH02AC20 RH11 20 1RH0AC20 RH11A 20
.sIRH02AC20 kH12 20 1RH01DA16 RH37 16

-1RH02BA13 i RH39 16 1RH01C18 RH44 18,

1R201C18 RH43 18 1hM01C18 RH41 18
1RH02BC20 RH17 20 1RH02AB20 RH18 20
1RH02AB20 RH19 28 1RH02AB20 RH19A 20
1RH02BB20 RH2O 20 1RH02BA20 RH40 16
1RH01C18 RH261 18 1RH01C18 RH262 18

Shop Welds
,

-

1RH01DB16-25 4 16 1RH01DB16-2'4 3 16
1RH02BA20-6 A 20 1RH02BA20-3 A 20'

1RH02AC20-10 A 20 1RH02AB20-17 A 20t

h._1RH01C18-31 A 18 1RH01C18-31 A 18
c

s.
* *

' ' ' '
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;

The RIII inspector reviewed approximately five radiographs for each of the
62 welds. No unacceptable indications were identified in either the welds

; or the adjacent material.

5 In addition to the welds in Table 5.8-1, the inspectors reviewed radiographs
of 206 prefabricated pipe (shop) welds (700 radiographs) for acceptable

| radiographic testing (RT) technique, weld quality, and documentation (see'

|
Appendix B).

Radiographs of the welds were reviewed per ASME Section III, 1971 Edition,I

.

with Winter 1972 Addenda, and M. W. Kellogg Co. Procedures ES-414, ES-415,
and ES-416. No unacceptable radiographic technique deficiencies were'

identified in 517 of the radiographs and no unacceptable indications were
identified in the respective welds. However, 183 of the radiographs were
made without required shims under the penetrameters. An additional four,

i

radiographs were made with insufficient shims under the penetrameter.

! ASME Section III, 1971 Edition, with Winter 1972 Addenda, Appendix IX,
; paragraph IX-3334.4, states, "The shim thickness shall be selected so that
|

the total thickness being radiographed under the penetrameter is the same
as the total weld thickness...."

M. W. Kellogg Co. (pipe manufacturer and agency performing the radiography)
Radiographic Procedure No. ES-414, dated September 16, 1972, paragraph 4.1.S,

i states, "Wherever required, shims shall be used to prcduce a total thickness
under the penetrameter equal to the nominal thickness of the base metal plus

; the height of the crown or reinforcement. Shims shall be of a radiographically
,

; similar material to the weld metal."
.

The insufficient shinusing of the penetraneter in radiographs of the noted welds
| is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XI, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA
! Manual, Section 11.2 (50-358/81-13-13).
I

l All of the radiographs in which the penetrameters were insufficiently shimmed
were previously accepted by the fabricator (M. W. Kellogg), the Authorized
Nuclear Inspector (Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance Company) at the fabri-

~

cator's shop, the site radiographer (Nuclear Energy Services), and the
licensee at the site. (Special identification of the 206 welds for which
radiographs were examined is included as Exhibit 50.)

A penetrameter is a device used to determine the image quality of a radio-
graph, usually a thin strip of metal of a thickness specified as some
percentage of thickness of the material being radiographed. Placed on
the part being radiographed, it is normally required that it be of material
radiographically similar to that of the item being inspected. Various
sized holes, multiples of the penetrameter thickness, are on the strip.
The ability of the radiograph to show some definate sized hole establishes
its quality. The essential hole of the penetrameter is used to determine
if the radiograph has been sufficiently exposed to show weld indications
that are in noncomformance with the ASME Section III Code. Sufficient
shimming of the penetrameter is necessary to assure that the total thickness

!

i
,
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i under the penetrameter is the same as the total weld thickness, thus estab-'

lishing a valid reference for identifying weld indications. An insufficiently
shimmed penetrameter will give false assurance that the weld had received
sufficient exposure to reveal any unacceptable indications in the portion
of the weld that is thicker than the metal under the penetrameter.

The licensee disagreed with the NRC interpretation of Paragraph IX-3334.4
of the ASME Code, Section III-1971, regarding the use of shims under the

i

penetrameter. This matter was discussed in a meeting on April 30, 1981,4

between representatives of RIII, RIV, the State of Ohio, the National
Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, and the licensee and his
consultants. The meeting is documented in IE Inspection Report No.

; 50-358/81-16. The representatives from the State of Ohio and the National
i

Board concurred with the NRC's position.
4

A program that may demonstrate the adequacy of the radiographs in question
is being implemented by CG&E and is included in the Quality Confirmation
Program. This program is described in Section 11.

5.8.3.11 Verification

Region III inspectors also verified that the following welds matched the
respective radiographs by comparing a sketch (onionskin) made by the RIII
inspectors, of the welds depicted in the respective radiographs for the
following welds: , ,

Pipeline No. Weld No.'

1FC36CA621 B

1MS20B3169 A

!
IFC02AB818 B

- IMS20B3169 D
1FC39CA621 C

IFCO2AB818 A

5.8.4 Findings and Conclusions

Interviews with the individuals identified by the alleger did not provide
specific information of any defective weld. Therefore, the RIII inspector
examined more than 700 radiographs to determine the acceptablility of the .
welds. No unacceptable welds were identified; however, 187 radiographs could
not be interpreted because of an unacceptable radiographic technique. To
provide further assurance that both prefabricated and field welds are satis-
factory, the quality of the welds and the radiographic technique have been
addressed in the Quality Confirmation Program.

'
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5.8.5 Items of Noncompliance

One item of noncompliance was identified (failure to assure that radiography
test requirements for shimming the penetrameter had been satisfied).

5.9 Design Control

5.9.1 Allegation

" Engineering " designs" routinely are drawn af ter the fact to conform with
piping that already had been installed."

5.9.2 Background Information

Problems associated with the design and installation of large-bore piping
and pipe suspension systems were identified by the RIII inspection program
beginning in May 1978. Similar problems were identified for small-bore
piping and pipe suspension systems beginning in February 1980. Seventeen
inspections have covered these large-bore and small-bore pipe and piping
suspe asion systeas.

Problems related te installatican not leing in accordance with design
drawings were identified for large-bore piping and pipe suspension systems

!
in a,n August 1978 RIII inspection and for small-bore piping and pipe sus- ,

|
pens!.on systems in & February 1980 inspection. The resolution of these
problems is being fcllowed in the RIII inspection program.

5.9.3 Investigation

5.9.3.1 Interview with Individual A
i

On April 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
|

representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated
Kaiser construction personnel used " construction aids" rather than final'

design drawings when fabricating and installing pipe support hangers on
site. He stated that if a pipe support hanger or pipe piece was moved,
the construction aid was changed in the field without an engineer's
concurrence. He said there was no assurance that the pipe was in the
proper location or was installed as designed. He characterized this as
designing pipe hanger and support systems "after the fact" because the

,

|
construction aids were used as the final drawing after installation.

| Individual A said the systems were not installed to follow drawings approved
;

| by an engineer, but rather the pipe support system was installed by construc-
| tion and the engineer took the construction aid and made it into the final
| drawing for the system. He said this occurred because Sargent & Lundy (S&L),
I the architect-engineer, did not have enough engineers assigned to the site

to draw and approve design changes on the pipe support system or to provide
accurate and updated design drawings for the craft personnel to use when
installing the systems.
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On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement - n ....._

- --- however, he requested the statement not be'- ' ' '- '

attached to this report.

InterviewwithbmesTyner5.9.3.2

On April 16, 1981, James yner former Kaiser Pipefitter Superintenden
was interviewed by C. He stated his concern about Kaiser's practicm f

installing pipe supports from " construction aids" or " field sketches" rather
than from approved design drawings. He said construction was far ahead of
schedule and the designers were behind in this area. He stated that pipe
supports as drawn on the construction aid occasionally did not fit in the
location they were designed for and were moved arbitrarily and noted in
red on the construction aid. This change was then trans osed to the final -

drawing without an engineer's evaluation of the change. Tyner indicated
that this resulted from poor initial design on the construction aid itself.

hn also said that, in'his opinion, the licensee did not have qualified
engineers or engineering support staff on site to properly draw the con-
struction aids to match actual conditions in the plant. .

5.9.3.3 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individoal B, who was previously irterviewed by
representatives of GAP, was intervi wed by NRC. Individual B stated that
he was provided with a field construction drawing or constructica plan
when installing systems in the plant. The system would be installed and
the engineering staff would be shown where construction personnel had made

He characterizedchanges or alterations in the installatioa of the system.
this as construction designing the systems while they were being installed,
rather than designing the system by engineers. Individual B indicated that
in 1977 Kaiser Quality Control Inspectors contracted from Butler Services,
Inc., saw this practice and directed that it be stopped because it was
contrary to Quality Control Procedures.

On April 14, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement seeeeeeer
:-r--o w . however, he requested the statement not ben_

attached to this report.

5.9.3.4 Review of Previous NRC Inspections
|

NRC has previously identified problems with the installation of pipe hangers
and the related quality assurance inspection program. These problems were
documented and notices of violation were issued in Region III Inspection

| Reports No. 78-10, 78-18, 78-22, 78-27, 78-32, 79-03, 79-10, 79-11, 79-22,
79-37, 80-05, 80-13, 80-16, 80-22, 80-25, 81-04, and 81-17.

RIII inspection of large bore piping and pipe suspension system design1.
and installation was initiated in May, 1978. By the latter part of
1978, RIII was aware that most of the existing installations were not
in accordance with the design, due to implementation of an inadequate
installation and QA/QC program. The situation was further compounded

'
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i

by the updating of GE design criteria that invalidated the previous
engineering design and calculations. Since then, the licensee has
determined that all installations are considered preliminary and that

; final calculations will be performed prior to system test and acceptance.
4

| Because of this, RIII has not inspected large bore piping suspension
: system hardware since 1979. The findings relative to support installa-

tions not in accordance with design and inadequate design review remain
open.

2. RIII inspection of small bore process and instrumentation piping and
pipe suspension system design and installation was initiated in February,
1980. Problems relative to field design changes being made without S&L
approval are documented in Inspection Report 80-05. At present, the
design of small bore systems is contracted to Nuclear Power Services, Inc.
(NPS). RIII review of the NPS program and its implementation will be a,

'

part of future routine site inspections.
!

3. RIII inspections of small bore CRD piping and pipe suspension systems ,

|
i design and installation were perfcrmed in December,1980. The inspection
|

identified inadequacies in design and the QA/QC programs sad as a result
|

CG&E issued a Stop Vork Order. RIII followup inspection in June, 1931 ,

(Report No. 81-17) resolved most of the findings, however, the present
' RCI design control provisions relative to procedures; verificatica and,

approval remains open.

The corrective measures to resolve these problems have been and continue to
be closely monitored by Region III.

,

A

5.9.4 Findings and Conclusiens
'

There have been cases of both large- and small-bore piping and pipe suspension '

systems being installed without proper design control. Field installations
have been made that were not in accordance with approved design documents.
This problem was initially identified for large-bore piping systems during
a May 1978 RIII inspection. It was initially identified for small-bore
piping systems during an RIII inspection in February 1980, which was con-
ducted as a result of an allegation concerning small-bore piping problems
at another RIII facility.,

These problems have resulted in items of noncompliance, management meetings
with the licensee and licensee stop work orders, one of which was confirmed
in an Immediate Action Letter. Resolution of these problems is not complete
and is being followed in the RIII inspection program.

i

5.9.5 Items of Noncompliance
,i

! No new items of noncompliance were identified.

J

1
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5.10 Cable Tray Hangers and Loading

5.10.1 Allegation

" Shock-absorbing electrical tray hangers previously found unsatisfactory
are still unsafe due to faulty welds, and electrical cable trays remain
dangerously full."

5.10.2 Background Information

During an interview on February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate and a GAP
representative, Thomas Devine, indicated that Edwin Hofstadter was the

; source of this allegation.

| Hofstadter was employed by Husky Products, the Zimmer cable tray vendor,
between February 8,1973 and August 4,1978. He wrote a letter of com-
plaint that he sent to various parties on August 18, 1978. RIII personnel
contacted him by telephone on September 9,1978, and he was interviewed by

I RIII personnel on September 29, 1978. His allegations, relating to materials
and welding on estle' treys supplied to the Zimmer and Clinton sites, were

; investigated in detail by RIII, and the findings related to Zimmer are
documented in IE Investigation Report 50-358/78-21. The RIII investigation'

! resulted in ote item of noncompliance (a deficiency), but cable tray materials
and welding were considered acceptable.

During the 1978 RIII invettigation, Hefstadter sent a series of letters1

to the NRC (dated September 30, October 9, 19, 20, 31, December 15, 1978,'

and February 11, 1979) stating his concerns and expressing dissatisfaction
with NPC investigation findings. On February 2,1979, a public press con-
ference was held in Cincinnati wherein RIII personnel met with Hofstadter, ;

a lawyer representing Ralph Nader, and representatives of Citizens Against
A Radioactive Environment (CARE), an intervenor group, to discuss the NRC
investigation.

At RIII's request, a vendor inspection of Husky Products was performed by
Region IV personnel during February 12-15, 1979 (Report No. 99900356/79-01).
The inspection did not identify significant deficiencies (QA Manual lacked
description of duties or policy statement, weld procedure 107 lacked
welding parameters for metal under 1/4-in.).

On March 9, 1979, CARE sent a letter to various media representatives, taking
issue with the RIII finding of cable tray acceptability. Subsequently, the
Mississippi Valley Power Project (MVPP), another intervenor group, introduced
the acceptability of cable trays and cable tray loading as contentions in the
Zimmer licensing hearings. These contentions were accepted for litigation,
and extensive testimony by NRC, Husky Products, CG&E, Hofstadter, and MVPP
personnel is documented in the hearing transcripts.

A review of the Atomic Safety Licensing Board hearing transcripts indicated
that they did not reveal any significant information not included in the
RIII investigation report. The conclusion of cable tray acceptability has
not been altered.

'
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i

Hofstadter made no allegations concerning cable tray hanters, and these
were not supplied by Husky Products.

s

A report (50.55e) was submitted to NRC by the licensee concerning. cable
tray hanger welding deficiencies on July 17, 1978. A followup report was,

'

sent to the NRC on October 30, 1978. Review of the licensee's corrective-
|

actions was performed during an inspection conducted during March 21-23,;

; 1979. During that inspection, corrective action appeared to be acceptable,
but had not been completed.

; 5.10.3 Investination

5.10.3.1 Interview of Edwin Hofstadter

Edwin Hofstadter was contacted by telephone on July 31, 1981. He stated his
concerns dealt with cable tray (fittings) welding, and he had no knowledge
of cable tray hangers. He expressed concern regarding cable tray loading at
Zimmer.

5.10.3.2 Observations and Reviews Concerning Cable Tray Hanser Welds
'

u
' The following findings addrast the present review of the allegation as

expressed by GAP in their letter of December 10, 1980, to the Merit Systems|

Frctection Board concerning cable tray hanters and cable tray loading.

|- RIII inspectors made visual inspections of both vendor and field welds on '

the following Superstrut cable tray hangers in the cable spreading room and
blue switchgear room, and at an elevation of 473-ft in the auxiliary building.

'

|
The following data was noted for the c.able spreading room:

!

1. No. 14H11FEC145--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

' 2. No. 14H11FEC147--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
:

3. No. 4H2FEC193--no unacceptable weld discontinuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing

4. No. 15HIFEC160--no unacceptable weld discontinuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing

5. No. 70KFEC165 (cross brace member No. 23HV5FEC294)--welds had irregular
profile, porosity, and undercut

6. No. 15H2FEC175 (second horizontal member from the top)--weld had undercut

7. No. 14H11FEC146 (cross member)--an apparent vendor weld had undercut-

and slag

8. No. 16H1FEC156 (weld marked rejected)--weld had spatter and undercut

All of these welds were painted; therefore, the RIII inspector examined for
relatively large discontinuities only.

-
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The unacceptable welds identified on hangers 70HFEC165,15H2FEC175,i

14H11FEC146, and 16H1FEr D 6 were not controlled in any QA document. This
is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV, and the W. H. Zimmer

i,

QA Manual, Section 15 (358/81-13-09).

I The RIII inspectors reviewed approximately 180 construction inspection
| plans (CIPs) and inspection records for the hangers in the cable spreading
' room (elevation 536 ft in the north section of the auxiliary building). The

licensee stated that inspections documented on the CIPs also included vendor
welds, even though the records only reflected field welds. The vendor welds
were inspected because of repairs necessary to close the 10 CFR 50.55(e)

] report telephoned to NRC on July 17, 1978. The 10 CFR 50.55(e) report'

indicated that vendor welds on Superstrut cable tray hangers, which were
used only in the cable spreading room (PW Industries hangers are utilized

I elsewhere and appear acceptable), did not meet the visual inspection
i requirements of AWS D1.1-1972. The CIP records and the 10 CFR 50.55(e)

report indicate that all of the final field and vendor welds were reinspected'

after repairs were made to welds on more than half of the 141 hangers. These
were accepted by the licensee in December 1980 and January 1981.

No inspection records were available to indicate that in-procesa iitspections
of either the field or vendor welds were made to verify proper filler metal,

|
.

,

weld procedure, welder's qualifications, surface conditions, etc. , ssj
i required by the AWS D1.1-1972 Code, Section 6. Certificates had been -

i supplied by the vendor stating that the material met the purchase specifi-
~

|
cation requirements. The RIII inspector regaested the licensee to obtain

j the in process and field weld iuspection records for the hanger welds made
by the vendor (Superstrut). A letter dated hay 1, 1981, from Midland-Rossi

'

Corporation to CG&E was provided to the RIII inspector on June 1,1981.'

i The letter indicated that Superstrut had been acquired by the Midland-Ross
Corporation in January 1978, aad that no records could be located with i'

respect to in-process inspection of hangers supplied to Zimmer.;

| Discussions with pertinent QC management and inspection personnel revealed
that the welds documented on the above CIPs had been inspected after having-

been painted. The licensee stated that field visual examinations of tray
hanger welds were based on H. J. Kaiser Company Procedure No. SPPM 4.6,
Revision 8, dated August 29, 1980, paragraph 5.1.3, which states, " Surface
condition--joint surfaces to be examined shall be cleaned and free from slag,
rust, are burns, paint, dirt, or other contaminants that would interfere with
the examination." The licensee stated that paint (Galvanox) applied to the
hanger welds did not interfere with visual examination and, in some cases,
actually highlighted discontinuities.

AWS D1.1-1972 Code, Section 3.10.1, states, "... Welded joints shall not be
painted until after the work has been completed and accepted...." .

The apparent lack of in process and adequate final inspections of the
above field and vendor hanger welds is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion X, and the W. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 10.1.2 (358/81-13-10).

The RIII inspector requested the design acceptance criteria that was used
by QC to evaluate the undercut on hanger 15H2FEC175. The licensee provided

.
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:

S&L Specification H-2713, Supplement 7, Standard EB-117, and H. J. Kaiser
Procedure No. SPPM 4.6, Revision 8, paragraph 5.2.9, which allows up to

i, 1/16-in. undercut on the cable tray hanger welds. The 1/16-in. criterion
does not comply with AWS DI.1-1972, Section 3.6.4, which states, "For
buildings and tubular structures, undercut shall be no more than 0.01 inch
deep when its direction is transverse to primary tensile stress in the part
that is undercut, nor more than 1/32 inch for all other situations."

Further review of Procedure No. SPPM 4.6, paragraph 5.2, revealed other
noted exceptions to the AWS DI.1-1972 code. These exceptions included
fillet weld size and weld convexity. On March 5, 1981, S&L provided a'

documented investigation program of fillet weld size for P-W Industries
cable pan hangers, purchase order No. 7070-25102. This program was
performed by Gladstone Laboratory of Cincinnati to substantiate the.

design adequacy of the undersized fillet welds at the flare bevel joints;

of the cable pan hangers. The study was based on a sample of 95 welds
cut from P-W cable tray hangers. The 95 welds were sectioned and etched
to determine actual weld size and relative weld quality. Only one weld
was identified as rejectable due to a lack cf fusion. Although this study

i may justify that the weld size was adequate where the weld penetration
was not measur.able by normal visual technf ques, no justification was pro-

;

vided to substantiste the excepticta, to the AWS DI.1-1972 Code requiremer.tsi

concerning weld coavaxity and undercot,
1

W re devictinos from the AVS Cod; are contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
! Criterion III, the an. H. Zimmer FSAP., Table 3.S.2, and the Wm. H. Zimmer
| QA Manaal, Section 3.3 (358/81>13-11).

f The following data was noted for the blue nitchgear room hangers (eleva- -

tien 525 ft and drawing >So):

| 1. No. 1H029--no unaccep;alle weli discontinuities
|
| 2. No. 5H25--foot connection covered with fireproofing; no visible

unacceptable weld discontinuities

3. No. 5H30 (2)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

4. No. 1H077--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

5. No. 1H079--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
.

6. No. 1H133--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

7. 2 Nos. SH19--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
'

8. No. 109HV4 (east and west sides)--had unacceptable weld discontinuities
that were controlled on construction inspection plans (records)

|

9. No. 1H28-2--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

10. No. 1H28-1--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

11. No. 1H29--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
t

'
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12. No. 5H30--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

13. No. 1H077--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

14. No. 1H133--no unaccept.able weld discontinuities
.

15. No. SH19 (4)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

16. No. 5H3(12)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

17. No. SH2(12)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
,

18. No. 5H25--no unacceptable weld discontinuities; foot connection
covered with fireproofing.

The following data was noted for elevation 473 ft auxiliary building
hangers:

'

1. No. SH009 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

2. No. 4H3 (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

3. No. 2H1 (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

4. No. SH010 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

5. No. 5H012 (drawing E-91)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities
,

6. No. 6H1 (2) (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable weld discontinuities

| 7. No. 6H1 (1) (drawing E-14)--no unacceptable veld discontinuities

) Four to six welds were inspected on each of the preceding hangers.'

Several of the tray hanger foot connections (where the hangers are attached
to the structural beams) were covered with fireproofing and could not be ,

inspected. Therefore, the RIII inspector requested QC inspection documen-
tation to assure that the welds covered by fireproofing were acceptable.
The licensee provided a copy of Surveillance Report (SR) No. 2893 dated
January 8, 1981, which stated that 94 of 179 (Superstrut) cable tray hangers
in the cable spreading room have one or both foot connections covered with
fireproofing. The SR requested clarification as to what QC should do since
the foot connections had not been inspected. As of March 27, 1981, the SR
had no disposition.

| This item is unresolved pending resolution of SR No. 2893 and action to
resolve other hanger connections throughout the plant that were covered*

before they were inspected (358/81-13-12).

The concerns identified above are addressed in the licensee's Quality|

i Confirmation Program.

|
.
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5.'10.3.3 Observations, Reviews, and Interviews Concerning Cable Tray Loading

The RIII inspector made field observations, reviewed and discussed site
control measures, and reviewed and discussed the design basis and verifica-
tions regarding cable tray loading. Tray loading was considered in three
aspects: cable ampacity or thermal loading; physical weight loading; and
the commitments in the Zimmer FSAR, Section 8.3.3.1.

~

1. The following cable tray routing points (nodes) were selected for the
reviews and discussions:

1057A--yellow division / power tray--selected because of the higha.
design index (DI) of 1.44 (see 5.10.3.3 paragraph 3 for explanation
of design index).

b. 2025A--blue division / power tray--selected because of the high DI
of 1.46.

i c. 2023A--blue division / power tray--selected for verification of DI
accuracy (DI of 1.18).

d. 2038A--blue division / power tray--selected because of the high '
DI of 1.44.

2039A--blue division / power tray--selected during field observa-e.
i tions because of the appearance of being highly filled.

' f. 1073A--yellow division / power tray--selected for verificatien of
the number of cables installed.

g. 2086B--blue division / control tray--selected during field observa-
tions because of the appearance of being highly filled.

h. 1104B--yellow division / control tray--selected because of the high
DI of 1.54.

| i. 2027A--blue division / power tray--selected because of high DI of
1.46.

2. The RIII inspector and a licensee representative counted the cables in
the following tray nodes and compared the counts with the number of cables
listed in the S&L Cable Pan Loading Report, dated February 2, 1981:

|
Node Field Count Report Count

a. 1057A 27 27
b. 2025A 24 23 (see explanation below)
c. 2039A 39 39
d. 1073A 32 33 (see explanation below)

'
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i
,

! The' Cable Pan Loading Report is a computerized periodical that gives
the design status of cable tray loads. The report identifies individ-

,

! ual cable numbers that have been specified to be routed through the
; segmented tray points (nodes).
I
i The RIII inspector reviewed the H. J. Kaiser Cable Monitoring Report

dated February 5, 1981, and some cable pull (installation cards) to
verify that the cables specified for tray nodes 1057A, 2025A, and

: 1073A in the Loading Report had actually been installed. For tray
node 2025A, cable No. LL145 was found to be two individual conductors
and, for tray node 1073A, the records indicated that cable No. VP210
had not yet been installed, which accounted for the discrepancies

|
between the preceding field and report counts. No other discrepancies
were identified in either the design or installation reports and records
for tray nodes 1057A, 2025A, 2039A, and 1073A. Thus, the design and
installation records appeared to match the numbers of cables actually'

installed in the plant.

! The RIII inspector also compared the number of cables specified in
| the S&L Cable Pan Loading Report for tray nodes 2023A against the

H. J. Kaiser Catic Monitoring Report. The cables on the two reports-

_ matched.i
,

'
i

3. 'Ihe RIII inspector inquired bow the computerized design index program
correlated to Zimmer ISAR Settion 6.3.3.1 (dealing with ampacity) and
ectio.2 3.10.1.2.3.c (dealina with physical weight limitations).

a. FSAR Section 3.3.3.1 states the following:
}

8.3.3.1.1 In Trays
,

i

All power cables to be used in ZPS-1 are assigned.

in accordance with Table 8.3-18. The tables for

! ,
power cable loading are based on IPCEA [ Insulated

i Power Cable Engineers Association] Publication
| No. P-46-426.
)

8.3.3.1.2 Not In Trays'

The thermal ampacity of power and control cables -

| with no part of their length in solid-bottom tray
; are in accordance with IPCEA P-46-426, with appro-'

priate rating factors applied for ambient, shields,-
and direct-current service.

8.3.3.1.3 Fill

The summation of the cross-sectional areas of the
cables shall not exceed 50% of the tray usable
cross-sectional area or two layers of cables,
whichever is larger, but not to exceed 60% of the

,

cross-sectional area in any case.

!
,

! -

|
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Conduit is sized in accordance with Sargent & Lundy
Standard EDSB-10, Electrical Drafting Reference for
Determining Conduit and Pipe Sizes, which limits
conduit fill to the percentages established by the
National Electric Code.

FSAR Section 3.10.1.2.3.c states, " Cable tray loading of 40 psf
(pounds per square foot) is used throughout."

b. On March 17 and March 19, 1981, the S&L Assistant Manager of
Electrical Engineering described the correlation between the
FSAR and the design index program as follows:

The power cable ampacity loading is based not on IPCEA P-46-426
(1962), but on IEEE Paper 70TP557-PWR (by J. Stolpe) printed in
1970, IPCEA P-54-440 (1975), which was based on Stolpe's Paper,,

' and S&L Standard ESA-104a (revised November 1, 1972).

The Stolpe method bases arpacity on the depth-of-fill design of
cables in the tray rather thac on the percentage fill. S&L uses
a 2-in. depth-of-fill as the basis for selecting a cable for a
particular ampere load.

(1) The 2-in. depth-of-fill design reruits in a major conservatisn
because of the following:

(a) Load diversity--many cables carry current only intermit-
tently (e.g., valve operators, sump pumps, etc.).

(b) Cable size granularity--only a few cable types and'

sizes are purchased, resulting in selection of over-
sized cables for most services. This means many cables

i

would be capable of carrying larger currents (rated)i

than those actually carried.

| (c) Design ampere margin--the design ampere loads used to
! select cables before the final equipment design data

is known are necessarily conservative (high).

(2) Because of the above conservatisms, the S&L design practices
are as follows:

(a) Cables are routed into trays without limiting fill.

(b) The resulting fill is monitored as the design proceeds.

(c) When the fill reaches a target level, the actual heat
load is calculated and, if the heat load exceeds the
allowable amount, sufficient cables are removed from

:

| the affected tra'ys.
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To accomplish steps (2)(b) and (2)(c), S&L uses the design index
program. The design index is a measure of tray fill and is expressed,

mathematically as follows:

Design Index = The sum of the (cable diameters)2
Useable area of the tray

where useable area (UA) equals tray width times design depth-of-fill
(design depth-of-fill is based on square cables) and 50% of the tray
cross-sectional area.

For 24 in. x 4 in. power trays, the total area equals 96 sq in, and
useable area equals 24 it;. x 2 in. equals 48 sq in.

2
DI = E(d )

UA

where

E = summation
d : cable diameter

1his equation is consistent with the Stolpe method. " Percent Fill" is
not consistent with the Stolpe method because the depth of the tray is
used rather than the depth of the cables in the tray. Percent fill is
also based on the actual cable cross-sectional area rather than the
square cable that is assumed in the Stolpe method. Expressed mathe-
matica11y,

Sum f cable cross-sectional areas x 100
Pe t Fill = Total cross-sectional tray area

1 i

2where the sum of cable cross-sectional areas equals E(pi x r )
with r = radius of the cable and pi = 3.1416.'

Thus,

2
Percent Fill = E (pi x r ) x 100

Total area

The relation between design index and percent fill is therefore

2
i E(pi x r ) x 100

| Percent Till , Total area
' Design Index E(d )

Useable area

since the total area (TA) equals 2 times the useable area (UA)
and d = 2 x r.

'
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2
d pg

E[pi x 4 ] x 100 4 E (d ) x 100
PF 2(UA) 2
DI , 2 2

=

E(d ) E(d )
UA

=fx100=39.3%perDI
Thus, for a 4-in.-deep tray:

39.3% Actual Fill = 1.0 Design Index = 2-in. design depth-of-
fill (square cables)

50% Actual Fill = 1.27 Design Index = 2.54-in. design depth-
of-fill (square cables)

60% Actual Fill = 1.52 Design Index = 3.04-in. design depth-
of-fill (square cables)

and for a 6-in.-deep tray:

39.3% Actual Fill = 1.0 Design Inder = ?-fn. design depth-of
till (square cables)

,

Based on the preceding relationships between design f.ndex and dcpth
of squate caoles, and the fact tnat S&I, his ustd a 2-ic. depth-of-fill
at: the tacir of selecting cables for particultr agere loads, the
cables in tray nodes with a DI o.sr 1.0 would Dave to be re-evtlusted
considering the inczmased depths. This item is unresolved pending
completion of the re-evaluitions (353/81-13-15).

The above design basis for cable ampacity was a deviation from the
design (FSAR) that was not identified on any control document. This is
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Mn. H. Zimmer
QA Manual, Section 3.6 (358/81-13-16).

~

On March 17, 1981, the S&L Assistant Manager of Electrical Engineering
j stated that appropriate modifications to the FSAR would be submitted.
| Also, specific consideration would be given to the differing types of

cable insulations, addressed in the previously discussed publications
(standards), when compared with the cable insulations used in Zimmer.

4. The RIII inspector reviewed S&L Instruction No. PI-ZI-10.1, Revision 0,
i

dated February 6,1978, paragraph 4.5, which states, "The Senior Elec-
trical Project Engineer shall assign an electrical engineer to run

j thermal loading calculations for all power tray routing points with
| a design index exceeding 1.25. He shall compare these loadings, in

watts per feet, with the watts per feet limits established for the
design indexes involved."

,
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The RIII inspector requested the thermal calculations for tray nodes
2025A, 1057A, 2038A, and 2027A that had dis in excess of 1.25. S&L
provided calculations for nodes 2025A, 1057A, and 2027A. These
calculations were performed in 1978 and 1979 and had not been reviewed
or approved. S&L described these as interim calculations, which would

| have to be redone after all of the final electrical loads in the plant
i were established and defined. Thermal calculations had not been per-

formed for tray node 2038A.

S&L previded a controlled list dated February 24,1981 of 37 routing
points (nodes) with design indexes over 1.25. Thirty-four of these
tray points exceed the 50% tray fill requirement specified in the,

'
FSAR, Section 8.3.3.1. Tray nodes 1104B and 2025B also exceed 60%
fill. The S&L Assistant Manager stated that thermal calculations
(both allowable and actual) will be performed in the near future for
all power trays with a DI over 1.25. These calculations will be
provided to NRC Region III. This item is unresolved (358/81-13-17).

,

5. Neither S&L Instruction No. PI-Z1-10.1, Revision 0, nor any other
document established controls to verify the thermal loading power of

.

cable (penetration) sleeves and the physical (dead weight) Icading
of trays (power, control, and instrunent).

; a. The Cable Pan Loading Report included the design indexes of
sleeves. Sleeve #SL111 had a reported DI of 1.29 and sleeve

i #SL105 had a reported DI of 1.25. A controlled list of pcwer
sleeves with a DI over 1.25 was not maintained.

,

b. S&L stated that a design index of 1.25 would be used as the
factor to determine when calculations would be performed fcr
physical (dead weight) loadicg. ';

The lack of design control measures to verify the adequacy of the
| thermal loading of power sleeves and the physical loading of trays is

contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Wm. H. Zimmer
QA Manual, Section 3.11.2 (358/81-13-18).

|
S&L revised Instruction PI-ZI-10.1, Revision 1, Sections 4.5, 4.6, and

j 4.7, on March 18, 1981 to include requirements to verify and control the
thermal loading of power sleeves and the physical loading of all traysi

(power, control, and instrument) that have a design index over 1.25.

S&L stated that calculations for the physical loads of all power,
control, and instrument trays, and for thermal loads of all power
sleeves with a design index over 1.25, will be performed in the near
future. These calculations will be provided to NRC Region III.

| The RIII inspector requested the justification for using the design

; index program for the determining factor for physical loads since the

i design index program had absolutely no relation to physical weight.

| The RIII inspector also requested justification for using the design

!
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.

index of 1.25 as the determining limit for performing design calcula-
tions. S&L stated that both of the justifications would be provided
to NRC Region III. This item is unresolved pending evaluation of the

! justification for using a design index program (358/81-13-19).

6. The RIII inspector observed a note on the bottom of the thermal calcu-
lation sheet dated December 27, 1979 for cable tray #1057A. The note
indicated that two cables "#VC016 and VC073 are overloaded." The noted
overloaded cables were not identified on any control document that

: would have required appropriate evaluation and disposition. S&L
l personnel stated that a control program did not exist for such design
'

deviations. This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 3.6 (358/81-13-20).

I 7. The RIII inspector determined the physical weight of yellow division
control tray 1104B.

;

The total weight of the cables for tray 1104B was determined to be

3 06 = 36.53 Jb/ft2j ,

;

Therefore, tray 11048 (DI 1.54) is in complianeg with FSAR,

Section 3.10.1.2.3. which allows up to 40 lb/ft

i

Frobleme identified during investigaiton of this allegation are addressed
in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program. ,

$.10.4 Findings and Conclusions

?.

This allegation raises concerns of potential safety importance that cannot
be assessed without further inspections and evaluations by the licensee and
NRC.

! Cable tray hanger weld deficiencies in the cable spreading room had been
reported to the NRC in July 1978 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). The1

licensee's corrective action of this matter was completed in January 1981.
Although this matter was being carried as an open inspection item by NRC,
the licensee's final corrective action was not reviewed prior to this
investigation effort. This investigation effort disclosed that the hanger
welds throughout the plant had not been inspected before the welds were
painted or coated with fireproofing.

The acceptability of electrical tray hanger welds is unresolved pending
(1) additional inspections of hanger welds, which will be made after paint
and fireproofing have been removed, and (2) establishment of the quality
of those welds for which in-process inspections were not performed and for
which inspection criteria deviated from AWS Code requirements.,

; The acceptability of electrical cable trays fill and loading is unresolved
pending the completion and review of tray-loading calculations for several

I.
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tray-routing points; re-evaluations of cable selections; establishment of
the actual design basis and verification measures for cable tray loading;
establishment of design measures to verify the thermal loading of power
sleeves and the physical loading of trays; and establishment of measures
to control design deviations.

It should be noted that the time to determine compliance with ampacity
requirements is at the completion of the electrical design. According to
the licensee and A/E this was to be accomplished.

These concerns are addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

5.10.5 Items of Noncompliance

Six items of noncompliance were identified. (Failure to identify and control
unacceptable welds on four cable tray hangers; failure to execute the programs
for inprocess and final (before painting) inspections of cable tray hanger
welds; failure to assure that appropriate weld inspection criteria (1/32 inch
undercut) was specified in design documents; failure to control deviations
from the design basis for cable ampacity; failure to establish measures to
assure verification of the design adequacy of the thermal loading of power
sleeves and the physical loading of trays ; and failure to establish measures
to assure that design deviations, identified by S&I. engineer, were controlled).

These items have generic applicability to plants designed by L&l. and are being|

forvnded to NEC Regica IV, Vendor Inspecticn Branch for generic followup.

5.11 Cloyred Iotake

5.11.1 Allegation

" Sand and mud choke the feedwater pwnps and intake flues carrying makeup
| water to the cooling tower, because of a flaw in the plant's design.

Pumps used to rectify the flaw quickly burn out."

During an interview with Thomas Applegate and a GAP representative
(Thomas Devine), it was clarified that this allegation pertained to the
river intake. The river intake provides service water, not feedwater.

5.11.2 Background Information

10 CFR 50.55(e) requires licensees to report to NRC major defects found
during construction or operation of power reactors. These reports are
public documents, maintained in NRC files and Public Document Rooms.

The licensee reported silting conditions in CG&E letters QA-1148 dated
June 20, 1979, and QA-1168 dated July 23, 1979, and service water pump
impeller wear conditions in letters QA-1196 dated September 6, 1979,
QA-1239 dated December 31, 1979, and QA-1371 dated December 17, 1980,
that were sent to NRC Region III pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55(e). Copies of these letters are included as Exhibit 51.
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1 The silting and pump impeller wear conditions, along with the measures to. Zimmer
correct these conditions, are described in Ap endix J of the Wm. Exhibit @ MIM ). M

.i

FSAR, Revision 69, dated December 1980 (see.!

5.11.3 Investigation

A review was made of the 10 CFR 50.55(e) reports and related documents.
Additional investigation was not performed by RIII because the matter was
known and resolution was in progress.

The corrective measures to be taken, as described in licensee submittals,
have been reviewed and accepted in Subsection 9.2.1 of NUREG-0528, " Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) Related to the Operation of W. H. Zimmer Nuclear

|. Power Station, Unit 1," Supplement 1, issued in June 1981 by the Office of!

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

The implementation of these corrective measures is unresolved pending
completion of the corrective measures described in the W. H. Zimmer FSAR,

1980 (50-358/81-13-31).Appendix J, Revision 69, dated December
t

5.11.4 Findings and Conclusions

The licensee reported the silting condition concerning the service water
intake structure to NRC Kegion III by telephone on Jane 18, 1979 and by
letters QA-1148 on June 20, 1979 and QA-1168 dated July 23, 1979 rurruant
to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e), The plant de::ign and operating;

procedures had to be modified to control the silting condition.

Accelerated service water pump impeller wear was reported by the licensec
by telephone on August 10, 1979, and by letters QA-1196 dated September 6,

*

1979, QA-1239 dated December 31, 1979, and QA-1371 dated December 17, 1980,,

pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55(e).

The silting and pump impeller wear concerns are open items pending completion
of corrective measures described in the Wm. H. Zimmer Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR), Appendix J, Revision 69, dated December 1980 (including a
sedimentation monitoring program and plant modifications) and review by RIII

The implementation of these corrective measures will be reviewed
i inspectors.

during a subsequent inspection.

5.11.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.12 Overpressurization Incident

5.12.1 Allegation
f

"A design flaw in the heat exchanger control panel permitted an operator| mistakenly to force 1200 pounds of pressure through pipes only meant to
handle 300 pounds, ripping the pipe and soaking electricians with a hard,

| spray of water that would have been radioactive had the plant been in
I

operation."
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5.12.2 Backaround Information

10 CFR 50.55(e) requires licensees to report to NRC major defects found
during construction or operation of power reactors. These reports are
public documents, maintained in NRC files and Public Document Rooms.

The licensee reported the overpressurization incident in CG&E letter QA-1106
dated March 2, 1979 (see Exhibit 53) pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR,

'

50.55(e). The report indicated that on January 19, 1979, during a construc-
tion test to demonstrate the flow rate through the high pressure core spray

|
(HPCS) system orifice, the steam jet air ejector was overpressurized and<

failed. The report alludes to two operator errors as the cause of the
overpressurization. The errors involved two administrative 1y controlled

! valves, which were incorrectly documented as closed. " Administratively"
means that the valve positions (e.g., open, closed, etc.) are verified and
documented in accordance with site procedures.

|

| Although water in the HPCS system is not presently radioactive, it can be
contaminated during normal operation.'

qThe 10 CFR 50.35(c) report also stated that the design, utilizing two-

administratively controlled valves, was permitted by the ASME Section III!

Code, and concluded that the overpressurization incident was not due to
i

a design deficiency, although a check valve would have compensated for thei

two cperator errors.

5.12.3 Investigation

! 5.12.3.1 Interview with Individual A
:

On April 22, 1981, Individual A, who was previoasly interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, vas interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated he recalled ane

j incident when the heat exchanger control panel was pressurized with 1200
i Hepounds of pressurized water when it was only meant to handle 300 pounds.

said he learned that high-pressure water entered the low-pressure system
:

and ruptured pipes in the low-pressure system. He said two electricians in
the area were doused with water when the pipes ruptured. He related that
other plant employees said this incident occurred because an operator
apparently failed to turn off a valve allowing high-pressure water to enter
the low-pressure system.

On April 22, 1981, Individual A provided a written sworn statement wetestone
. - --_2,__ _ - q--__.,__. however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.12.3.2 Interview with Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated he recalled an
incident when the " alpha air injector condenser" on the ground floor of the
turbine building was injected with high-pressure water instead of low-pressure
water and the pipes in the condenser ruptured. He said other workers in the

.
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plant told him this occurred because an operator failed to close the high-
pressure valve and the high-pressure water entered the low-pressure system
that ruptured the lines.

On April 24, 1981, Individual B provided a written sworn statement 21 -. ....
however, he requested the statement not be1: _ L. 7. m s m o . .. . '

'----+4^--

attached to this report.

5.12.3.3 Record Review

Region III inspectors have previously reviewed the overpressurization concern
as documented in the following excerpts of IE Inspection Reports No. 79-06,
Section 8; No. 79-23, page 4; No. 79-29, pages 4 and 5; and No. 80-06, page 2.

Report No. 79-06, Section 8

"The inspector reviewed the event of January 19, 1979, during which high
pressure core spray (HPCS) water entered the condensate (CD) and low pressure
core spray (LPCS) systems because valves IE22-F003 and F031 had been left

i open causing a rupture of the steam jet air ejector condenser IA. The review
consisted of interviews with testing and operating personnel and a review of
the licensee's final report on nis investigation of the event. The review
showed that:

"a. Procedure OP.HP.01-4, Revision 0 was used to lineup, fill and ver:t
the HPCS system.

"b. At the completion of the fill and vert operation the operater never
completed Step 5.1.5 shich required him to close valves 1E22-Y003 and*

F-31. With these two valves open the CD and HFCS syst ems became
crosstied thru the cycled condensace (CY) system. The o7etator claims
he informed the Shift Supervisor that he had left the tvo valves open
while the latter does not recall being told. This failtre to follow
procedures is contrary to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion V
and is considered to be an example of an item of noncompliance (358/79-
06-06B) of the infraction level.

"c. For some unknown reason, valve IE21-F025 which had been safety tagged
closed under Switching Order No. 781317, dated November 16, 1978, was
in the open position. This completed the cross connection of the LPCS
and HPCS systems. Violation of Switching Order No. 781317 is contrary
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V and is considered an example of
an item of noncompliance (358-79-06-06C) of the infraction level. The
switching order was cleared on January 24, 1979. The corrective action
which the licensee is currently taking regarding a previous noncompliance
with the safety tagging procedure (358-79-01-01) is also app 1Leable to,

this event, therefore the inspector stated no response to this item of
I noncompliance is required.

"d. Paragraph 13.0 of Safety Tagging Procedure EC. SAD.02, Revision 00
allows for the operation of equipment for test purposes without the
removal of the safety tags. It is possible that valve IE21-F025 was
operated for test purposes thru tags and subsequently left open by;
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error. The inspectors have objected to Paragraph 13.0 of the Safety
Tagging Procedure.

"On March 21, 1979, the licensee issued operating memo 79-2, Revision 9,
, which specifically requires that "Do Not Operate" tags must be removed
1 before energizing electrical equipment or opening valves. An exception

is made in the case of electrical testing conducted by EOTD in which case
only the E0TD master tag will be left in place.

! "e. On December 12, 1977, a General Electric system engineer recommended
i that a check valve be installed on line 1HP18A3 downstream of valve

IE22-F013) because a similar overpressurization of a small section'

of low pressure piping had occurred. The recommendation was rejected
; because the li_censee thought that two valves (IE22-F003 and F031) plus

administrative controls were sufficient to prevent recurrence. The
licensee stated the check valve will be installed. All other ECCS
systems have check valves in the line from the CY system.

, , .

"The inspector stated his concern regarding repeatable occurrences where
a lack of communication or understanding between parties have resulted
in damage to equipment. It is our intention to closely monitor the
licensee's performance during the preoperational test program to deter-
mine the adequacy of plant staffing and training as fuel load date
approaches."-

I Report No. 79-06, page 2

|
"(Closed) Noncompliance (358/79-01-01). Failure to follow safety tagging
(switching order) procedure. The inspector found that the licensee is
conducting safety tagging refresher training for all operations personnel
and systems engineers as stated in their letter, Borgmann to Heishman,

! dated February 28, 1979."

; Report No. 79-23, page 4

"(Open) 10 CFR 50.55(e) Report: Overpressurization of the steam jet
j air ejector heat exchanger (tube side). The inspector established that
! a check valve has been installed as stated in the licensee's report dated

i March 1, 1979 (QA-1106). This item remains open pending further review by
NRC Operations Branch."

t- -
*

I Report No. 79-29, pages 4 and 5

|

| "(Closed) Overpressurization of the steam jet air ejector heat exchanger
i (tube side). NR number 7247R1, dated February 21, 1979, stated that over

pressure to 1200 psi of the LPCS piping system occurred in addition to
others. The A-E (Sargent and Lundy) analyzed the piping system and valves;

| with dispositions as follows:
I

! "1. Carbon steel piping 3/4" up to 12" acceptable since stress was well
; below yield point.
i

|

| -
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"2. The one stainless steel 3/4" pipe is likewise o.k.

"3. Six hundred pound valves are acceptable with the pressure experienced
only being a repeat hydro test.

"4. Three hundred pound and 150 pound valves the~ manufacturer should be
consulted.

"S. The relief valve causing the problem should be retested and reset.

"Further information available (Construction Engineering Report dated
April 14, 1979) stated that the valve manufacturers recommended a seat
leakage test be conducted on the valves and that this test was performed
without any leaks being detected and it further stated that the relief
valve had been removed, tested and reset of set points done. The NR was
signed as completed on October 25, 1979. The inspector indicated that he
had no further questions regarding this item."

Report Nc. 80-06, page ?

"(Closed) noncompliance (50-358/79-06b). Failure to follow GP.HP.01-4
valve lineup. (Not closing valves IE22-F003 and IE22-F031.) The inspector
reviewed the licensee's action to prevent further non-adherence to proce-
dures and found them acceptable."

The licensee's General Engineering Department's report of April 24, 1979
(eAc3uding attachments and *. ables) that documents the final disposition of
NR-7247R1, is included in Appendix B.

5.12.4 Findings and Conclusions

The overpressure event referred to in the allegation was reported to the
NRC in March 1979, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). The event was caused
by operator errors, that incorrectly permitted two valves to remain open,
rather than inadequate system design. ,

The actions taken by the licensee to assure the quality of the affected
piping and components and to prevent recurrence had been reviewed by the

| NRC prior to the allegation and found satisfactory.

5.12.5 Items of Noncompliance

No new items of noncompliance were identified.

5.13 Lax Fuel Security

5.13.1 Allegation

"There have been periods when there were no security surveillance cameras
during nuclear fuel deliveries to the site, and perimeter security con-
sisted for an extended period of only a four foot chickenwire fence."

'
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On February 26, 1981, during a meeting between NRC officials, Thomas Devine
(GAP representative) and Thomas Applegate at the Region III NRC office, they
advised that, among others, former Yoh Security Officers Jeffrey Hyde and
Ronald Wright were aware of periods of time when the nuclear fuel was left
unattended. It was alleged these situations presented a threat to the public
health and safety and left the fuel susceptible to terrorism, theft, and/or

i diversion.

In addition, it was alleged that the walls of the fuel storage area were
" blow-out" walls, designed to give way during tornadoes.

5.13.2 Background Information

On June 26, 1978, NRC Special Nuclear Material License No. SNM-1823 was
issued to CG&E authorizing receipt, por. session, inspection, and storage

!
(at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power St.ation) of 2,000 kilograms of

| uranium-235 (U-235) reactor fuel at r.n enrichment not to exceed 2%. The
U-235 CG&E received was in the form of new (unirradiated) reactor fuel assem-
blies. These assemblies are stored on the 627-ft level (seventh floor)
of the reactor building in the spent fuel pocl area.

i
,

! Nuclear fuel enriched above natural levels but less than 10% in the U-235
| isotope is defined under 10 CFR 73.2(y) as "special nuclear material of

low strategic significance." The physical protection requirements for'

por, session of special nuclear material of low strategic significance at
a fixed site are set forth in 10 CFR 73.67(f), which states the following:

' "Each licensee who possesses or uses special nuclear material of
low strategic significance at fixed sites, except. those who are -

licensed to operate a nuclear power reactor pursuant to Part 50,
shall:

"(1) Store or use the material only within a controlled access
area,

"(2) Monitor with an intrusion alarm or other device or procedures
the controlled access areas to detect unauthorized penetrations
or activities,

"(3) Assure that a watchman or offsite response force will respond
to all unauthorized penetrations or activities, and

"(4) Establish and maintain response procedures for dealing with
threats of thefts or thefts of such material."

The licensee is obligated to abide by the preceding requirements and any'

special conditions set forth or committed to in Special Nuclear Material
License No. SNM-1823. A licensee (prior to being granted an operating
license) is not required to comply with other more stringent physical
security requirements of 10 CFR 73 and related Appendix B.

I

f
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i
,

I During NRC safeguards inspections conducted on September 25, 1979 (Report
No. 70-2838/79-01) and January 22-23, 1981 (Report No. 70-2838/81-01), it
was determined that the licensee was complying with the requirements of
10 CFR 73.67(f) and License No. SNM-1823 with regards to protection and

i storage of the nuclear fuel.

! NRC License No. SNM-1823 requires that administrative controls be used
to control access to the new fuel storage area. To implement the pro-

; visions of the license and 10 CFR 73.67(f), the licensee wrote and
included in the Station Administrative Directives, Procedure No. SE. SAD.03
Rev. 1, which is entitled " Interim Access Control, New Fuel Storage Area."
The primary purpose of this directive (as well as subsequent related pro-
cedural issuances and revisions) is to provide the administrative require->

ments for access control to the 627-ft elevation of the reactor building

i during receipt, inspection, and storage of new fuel, in accordance with
their NRC license. Procedure No. SE. SAD.03 Rev. 1, requires that a minimum

. of one watchman be stationed at the location where normal entry and/or exit'

|
to the 627-ft elevation is controlled. The watchman's purpose in being

j stationed at this location is to control access and maintain surveillance 6

; of the 627-ft elevation during receipt, inspection, and storage of new fuel.
| " Watchman" as used in this context is defined by 10 CFR 73.2(d) as "an

individual, not necessarily uniformed or armed with a firearm, who provides
protection for a plant and the special nuclear material therein in the course

! of performing other duties."
i

In August 1979, when CGE was preparing to receive the first shipmenti

of nuclear fuel, CGE contracted with Yoh Security, Inc., to provide ten'

i, security officers (watchmen) for the sole purpose of providing security
' for the receipt and subsequent storage of the nuclear fuel. Yoh Security

personnel were required to adhere to the policy and/or procedures pre-'

~ pared by CGE Security Supervisor, Frederick Lautenslager. CGE did not
exercise direct supervision over Yoh Security personnel, but provided the

j procedural requirements through the Yoh Lead Security Officer.

CGE is not required by NRC regulations to have armed security officers
for protection of new unirradiated nuclear fuel; however, the licensee.
chose to ara Yoh Security personnel with .38 caliber Smith & Wesson
revolvers. There was no NRC requirement for such watchmen to be trained
and/or to qualify with their assigned firearms. Subsequent to,NRC ex-
pressing concern that the armed officers did not have specific firearms
training and qualification, CGE (effective as of March 1980) took action

; to assure that all security officers assigned to armed security respon-
sibilities were trained 'and had qualified with their assigned firearms
in accordance with procedures CGE established. Prior to March 1980,
armed security officers were selected based on previous firearms training
experience that they had acquired from former military and/or police service.

Deliveries of nuclear fuel to Zimmer took place during the period August 15
through September 7, 1979. The shipping casks (containing two fuel assem-
blies each) in which the nuclear fuel was delivered measured approximately
15 ft in length by 21 in. in width and 11 in. in height. The fuel assemblies
themselves were contained within a metal shipping container that was, in
turn, enclosed within a wooden shipping container. A wooden and metal

'
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e

shipping container together composed what is referred to as a single shipping
A wooden shipping container by itself weighed approximately 760 lb, ?cask.

a metal shipping container approximate 1y'620 lb, and each fuel assembly
This made the approximate total weight of a singleapproximately 685 lb. Subsequent to

shipping cask (with two fuel assemblies enclosed) 2,750 lb.''

receipt of a shipping cask at the site, the metal shipping container wasThe metaluncrated from the wooden shipping container at the ground level.
container (with fuel assemblies enclosed) was then lifted by crane to the
627-ft level of the reactor building (refueling floor) and temporarily stored

After the fuel assemblies were removed from thein the metal containers.
metal containers, they were inspected for possible damage, channelled, and
then lowered into fuel racks located inside the spent fuel pool for storage.'

As a further assurance that the fuel has not been damaged while in storage,
it will be examined by the licensee prior to loading it into the reactor.

Unirradiated fuel, although radioactive, does not pose a significant health
and safety problem regarding radiation emissions. It is only subsequent to
being loaded into the reactor and becoming irradiated during plant operation
that the uranium becomes contaminated with the intensely radioactive products
of the fission reaction, causing it to be highly radioactive.

The nuclear fuel, in its current form, contains a low percentage of U-235
enrichment, has little or no potential for use in any type of nuclear weapon,
and thus has been defined as "special nuclear material of low strategic
significance."

Additional security-related background information is also contained in
Section 5.14.2.

5.13.3 Investigation

5.13.3.1 Interview with Jeffrey Hyde
I

On March 26, 1981, Jef frey Hyde was interviewed by NRC. Hyde was also
;

interviewed by telephone on June 9, 1981. He stated he was employed as
| a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the Wh. H. ZimmerWhile stationedNuclear Power Station from August'1979 to October 1980.

at Zimmer and assigned the duty of protecting the nuclear fuel, Hyde
advised he became aware of approximately four occasions when the fuel was
left unattended. He related that these instances occurred while the fuel
was at ground level (prior to the time it was moved to the 627-ft level)
with each instance lasting approximately 4 to 5 minutes, except for one

Hyde explained that, subsequent tothat lasted approximately 10 minutes.
receipt, the nuclear fuel was moved by maintenance workers with the help
of a crane from the ground level to the 627-ft level where it is currently

During this operation, there were usually two or three Yoh Securitystored.
Officers stationed on the 627-ft level as the fuel was raised by crane and

On various occasions, there were no security| brought to rest on that floor.
j officers at th'e ground level watching the fuel as it was being moved and

raised to the 627-ft level because officers were not required to watch the
fuel during times it was under the control and/or observation of maintenancej

Hyde stated the problem arose when the maintenance workers ended
|

i workers.
,

|
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their work shif ts and left the area before he arrived at the ground level
to keep watch over fuel that had not yet been moved to the 627.ft level.

(ItThis resulted in the fuel being left unattended during those periods.
should be noted that the licensee's procedures did not require continuous
surveillance of the new fuel until it was in storage in the new fuel storage s

area).

Hyde was asked what, if any, personal knowledge he had of the fuel being
left unattended while it was stored on the 627-ft level. He stated that
he did not recall any instances when the fuel (while on the 627-ft level)
was left unattended, except during those instances when the area radiation
monitor (ARM) alarm was sounded. Hyde explained that, during occasions ,

when the ARM alarm was sounded, security procedures required all persons XgudII present on the 627-ft level to be evacuated to a lower elevation
level (floor). He indicated that, once everyone was evacuated to a lower
elevation (e.g., the 593-ft level), access to the 627-ft level could
still be controlled without a loss of security integrity (individuals
going to the 627-ft level would have to pass through the 593-ft level).

On March 26, 1981, Hyde provided a written statement .._; ^1_, : ''-
'

| p -^ " ; rl; .__..__, a copy of which is included as Exhibitagt.

5.13.3.2 Interview with Ronald Wright

!
On March 10, 1981, Ronald Wright was interviewed by NRC. Wright was also
interviewed by telephone on March 12, 1981. He stated that he was employed
as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the Wm. H. ZimmerWright was asked
Nuclear Power Station from October 1979 to October 1980.

if any, personal knowledge he had of the nuclear fuel being left un-what,
He responded that the only times he recalled leaving the fuelattended.

unatter.ded was once when he evacuated the 627-ft level during an earthquake
and once during a tornado warning. He indicated that, although he left the
627-ft level on those occasions, he was still able to control access to the

lower elevation of the reactor building (e.g., the 593-ft627-ft level from i p(level) without lo d ing security integrity.

Wright also noted that when instances arose during which no other security ,

officers were available and he had to leave the 627-ft level for somei

!

reason, he would call the control room and someone would relieve him at ~

his post until he returned.

He stated to the best of his knowledge there was always someone present
on the 627-f t level watching the fuel pool area where the fuel was stored,

s
except during the described instances.

On March 10, 1981, Wright provided a written statement . ../___ ~'' 7--

a copy of which is included as Exhibit 1$.- '^ '--- '' '
,

Interview with Frederick Lautenslager '

5. 13.3.3
13, 1981, Frederick Lautenslager was interviewedOn February 24-25 and March

He stated that he is employed as the CG&E Security Supervisor andby NRC.

1

A
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has been assigned to the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station since August
1978. Lautenslager verified that no security surveillance cameras were used
during nuclear fuel deliveries in August-September 1979 and remarked that
there is no requirement for surveillance cameras to be used during deliveries.
He noted that surveillance cameras were subsequently installed in December
1980 (part of required security for an operational plant).

With regard to the protection of the nuclear fuel during delivery, Lautenslagers
'

remarked that, although there was no requirement for security for the nuclear
fuel while it was being unloaded from the delivery trucks and uncrated, CG&E
provided armed security protection and surveillance over the fuel (beginning
at the time it arrived on CG&E property). They also maintained this security
profile during unloading, uncrating, inspection and subsequent storage of the

! fuel on the 627-ft level.

Lautenciage'r stated that, to the best of his knowledge, the nuclear fuel has
not lacked armed security protection at any time since it was received at

He also sthted t: hat once the fuel was placed in the spent fuel poolZimmer.
for storage, as well as during fuel inspection, access to the storage area
has been under security control of the officers assigned to station security.

The only time the access control security officer is permitted to leave the!

627-ft elevation is during evacuations covered by written security proce-
dures. Lautenslager advised that, to his knowledge, there has been only
one incident in which the officer left the 627-ft elevation. This inci-
dent, which occurred during an earthquake, involved the security officer
moving to the 593-ft elevation where he was still able to control access
to the 627-f t level and prevent any loss of security integrity.

On March 27,1981,'Lautenslager provided a typwritten statement se6esamme
:"" - , a copy of which is included as Exhibit @ .n1 7-

Frederick Laatenslager was interviewed by telephone on June 3, 1981, con-i

cerning the allegation that " perimeter security consisted for an extended
He stated that heperiod of time, of only a four foot chickenwire fence."

! recalled a fence fitting that general description being used around the
| plant site some time ago and described the fence as an " owner controlledLautenslagerfence," which marked the boundary line of CG&E's property.

- indicated that the fence.would have been on areas outside the jurisdiction
|

' of the station security system, the primary concern of which was protection
l of the nuclear fuel.

'

C5.13. 3. 4' Interview with es Caplinger'

- ''On March 22, 198 JamesCaplingehasinterviewedbyNRC. He stated th' ' ~ " '

n tionede'was employed s a lead security officer with Yoh Secur'

at;the Wm. H. Zimmer uclear Power Statio om August 19 er 198 .( - -

With regard to protection of the nuclear fuel Capling advised that, to

his knowledge, the fuel was never left unatten ed except during required,

He explained that during an evacuation of the seventh floor;

evacuations.
fuel storage area the security officers repositioned themselves on the sixth

,

m
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floor and were still able to control access to the seventh floor without a
loss of security integrity.

On March 12, 1981, plingehrovided a written statement aM.as.t ": ' "-

:.... mi ....n.---, a copy of which is included as Exhibit ( .
7. m

5.13.3.5 Interview with William Ross

On March 11, 1981, William Ross was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was
employed as a lead security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from March 1979 to February 1980.

Ross stated he personally felt that a minimal job had been done to protect
the nuclear fuel. He also stated that he did not recall any times during
which he left the fuel unattended.

On March 11, 1981, Ross provided a written statement nt :_'' ; * ^ " n --M
...E..r : -, a copy of which is included as Exhibit (B.

5.13.3.6 Interview with John Bedinghaus

On March 12, 1981, NRC staff interviewed John Bedinghaus by telephone. On
March 25, 1981, he was interviewed in Williamsburg, Ohio. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with W&W Security and assigned to nuclear
fuel protection duties at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from October
1980 to January 1981. Bedinghaus was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear
fuel security during the time he had been station d at Zimmer. He stated that
the fuel storage area on the seventh floor was well protected and the security
officers assigned to fuel protection were conscientious in performing their
duties. Bedinghaus also indicated that, to his knowledge, the fuel was never
left unattended and no unauthorized persons were allowed entry into the fuel
storage area.

On March 25, 1981, John Bedinghaus provided a written statement - _.

J._ p . _ '::;, ''^ m E.., a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4

5.13.3.7 Interview with David Simpson
|
i On March 11, 1981, David Simpson was interviewed by NRC. He stated he

was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from September 1979 to October 1980.
Simpson was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear fuel security during
the time he had been stationed at Zimmer. He advised it was his opinionj that CG&E's procedures for protection of the nuclear fuel were good andi

the protection of the fuel itself was more than adequate. Simpson stated
that he had no complaints or concerns regarding the adequacy of the pro-
tection of the nuclear fuel at Zimmer.

On March 11, 1981, Simpson provided a written statement n n ..... .. m.m

p. -- ';.e&oemeteen, a copy of which is included as Exhibit e.
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5.13.3.8 Interview with James Bice
'

On April 20, 1981, NRC staff interviewed James Bice by telephone. He stated
he was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and stationed at the
Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear power Station from September 1979 to July 1980. Bice
was questioned about the adequacy of nuclear fuel security during the time
he had been stationed at Zimmer. He stated that, to his knowledge, there'

were no instances when the fuel was left unattended except during evacuations
(covered by written procedures) following area radiation monitor (ARM) alarms.
On those occasions when the seventh floor was evacuated following an ARM alarm,
the security officers would move to the sixth floor, secure the elevator, and
continue to control access to the seventh floor from the sixth floor. Bice
indicated there was no loss of security integrity during these instances.

|

I 5.13.3.9 Review of Unattended Fuel
3E*d on Yhe inforregtion obfeined the/

Jfuel was apparently left unattended for short periods of time (up to 10
4 minutes) while at ground level during receipt and transfer to the fuel pool

storage area (627-ft level). There is no evidence that the fuel wac left
unattended, except durin authorized evacuations, while in permanent storage.

WWeafgnwedh.u-.fticpotection,fforged.tgefuelbytheshippingcontainer.rrfth;ng containers had been :;:::demMlevel,_ _. . .
.}he re no evidence ddl fhe shir

r it;c h _ m .J .. .ami!;;:-*_ or or* Mal .h

5.13.3.10 Review of Storage Area Wall Design ,

The Zimmer FSAR, Section 3.3.2, " Tornado-Loading," states that "all siding
and roof decking of any superstructure is designed and detailed to blow- off
when the design tornado approaches the station, and the bare frame is de-

; signed to resist tornado wind forces". A design wind velocity of 90 mph
| was utilized.

The design has been reviewed by NRC and judged acceptable. In this regard,

1. The blow-out design feature is to protect safety structures from collapse;

2. The spent fuel storage facility, which will store the spent fuel under
water once it becomes radioactive, is designed to preclude significant
loss of watert.ight integrity of the pool and to prevent missiles from
contacting fuel within the pool;

5.13.4 Findings and Conclusions

Security surveillance cameras were not installed during nuclear fuel deliveries
to the site and NRC regulations did not require them to be in service at that .

time. Interviews with former security guards confirmed the nuclear fuel while
itside it's metal shipping container was left unattended for perio'ds of time
up to 10 minutes on occasion. This practice was acceptable. Since the fuel
has been onsite, there has been no known attempt to steal or damage the fuel.
The fuel has been inspected and will be visually examined again before it

7
t is loaded 'ato the reactor.

'
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The allegation that the perimeter security consisted of only a 4-ft chicken-
wire fence was confirmed by one individual; however, NRC regulations do not
prescribe site security requirements prior to issuance of the operating
license.

The FSAR states "all siding and roof decking of any superstructure is designed
and detailed to blow off when the design tornado approaches the station."
This is an acceptable design.

5.13.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.14 Alcohol and Drug Abuse

5.14.1 Allegation

"A lax atti';ude toward employee behavior was evidenced by complete
disregard of drinking and drug use on the site, and routine hiring
of temporary laborers prone to violence."

On February 24, 1981, during a meeting with NRC officials, Thomas Devine
(GAP representative) and Thomas Applegate at the Region III NRC office,
they advised that, among others, former security officers Ronald Wright,
Jeffrey Hyde, and David Simpson had knowledge of " people who were drunk
on the job;" " people who were frequently intoxicated;" and " construction
workers walking around smoking dope, drinking moonshine liquor, getting
drunk...."

5.14.2 Background Information

A brief history and description of plant security is provided in the
following paragraphs. Portions of this information are based on state-
ments received during interviews with Frederick Lautenslager, CG&E Security
Supervisor, and Norborne C. Ward, President of W&W Protection Agency, Inc.,

l the current security service contractor at Zimmer.

" Construction security" may be defined as the protection of property used
in and for construction activities at Zimmer, and the protection of those
areas in which construction is taking place. NRC does not impose security
requirements on licensees during plant construction. Construction security
does not extend to the 627-ft level (seventh floor) of the reactor building
(spent fuel pool area) where the nuclear fuel is stored, and does not extend
to those areas specifically released by the construction project manager and
signed for by the CG&E Electric Production Department (EPD). The protection
of the above areas not related to construction and the protection of the
nuclear fuel is defined as " station security." " Construction security" and
" station security" are two separate security operations.

From the start of plant construction until September 1976, the
H. J. Kaiser Company maintained its own security force that was respon-
sible for construction security matters at Zimmer. In September 1976,
W&W took over from Kaiser and became the sole security contractor, using

!
'
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.

j the same security procedures that had applied to Kaiser's security force.
The primary responsibility for construction security is vested in the
construction project manager, although in essence W&W has been informally
delegated the authority to conduct security activities on his behalf.

In August 1979, while preparing to receive the first shipment of nuclear;

|
fuel, CGE contracted with Yoh Security to provide ten security officers -

(armed watchmen) for the sole purpose of providing security for the
.

receipt and subsequent storage of the nuclear fuel. Yoh Security per-I

sonnel were required to adhere to policies and procedures prepared by'

CGE Security Supervisor Frederick Lautenslager; however, CGE did not'

exercise direct supervision over the Yoh Security Officers. The CGE-

Security Supervisor coordinated the requirements of CGE security pro-
cedures through the Yoh lead security officer, who had responsibility
for implementing those directives. Specifically, the jurisdiction of the t

|
CGE Security Supervisor and Yoh Security Officers extended only to areas

,

that were included under the definition of " station security." Therefore,
from a security standpoint, the primary concern of the CGE Security
Supervisor and Yoh Security was protecting the spent fuel pool area where
the nuclear fuel was stored and controlling access to that area on the

i

627-ft level (seventh floor) of the reactor building.
i At the request of Yoh Security officials in October 1980, CGE terminated'

Yoh's contract to provide officers for station security. W&W, upon Yoh's
;

leaving, assigned some officers exclusively for station security. The W&W
| officers assigned to station security conducted security activities in
| accordance with the same procedures and under the same supervisory structurei

as those that had applied to Yoh. (Additional security-related background
information is also contained in Section 5.13.2.) i

t

The allegation was reviewed to determine if it had any significance regarding
; matters under NRC jurisdiction; specifically, the review attempted to deter-

mine if the adequacy of construction of safety-related systems was compromised
;

'|
by individuals who performed work in safety-related areas during times when
their ability to perform their job was impaired due to use of intoxicants.
To help make this determination, two basic questions were asked of persons
interviewed, who stated they observed workers who in their opinion were

.

'

intoxicated. In essence, the following questions were asked:

1. Did you ever observe anyone who in your opinion was intoxicated to the
point where their ability to perform their job was impaired?

2. If so, where did you observe these individuals?

5.14.3 Investigation

5.14.3.1 Interview with Ronald Wright

On March 10, 1981, Ronald Wright was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at
Zimmer from October 1979 to October 1980. While stationed there, he observed
what he believed to be evidence of alcohol and drug use by workers at the
Zimmer site. At least once a week while on patrol at the site, Wright would

.
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find quantities of beer cans on the auxiliary building roof and in a lunch / break
area that was then located in the diesel generator room. He related that on
many occasions (he could not recall a specific number) he discovered what
appeared to be marijuans cigarette butts in one or two small rooms accessible
from the rooftop of the radwaste building. Wright stated that on one occasion
he discovered four or five capsules of material (colored black and yellow or
black and orange) that appeared to be some type of drug. These capsules were
discovered between the two locker rooms on the second floor of the service
building. Wright was unable to recall what disposition he made of these
suspected narcotic materials and was unaware whether any analysis was ever
performed to identify tLe materials.

Wright related that he was personally aware of two separate instances in
which construction workers, who in his opinion were intoxicated to the point
that they were unable to perform their duties, reported for duty at the
seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel storage pool. The two workers
involved in these incidents were refused access to the spent fuel pool area
on those occasions.

He also stated that, in his opinion, a former Yoh Lead Security Officer was
very intoxicated on at least two occasions when he reported for work and
(based on the smell of his breath and his conduct) was somewhat intoxicated
on other occasions.

On March 10, 1981, Wright provided a written statement ..._ '' ; '
'''-

inf ni:1- , a copy of which is included as Exhibit dEP.

5.14.3.2 Interview with Jeffrey Hyde

On March 26, 1961, Jeffrey Hyde was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he
was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at
Zimmer from August 1979 to October 1980. While stationed at the plant, he
observed what he believed to be evidence of alcohol use indicated by the

empty beer cans and liquor bottles in various areas of the plant. Hyde was
able to recall only one instance when he observed a construction worker who,
in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated to the point that his ability to
perform his job was impaired. He observed this worker at the seventh floor
entrance to the spent fuel pool area. Hyde indicated that when the workers
condition was noted, he was prohibited entry to the fuel storage area,
removed from the floor, and suspended from work assignments on that floor.

Hyde also stated that he observed on several occasions (more than five but
less than ten) a former Yoh lead security officer who, in his opinion, was
intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.

On March 26, 1981, Hyde provided a written statement r''- '' ; '- *f ' - 1

-..f ._ -- , a copy of which is included as Exhibit dEP.

5.14.3.3 Interview with David Simpson

On March 11, 1981, David Simpson was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was
employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at

|
|
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:

Zimmer from September 1979 to October 1980. While stationed there, he
observed what he believed to be indications of alcohol use by the workers
at Zimmer. Simpson advised that on many occasions, particularly on the
main floor of the turbine building, he discovered quantities of empty beer
cans and liquor bottles. He remarked that, although he never observed any
workers who, in his opinion, were intoxicated to the point their ability-

to perform their job was impaired, he believed it was reasonable to assume
some workers' ability to perform was at times impaired, based on the number
of empty beer cans and liquor bottles found.'

Simpson stated he had no personal knowledge regarding the extent of drug
use, although on one occasion while outside the reactor building, he
detected the odor of what appeared to be burning marijuana.

Simpson indicated he had no knowledge of any former Yoh Lead Security
Officer being intoxicated while on duty and, in his opinion, the former
lead officer never appeared to be intoxicated while on duty.

On March 11, 1981, Simpson provided a written Atatement ^- '' ; '-_''-

7. _ _ _ 2 . _ , . .~ . . _ : i 12 , a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4D.

5.14.3.4 Interview with William Ross

,

On March 11, 1981, William Ross was interviewed by NRC. He stated he was
! employed as a lead security officer with Yoh Security and was stationed at

the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station from March 1979 to February 1980.
While stationed there, Ross observed what he believed to be indications of
alcohol and drug use by workers at Zimmer. Ross advised that, on a few
occasions, he had seen construction workers drinking beer during their
lunch hours, although he had never noticed whether this drinking had any

Rossapparent affect on the workers' ability to perform their jobs.
indicated Yoh security officers were instructed not to confront workers
who were observed drinking in nonstation security areas but rather to
obtain information such as the payroll number or name on their hard hats
that could be used to identify the individuals. If identifying information
was secured, it was referred to the construction project manager or W&W,
because they had jurisdiction over construction activities.

Ross recalled one occasion when he observed a worker who, in his opinion,
was intoxicated, although he could not determine whether the worker was
intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.
Ross observed this worker at the seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel
pool storage area shortly after the worker was refused access to the fuel
storage area by a fellow Yoh security officer. (Based on Ross' description
of this incident, it appears he may be referring to the same incident that
former security officers Hyde and Wright described.)

Ross also advised that on one occasion he found what appeared to be mari-
juana cigarette butts on a rooftop area located between the reactor and
turbine buildings. Ross related he was not able to determine whether
workers were using drugs to the extent that it impaired their ability to
perform their jobs and had not formed an opinion in that regard.

'
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On March 11, 1981, Ross provided a written statement attesting to this
information, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 58.

5.14.3.5 Interview with James Bedinghaus

On March 25, 1981, James Bedinghaus was interviewed by NRC. He stated that
he was employed as a second shift security supervisor with W&W Protection
Agency, Inc., and was stationed at Zimmer from February 1980 to November
1980. While employed there, Bedinghaus noticed what he believed to be
evidence of alcohol use by workers at Zimmer, as indicated by workers he
encountered who smelled of alcohol and had the appearance of being intox-
icated. Bedinghaus specifically recalled approximately three occasions on
which he observed workers who, in his opinion, were intoxicated to the point
that their ability to perform their job was impaired. These workers were
observed attempting to enter the site through the main gate. Bedinghaus
indicated that, while he was assigned to the gate, workers who in his
opinion were intoxicated were refused entrance to the site.

Bedinghaus also stated he was aware of an incident when a second shift
security officer encountered a group of men with beer who were in two
automobiles leaving the site via the main gate. During that encountet,
the security officer observed that the men in one automobile had ope,
beer inside their vehicle and the other automobile contained a case of

! beer inside the trunk. The occupants of both vehicles indicated they
|

were coming from an onsite CG&E fire school; however, none of them had
identification cards or visitor passes. Bedinghaus expressed the opinion
that the first shift security officers had not checked the identification

|
or issued passes to these individuals at the time they entered the plant.

Bedinghaus also expressed his bel _ief that security was lax in the areas
controlled by W&W, and W&W security officers were present onsite more for
display purposes rather than for providing property protection.

With regard to alleged drug use, Bedinghaus stated he had no personal
knowledge of drug use at Zimmer, although he had observed individuals who,
in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated or " stoned" on something other
than alcohol.

|

On March 25, 1981, James Bedinghaus provided a written statement :^^- ^ N
^ '" ' " , a copy of which is included as Exhibit d.

5.14.3.6 Interview with es Caplinger
-

12,1981,[JamesCaplinger)wasinterviewedbyNRC.
-

He stat thatOn March
employedasaleadsecurityofficerwithYohSecurity3andwa tatione{,

| he was
at Zimm w from August 1979 to October 1980) While stationed there, aplingerf
observed what he believed to be evidence of alcohol and drug use by workers
at Zimmer. This evidence was in the form o empty b r cans and what appeared
to be marijuana cigarette butts detected apling site) Although he
detected evidence of alcohol and drug use aplinge tated he never personally
observed anyone drinking intoxicants or smoking marijuana. He indicated that,
if he had, he would have reported the individual to their superior and that
person probably would have been fired.
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aplingehalsoremarkedthat,basedonhis20yearsexperienceinthe
"U.S. Army as a senior noncommissioned officer and observation of alcohol
and drug abuse among that population, he would not characterize the use
of alcohol and drugs at Zimmer as widespread.

aplinge rovided a written sworn statement -''- ' M '-On March 12, 1981,
__... __:-_, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4

... 1. _ .. ,,

5.14.3.7 Interview with James Bice

On April 20, 1981, James Bice was interviewed by telephone. He stated
that he was employed as a security officer with Yoh Security and was
stationed at Zimmer from September 1979 to July 1980. While employed
there, Bice detected several instances of alcohol use by construction

He related that on approximately four to six occasionsworkers at Zimmer.
he personally observed workers consuming alcoholic beverages while onsite.
These instances of alcohol consumption usually occurred during lunch hours
in locations that included the electrical shop and a break area located in
the turbine building. Beer and whiskey were among the alcoholic beverages

Bice recalled two specific instances involving theconsumed onsite. one during which he observed a worker pouring " Jackpresence of alcohol:
Daniels" whiskey into a Coke soda can and the other during which he found
a bottle of what he believed to be " moonshine" liquor (based on its smell)
in the turbine building.

In addition to instances where the consumption and presence of alcoholic
beverages were observed, Bice also recalled removing quantities of beer
cans (approximately 300 while stationed at Zimmer) from inside a few small
rooms that were accessible from the second level of the reactor building.
Based on his experience at Zimmer, Bice speculated that approximately 25%
of the workers there consumed alcoholic beverages, usually during their

;

lunch hours.

Despite his observations regarding the extent of alcohol use, Bice said
that on only one occasion did he observe a worker who, in his opinion, wasi

intoxicated to the point that his ability to perform his job was impaired.
This worker was observed at the seventh floor entrance to the spent fuel

Based on Bice's description of the incident, it appearspool storage area.
he may be referring to the same incident that former security officers Hyde,

I Wright, and Ross described.

Regarding alleged drug use, Bice stated he did observe what he believed toBice related that, during the coursebe evidence of drug use at Zimmer.
of his routine security rounds each day, he would find approximately three

He indicated that to histo four apparent marijuana cigarette butts.
knowledge there were no analyses made of the cigarette butts he detected,
although based on their appearance (the presence of seeds common to the
marijuana plant) he was convinced the butts were from marijuana cigarettes.

Bice stated he prepared approximately 10 to 11 field incident reports
regarding suspected alcohol and marijuana use while he was stationed at.! Zinsner and these reports were forwarded to CG&E Security Supervisor

?
.

'
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Fred Lautenslager. He remarked that Lautenslager advised him on one
occasion there was nothing Yoh Security and the CG&E Security Supervisor

i
could do about these instances (since they apparently occurred in areas
under W&W Security's jurisdiction) and not to worry about such incidents.

Bice verified that all the instances of alcohol and drug use he observed
occurred in areas under W&W Security's jurisdiction, except for the
incident on the seventh floor involving an apparently intoxicated worker.

Bice also advised that on one occasion he observed two CG&E employees in
the reactor control room who were smoking what appeared to be marijuana.
He said, however, he did not confront the workers regarding their suspected
conduct, and he does not recall preparing a field incident report about the
event.

,

5.14.3.8 Interview with Dennis Shinkle

On March 26, 1981, Dennis Shinkle was interviewed by NRC. He stated that
he has been employed as a security officer with the W&W Protection Agency,
Inc., from approximately 1976 to the present. During that time, he was off

| work for about six to seven months from January to July 1980. While
stationed at Zimmer, he has primarily been assigned to main gate security.
Shinkle indicated that he has detected evidence of alcohol use by the
workers there. Shinkle specifically recalled one incident that took place
during the Fall of 1979. The incident involved four or five construction
workers who had apparently brought alcoholic beverages onsite during their
lunch hour. He related that a construction supervisor first observed the
workers with the alcoholic beverages and requested that Shinkle accompany
him to corroborate this observation. When Shinkle did so, the supervisor,

'

took immediate action and the workers were fired.
|

Shinkle was asked whether he had ever observed any workers who in his
| opinion were intoxicated to the point that their ability to perform their
I job was impaired. He replied that on several occasions (he was unable to

estimate how many) he had observed workers attempting to enter the site
Shinkleby the main gate who, in his opinion, appeared to be intoxicated.

denied entry to the site to any workers he observed at the main gate who
appeared to be intoxicated.

Shinkle indicated that it was difficult to prevent workers from bringing
alcoholic beverages onsite, particularly when there were large numbers of
workers entering the site at approximately the same time. Although
security officers would often conduct a cursory search of lunch containers

|
and coolers for alcohol, they could not (lawfully or practically) search
the person of each worker who entered the site. The same problem applied
to searching the motor vehicles permitted onsite. Security officers could

'

conduct a cursory search of the vehicle trunks and a visual search of the
inside of the vehicle; however, they could not individually search each
occupant.

With regard to alleged drug use, Shinkle stated that he never observed,
and was not personally aware of, any drug use by workers at Zimmer.

* ~
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5.14.3.9 Interview with Norborne Ward

On March 27, 1981, Norborne C. Ward was interviewed by NRC. He stated that
he is President of the W&W Protection Agency, Inc., and has held that
position since W&W became the construction security contractor at Zimmer:

in September 1976. From September 1976 to October 1980, he was stationed
on a full-time basis at Zimmer and thereafter visited the site to oversee
security operations usually twice a week.

Ward indicated that he is well informed about security-related matters and
incidents at Zimmer. He explained that W&W inherited Kaiser's security
procedures and basically has continued to conduct security activities in
accordance with those guidelines. Ward related that, during the time W&W
has been security contractor there, he has become aware of instances of
alcohol use by construction workers at Zimmer.

Ward indicated that alcohol use onsite became a real concern and certain
measures were initiated to reduce the problem. In July 1980, W&W began the
practice of searching the coolers and lunch containers brought onsite by
the construction workers. This action was somewhat effective in preventing
some workers from bringing alcoholic beverages onsite. Also, a contributing
factor to the problem was the sale of liquor by certain individuals in the
parking lot outside the site. Ward stated that a " crackdown" on parking
lot liquor sales was initiated in 1977 when state law enforcement officials
were contacted. These officials subsequently came out to the site and, to
his knowledge, made at least one arrest for liquor sale violations.

Ward was asked whether he had ever observed workers who, in his opinion,
were intoxicated to the point their ability to perform their job was impaired.

! He replied that instances of workers being intoxicated to that extent were
relatively rare and he estimated that, since W&W became a security contractor

I in 1976, approximately 25 intoxicated workers were observed and denied access
! to, or were ejected from, the site. The most common occurrence of this was
| when intoxicated workers came to the site on payday to pick up their checks.

Ward remarked that the worker involved would take the day off and, after
they had been drinking and were already intoxicated, would come to the
site at 10:00 or 11:00 a.m. just to pick up their paychecks. On those
occasions, when a worker entering the site was determined to be intoxicated,
Ward would deny the worker's entry to the site.

Ward indicated it is difficult to enforce rules regarding use of alcohol on -

*

site. He explained W&W security officers have been instructed to identify
(if possible), rather than confront, workers who are observed consuming
alcoholic beverages on site. This is usually done by trying to obtain
identifying information, such as a payroll number or a name from the
individual's hard hat. If identifying information is obtained, the matter
is then referred to the individual's supervisor for action.

I Ward expressed the opinion the biggest problem affecting security in general
is that Kaiser and CG&E allow too many motor vehicles on site. He indicated
the large number of vehicles permitted onsite increases the potential for
contraband being brought on and/or taken offsite without detection. Ward
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also stated that, since he has been at Zimmer, there has been little trouble
with regard to violent acts. He could recall only one incident when two
construction workers were involved in a fight.

Ward mentioned that, during the time Thomas Applegate was onsite, there
were six or seven security officers on duty during each shift.

5.14.3.10 Interview with Frederick Lautenslager

On February 24-25 and March 13, 1981, Frederick Lautenslager was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that be is employed as the CG&E Security Supervisor and
has been assigned to the Zimmer since August 1978.

Lautenslager was questioned regarding his knowledge of alleged alcohol use
by workers at Zimmer. He stated he has no personal knowledge of anyone
drinking alcoholic beverages onsite and he has never observed anyone drinking
alcohol onsite.

Lautenslager was also questioned regarding his knowledge of alleged drug
use (particularly marijuana) by workers onsite. He indicated he has no
personal knowledge of any drug use and is aware of no incidence of mari-
juana use by anyone at Zimmer. Lautenslager related that on one occasion
a Yoh Security Officer discovered and turned over to him some cigarette
butts which appeared to be hand-rolled. He stated since many of the craf t
personnel roll their own cigarettes and since there was nothing to indicate
that the butts found by the security officer were in fact marijuana, no
further action was taken other than to notify W&W security personnel that
the hand-rolled cigarette butts were found.

Lautenslager also stated that he has never received a report of any indi-
viduals drinking alcoholic beverages or smoking marijuana onsite.

On March 27, 1981, Lautenslager provided a typewritten statement er. ......
t; ? ;..::fic, ...Z ..~.:: , a copy of which is included as Exhibit dB.

5.14.3.11 Field Observations

While at Zimmer, the NRC resident inspector has observed evidence of alcohol
use by workers. During approximately 50% of the time he has spent touring
the plant while conducting inspection activities, he has observed empty beer
cans in various safety-related areas of the plant. On a less frequent basis,
he has also observed empty "hard liquor" bottles (e.g. , whiskey bottles).
The areas where empty cans and bottles were observed included the cable
spreading room, the two residual heat removal rooms, the related residual
heat removal heat exchanger rooms, and the reactor building. Within these
areas, the locations he observed empty alcoholic beverage containers were
generally hidden and isolated.

The quantity of empty beer cans in these areas varied greatly from time to-

time. On some occasions (generally in the winter months), as many as 10 to
12 empty beer cans could be found in any of the noted locations of the plant
(although some of the cans may have been there a month or more since the
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:

last time the area was cleaned). On other occasions (generally in the summer
months), only a few cans would be present in those same locations.'

The resident inspector has never personally observed anyone consuming alcoholic
beverages. He recalled observing instances in the diesel generator room and
reactor building when workers were drinking beverages from non-alcoholic
beverage containers (e.g., thermos bottles) and, upon seeing him approach,
made an apparent effort to conceal the containers from which they were
drinking. These instances led him to suspect that workers concealed intox-
icants in and consumed intoxicants from non-alcoholic beverage containers.
Observations of beer can accumulations in different areas of the plant have
been documented in various NRC inspection reports and that on at least two
occasions the beer can litter situation has been brought to the attention
of the Construction Project Manager, Scott Swain.

!

The resident inspector has never observed anyone who, in his opinion, was
intoxicated to the point where their ability to perform their job was impaired.
In the inspectors opiniori, the drinking of alcohol at Zimmer is not as bad as
he has seen at other construction sites.wrsivtMfbwBf x
The resident inspector has observed approximately ten marijuana cigaretteg
butts during his plant tours and he recently found two marijuana cigarettes.
The resident discussed this matter with the Kaise Construction Project
Manager. WY DW |(
5.14.4 Findings and Conclusions

The NRC investigation identified evidence that there had been some drinking
and drug use onsite. No attempt was made to examine the attitude of manage-
ment toward drinking, drug use, or violence; however, based on interviews
with site personnel coupled with NRC site observations both prior to and
during the investigation, a widespread problem was not evident.

An adequately functioning quality assurance program would assure detection
and correction of any adverse effects from construction personnel whose
abilities have been impaired while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.

M # N h questions regarding the quality assurance program based on p
other findings of this investigation, the licensee Quality Confirmation
Program will assure construction defects have been identified.

5.14.5 Items of Noncompliance

|
No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.15 Employee Dismissals

5.15.1 Allegation

" Employees fired for time [ card] cheating had been cheating with the
express approval of management, and only time cheaters fired were vocal
and knowledgeable critics of plant QA and safety."

,

'
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5.15.2 Background Information

Thomas Applegate's investigation into timecard cheating at Zimmer found
that five individuals (three construction workers and two guards) were
involved in " timecard cheating" (i.e., absent from work onsite but recorded
as being at work). All those individuals involved were terminated by their
respective employers.

5.15.3 Investigation

5.15.3.1 Interview of Construction Worker

The NRC interviewed one of the construction workers who had been terminated
for timecard irregularities. The other terminated construction workers
could not be located. No attempt was made to interview the two guards also
terminated because they were not directly involved in assuring adequacy of
plant construction. The construction workers were those who would have had
knowledge of " plant QA and safety" (construction problems).

5.15.3.2 Interview of Individual A

On February 24, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by
representatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated Kaiser
terminated his employment in January 1980, after Thomas Applegate uncovered
irregularities in his timecard. He said he was not fired for his criticism
of plant safety and it was not until after he was terminated that he
provided any information to GAP. Individual A said that although he had
serious concerns about construction work at the plant, he was not fired by
Kaiser for criticizing plant QA and safety.

On April 24, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement .. ----_.
-- however, he requested the statement not be- '' -- - '

attached to this report.

5.15.3.3 Interview of Individual B

On April 14, 1981, Individual B, who was previously interviewed by repre-
sentatives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual B stated that he
would not characterize himself as a " vocal critic" of plant safety. He
stated he had concerns about the QC program at Zimmer which he related to
the RIII Investigator. However, he said he was fired for irregularities
in his timecard and not for his concerns about the QC program.

I

l

| On April 22, 1981, Individul B provided a written sworn statement ;;t -"' ; f

: . w . 7. -.a < e g 4 cm ._ o : - ; however, he requested the statement not be g
|

attached to this report.

| 5.15.3.4 Interview of William Murray
i

On April 14, 1981, William Murray, CG&E Senior Engineer, was interviewed by
|

NRC. He stated that from December 10, 1980 to January 4, 1981 Confidential
Service (CS) was hired by CG&E to investigate alleged timecard irregular-

|

|
1
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ities at Zimmer. He stated CS entered into contract with CG&E after
Applegate told them he had uncovered evidence of employee timecard cheating.
Murray stated the investigation was contracted for a 30-day period. During
that period, Applegate identified two guards and three construction personnel

,

who were involved in timecard cheating. Murray indicated that all five of
the individuals Applegate identified had been terminated. He denied that
the only individuals terminated were those who were vocal and knowledgeable
critics of plant safety, and stated emphatically that the individuals fired
were fired solely for irregularities in their timecards.

Murray also stated that Major W. Cox, Director of CS, felt that the inves-
tigation was compromised when Murray left Applegate's reports unattended in,

his desk. Murray said that at that point the contract was ending and he
i and Cox concurred timecard cheating was not widespread. Both agreed that,

because of the questions about the security of the operation, the contract
| should be terminated. However, Murray said Applegate stated that he was
.

concerned about the QA problems he had identified and wanted to continue
| investigating. Murray said the concerns Applegate raised had already been

identified by the CG&E QA group and he saw no reason to continue the
investigation. He said Applegate was adamat in his insistence to continue
the investigation, so he referred him to W1._iam Schweirs, Quality Assurance
Manager. Schweirs agreed there was no need to investigate these matters
further and advised Applegate of his conclusion. Murray said the contract
was terminated with Cox's approval, but over Applegate's objections.

Murray provided a letter from CS regarding the contract termination, dated
January 4, 1980, and is included in Exhibit d$r.

In a subsequent telephone conversation, Murray stated that Individual B was
not one of five identified by Applegate nor was he fired at CG&E's direction
for timecard cheating, but that he may have been terminated by Kaiser for
another timecard matter.

I

| 5.15.3.5 Interview of Major W. Cox

|

On April 30, 1981, Major W. Cox, Director of CS, was interviewed by NRC.
Cox stated he employed Thomas Applegate as a private investigator for CS.
He indicated that in November 1979, when Applegate was investigating another
matter, Applegate came across evidence of employee timecard cheating at
Zimmer. Cox stated he was reluctant to pursue the matter, but on several

Coxoccasions Applegate approached both him and CG&E about this matter.
said Applegate continued to pursue the matter and CG&E formally requested
CS to investigate the matter. Cox stated the investigation was contracted
to last 30 days during which Applegate would work undercover onsite with
the primary task of investigating employee timecard cheating. Cox said the
CS investigation began on December 10, 1979 and ended on January 6,1980,
and identified several employees who were involved in timecard cheating.
Cox said the operation ran its course and was terminated at the end of the
original 30-day contract period.

Cox stated that during the last weeks of the investigation, Applegate said he
found evidence of irregularities in pipe welds and in the plant QA program.
Cox told William Murray about this and Murray said CG&E was already aware of

'
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the problems Applegate had identified and did not need to pursue them further.
Cox recalled that Applegate had-learned there was a disagreement between
Peabody Magnaflux (PM) employees and CG&E over the interpretation of X-rays

i

taken of some pipes on site.

Cox said there was no attempt by CG&E to cover up any of Applegate's dis-
closures. Cox said it appeared to him that CG&E was already aware of the
problems Applegate identified and Applegate was not providing them with
any new information. Cox stated that after the 30-day contract period,
both he and CG&E decided to terminate the contract. Cox stated Applegate
disagreed with this decision and wanted the investigation to continue so

Coxhe could pursue irregularities he had identified in the QA program.
said CG&E denied Applegate's request.

Cox said that in his opinion Applegate held a grudge against CG&E for ending
the investigation over his objections. He indicated that since January 1980
he has had no further contact with Applegate regarding the Zimmer investi-
gation, and Applegate has taken custody of all of the tape recordings and
copies of reports he made during the investigation. ,

5.15.3.6 Record Reviews

The Confidential Service memorandum dated January 4,1980 authored by
The firstMajor W. Cox, Director of CS, was reviewed by the investigator.

paragraph of the letter addresses Cox's concerns about the security of CS
confidential reports. The letter indicates Cox objected to security breaches

How-during the investigation and asked GC&E to terminate the investigation.
ever, Cox did state in the letter that, based on information he had, he did
not concur with CG&E's conclusion that Applegates allegations regarding

| questionable construction were without merit.
,

5.15.4 Findings and Conclusions

The two former employees interviewed by GAP were contacted by NRC. They denied
they had been fired for any criticism of plant QA and safety, but rather had

There was no indication from the interviewsbeen fired for timecard cheating.
that management approved of timecard cheating.

'
' 5.15.5 Items of Noncompliance ______

,

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.16 Radiographer Suppression

,

5.16.1 Allegation
i

"CG&E had warned PM management to silence the radiographers at Zimmer,
who were criticizing CG&E's consistent approval of welds rejected by PM."

On February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate provided further information
regarding the allegation. He stated he learned that on the weekend of
January 9-10, 1981, Individuals D and E had probably broken into the

: .
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Peabody Magnaflux (PM) trailer onsite. He alleged that during this
! burglary those individuals removed records of an instance where CGE had

overridden PM's rejection of welds.

5.16.2 Background Information

CGE did not have personnel with direct nondestructive examination responsi-
bilities, and as such, would not hrve been involved with " overriding" of
PM radiograph interpretations. Additional background on radiography is in-
cluded in Section 5.8.2.

On July 3, 1979, five prefabricated pipe spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg
were received at the Zimmer site (see Section 5.7). Kaiser personnel wrote

<

i Nonconformance Report E1911 stating that the " spools were rolled off of truck
onto ground and striking other spools." On July 6, 1979, Kaiser directed that
the welds on the spool pieces be radiographed.

On July 21, 1979 Hang of PM radiographed the spool pieces and identi-
fled rejectable Yn welds on three of the five spool pieces. PM for-
warded the findings to Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. The reports and
film identifying the examined welds were then reviewed by Pallon and filed in
the Kaiser Doc e t gptrol Center, three radiographs of welds with apparently

; rejectable weTe filed with a nonconforming report. On April 8, 1980, U

|
these films were reviewed by NRC Inspector Kavin Ward who determined that the
welds had the wrong geometry for radiography and the films were not acceptable.'

On April 25-28, 1980, PM personnel performed magnetic particle and ultra-
sonic inspections of the questioned spool pieces and concluded on the basis
of these examinations that the welds on the spool pieces were acceptable.
On April 28, 1980, Kellogg performed ultrasonic examinations of the samei

spool pieces and also found them to be acceptable.
|

! The above information including details of processing of nonconformance report
E-1911 is included in IE Investigation Report No. 50-358/80-09.

5.16.3 Investigation -

5.16.3.1 Interview of Individual A

On April 22, 1981, Individual A, who was previously interviewed by representa-
tives of GAP, was interviewed by NRC. Individual A stated PM radiographers
Allen Sellars and David Binning had told him, on two occasions, that they
found defective welds in Kellogg prefabricated spool pieces. He said they
had discovered the defects when examining Kaiser field welds that joined the
spool pieces in the residual heat removal system. He said they also found .

similar defects in five of twenty welds on the mala steam relief (MSR) spool
pieces that had fallen off a truck on delivery to the site.

Individual A stated that PM personnel told him CGE overrode their rejec-
tion of welds on the MSR system and had retained a copy of the examination
report and radiographic film in their files. He said CGE overrode PM
when they examined prefabricated spool pieces, but they were not overridden
in their weld determinations for Kaiser welds.i
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Individual A also stated that in January 1979 CG&E hired undercover private
investigator Thomas Applegate who had questioned PM employees about this
examination. He said Applegate and Allan Sellars had met at the Riverview
Inn to discuss the matter. A few days after this meeting, Sellars met
Individual A onsite and told him his supervisors had advised him not to
discuss the matter with anyone. He said Sellars later informed him there
had been a burglary of the PM trailer, and the film and examination reports
for the MSR spool pieces which PM had retained were missing.

On April 24, 1981, Individual A provided a written statement ew
_ : . _ 7 . . . . . .. . ' '--- '* 1; however, he requested the statement not be
attached to this report.

5.16.3.2 Interview of Thomas Appletate .

On February 26, 1981, Thomas Applegate was interviewed by NRC. He stated
he had a telephone conversation with Ernest A1 dredge, President of PM, in

1 which Aldredge said weld records were missing from the PM trailer onsite.
Applegate said he subsequently learned that there was a break-in of the PM
trailer on the weekend of' January 9-10, 1980, and that records were taken
from the trailer. He indicated Security Officers Ronald Wright,
James Bedinghaus, and David Simpson had told him Individuals D and E were
probably involved in the break-in and had stolen records from the trailer.

Applegate said PM is now unable to " defend itself" against CG&E in a dispute
about the acceptability of welds PM examined on the MSR system since its
records were stolen. He stated that although these welds had been examined,

.

by PM and found defective they were later accepted by CG&E. Applegate said.
that since the burglary PM has instructed its employees not to say anything
about this matter for fear of industry-wide reprisals against PM.

e

5.16.3.3 Interviews of Security Officers

Between February 1 and March 15, 1981, the individuals listed below were
interviewed by NRC. They could not provide any information concerning
the break-in of the PM trailer in January' of 1980. All of these individuals
are former Security Officers at the Zimmer site and all stated the break-in
had not been reported to the Security Department. They stated that they were
unaware of the identity of any individuals who might have committed the break-in.~

David Simpson, Felicity, Ohio, Police Department :
Ronald Wright, Felicity, Ohio, Police Department
James Bedinghaus, former Security Officer, Zimmer;

! Nuclear Power Station
I John Bedinghaus, former Security Officer, Zimmer

*
Nuclear Power Station ,

Jeffrey Hyde, former Security Officer, Zimmer
NuQarPowe Station

i Jamgg Caplinge ormer Security Officer, Zimmer

NucIlar Power tation7'

i William Ross, Investigator, Clairmont County, Ohio
Welfare Department
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5.16.3.4 Interview of Ernest Aldredge
r

On April 10, 1980, Ernest A1 dredge, PM President, was interviewed by NRC.
Aldredge stated that to the best of his knowledge PM radiographers at the
Zimmer site were not consistently overridden in their weld determinations.
He stated that Charles Wood, PM's Cincinnati Office Manager, had never
reported this problem to him.j

|
A1 dredge also stated that from January through June 1980 there was an NRC
investigation at Zimmer as a result of complaints made by Thomas Applegate,'

|
a private investigator, who had been hired by CG&E. He indicated
Charles Wood informed him that PM employees had apparently told Applegate

.

that there were defective welds at the plant. A1 dredge stated Applegate
| subsequently contacted both the NRC and the local press about PM personnel
!

telling him about defective welds, charging that PM had been overridden in
,

their decisions to reject welds.
4

Aldredge said that, as the result of the NRC investigation and newspaper
articles about it, he contacted the Public Relations Officer of his parent
company, Magnaflux Quality Services. They advised him that due to the sensi-
tive nature of nondestructive examination of nuclear power plants it would
be bad publicity for PM to make any public statement, since the statement

,

could be misconstrued by the press. Aldredge stated he was therefore;

advised to not make any statement to TV reporters or any other members of
the media. He indicated he also advised Charles Wood it would be in the
best interest of PM not to make any statements at that time.

4

Aldredge said PM's contract at Zimmer was not renewed due to production
;

| problems that had been attributed to frequent breakdowns of the film
processing machine onsite. He said information such as this could impact
the company's professional reputation, so he felt it was best not to

I make a statement about why PM's contract was not renewed.
I

A1 dredge stated that there had been no attempt to silence the radiographers
at Zimmer regarding public statements about the investigation. A1 dredge
provided a sworn statement on August 17, 1981, a copy of which is included
asExhibitedD.

5.16.3.5 Interview of William Schwiers

On April 23, 1981, William Schwiers, CG&E Quality Assurance Manager, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he would forward a letter to the investigator
outlining the reasons PM's contract was terminated at Zimmer. Subsequently,
Schweirs provided an unofficial memorandum outlining his reasons for termi-
nating PM's contract in April 1980. A retyped copy of the provided memo is
included as Exhibit 64. Schweirs stated the contract was not terminatedI

because of PM's criticism of "CG&E's consistent approval of welds rejected
by them."

5.16.3.6 Interview of Charles Wood

On April 15, 1981, Charles Wood, PM Cincinnati Office Manager, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that since 1972, PM has been employed as the firm

.
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|
,

responsible for nondestructive examination at Zimmer. He said PM has con-| ducted both ultrasonic, liquid penetrant, and radiographic examinations of I
large-bore and small-bore pipe welds onsite. Wood said PM's responsibility
was to examine welds and present their preliminary findings to Kaiser.
Kaiser personnel would examine radiographs and make the determination if aI

weld was accepted or rejected. He stated Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer,'

I was responsible for reviewing PM's work and was not " consistently overriding"
PM on their decisions to accept or reject a weld. He said Pallon supportid'

PM's work onsite and, when a defective weld was identified, assured that the
I weld was repaired.

Wood stated that CG&E hired Thomas Applegate in January 1980, and apparently
WoodApplegate talked to a number of PM employees about their work onsite.

said Applegate called him in January 1980 and identified himself as
|

" Thomas Jackson," a CG&E Cost Accounting Engineer. Wood indicated that at
that time there was a question about PM being retained onsite due to problems

|
in meeting production goals.

'

Wood advised there was discussion among PM employees about the contract
;

renewal, and he learned PM employees had told Applegate that PM had iden-'

'tified defective welds in the plant. Wood said it was PM's responsibility
to identify defective welds and report their findings to Kaiser. Kaiser

j would assign a status of either repair, hold, or rework to the defective'

weld. Wood indicated that when his employees told Applegate that there
I

were " bad welds," they were referring to defective welds they had iden-
|

tified and reported to Kaiser. Wood stated his employees had answered
Applegate's questions in good faith, assuming he knew the meaning of the1 term " bad welds" (that were identified as needing repairs by the Kaiser'

Quality Control system).

Wood stated that on one occasion Applegate valled him and asked him if
there were " bad welds in the plant" and he responded in the affirmative.
He said he assumed Applegate knew what a defective weld was and that'

Applegate was questioning (as an auditor) PM's ability to identify weld
defects. Wood said Applegate later went to the newspapers and quoted Wood
and other PM employees as saying "there are defective welds" in the plant.
Wood said that rejectable. welds are identified by nondestructive examination
and are repaired under the quality control system.

;

i

Wood said that later there was a series of very controversial newspaper
articles about Zimmer construction. He consulted with PM's attorney,

! Charles Russ, who advised him that media representatives could misconstrue
anything he said and cautioned him to instruct his employees not to discuss'

the matter with the media. Wood said there was no attempt to " cover up"
any of PM's act'ivities onsite, and their records accurately report their
findings. Wood indicated that af ter the discussion with their attorney he
advised PM employees to not make any further statements regarding the matter.

Wood said PM employees were receiving phone calls from media representa-
tives and a number of PM employees were disturbed about the calls. He felt
it was PM's responsibility as their employer to advise them not to discuss
Applegate's charges with media personnel.

*
,
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Wood said Applegate charged PM was " overridden" in their weld evaluations,|

and that its contract was not renewed by CG&E because PM had continued to
reject welds. Wood stated the contract was act renewed because of problems
in meeting production goals onsite and not for any disagreements over PM's
weld examinations.

~ Wood recalled that Allan Sellars told him in January 1980 that there had
been a break-in of the PM trailer. Sellars reported to Wood that no
equipment was missing, but he was unsure if Sellars had told him that
any records were taken. Wood said PM retains the blue copy of all its
examination reports for billing purposes; however, the X-ray film of a
weld and other copies of examinatioh reports are the property of CG&E
and Kaiser and are retained by them.

;__:_2._, 1 0 -- ''^ , a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4 Wood provided a written statement :" :::: ; 9. ''-
::

; On April 15, 1981,
'

5.16.3.7 Interview of Allan"Sellars

On February 19 and April 15, 1981, Allan Sellars, PM Level II Radiographer,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from April
1976 to April 1980, and performed radiographic examinations of Kaiser field
welds and occasionally examined welds on spool pieces manufactured by Kellogg.
He indicated that when he identified defective Kaiser or Kellogg welds he
identified them on the examination report and forwarded the report to
Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. Sellars stated he was not overridden
by Pallon when he identified defects in either Kaiser or Kellogg welds.

,

Sellars did recall an incident in the Summer of 1979 when PM was asked
to examine welds on some Kellogg MSR system spool pieces that apparently
fell off the truck on delivery to the site.* He said he and David Hang
radiographed welds on the spool pieces in question, but the film quality

He indicated the geometrical configuration of the welds waswas poor.
such that it would exaggerate flaws in the welds and project them on the
film at varying angles, distorting the view of the weld. Sellars said
that he had told Pallon radiography was the wrong technique to use in this
case, but Pallon said to conduct the examination anyway. Sellars said Hang
observed some unacceptable indications (defects) on the resultant radio-

i graphic film and noted this on the examination reports. Later, during an
NRC invest.igation, these spool pieces were ultrasonically examined and the

,

welds werd found to be acceptable.'

Sellars also stated that after the investigation there was ccasiderable
publicity regarding PM's work onsite, and he was told by PM management
not to comment to members of the press because anything he said could be
taken out of context. Sellars said this was not an attempt to intimidate
or silence him about PM's work onsite. In his opinion PM's contract was
not renewed due to production problems, which he attributed to breakdowns
in the film processing machine. Sellars said another factor in CG&E's
decision was audits that were critical of PM's work onsite. He indi-
cated the contract was not terminated for problems in their identification
of defective welds. Sellars also stated the PM trailer had been broken
into; however, he was not aware of anything taken during the break-in.'
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On April 15, 1981, Allan Sellars provided a written statement _: __ ___, :;
_:.. yr;- l._, ...:..__1 u, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 49.

5.16.3.8 Interview of David Hang

On March 27, 1981, David Hang, former PM Level II Radiographer, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer from September 19, 1976,
to August 1979. Hang said he was responsible for conducting radiographic
examinations of large bore pipe welds.

Hang indicated that he was not overridden on his weld determinations by
Anthony Pallon, KEI Welding Engineer. To the contrary, Hang said welds
PM accepted were frequently found unacceptable by Pallon and Pallon would
request PM to reexamine the welds. When Pallon found a defect in a weld
that PM had not detected, he would order the weld repaired. Hang said
Pallon, as a Level III radiographer, had the final say in acceptance or
rejection of a weld.

Hang recalled that in August 1979 Pallon asked him to examine some pipe
spool pieces on the MSR system that had fallen off of a truck on delivery
to the site. Hang said he took one radiographic " shot," evaluated the film,

; and concluded that radiography was the wrong technique to use when examining
the spool pieces.

Hang said he told Pallon that the geometric configuration of the spool
pieces was such that it distorted the view of the weld and might exaggerate
flaws that would appear as defects on the film. Hang indicated Pallon
requested he examine the remainder of the welds by radiography and these
examinations revealed apparent rejectable defects on three spool pieces.

;

Hang said be reported the results of his ex.minations to Pallon and
'

retained the PM copy of the reports and film in a special folder in the
PM trailer onsite. He added that ultrasonic examination would be the
proper nondestructive testing technique to use to examine pipe welds in
this geometric configuration, and he later learned the spool pieces had
been ultrasonically examined and found acceptable.

Hang said he left Zimmer in August 1979 and, on his return in March 1980,
he was informed by Allan Sellars that there had been a break-in of the PM
trailer and the file on the MSR pieces was missing. Hang stated that in
April 1981 he reviewed the radiographic examination reports for the MSR

|
spool pieces that were recovered from the Kaiser Document Control Center.

|
Hang verified that the reports and films were the originals from August
1979. He indicated these examination reports were for the three welds he
found unacceptable, and apparently were filed by Kaiser with a nonconformance
report.

On April 23, 1981, David Hang provided a written statement etteseenree
I L- y . - '' ; '-r^- -ti 1, a copy of 4hich is included as Exhibit GF.

!
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:

5.16.3.9 Interview of Wayne Draffon
I'

19, 1981, Wayne Draffon, PM Level III Radiographer, was inter-On February
viewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed by PM at Zimmer from January 19
to April 1980. Draffon said it was PM's responsibility to radiograph Kaiser
field welds onsite. He said PM performed a radiograph of a weld and did a |

'

He indicated PMpreliminary review to ascertain if the weld was rejectable.
did not have authority for final acceptance of a weld but that the KEI welding
engineer who reviewed the radiographic film was responsible for final accept-

Draffon stated PM was not frequently overridden in its weld determina-ance.
tions and that welds accepted by PM were frequently found unacceptable by Kaiser.

Draffon said he learned that radiographers occasionally observed defects in
Kellogg welds when they overlapped Kaiser welds. These cases were reported
and forwarded to Kaiser to determine if the Kellogg weld should be repaired.
Draffon stated that when welds junctured, the geometry of the juncturing welds
is frequently not the same and therefore radiographic views of the weld may
be distorted. He indicated that inexperienced Level I or II Radiographers
would often examine juncturing welds and report rejectable defects, not
recognizing that the view was distorted. Draffon said a more experiencedDraffon statedradiographer can discern this and find the weld acceptable.
that when he arrived on site a problem similar to this had apparently occurred
where PM radiographers examined MSR spool pieces that had fallen off the truck
and found the welds unacceptable. In fact, the view of the weld was distorted
due to configuration problems. Draffon said the spool pieces were later
ultrasonically examined and found to be acceptable. Draffon commented that
this appeared to be an isolated instance, and CG&E or Kaiser did not often
override PM in their weld determinations.

Draffon stated he had heard that the PM trailer was broken into, but thic
occurred prior to his arrival onsite. He learned that Thomas Applegate, a
private investigator, had called the trailer and told employees it had been

! broken into. He said, however, employees searched the trailer and found,

no records or equipment missing.

Draffon also stated that PM's contract was terminated in April 1980 at the
He said this occurred because the volume of work wascustomer's request.

slowing, and PM had experienced production problems, which he attributed to
frequent breakdowns in the film processing machine onsite.;

!

5.16.3.10 Interview of Steven Binning

15, 1981, Steven Binning, PM Level II Radiographer, was interviewedOn April
He stated he was employed at Zimmer from April 1978 until April 1980.by NRC.

Binning said he received his Level II certification in October 1979 and
routinely radiographed large bore pipe welds fabricated by Kaiser onsite.
Binning said PM radiographed welds, developed the film, did a preliminary
examination to determine if the welds were acceptable or rejectable, and
then forwarded their report to Anthony Fallon, KEI welding engineer, who[

j made the final determination on the acceptability of the welds. He in-
dicated Pallon did not consistently override PM in their weld determination
and would sometimes reject welds that PM had initially found acceptable.

;

|
1
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He frequently directed them to re-shoot welds that Kaiser had repaired
after PM had identified rejectable defects in the welds.

Binning recalled one occasion where PM examined some prefabricated spooli

pieces for the MSR system that were manufactured by Kellogg and had apparently
fallen off a truck on delivery to the site. He said David Hang examined the
spool pieces and determined there were rejectable indications in some welds.
Binning said the radiographs were later evaluated by Kaiser, it was found
the weld geometry precluded correct interpretation, and the welds on the spool
pieces were not defective. Binning said Hang retained copies of his report ,

of this particular examination.

Binning also stated that in January 1980 he received a telephone call from
an unidentified individual who told him the PM trailer had been broken into.
He said he immediately checked the back dcor and found the lock had been
pried off and apparently the trailer had been entered. Binning said he
inventoried the equipment in the trailer, checked the files, and found the
only items missing were the examination reports and films for the MSR;

i spool pieces that had been examined by Hang earlier. He indicated he told
i Allan Sellars and Wayne Draffon about the burglary but did not discuss it

with anyone else.

Binning said PM management never told him to be silent about activities
that occurred at the site. He said PM's contract was not renewed because
of production problems, which he attributed to their film processor fre-
quently breaking down. He also stated that NRC had audited PM's radiation
safety operations and technical work and these audits were critical of
some aspects of the PM operation. Binning said PM was not asked to leave
the site for their identification of defective welds, and PM employees
were not harassed or intimidated by Kaiser or CG&E.

,

.
'

On April 15, 1981, Steven Binning provided a written statement '- -____ _

ti- ---- '' : ' '- - ___, a copy of which is included as Exhibit (B.
-

+

5.16.3.11 Interview of David Binning

On January 19 and April 15, 1981, David Binning, PM Radiographer's Assistant,
was interviewed by FRC. He indicated that, as a Radiographer's Assistant,
he was not responsible for reading or interpreting film or making any weld
determinations. He said he. worked with both David Hang and Allan Sellars
and did not recall them commenting that Anthony Pallon overrode them. He
stated that PM usually radiographed Kaiser field welds; however, on one
occasion they radiographed Kellogg prefabricated pieces. He said he re-

.

called Hang took some "information only" shots of some prefabricated pieces
! and identified rejectable indications in some welds. He indicated Hang

reported this to Pallon, but he was not aware of the final disposition of
|

the report.

Binning also said that in January 1980 there was a break-in of the PM trailer
| and records were taken; however, he did not recall what records were missing.

He said at about the same time the burglary occurred, Thomas Applegate con-
ducted an investigation and later notified NRC and the local press concerning

i
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PM's work. He said he was told by Sellars not to say anything about the
: investigation because he (Sellars) was getting harassed by the press and

Applegate about it. Binning said he was never told by PM management to
" cover up" anything about their activities at the site. Binning volunteered

! that PM had production problems onsite, which he attributed to the film'

processor breaking down and holding up production.

5.16.3.12 Interview of Robert Marshall
,

On April 16,~1981, Robert Marshall, KEI Construction Superintendent, was
interviewed by NRC. Marshall stated PM was not overridden by Pallon on
weld determinations at Zimmer. He said Pallon did not report to him that

;

|
he overrode PM on their weld findings. Marshall also stated that the PM

' radiographers with whom he spoke after Applegate made his disclosures to
the press did not support the claim that Pallon was overriding them in

,
' their weld determinations.

He recalled one incident when PM was asked to examine some MSR spool pieces
4 that had fallen off a truck on delivery to the site. He said that in April

1980 he reviewed the radiographs taken of these spool pieces and he, Rex Baker,
KEI Welding Engineer, and NRC Inspector Kavin Ward examined the films. All
concurred that the welds were of the wrong geometry for radiographic examina-
tion. Marshall said that on some of the films the geometric configuration had
distorted the radiographic view of the welds. He added that this examination
was an exception to common practice because PM normally radiographed Kaiser
field welds but not welds on Kellogg prefabricated pieces. Marshall advised
that the MSR spool pieces were later ultrasonically examined and found to be
acceptable.

5.16.3.13 Interview of Anthony Pallon
.

On August 13, 1981, Anthony Pallon, Sr. , was interviewed by N3C. Pallon
stated he was employed at Zimmer as a Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer,
Welding / Nondestructive Examination from April 1, 1977 to July 8, 1980.
He stated his position involved the review of PM radiographic reports of
examination for pipe welds at the plant. 'Pallon stated he did not consis-
tently override PM in their weld determinations at Zimmer and, on the
contrary, frequen'tly rejected welds that PM found acceptable. He said, on
less than ten occasions PM radiographers identified nonconforming vendor
welds while examining an adjacent Kaiser weld. He said in each instance
he directed the nonconforming weld to be repaired or replaced. He stated
he could not make a determination about 20% of the prefabricated pipe welds
in the plant being defective, since PM did not radiograph them, he did not
review the radiographs, and he would not make an unqualified statement about

| their acceptability. .
t

Pallon said in April 1980 that PM's contract at Zimmer was not renewed and
Nuclear Energy Services (NES), Inc. , took control of the radiography work
at Zimmer. He attributed this to poor management of the PM operation at
Zimmer, coupled with equipment problems that affected FM's ability to perform
the required amount of radiographic examinations. He said he privately told
PM personnel about this months before the contract was terminated, but they

| '
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took no action (i.e. , hiring of additional personnel and repair of the film
processing machine) to increase their production at the site.

I

5.16.3.14 Record Reviews

The RIII inspectors reviewed reader sheets for radiographs of field welds
made between October 1979 and March 1980 to determine if CG&E or KaiserThe results ofpersonnel had accepted welds previously rejected by PM.
that review are given in Table 5.16-1. I

,

Table 5.16-1 Radiographic Reader Sheet Data

Reader SheetReader Sheet
Weld No. Ident. No. Weld No. Ident. No.

1. RH-113 RH-31 26. RE-75A RE-1

2. R1-7 RI-11 27. K-288 WK-8

3. RH-53 RH-20 28. RH-86 RH-64

4. RH-55 RH-20 29. @A3 DO-2

5. K-73 RH-20 30. @C3 DG-25

6. RH-40 RH-26 31. HGK-250 HG-16

7. K-494 MS-37 32. RD-K4 RD-1

8. FW-454 MS-30A 33. IMS22AC2 MS-315

9. HG47A2-1/2 NR-E-2252 34. DG03AA-3/4 DG-88

10. K-926 WR-26 35. P.L.2M20803 LC-13

11. K-455 MS-26A 36. K-483 MS-43

12. MS22AA2 MS-311 37. K-499 MS-39

13. K-84 RH-38 .38. 1RRBIAA-3/4 RR-122

14. P.L.2M20795 LC-19 39. K-288 RT-2

15. LP-9 LP-3 40. FC-5 FC-14

16. X-507 MS-44 41. K-33 FW-4

17. K-508 MS-45 42. FWK-31 FW-2

18. K-448 MS-27A 43. LP-13 LP-11

19. HP-19B HP-5 44. CYK-221 CY-49

20. FC-93 FC-29 45. WR41AA3 WR-44

21. K-414 MS-24A 46. FW58A FW-2

22. K-523 MS-27A 47. K-877 WR-2

23. RH-54 RH-20 48. HP-55 HP-4

24. RH-56 RH-20 49. K-475 MS-34

25. RH-46 RH-20

None of the reader sheets for the welds in Table 5.16-1 indicated that Kaiser
personnel had accepted radiographs that had previously been rejected by PM.

5.16.4 Findings and Conclusions

Seven current and former PM employees who were interviewed denied any|

| attempts by PM management to silence them for their weld determinations.
In addition, the radiographers, CG&E, and PM management personnel denied;

!
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that PM was consistently overridden in its weld determinations. A review
of PM radiographic examination reports did not reveal a pattern of PM
being overridden by Kaiser in their weld determinations. |

The PM trailer had been broken into on the weekend of January 9-10, 1981. f
It was not established that this was done by Individuals D and E. Seven

'

security officers who Applegate indicated had information regarding the
break-in were interviewed and said they had no knowledge of any break-in
of the trailer or of any information regarding the involvement of Indivi-
duals D and E in such a break-in. After the break-in, PM's copies of
examination reports of Kellogg prefabricated main steam relief spool pieces
were determined to be missing. Threeoftheeightreportsonthespool/ pieces
were found in the Kaiser Document Control Center filed with a nonconformance
report, but five of the reports are still missing. The reports and films
were reviewed by the PM employee who did the initial examination of the
welds and who verified the reports and films are the originals. He said
the reports filed with the nonconformance report are for the welds thought
to be defective, and the missing five reports are of the radiographs of
the acceptable welds.

5.16.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.17 Industry Blacklisting

5.17.1 Allegation

" Union pipefitters and PM employees have been intimidated by fear of utility
and industry-wide reprisals should they complain about the QA practices."

e

5.17.2 Background Information

No additional information was provided.

I 5.17.3 Investigation

5.17.3.1 Interview of Individuals A and B

On April 22 and 24, 1981, Individuals A and B, both union pipefitters, were
interviewed by NRC. They stated they had not been intimidated or subjectedIndividuals Ato reprisals for their criticism of QA practices at Zimmer.

I
and B both stated that they were fired in January 1980 as a result of thei

findings of Thomas Applegate's investigation into their involvement in
timecard cheating. They have since been re-employed by CG&E subcontractors
at Zimmer and other CG&E sites.

S'.17.3.2 Interview of William Schwiers

16, 1981, William Schwiers, QA Manager (CG&E), was interviewedOn January
He was asked to provide the names and current place of employmentby NRC. Afor Kaiser QC inspectors who had left the site since January 1,'1979.

i
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,

list was subsequently provided, indicating that a total of twenty-three QC<

inspectors had left the site since that date. Fifteen were known to be
( employed at other nuclear power plants under construction, two were employed

as QC inspectors in defense-related industries, and there was no known placeI

of employment for the remaining six inspectors. Schwiers said there has'

been no attempt by CG&E to engage in any form of industry-wide reprisals *
against employees who left Zimmer. ,

.

I 5.17.3.3 Interview of Ernest Aldredae
,

I On April 10, 1980, Ernest Aldredge, President of Peabody Magnaflux (PM),
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that neither PM nor its employees had
been subjected to any reprisals by CG&E or other utilities for their work
at Zimmer. -

Aldredge indicated that he was contacted by private investigator .

Thomas Applegate who asked him about the termination of the PM contract at ,

Zimmer. He stated he told Applegate the situation at Zimmer could affect
PM's performance record in the industry. A1 dredge said the contract was
terminated because of production problems that he attributed to a lack of

t

adequate staffing on PM's part, and frequent breakdowns of their onsite'

film processing machine.
I

A1 dredge also said he was advised by Charles Wood, the PM Cincinnati Office
Manager, that NRC had audited PM's records onsite and had found deficiencies.
A1 dredge said he talked to Applegate about PM being removed from other con-

,

tractor's bid lists because of the work at Zimmer, but he was referring toi
.

their poor performance record at Zimmer affecting other contracts. He indi-
cated that he was not referring to any systematic attempt by CG&E to engage
in any intimidation or reprisals against PM for its work onsite. A1 dredge
stated that during the conversation with Applegate he was concerned that the
professional and business reputation of PM not be tarnished. He indicated
he felt that Applegate misunderstood what he said and falsely accused CG&E
of engaging in " industry-wide" intimidation of PM.

' -5.17.3.4 Interviews of PM Employees .

t

Between January 19 and April 15, 1981, seven current and former PM employees ,

were interviewed by NRC. They denied that they had been placed in fear of ,

utility or industry-wide reprisals should they complain about QA practices '

at Zimmer. The results of these interviews are reported in Sections 5.7.3, ,

5.8.3, and 5.16.3. .

5.17.4 Findings and Conclusions

Two fired union pipfitters and seven current and former employees of ,

Peabody Hagnaflux, which included the individuals interviewed by GAP,
were contacted by NRC and they denied having been intimidated or sub-
jected to industry-wide reprisals for their critcism of Zimmer QA
practices.

s

!

,

'
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N 5.17.5 Items of Noncompliance

'^ No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.18 Inspector's Journal

5.18.1 Allegation-

'

"A KEI employee has kept a detailed journal of safety hazards and incidents
.

E .at Zimmer."
\

'

A On January 29, 1980, Thomas Applegate was interviewed by NRC. He stated
i that an individual named Yohan Reiter had told him he maintained a detailed

journal of safety defects while employed as a radiation waste chemistry
technician at Zimmer.

5.18.2 Background Information
,

It is common practice for inspectors performing certain types of inspections
to utilize notebooks to record their observations. Such notes can later
be used to generate surveillance reports, nonconformance reports, or other
documents as required.

5.18.3 Investigation

5.18.3.1 Personnel Record Review
1

%
The NRC Senior Resident Inspector reviewed CG&E personnel records and found
an individual named Yohan Reiter. Inquiry indicated that Reiter was employed+

by Westinghouse, Inc., in Brazil. Personnel records confirmed that Reiter
had been employed at Zimmer at the time Thoeas Applegate was onsite.

, ,

5.18.3.2 Interview with Yohan Reiter
,

.
,

( On February 5, 1981, Yohan Reiter of Westinghouse, Inc., was interviewed
' by telephone. He stated he was formerly employed as a radiation chemistry

technician at Zimmer. He said he recalled meeting Thomas Applegate in the
radiation waste. disposal area during a routine inspection. Reiter also
recalled cominenting to Applegate that his field notebook was his " paper

! brdin" in which he recorded the results of his field inspections. He said
tLe' notebook listed deficiencies identified during system walkdowns of the
radioactive waste disposal system. Reiter indicated that he used the note-
book to record deficiencies such as malfunctioning gauges or acid eating
through . floor tiles, which were then recorded on an equipment service list|

and corrected by the plant maintenance staff. He said that to his knowledge
all of the deficiencies he identified were properly corrected by the licensee..

I

He added that during meetings with his supervisor, Dean Erickson, and other
membersj of the Radiation Protection Department staff, the adequacy of the
resulting corrective action was discussed.

i Reiter in'dicated that he was not keeping any detailed journal of safety

|
defect's at *.he plant and, if he had any concerns regarding the safe opera -
tion of the plant, he would have contacted the NRC himself.

|

;s

)
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5.18.4 Findings and Conclusions

The individual who was alleged to have kept a " journal of safety hazards and
incidents at Zimmer" stated that the " journal" was a field inspection notebook.
He stated he used this notebook to record deficiencies he identified during

He said that to hissystem walkdowns of the radiation waste disposal system.
knowledge all of the deficiencies he identified were properly corrected by the
licensee.

5.18.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

5.19 Pipefitter Joke

5.19.1 Allegation

"A common ' joke' among pipefitters at Zimmer is that they will be hundreds
of miles away when the plant goes on line, due to their predictions of a
disastrous accident."

i

5.19.2 Background Information

No additional information was provided as to the source or significance of
the " joke" or statement.

5.19.2.1 Media Interview

During inte views conducted by Bettina Gregory of ABC News (broadcast on
May 19, 1981), Edwin Hofstadter made a similar comment. Hofstadter was
neither a pipefitter nor site employee, as detailed in Section 5.10.2.

5.19.3 Investigation

| 5.19.3.1 Interviews

Sixteen pipefitters interviewed by RIII inspectors could not provide any
information concerning any specific equipment design or installation
deficiencies.

During one interview, a QC inspector indicated that this joke had been
heard in the plant.

5.19.4 Findings and Conclusions
.

It was determined that the alleged statement had been made. The NRC is
addressing the allegations and safety concerns identified during this
investigation.

The only other way that the NRC can deal with an allegation such as this
is to determine if the quality of the plant is adequate. The NRC inspection
program, the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program, and the preoperational
testing program will enable this determination to be made.

.
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5.19.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

6.0 Allegations Received Through Site Interviews

During interviews conducted at the Zimmer site, the investigators and
inspectors received additional allegations. A number of these allegations
coincided with or added detail to those in Section 4 and are included in
that Section of this report.

6.1 Inspector Harassment

6.1.1 Allegation _

QC inspectors have been harassed by construction personnel who have repeatedly
doused them with water. QC inspectors have been transferred following com-
plaints from construction personnelf//47 TME f /N.5'/ ecto /f/ AfdlVE4aN rpo /Afh440

6.1. 2 - Background Information

Some friction between QC inspectors and construction personnel is expected
due to the very nature of the system. That friction can be increased when
construction personnel take the view that QC inspectors are "over inspecting"
or overly critical. It is management's responsibility to take action to
assure that friction does not develop unhealthy attitudes that adversely
affect construction quality.

6.1.3 Investigation

6.1.3.1 Interview of Phillip Gittings

On January 13, 15, and July 8, Phillip Gittings, Kaiser QA Manager, was
interviewd by NRC. He stated that Rex Baker told him of one incident in
September 1980 when a QC inspector was doused with water while performingi

| an inspection. Gittings stated Baker told him that the person who had
doused the inspector had been identified and fired by construction management.

Gittings stated that Swsin and other construction personnel had given him
" bad reports" on the inspection activities of Individual I, a QC inspector,
and his lack of completed inspections. He then directep Baker to transfer
Individual I from pipe support hanger inspection to structural welding
inspection activities. Gittings also indicated that in January 1980 he
directed Baker to reassign QC Inspectors Ruiz, Wimbish, and Hendley because
of problems with their inspection activities.

.

6.1.3.2 Interview of Dennis Donovan

On March 10 and 11, Dennis Donovan, Kaiser Lead Civil (structural) QC
Inspector, was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was aware that water
had been dumped on QC Inspectors Janice Hulkey and Anthony Pallon, Jr. , by
craft personnel during the course of their inspections.
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Donovan stated that on February 16, 1981, James Ruiz was involuntarily
reassigned from inspections in the drywell area to the fabrication shop.
Donovan explsined that he had been Ruiz's lead supervisor and was directed
by Rex Baker to make the reassignment. He stated that Baker offered no
explanation for the reassignment except that the Kaiser QA Manager had
requested he reassign Ruiz.

Donovan stated it was obvious to him that Baker disapproved of the reassign-
ment. He indicated the reassignment resulted from a personality conflict
between Ruiz and Jerry Adams, Ironworker Superintendent, who felt that Ruiz
was too strict and " nit-picking" during his inspections. Donovan stated that
Adams had complained to him about Ruiz's inspections and had discussed this
matter with Baker. Baker indicated that Ruiz was a good inspector, was not
overly critical, and was justified in citing the various deficiencies he
discovered in Adams' area. Donovan speculated that Adams had complained
about Ruiz to General Superintendent James Sandlin who then talked to
Gittings, who decided to remove Ruiz from the inspection area. Donovan
added that concurrently he had heard unsubstantiated rumors that QC
Inspectors Hendley, Wimbish, and McCoy were also going to be reassigned
because of criticism of their inspection findings by Kaiser construction
personnel.

On March 11, 1981, Donovan provided a sworn statement 2:1::--- , _. .:._ ,..
x fin E f;;;;tirn, which is included as Exhibit (D.

o

6.1.3.3 Interview of Janice Mulkey

On March 11 and 12, 1981, Janice H. Mulkey, Kaiser QC Inspector, was inter-
viewed by NRC. She stated that on three or four occasions between August
1979 to August 1980 water had been thrown on her from above by craft
personnel while she performed inspections. Mulkey said she never saw the
responsible individuals but on each occasion she reported the incident to
her supervisors (K. Shinkle, J. Setlock, or S. Heath). She recalled that
on one occasion Heath threatened to remove all the QC inspectors from the
site if water continued to be thrown. Mulkey said Robert Marshall was then
apprised of the incidents. Marshall then told the craft superintendents

I to assure that the water-throwing incidents stopped or he would terminate
eight craft personnel who were suspected of being responsible.

Mulkey said the water-throwing incidents adversely affected her performance
and caused her difficulties in concentrating on her inspection activities
because she had to be constantly vigilant for water being thrown on her.
Mulkey also stated that, when water was thrown from three stories above her,
it struck her with such force that on one occasion it knocked the breath out
of her and on another caused her to bruise her knee. She indicated that
other QC inspectors had also been doused with water.

1

On March 12, 1981, Janice Hulkey provided a written statement -'^r:"' ; tr

LLs 7 ; : - ^ ' ' _, ..J __..-_, a copy of which is included as Exhibit 4F.

6.1.3.4 Interview with Anthony Pallon, Jr.

On February 10, 1981, Anthony Pallon, Jr., Kaiser QC Inspector, was inter-
viewed by NRC. He stated that since January 1981 he has performed visual

|
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weld inspections in the suppression pool area to ensure these welds met
AWS Code requirements. Pallon said the previous inspector in this area
had been lax, and he began rejecting about 50% of the welds he inspected.
Soon afterwards, he was being called to inspection points by craft personnel
who would douse him with' water from above when he arrived. Pallon said
this occurred about two or three times a week and he had been squirted with
a fire extinguisher while performing an inspection the night prior to this
interview.

Pallon said he was also told that Douglas Haff, Kaiser Pipefitter Superin-
tendent, had told QC Inspector Joseph Mills that he would have Pallon fired.
Pallon said Haff on one occasion harrassed him when he returned from lunch
by directing security personnel to search him and Joseph Mills for alcohol.

On February 10, 1981, Pallon provided a sworn statement :t t _ _..... __ :L_
r. J... infn__.. .., which is included as Exhibit dSr.

6.1.3.5 Interviewiof Joseph Mills

On February 10, 1981, Joseph Mills, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that, while performing inspections in the suppression pool
area, both he and Anthony Pallon had been called to inspection points and
doused with water. Mills felt it was significant that Pallon was doused in
excess of six times in one month. Craft personnel were apparently doing this
because of Pallon's weld rejections. Mills indicated that Douglas Haff, the
superintendent in this area, told him he would get Pallon fired because he
was " nit-picking" on his inspections. Mills said he ignored this comment
because it was impossible for Haff to fire a QC inspector.

Mills indicated that later Haff attempted to harass him and Pallon by having
them searched by security guards for alcohol when they returned from lunch one
day. He stated these actions did not affect his inspection activity, although
he did feel that the QA program at Zimmer was understaffed, procedures were
poorly written, and the existing program lacked support from Kaiser management.

6.1.3.6 Interview of Michael McCoy

On February 11, 1981, Michael McCoy, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
by NRC. He stated that on one occasion during the spring of 1980 he and
QC Inspector Charles Belcher were called to an inspection point by craft
personnel. McCoy said when they arrived at the inspection point an attempt
was made to douse them with water thrown at them from above.

On February 11, 1981, McCoy provided a sworn statement "+--+ia: ' ' 5: ,--

-''; ' '^ - ' : , which is included as Exhibitcdb.. _

6.1.3.7 Interview of John Sullivan

On February 19, 1981, John Sullivan, Nuclear Energy Services Inc., was
interviewed by NRC. He stated that he personally has never been doused
with water but that he was aware Kaiser QC Inspectors Anthony Pallon and
Rick Sizemore had been doused with water while performing inspections in
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the suppresion pool area. Sullivan stated that when Sizemore was doused
he was performing an inspection using a 220-volt magnetic particle testing
machine, and, if water had struck the machine, Sizemore might have been
electrocuted. He indicated that Construction Superintendents Edward Stanley
and Douglas Haff were standing in the area when this incident occurred.

Sullivan also related another incident when he and Pallon were searched by
security personnel when they were returning from lunch one day. He stated
that, in his opinion, Haff and Stanley were attempting to harass Pallon
because of Pa11on's inspection activities in their area.

On February 19, 1981, Sullivan provided a sworn statement :''^-+' ; -- C~
;---" 3-f .._____, which is included as Exhibit ED.

6.1.3.8 Interview of Billy Tyree

On February 18 and 20,1981, Billy Tyree, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated that he was employed at Zimmer from
September 24 to November 20, 1979, by Butler Services, Inc. Tyree stated
that he was aware that buckets of water were thrown on QC inspectors by Kaiser
construction workers. Tyree indicated that he never observed such incidents,
but he recalled that on four or six occasions QC Inspector Janice Hulkey was
doused with water, and had reported these incidents to her immediate supervisor.

Tyree also stated that two or three other QC inspectors were also doused
with water, and he conjectured this was done to limit the thoroughness of
inspections by QC personnel. He was unaware of any inquiry or investigation
to identify the individuals involved in the dousing incidents, but learned'.
that a construction worker named "Frenchie" was considered to be generally
responsible for some of the water-throwing incidents.

On February 20, 1981, Tyree provided a sworn statement -,----... '- M .----
- " ; _.: .m...vu, which is included as Exhibit dB.

6.1.3.9 Interview of Richard Price

On February 18 and March 7,1981, Richard Price, former QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed by Butler Services, Inc., from
September 1975 to November 28, 1980, and by Kaiser from December 1 to 14,
1980. Price stated he was aware that, on at least twelve occasions, construc-
tion workers poured buckets of water on QC inspectors who were conducting;

inspections in the containment building. He stated his opinion that the
water was thrown on the inspectors because they were conscientious and re-
fused to accept inferior or nonconforming work by craft personnel.

Price stated he heard rumors that two Kaiser construction workers nicknamed
"Frenchie" and " John Boy" were the individuals responsible for throwing water.

He indicated that Kaiser management was apprised of these incidents and
construction personnel were unofficially told that they would be terminated
if there were any further incidents of water being thrown on QC inspectors.
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On March 2, 1981, Price provided a sworn statement - ; ..... . ... 7. . : 7
2.. ......_-- which is included as Exhibit (dD.

6.1.3.10 Interview of Winston Jackson

On February 18 and 20,1981, Winston Jackson, former QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he was employed at Zimmer by Butler Services,
Inc., from July 1979 to November 1980. Jackson stated he was aware of
several incidents when buckets of water were dumped on QC inspectors by craft
personnel while they were performing inspections in the containment building.
He indicated that in his opinion these incidents represented harassment of'
QC inspectors by construction personnel, and he added that these incidents
were reported to Kaiser management. He stated he was not aware of any action
Kaiser took concerning this matter.

On February 20, 1981, Jackson provided a sworn statement :t __1__, : ''^

p :-_ E..
' '---

1__.., which is included as ExhibitC4p.

6.1.3.11 Interview of James Ramsey

On February 18 and 20, 1981, James Ramsey, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He stated he formerly worked at Zimmer for Butler
Services, Inc., and also for Kaiser Engineering between July 1979 and
December 14, 1980. Ramsey stated that QC Inspectors Janice Hulkey and

,
Michael DePuccio were doused with water by construction personnel while

| performing inspections in the containment building. He indicated that, in
his opinion, these incidents amounted to harassment of the inspectors by
construction personnel. Ramsey said these incidents were reported to Kaiser
management and an investigation was conducted into the matter, but he was
unaware of any outcome of the inquiry.

On February 20, 1981, Ramsey provided a sworn statement :tt: M*; 'he'-

;- - " ; '-f- ____.., which is included as Exhibit dB.

6.1.3.12 Interview of Individual I

On February 18 and 20, 1981, Individual I, former Kaiser QC Inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He indicated that he was aware of incidents of QC
inspectors being harassed by construction personnel. Individual I stated
that two inspectors in particular were subject to harassment in the form of
buckets of water dumped on them while they were performing their inspections.
He said the above incidents were reported to Kaiser management but nothing
was ever done about the problem. Individual I indicated that he had heard
that General Foreman Walter Hamm was aware of the identity of the individuals
involved in the incidents but was protecting those individuals.

A SW & $thfD] f B Y M OlW W b Z IS #1 Q Q t W M f J H/$/f &6.1.3.13 Interview o Dennis Taylor

On February 19, 1981, Dennis Taylor, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed
by NRC. He state'd that in October or November 1980, while performing a

| magnetic particle inspection of a weld in the reactor containment building,
he was hit with a stream of water from a fire extinguisher. Taylor also

1
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indicated that QC Inspector Anthony Pallon was frequently doused with water
while performing inspections in the suppression pool area. In Taylor's!

opinion, Pallon was being harassed by craft personnel in this area because
he was rejecting welds made by the craft personnel.

,

6.1.3.14 Interview of Jesse Ruiz

| On February 18 and 20, 1981, Jesse Ruiz, former Kaiser QC inspector, was
interviewed by NRC. He indicated that construction workers were pouring

|
buckets of water on QC inspectors who were performing inspections. He said
that these incidents were brought to the attention of Robert Marshall, Kaiser'

Construction Superintendent, who stated that anyone throwing water on a QC
inspector would be fired. However, no formal investigation or report was
made of these incidents.

,

;
,

'

6.1.3.15 Interview of Walter Hamm, Sr.4

:
.

! On March 26, 1981, Walter Hamm, Sr., Kaiser General Foreman, was interviewed
I by NRC. He stated he was aware that water had been thrown on several QC *

inspectors, including Janice Hulkey. Hamm indicated that the culpable indi-j viduals were never identified and no disciplinary action was ever initiated.'

He stated that according to rumors individuals nicknamed " Fat Frenchie,"
" Skinny Frenchie," and one pipefitter nicknamed " John Boy" were involved

,

'

in the incidents. Hamm identified these individuals but he was unable to'

,' substantiate their involvement. He personally warned all of these indi-
viduals that he would terminate them if he found they were throwing water

,

I on QC inspectors.

Hamm was critical of the QC inspection activities at Zimmer and stated that
;

| QC inspectors often rejected work that, in his opinion, was acceptable. He
also mentioned that he frequently had difficulty in finding inspectors when

[ he needed them to respond to an inspection point in a timely manner. Hamm
;

| stated that the QC inspectors delayed construction and increased construc-
tion expenses because of their critical inspections. He indicated that he
had frequeg ly criticized the inspectors personally and had admonished them Yfor their snavailability to perform inspections.

A
i On March 26, 1981, Hamm provided a sworn statement u ..... .. . _ ,__
j n _'_..i, _...'_...___. , which is included as Exhibit 4
!

l 6.1.3.16 Interview of Rex Baker

|
On January 13 and March 3, 1981, Rex Loker, Kaiser Inspection Supervisor,
was interviewed by NRC. Baker stated that in January or February 1981,
Phillip Gittings suggested that QC Inspectors Ruiz, Hendley, and Wimbish,

!

j be reassigned because they were " nit-picking" during their inspections and '

|
writing too many nonconformance reports. Baker disagreed with this sugges-

; tion and expressed his opinion that the inspectors were performing inspections
in accordance with Kaiser procedures and were writing valid nonconformance
reports. He stated that he did move Inspectors Ruiz and Hendley from weldr

inspections in the reactor building to inspections in the fabrication shop.

!
!
!

f
*
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Baker also stated that, when he first arrived on the site, he learned
- from the previous Inspection Supervisor that the lead welding inspector,

Kenneth Shinkle, had also been reassigned.

I Baker also understood that QC inspector Janice Hulkey was doused with water
while performing an inspection, but he was not exactly sure how or when the

; incident occurred.'

6.1.3.17 Interview of Kenneth Shinkle

|
On February 18, 1980, Kenneth Shinkle, h41ser QC Engineer, was interviewed

! by NRC. He stated that from November 1977 to February 1980 he was lead pipe
support hanger inspector at Zimmer. Shinkle stated that in February 1980'

i Kaiser was involved in a 100% reinspection of all pipe support hanger welds.
He said his inspectors were rejecting up to 95% of the hangers inspected and

|
initiating nonconformance reports for deficient hanger welds.

,

Shinkle stated that he was called into a meeting with both CG&E and Kaiser'

!
management, who criticized his group's high rate of rejection, their inspec-

| tion techniques, and the continuing identification of deficiencies on welds
that were found acceptable during previous inspections. He said those Kaiser'

.

officials present initially denied they had committed Kaiser to a 100%
i reinspection, but later in the meeting they admitted this was the commitment

for reinspection of pipe support hangers. Shinkle stated that at the end of
the meeting a Kaiser official asked him, "Do you understand who you work for

!

now?" He took this comment as an attempt to intimidate him and to pressure
j
~ his inspectors to accept pipe support hangers undergoing inspection at the

time.
:

f
Shinkle stated that the next day he submitted nonconformance reports for
deficient welds on pipe support hangers, and Kaiser management removed him
from his job later that af ternoon. He learned that William Schwiers, CG&E

,
'

QA Manager, had objected to Kaiser about Shinkle's reassignment but was
told Robert Marshall had said "it would be a cold day in hell before he'll

! [Shinkle) touch another pipe hanger." Shinkle stated that he has never been
reassigned to pipe support hanger inspection activities.

On September 1, 1980, Shinkle was promoted to Quality Assurance Engineer for
,

civil / structural activities, the job description for which states that he is
responsible for pipe support hanger inspections. However, Phillip Gittings
told him that this was a typing error in the description and he would have
nothing to do with pipe support hanger inspection activities.

-

J_ _On February 18, 1981, Shinkle provided a sworn statement :'' n'___ __

_--. _, which is included as Exhibit (P.' '-----''ai
1 .

! 6.1.3.18 Interview of Mack White

On March 11 and 25, 1981, Mack White, QC Inspect , was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that on March 11, 1981, at about 10:30 .m., he wac conducting )(
an inspection in the drywell area of the primary ontainment building at

| Level 524. White indicated that at this time an unknown individual dumped
i
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a few gallons of water on him from above. He looked up but was unable to
identify the individual as he ran away.

White stated he reported the incident to the NRC, QC management personnel,
and to Construction Superintendent Adams. He said that Adams commenced an
inquiry to attempt to determine who was responsible, but was unsuccessful.
White stated he had no idea who threw the water and he was unable to
speculate on what prompted the incident.

On March 25, 1981, White provided a sworn statement ^' "' ; ^ P-;---

.m2._o ' ''---:___, which is included as Exhibit dr.

6.1.3.19 Interview of James Ruiz

On February 25, 1981, James Ruiz, Kaiser QA Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that on February 22, 1981 he was reassigned from inspections
in the primary containment building to inspections in the fabrication shop.
Ruiz stated that Rex Baker had commented to him at the time of his transfer
that "you were doing too good a job and so they transferred you." Ruiz stated
that prior to his reassignment he had disagreed with Ironworker Superintendent
Jerry Adams, who accused him of " nit-picking" inspections.

Ruiz stated he was told by Dennis Donovan that Adams had gone to James Sandlin,
Kaiser General Superintendent, and asked Sandlin to have the QA Manager remove
him from the containment area. Ruiz stated that his reassignment was an
example of Gittings' lack of support for QC inspectors and proved that the
QA Department was not independent of construction influence at Zimmer.

On February 25, 1981, Ruiz provided a sworn statement ;tt:"' ; - ti; ,..

::" ; .. f: r-"'- , which is included as Exhibit gdk.

6.1.3.20 Interview of James Sandlin

On March 13, 1981, James T. Sandlin, Kaiser General Superintendent (struc-
tural), was interviewed by NRC. He indicated that QC Inspector James Ruiz
had been unable to establish or maintain a good working relationship with
construction personnel or his fellow inspectors. Sandlin stated that Ruiz +

conducted inspections without listening to any advice and did not solicit
the cooperation of construction personnel or other QC inspectors.

Sandlin stated that Ruiz had been unnecessarily critical in his inspections
and had been accused of " nit-picking." He indicated that this had caused
conflict between Ruiz and Gerald Adams, Structural Superintendent, and he

- brought this matter to the attention of the QA Manager asking him to resolve
the situation. Sandlin denied that he asked Gittings to reassign Ruiz from
the primary containment area.

On March 25, 1981, Sandlin provided a sworn statement stumpeeeeeee@ w wwe
,m- clin; i n f rr _ . ... , which is included as Exhibit db.

6.1.3.21 Interview of Gerald Adams

On March 13 and 25, 1981, Gerald Adams, Kaiser Structural Superintendent,
was interviewed by NRC. He stated that he received numerous complaints from
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construction personnel regarding the inspections of QC Inspector James Ruiz.
He said that in his opinion Ruiz was too critical and " nit-picking" on his
inspections, thereby delaying construction activities. Adams indicated that
Ruiz did not cooperate with craft personnel and, in his opinion, was inspecting
according to ASME Code requirements when he should be following the less
stringent AWS Code requirements.

1

Adams stated that he had accused Ruiz of holding up construction and being
overcritical in his inspections. He also threatened to have him terminated
if he persisted in his unjustified delays of construction. However, Adams
denied threatening to have Ruiz terminated unless he accepted welds that did
not meet AWS criteria. Adams stated he had complained to Donovan, Baker,
Sandlin, and Gittings about Ruiz's inspections and specifically suggested to
Baker that it would be better for both him and Ruiz if Ruiz was reassigned to

7

| another area. However, Adams denied any responsibility for initiating Ruiz's
reassignment.

On ilarch 25, 1981, Adams provided a sworn statement 2:^-" in __ .... ,._.";_

.af__ _ .__, which is included as Exhibit (NF.

6.1.3.22 Interview of L. Q. Hendley

On March 9, 1981, L. Q. Hendley, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by NRC.
He stated that in February 1980 he was reassigned from pipe support hanger
inspection duties to the fabrication shop. Hendley stated that his supervisor,

,

| David Painter, told him he was "doing his job too well and that is the reason
for your reassignment." Hendley stated that, after his reassignment, noncon-i

formance reports he had written were dispositioned as " Accept-As-Is" by the
QC Manager.

6.1.3.23 Interview of David Hang

On February 24, 1981, David Hang, Kaiser QC Inspector, was interviewed by
NRC. He stated that prior to his employment by Kaiser he worked for Peabody
Magnaflux, the firm which had been responsible for nondestructive examination
of welds at Zimmer. He said that in March 1980, while inspecting welds in
the containment building, he was doused with a bucket of water from above.
Hang indicated this was not an unusual occurrence and that this had happened
to other QC inspectors before and after this event.

Hang also stated that during the summer of 1978 he was re-inspecting a weld he
had previously rejected when a pipefitter threatened him with bodily harm if
he did not pass the weld. Hang said he did not report the incident to anyone,
but was intimidated by this threat and did not enter that particular area for
some time.

en the n---On February 24, 1981, Hang provided a sworn statement .r --+4 :
| S' din! inf^* " ' rn, which is included as Exhibit 4D.

6.1.4 Findings and Conclusions

Quality control inspectors were harassed by construction personnel who
dumped water on them from above. In one case, inspectors, when entering
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the site, were searched by security personnel who allegedly were instructed
to perform the search by Construction Department supervisors.

There was no indication that any of these activities were condoned by Kaiser
or CG&E management. There were indications that action was taken by Kaiser
to identify and disipline those harassing QC inspectors.

The Kaiser Quality Assurance Manager reassigned Quality Control inspectors
on four occasions after the Kaiser Construction Department criticized them.

In a related finding, NRC inspectors found that some of the nonconformance
reports generated by these inspectors prior to their reassignment were im-
properly voided or were not entered into the Kaiser nonconformance reporting
system following their reassignments (see Section 4.1). QC inspection
supervisors interviewed stated that the Kaiser Quality Assurance Manager
reassigned inspectors because construction management complained about their
inspection activities.

e

6.1.5 Items of Noncompliance

No items of noncompliance were identified.

6.2 Weld Inspection Criteria Deleted

An allegation concerning the deletion of required weld inspection criteriat

| was received by the NRC during the investigation from a site employee. The
employee showed the Region III inspector copies of KEI-1 forms (weld inspection
records) that supported the allegation.-

( 6.2.1 Review of Weld Inspection Records

The Region III inspectors observed that weld inspection criteria utilized
to verify weld procedure, welder qualification, filler material, joint
cleanliness, bevels, and damage had been deleted or designated as not
applicable (N/A) on the following KEI-1 forms (weld inspection records):

Table 6.2-1 Weld Inspection Records

System or 1sometric Beam or Other
Component Drawing # Mark # Information

(1) Drywell Support Steel S398B 29 Detail E of S-437

! (2) Drywell Support Steel S398B 2 stiffeners Line No. MKC
| 1/2 x 6-3/4 17S493

x 25-1/8'

i
i

(3) Drywell Support Steel S398A 125 Line No.
EL-535 191*

,

(4) Drywell Support Steel S398B 67* Detail 13 or 493
|

Detail 2 of 447
,
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Table 6.2-1 (continued)
.

Isometric Beam or OtherSystem or
Component Drawing # Mark # Information

(5) Drywell Support Steel S398A C-63 Bottom Plate
(W8 x 10)

(6) Drywell Support Steel S398A W8 x 17 Cum Lugs

(7) Service Water System PSX1WS32 55H Line No.
1WS17A18

.

The records for the drywell support steel indicated that the deleted criteria
existed at least from July, 1980 to January, 1981. The record for the weld
in the service water system indicated the criteria was designated as not
applicable in November 1979.

The inspection criteria to verify proper fitup and tack welds was also
designated N/A for the above weld activities on the service water system.

6.2.2 Code Requirements

The welding activities were governed by ASMI Code Section III-1971 Edition
or by the AWS DI.1-1972 Code. The applicable requirements of both codes
are as follows:

ASME Code, Section III 1971 Requirements

1. NA-4130- "As used in this Section of the Code, Quality Assurance
comprises all those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that all components, parts, or
appurtenances are manufactured and/or installed (as applicable)
in accordance with the rules of this Section."

2. NA-4420- "The manufacturer and/or Installer shall maintain a
written description of the procedures used by his organization
for control of quality and examinations, showing in detail the
implementation of the quality assurance requirements of this
Section of the Code."

3. NA-4510- "Inprocess and final examinations and tests shall be established
to assure conformance with documented instructions, procedures, and
drawings."

4. NA-4442.1- " Welding and brazing materials for all classes of construction
shall be controlled in accordance with NB-4122. . . ."
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NB-4122- " Welding and brazing materials shall be identified and controlled
so that they can be traced to each component and/or installation of a

,

piping system, or else a control procedure shall be employed which ensures
that the specified materials are used."

5. NA-4451- ".. . Measures shall be established to assure that processes in-
cluding welding and heat-treating are controlled in accordance with the
rules of this Section of the Code and are accomplished by qualified
personnel using qualified procedures."

6. NB-4230--identifies specific requirements for fitting and aligning of
weld joints which must be verified.

AWS DI.1-1972 Code Requirements

1. Section 3.1.1- "A11 applicable paragraphs of this section shall be
observed in the production and inspection of welded assemblies and
structures produced by any of the processes acceptable under this Code."

2. Section 3.2.1- " Surfaces and edges to be welded shall be smooth, uniform,
and free from fins, tears, cracks, or other defects which would adversely
affect the quality of strength of the weld. Surfaces to be welded and
surfaces adjacent to a weld shall also be free from loose or thick scale,
slag, rust, moisture, grease, or other foreign material that will prevent
proper welding ...."

'

3. Section 3.3.1- "The parts to be joined by fillet welds shall be brought
into as close contact as practicable. The gap between parts shall normally
not exceed 3/16 inch ....

,

4. Section 3.3.7--addresses tack weld requirements which must be verified.

5. Section 6.1.1- "The inspector designated by the Engineer shall ascertain
that all fabrication by welding is performed in accordance with the
requirements of this Code.

6. Section 6.1.3- "He" (the inspector) "shall be notified, in advance, of
the start of any welding operations."

7. Section 6.2- "The Inspector shall make certain that only materials
conforming to the requirements of this Code are used."

8. Section 6.4.1- "The inspector shall permit welding to be performed only
by welders, welding operators, and tackers who are qualified in accordance
with the requirements of 5.2."

9. Section 6.5.2- "The Inspector shall make certain that only welding
procedures that meet the provisions of 5.1 and 5.2 are employed."

10. Section 6.5.3- "The Inspector shall make certain that electrodes are
used only in the positions and with the type of welding current and
polarity for which they are classified."
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11. Section 6.5.4- "The inspector shall, at suitable intervals, observe the
' technique and performance of each welder, welding operator, and tacker
to make certain that the applicable requirements of Section 4 are met."

,

The weld inspection criteria were deleted or designated as not applicable
on weld inspection forms used routinely to inspect welds. This appears td> g

dkbe contrary to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III, and the Wm. H. Zimmer
; QA Manual, Sections 3.3 and 3.13.1 (358/81-13-26).

This matter is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

6.2.3 Findings and Conclusions'

Weld inspection criteria were deleted from weld inspection forms used to
document inspections of welds between July 1980 and January 1981 and were

:
designated as not applicable for one weld made in November 1979. Thisi

j concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

6.2.4 Items of Noncompliance

One item of noncompliance was identified (failure to delineate required
weld inspection criteria).

4 6.3 QA Surveillance Reports

An allegation concerning Surveillance Report procedure violations was
|

received by the NRC from a site employee during this investigation. The '

' allegation stated that Surveillance Reports were not being transferred to
Nonconformance Reports in 30 days as required by procedure.'

i

6.3.1 Record Reviews ,

The Region III inspectors reviewed the H. J. Kaiser Company Instruction>

QACHI G-14, Revision 3, for initiating and documenting QA Surveillance
Reports (SR). Page 1, paragraph 2, of the procedure states that..."sur-
veillance reports will be used to identify...an in process nonconformance
which can be corrected without processing a Nonconformance Report (NR).";-
Page 2, paragraph 5 of the procedure states "Except in extenuating circum-i

stances, QA surveillance reports which identify in process nonconformancesI

will be transferred to a NR when the non-complying condition has not been
acceptably corrected within 30 calendar days."i

The following QA Surveillance Reports identify in-process nonconformances
(deficiencies):

No. 2899 dated December 18, 1980--bolt torque verification mis, sed
;

No. 2903 dated January 14,1981--weld (fitup and preheat of 60*)
; verifications missed

No. F-2909 dated Janaury 16, 1981--bolts missing or loose

j
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No. 2914 dated Janaury 15, 19'81--NDE weld hold points (MT and VT)
. bypassed

No. F-2941 dated January 28, 1981--broken flex, bolts fail to torque,
etc.

I No. F-3070 dated Hatch 24, 1981--bolt installation not verified

No. F-3071 dated March 24, 1981--elongated holes in baseplate,

'

No. F-3072 dated March 24, 1981--elongated holes in baseplate
i

No. F-3073 dated March 24, 1981--bolts do not meet torque requirements'

~ No. F-3074 dated March 24, 1981--bolts stripped

No. F-3075 dated March 24, 1981--bolt holes elongatedj

] No. F-3076 dated March 24, 1981--hanger needs shimming and spalling
j repair

No. F-3082 dated March 25, 1981--cable is too short

No. F-3083 dated March 26, 1981--unacceptable welds
,

No. F-3099 dated March 27, 1981--bolt deficiencies

No. F-7000 dated March 30,1981--weld deficiencies, missing braces,
,

; etc.

2

No. F-7006 dated April 1, 1981--weld deficiencies
|

No. F-7019 dated April 6, 1981--weld deficiencies
,

The disposition of SR F-2899 indicated that based on a rejection rate of
less than 1% of the verified torque on other bolts, the bolts on approxi-;

! mately 10% of the attachments (conduit straps, non-engineered hangers, etc.)
in various areas (Plan No. I of EI drawing 150-2, Revision D, for example)!

; were acceptable without required torque verifications (one bolt per attachment).
The disposition, dated January 15, 1981, was made by a H. J. Kaiser Quality
Assurance Engineer and not by design control measures commensurate with those'

( applied to the original design.
*

The disposition dated January 14,1981, on SR F-2903 indicated that welds
! A3 and A4 on pipe line ISK RR-298 were acceptable-as-is based on normal-
; ambient temperature plus the sample verification by radiography of fitups
' on 20 out of approximately 400 other welds. The disposition was made only

by the H. J. Kaiser QA Manager and not by design control measures commensurate

| with those applied to the original design.

The disposition dated January 25, 1981 on SR F-2914 indicated that the welds
(DB 177 to DCS 80) were acceptable based on visual examination (VT) of weld
DB 177 and the magnetic particle testing (MT) of the root pass connecting

!

'
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'

DB 177 to DCS 80. Thus the final NT was waived. The disposition was made
| only by a H. J. Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer and not by design control
| measures commensurate with those applied to the original design.
!

If the items addressed on SRs F-2899, F-2903, and F-2914 would have been docu-
4

mented on nonconformance reports (NRs), H. J. Kaiser Company Instruction
QACMI G-4 would have required dispositions to have been made by the Material
Review Board. The Material Review Board is comprised of the KEI Construction
Engineer, CG&E QA and Standards Engineer, KEI QA Engineer, CG&E Sponsor
Engineer, and the S&L Design Engineer,

The nonconforming items accepted in SRs F-2899, F-2903, and F-2914 represent
, changes to the original design. The 30 day period specified in Instruction'

QAMCI G-14, Revision 3, in essence, permitted nonconforming items to be dis-'

positioned without design control measures commensurate with those applied#

to the original design if the SR was dispositioned withoat being transferred
to an NR. This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, and the
Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 15.9 (358/81-13-08).

The inprocess nonconformances identified on SRs F-2909, F-3070, F-3071,
F-3072, F-3073, F-3074, F-3075, F-3076, F-3083, and F-7019, were not dis-

,

positioned or acceptably corrected as of August 12, 1981, and were not trans-
ferred to NRs within 30 calendar days. This is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion V and the W . H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 5 (358/81-13-09).m

The dispositions to the inprocess nonconformances identified on SRs F-2941
and F-3099 indicated that some of the items had been acceptably corrected;

| and the others had been transferred to NRs.4

The dispositions to the inprocess nonconformances identified on SRs-F-3082,
F-7000, and F-7006 indicated that all of the items had been transferred to NRs.

.

'

The concern of nonconforming items being documented on Surveillance Reports
is addressed in the licensee's Quality Conformation Program.

|

6.3.2 - Findings and Conclusions
|

Instruction QACMI G-14 which only required in process nonconformance to be
transferred from Surveillance Reports to Nonconformance Reports if not
acceptably corrected within 30 days, was inadequate. The 30-day period did
not assure that all nonconformances which constituted design changes were
subjected to design control measures commensurate with the o.riginal design.
These design control measures would have been required if the in-process

Some of the SRsnonconformances were documented on Nonconformance Reports.
were not transferred to NRs as required by QACMI G-14. This concern is
addressed in the licensee's Quality Conformation Program.

6;3.3 Items of Noncompliance

Two items of noncompliance were identified (inadequate procedures to assure
nonconformances are subjected to design control measures commensurate with
those applied to the original design, and failure to follow procedure to

- 158-
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transfer in-process nonconformances identified on Surveillance Reports to
Nonconformance Reports in 30 days).

7.0 , Independent NRC Inspection Findings

During the course of the investigation, RIII inspectors performed independent
inspections of various plant areas during allegation reviews. In those areas
where deficient conditions were observed, further inspection undertaken to
determine the extent of the deficient conditions.

7.1 Control of Structural Steel Beams and Beam Welds

During the investigation of the allegations addressed in Sections 4 and 5,
the RIII inspector identified a beam with an unacceptable weld and two beams
that were only tack welded into place. Therefore, the RIII inspector decided
to make a more in-depth inspection and review the controls of structural beams
and beam welds. The inspections and reviews included visual examinations of
approximately twenty-five structural steel beams in the blue switchgear and
cable spreading rooms, and reviews of related documentation.

7.1.1 Beam Observed in Blue Switchgear Room

The area observed in the blue switchgear room (elevation 546 ft) was 8 ft 3 in.
west of workline G, 16 ft 6 in. east of workline H and between columns 22 and
54 of S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB.

The following six discrepancies were identified:

1. A WS x 17 beam (8 ft 3 in. long), positioned east to west and located
1 ft 9 in. south of column 24 and 10 in. below elevation 546 ft, was
not specified on any pertinent design drawing. The beam appeared to be
permanently installed and traceability of the beam heat number was not
maintained. After extensive and unsuccessful efforts by QA personnel,;

construction personnel were requested to identify any document that
would control the unspecified beam. Construction personnel provided
Design Document Change (DDC) No. S-2050, dated May 29, 1980, containing
only the signatures of two site construction engineers, who were
identifying some of the additional W8 x 17 beams in the area covered
by S&L drawing No. S-546. The DDC had no S&L architectural engineering
signatures of approval as of March 27, 1981. The DDC did not identify

,

any specific beams.

The licensee identified S&L drawing E-189, Sheet 3, Revision H, Note
No.17, which allows W8 x 17 beams to be installed and then be submitted

.

'

on a DDC for S&L approval.

2. A V8 x 17 beam (6 ft 3 in. long), positioned north to south and located
13 ft 8 in, west of workline G and 1 in. below elevation 546 ft, was not
specified on any pertinent design drawing, was not documented on any QC
record, and had unacceptable welds.

,
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A W8 x 17 beam (5 ft 5 in. long), positioned east to west and located3. 8 ft 10 in. south of column 24 and 1 in, below elevation 546 ft, was
not specified on any pertinent design drawing, was not documented on
any QC record, and had unacceptable welds.

4. A W8 x 17 beam (2 ft 8 in. long), positioned north to south and located
9 ft 6 in. west of workline G and attached to the beam addressed in
paragraph 7.1.1.3 and extending north, was not specified on any perti-
nent design drawing and was not documented on any QC record.

Two W8 x 17 beams (8 ft 3 in. long), positioned east to west, with one5.
located 5 ft 3 3/8 in. and the other located 9 ft 7 7/8 in. south of
column 24, were only tack welded in place. They displayed no identi-
fication or heat numbers and were not documented on any QC record
which indicated in process weld inspections were not performed. The
beams were identified on DDC-2087, which was incorporated into S&L
drawing No. S-546, Revision AB. DDCs and S&L drawings by themselves
do not assure QC verification.

6. Re-entrant corners on several W8 x 17 beams had notches instead of the
1/2 in. minimum radius required by the American Institute of Steel Con-The locations ofstruction (AISC), seventh edition (1969), page 4.113.
these unacceptable beam corners are shown in Figure 7.1 of this section
and are noted by (7) in Figure 7.1.

The location of the above discrepancies, additional unacceptable welds,
unacceptable re-entrant corners, and nontraceable beams are shown in
Figure 7.1 of this section.

The welds identified in the preceding paragraphs as unacceptable do not
comply with the requirements of the AWS DI.1-1972 Code for one or more of
the following reasons: slag was not removed; weld profiles had excessive

| convexity or concavity, blowholes, porosity and/or undercut.
|

7.1.2 Beams Observed in Cable Spreading Rooms

The inspectors identified the following discrepancies in the cable spreading
rooms:

ThisA W12 Y14 beam No. F2500/8-66B4 had a seld that was incomplete.1.
beam was directly above cable tray hanger No. 4HV8FEC231, which was

The beam was located approximately 11 ft south of the northattached.
wall at the stairwell.
The traceability of the heat numbers was not maintained for two W8 x 172.
beams, located south of and parallel to beam No. F2500/8-66B4 (above).

The first beam was located immediately adjacent to beam F2500/8-66B4.
the fourth beam south of beam F2500/8-66B4. TheThe second beam was

first beam was installed flush to the ceiling of the cable spreading
S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB, specifies the first beam,

! room.
to be installed 1 in. below the cei1_ng.
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.

3. A weld on the 5 in. channel beam that was supporting HVAC hanger
No. 2071 had irregular weld profile, excessive undercut, porosity, and

; craters that were not filled. The channel beam was located 2 ft north
and 1 ft west of the cable tray hanger No.13H2FEC008. The Waldinger,'

Young and Bertke (W-Y and B) Inspection Report, dated February 19, 1980,;

indicated that the weld was acceptable.
,

4. Two W8 x 17 beams, located in the northeast corner (north of WL-16
and east of WL-K), were only tack-welded into place. The beams were
specified on DDC No. E-3834 dated October 20, 1978. DDC E-3834, which
affected eight drawings, was posted on, but had not been incorporated,

into, S&L drawing No. S-546, Revision AB, dated October 22, 1980.

Heat No. 72161 (purchase order No. 31134) was marked on the southern
beam. The traceability of the heat number of the northern beam was
not maintained.

;

|

The beams were not identified on any QA inspection record, which would
have indicated their status. In process inspections were not performed
on the tack welds.

[ INSPECTOR NOTE: Some of the welds inspected by the RIII inspectors were
painted. Therefore, the inspections were for relatively large deficiencies.]4

^7.1.3 Installation Deficiencies'

1. For the beams identified on DDCs and addressed in paragraphs 7.1.1,
items 1 and 5, and 7.1.2, item 4 above, no measures existed that would
identify to QA the installations and work that was done by construction
before the DDC was incorporated into the drawings. Thus, no measures
existed to assure that all of the required QA inspections related to;

| DDCs (e.g., welder qualification, proper filler metal, traceability of
f materials, etc.) would be performed. This condition was previously
l identified in IE Report Item No. 358/80-15-04. The corrective actions
i

taken, which had not yet been reviewed by the NRC, with regard to
Item No. 358/80-15-04 did not include the DDCs written prior to the
implementation of those corrective actions and did not include the DDCs
that are and have been implemented prior to receiving the S&L approvals.

!

I This item is unresolved pending the complete resolution of IE Item
No. 358/80-15-04 (358/81-13-63).

.

2. Failure to control unacceptable welds (addressed in Sections 7.1.1 and
7.1.2), the five beams with unacceptable re-entrant corners, and the
four beams that were installed and not identified as a requirement on
any design document is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV,
and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 15.2.2 (50-358/81-13-03).

t '

3. Failure to maintain the traceability of the nine structural beams,
addressed in Section 7.1.1 and 7.1.2, is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appen-*

dix B, Criterion VIII, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 8.2,
(50-358/81-13-04).

r
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These problems and the adequacy of the structural steel are addressed in
the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.4 Unapproved Structural Beam Vendors

Several thousand feet of W8 x 17 beam were purchased on the following order
numbers from vendors not on the approved vendor list, which means the
respective vendor QA programs had not been evaluated for compliance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

P.O. No. 10275, PBI Steel Exchange, 2400 ft
P.O. No. 12868, U.S. Steel Supply, 1500 ft
P.O. No. 16321, Frank Adams Co., 1012 ft
P.O. No. 10009, Frank Adams Co., 1024 ft
P.O. No. 9761, Frank Adams Co., 1472 ft
P.O. No. 9628, Frank Adams Co., 450 ft
P.O. No. 9872, U.S. Steel Supply, 300 ft

These beams were not controlled to prevent their use in safety-related systems.
The licensee stated that these beams had been made available for installation
in safety-related systems based on the mill certifications and without regard
to the vendors not being approved. Mill certifications were availatle for
these beams. The licensee stated that the credibility of the mill certifica-
tions would be established. Failure to assess the effectiveness of the controls
to assure the quality of the mill certifications and structural beams, supplied
by the above vendors, is contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII, and
the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 7.3.1 (50-358/81-13-06).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.5 Bristol Steel Erection Inspections

The RIII~ inspector reviewed the Bristol Quality Control Steel Erection Report
Inspection Report Q-7, dated July 14, 1975, for the inspection of the beams
installed on elevation 546 ft between column rows 15-22 and F-L. The RIII
inspector determined that the Bristol Steel and Iron Works, Inc. QC inspector
failed to document details of his inspections, such as the welding materials
(rod type) used, the welder, the specific weld activities inspected, and/or
bolting or welding procedure number when applicable. This is contrary to
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVII and the Wm. H. Zimme'r QA Manual,
Section 17.1.1 (358/81-13-52).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.6 Findings and Conclusions
'

In their examination of approximately 25 structural steel beams, the NRC
inspectors identified significant problems. Welds on nine structural beams
were unacceptable. Five beams had unacceptable (notched) re-entrant corners.

,

Four beams were installed which were not specified on any design document.
The traceability of nine structural beams was not maintained. In addition,

measures had not been established to assure that required QA in procress

i
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inspections related to Design Document Changes would be performed; the li-
censee did not assess the effectiveness of the controls to assure the quality
of mill certifications and structural steel beams supplied by three vendors;
and details of steel erection inspections were not documented. These concerns
are addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7.1.7 Items of Noncompliance

Four items of noncompliance were identified (failure to control unacceptable
welds, unacceptable re-entrant corners on beams, and unspecified beams;
failure to maintain traceability of beams; failure to assess the effectiveness
of vendor quality assurance; and failure to maintain sufficient documentation
of steel erection inspections).

7.2 Cable Separation
,

During the investigation of the allegation addressed in Section 5.10, the
RIII inspectors identified two cable installations that did not comply with
the cable separation criteria defined in the Wm. H. Zimmer FSAR. During
checks for cable separation on routine plant tours, the inspectors identified
additional cable separation violations.

7.2.1 Cable Separation Requirements

The applicable cable separation requirements for the Zimmer facility are as
follows:

1. IEEE Std. 383-1974 defines Class IE as: "The safety classification of
the electric equipment and systems that are essential to emergency
reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling and
containment, and reactor heat removal or otherwise are essential in
preventing significant release of radioactive material to the environ-
ment."

2. The Zimmer FSAR, Section 8.3.1.12.2, states, " Class 1E cable is assigned
to a division according to Table 8.3-19."

:

The divisions are comprised of the systems addressed in the Class 1E
definitions.

"A Class 1E cable is routed only in its division tray conduit, etc."

( "Each non-Class 1E cable which has any part of its length in a division
tray, conduit, etc., or which connects to a Class 1E power system is a
division-associated cable and is not routed in tray, conduit, etc. of
another division."

The terms " division-associated," " associated," "non-Class IE," " balance-of-
plant," " nonessential," and "non-EST (non-engineered safety features)" are

;

all used interchangeably.
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'

3. FSAR Section 8.3.1.13 states:
)

.2".. . Balance-of plant cables not associated with reactor protection'

or engineered safety features systems, when assigned to a tray section.

with a Class 1E segregation code, are routed only in trays with that
segregation code."

.3". . . Cables will have either green, yellow, or blue identification
for ESF cable; orange for reactor protection system cable; white for
balance-of-plant cables; and white with another color for associated
cables."

4. FSAR Table 8.3-16 states, "A nonessential cable may be run in nonessential
or ESF tray, but shall not occupy more than one tray system."

i
i 5. FSAR Section 8.3.1.11.2.1.d. states, "In the cable spreading room, cable

tray risers (chutes) are used to route the cables into the bottom of
|

control panels located in the control room above. Here a 1-foot horizontal,
3 foot vertical separation is maintained."

6. FSAR Section 8.3.1.12.1.3, which addresses instrument cables states,
" Low-level signal cables are run in trays and/or conduits separate from
all power and control cables.",

| 7.2.2 Observed Cable Separation Violations

| During a brief tour of the cable spreading room while inspecting others
matters, the Rill inspectors observed four violations of cable separation;

criteria as follows:

1. On the east side of the cable spreading room, at approximately WL 26,
yellow / white (associated) cable No. RE053 extends from a 2-in. conduit

i (which also contains blue / white cable No. RE058), passes approximately
4 in. vertically above the blue Class IE cables contained in tray No.
2072C, and enters blue / white sleeve No. 79.

,

Contrary to the above FSAR criteria, cables No. RE053 and RE058 were
routed in the same raceway and cable No. RE053 was not installed a
minimum of 3 ft above tray 2072C.

2. On the south side of the cable spreading room, green instrument tray
No. 3029K, which was 6 in. wide and approximately 50 f t long, was
installed inside white control tray No. 4638B. The installation was

i in accordance with S&L drawings E-223, Revision G, and E-224, Revision F.,

Green cable No. WS714, green / white cable No. TI725, and other cables were
i installed in the green tray. Blue / white and yellow / white cables were

installed in the remaining white tray.
{

Contrary to the FSAR criteria, the green and green / white cables were
,

essentially installed in the white tray; the green, green / white,
blue / white and yellow / white cables were not separated by a minimum of
I ft horizontally; and the green tray containing instrument cables

;

was not separate from the white tray containing control cables.'

|
'
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3. Near the stairwell at the center of the cable spreading room, two blue
cables, No. RIl03 and CM111, were routed from blue tray No. 2077A into
green tray riser (chute) No. 3025A, which extended up to the control

Green cables No. HP073 and HP096 were among the cables installedroom.
in riser 3025A.

Contrary to the FSAR criteria, the blue cables were routed in the green
division riser and were not horizontally separated from the green cables
by at least I ft.

The licensee documented blue cables No. RIl03 and CM111 on Nonconformance
Report No. 7549, dated March 18, 1981, as a result of the NRC finding.

No QC inspection requirements existed to verify separation criteria for
cables extending up and out of raceway located in the cable spreading
room to the control room.

4. In other areas of the cable spreading room:

White tray No. 4080K contained many different division-associateda.
cables including blue / white cable No. TI192, yellow / white cable
No. RR781, and green / white cable No. TI816.

b. White tray riser No. RK4627 contained yellow / white cables No. TI942
and No. TI943, and blue / white cables No. TI808 and TI760.

White tray riser No. 4139 contained many blue / white and yellow / whitec.
cables.

The routing of blue / white, yellow / white, and/or green / white cables
together in white trays appeared to be a widespread design practice.
This design is contrary to the FSAR Section 8.3.1.13.2 as previously
stated above.

The installed conditions identified in paragraphs 1, 2, and 4 of 7.2.2
apparently resulted from designs that deviate from the FSAR. These devi-
ations are contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, and the
Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 3.1 and 3.6 (358/81-13-21).

The installed condition identified in paragraph 3 of 7.3.2 apparently
resulted from construction activities for which required QC inspection veri-
fications had not been translated into an inspection procedure. The lack
of QC inspection for the installed condition in paragraph 3 is contrary to
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section ,

10.1.2 (358/81-13-22).

The adequacy of cable separation is addressed in the licensee's Quality
Confirmation Program.

713 Misrouted Nonsafety Related Cable

In the instrument-relay room, yellow / white conduit No. RR199 extended from
white tray No. 4157A to yellow tray No. 1040B. The conduit and trays
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contained yellow / white cable No. RR199 and white cable No. DC258 (also
. mislabelled DC257). Following the cable installation (pull) card, cable

No. DC258 was designed to be routed through tray No. 4157A, but not tray
1040B. Since cable No. DC258 was a nonsafety-related cable there were no
QC inspection requirements to verify the routing. The misrouted cable
identified in paragraph 7.3.2.5 of the installed conditions apparently
resulted from contruction activities for which the FSAR does not require
QC inspection verification. The n.isrouted cable does influence cable
separation and tray loading and, theretore, will have to be appropriately
dispositioned. This item will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection

(358/81-13-23).

7h4
'

Cable Tray Riser Chutes

With the exception of the green tray riser, identified in paragraph 3 of
7.2.2, the RIII inspector did not observe any other risers (chutes) installed
in the cable spreading room. The licensee stated that only eight chutes had
been designed and installed in the spreading room and that alternate methods
for achieving cable separation were being considered. S&L drawing No. E-98-FB,
Revision D, Note 4, required that the portions of cables in the cable spreading
room not enclosed or protected by sheel chutes be coated with a 1/8 in. (after
dry) application of fireproofing material. During a telephone conversation
on May 7, 1981, the licensee stated that the design identified on drawing
No. E-98-FB was being reconsidered for alterations. This item is unresolved
pending implementation of the final separation design requirements for cable
risers in the cable spreading room (358/81-13-49).

With regard to the installed conditions identified in paragraph 7.3.2, items
1, 2, and 4, and 7.3.3 the licensee stated that either the field installations
would be changed to comply with the FSAR or appropriate changes to the FSAR
with engineering justifications would be submitted to NRR.

7 Findings and Conclusions

Four locations were identified in which the cable separation requirements had
not been maintained as specified in the FSAR. The adequacy of cable separation
is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

7h6 Items of Noncompliance

Two items of noncompliance were identified (failure to establish measures to
assure that the design basis for cable separation as set forth in the FSAR
was translated into drawings, and failure to establish a program to require
verification of cable separation in the cable spreading room).

7.3 CG&E Audits of Sargent & Lundy;

During the investigation of allegation 5.10, the RIII inspector identified
that Sargent & Lundy did not have a program to control design deviations
(nonconforming designs) when identified by the S&L engineers. Therefore,
the RIII inspector requested for review all of the CG&E audits of S&L to
determine if CG&E had assessed the effectiveness of the S&L nonconformance
program.

<
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7.3.1 CG&E Audits of S&L

The Region III inspector reviewed the following CG&E audits of S&L.4

Audit Dates Audit Number When Noted

2/15-16/72
8/8-9/74
8/7-8/75
7/28-19/76
11/14-15/77 77/24
9/6-7/78 78/07
10/16-17/78 78/09
11/27-30/78 78/10'

1/30-31/79 79/01-
12/18-19/79 79/07
3/5-6/80 80/01
10/21-22/80 80/04

The audits did not address in depth the effectiveness of the nonconformance
program. The RIII inspector observed only two items in all of the audits,
covering a 9-year period, that concerned the S&L nonconformance program. -

These two items, identified in one audit, were designated as deficiencies,
which concerned distribution and logging of nonconformance reports. The
deficiencies appeared to have been identified during audit activities which
were not directed at the nonconformance program. (The deficiencies were 1

7

i apparently resolved in Audit 77/24 which indicated that S&L Project Procedure
#PIZI-8.1, Revision 0, had been prepared to describe responsibilities and ;'

instructions, and to require a log and a file of nonconformance reports).;

The audits of the nonconformance program should have addressed such things as
implementation, design reviews, identification of acceptance or rejection,
disposition control, and notification of affected organizations.

Failure by CG&E to perform an audit to determine the effectiveness of the
S&L nonconformance program during the past 9 years is contrary to 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, Criterion XVIII, and the Wm. H. Zimmer QA Manual, Section 18.1
(358/81-13-23).

This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.
*

,

I ~7.3.2 General Audit Context

The audits generally appeared to be reactive in nature in that specific -

problems, which had been previously identified, were audited. The audits
did not appear to be directed toward identification of new and generic
problems. The audits appeared to identify adverse findings for which there
were no corrective action taken or followup audits. This matter is unresolved
pending a re-review by CG&E of their past audits of Sargent & Lundy, General
Electric, H. J. Kaiser and four CG&E internal departments (358/81-13-80).

|
|
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7.3.3 Recurrences of Problems with Design Calculations, Reviews, and
Verifications

The.CG&E audits of S&L were identifying a recurring problem concerning
the performance of design calculation, reviews, and verifications by S&L.
The' specific problems identified in each audit are descrited in Table 7.3-1.

Table 7.3-1 CG&E Audit Findings
.

Audit
Date or No. Problems .

8/8-9/74 (a) ITE Imperial drawings of' essential
equipment had not been signed and
bore no evidence of a design review-

(b) There were inadequacies in documenting
design reviews.

~

(c) Structural design calculation were not
in accordance with new procedures.

(d) No direct evidence was available of the
S&L review of vendor design calculations.

78/07 (a) S&L had not maintained a record of support
design calculations.

(b) DDC #2973 was approved without review by
EMD even though a major support location
change was clearly identified on the DDC.
(This item was identified in the details
of the audit rep 3rt, but was not cited
and had no apparent followup on subsequent
audits.)

78/09 (a) Very little data was available to justify
the embedment criteria of'4.5 times the
normal diameter of concrete expansion

anchors.
| .

| (b) Calcuistions could not be located which
|

would verify that'a structured review was
! performed to show that no reinforcement

was needed for a 24 x 68 radial beam
which was cut at both flanges.

78/10 (a) Calculations were not available for all
walls to substantiate the statement that
block walls were " judged to be OK."

I

i
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.

Table 7.3-1 (continued)
A ,

Audit
-

Date or No. Problems
-

(b) Calculations were not available to back s -

up design signatures which indicated -<;
design verification for five design j .

4

changes approving core bores. . L. -

J

(c) No approval signatures were found on any ,,

calculations for structural steel modifi-
cations (including Beam #86) due to pool s
hydrodynamic loads. The modification hads -

been released for construction. O s *

(d) Audit finding was closed based on calc'ula- ' ,'
tions which were in progress but not yet
complete. The calculations were for beams
(embedded plates) in the primary contain-
ment to verify that the plates can support
additional loads, g

.

80/04 (a) (1) The calculation required to evaluate
|
' the clamp deflection on a pipe support

was not performed. ,

(2) Also, the weld calculation was not
performed on the most critical weld.

(b) Calculations performed by NPS were incomplete
! in that the deflection due to torsional ~ .

rotation of the beam was not included.,' ; - -,

(c) Calculations performed by NPS were not Ja. ' \
reasonable order, which made them difficult s

to follow. .
,

l
<

None of the audits which identified the above problems, or corrective actions ,

instituted addressed the generic and programmatic cause of design calculations, i qt

reviews, and verifications not being performed to preclude repetition. Failure
to determine the cause and to take corrective action to preclude repetition is i

contrary to 10 CFR.50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI and the En. H. Zimtaer QA Manual, '

tSection 16.5 (358/81-13-24).
\
!This concern is addressed in the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

-

7.3.4 Findings and Conclusions
' ;', , ,

CG&E has not performed a comprehensive audit to determine the effectiveness
of the Sargent & Lundy nonconformance program. Past audits identified a

'
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,
, ,

recurring ' problem involving design calculations, reviews, and verifications
for which the cause was not determined and corrective action was not taken'

to preclude repetition. CG&E will undertake a re-review of all past audits'

, ,
of Sargent & Lundy, General Electric, Kaiser and four internal departments
as a part of the Quality Confirmation Program.

7.3.5 Items of Noncompliance

' Two items of noncompliance 'were identified (failure to perform a comprehen-
13 sive audit of the S&L nonconformance program, and failure to determine the

cause and preclude repetition of a recurring problem).

b' 8. Unresolved Items
,

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. Unresolved items are identified in paragraphs 4.1.8.2.1,

4.2.2.3, 5.2.3.2, S'.2.3.6, 5.3.4, 5.5.3.4.1, 5.5.10.3.2, 5.10.3.3, 5.10.3.3,
5.10.3.3, 5.11.3, 4.1.8.2.1, 7.1.3, 7.~2.3, 7.2.4, 7.3.2.

9. Open Items

When this investigation was initiated, the NRC interviewed numerous quality
control inspectors, construction craftsmen, and management personnel who
provided information that . deserved review by the NRC. The information pro-
vided was prioritized with the highest priority given to the initial four
allegations received from a former Zimmer contractor QC Inspector (Section 4),
the 19 allegations received from GAP /Applegate (Section 5), and the most
significant statements and allegations received from contractor employees and
ex-employees (Section 6). Other allegations and statements were given lower
priority. These concerns will be investigated and/or inspected and the~

findings and conclusions will be documented in future reports until the in-
vestigation is complete.

As noted in Section 3, GAP provided a number of affidavits from various
;

individuals. In those cases where'an individual's concerns or allegations
[

s

have previously been reviewed by NRC, those individuals will be contacted
to determine:

.

1. If they have information not previously provided.

2. If they have significant details to add to information previously'

provided.

3. If they believe their concerns / allegations have been inadequately
addressed.

If future inspection findings (either by the licensee or the NRC) reveal
significant construction deficiencies, these will be addressed in revisionss

to the quality confirmation program and the NRC independent measurement jr

program as appropriate.,

J

'
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10. Exit Interview

In addition to the management meetings and enforcement conferences held
as described in Section 11, the inspectors and investigators met with
licensee representatives periodically during the investigation and on
March 26, 1981. Attendees at the March 26 meeting are designated in
Section 1, Personnel Contacted. NRC attendees at the meeting a're
designated at the end of this section. At that meeting the NRC investi-
gation team described the reasons for the investigation; the findings
regarding each completed allegation; and safety concerns identified during
the investigation, which are described below. The team leader indicated
that the investigation was not yet complete, that the findings would be
reviewed with NRC Regional and Headquarters Management, and that enforce-
ment action would be discussed in subsequent enforcement meetings. At
the NRC's request, the licensee agreed to meet with Region III representa-
tives on April 10, 1981, in the Regional Office to discuss identified
concerns and proposed corrective actions.

The inspectors identified the following concerns:

Structural beams with unacceptable welds and re-entrant corners witha.
notches.

b. Inadequacies in the QA program of the structural steel erector
(Bristol).

c. Lack of traceability of material in structural beams, small bore
piping, and weld rod.

d. Surveillance reports not being converted to nonconformance
reports in 30 days,

e. Structural welds inspected after painting.

f. Radiograph technique inadequate on 25% of the prefabricated
welds reviewed by NRC. (Penetrameters were not adequately
shimmed.)

g. Nonconformance reports being improperly voided.

h. A green cable tray was designed and installed inside a white tray.

i. Lack of inspection control to verify cable separation. (Three
examples of failure to maintain cable separation were identified.)

j. Lack of design controls by Sargent and Lundy to require verifica-
tion calculations for thermal loading of power sleeves and dead
weight loading of all trays, to document design deviations ident-
ified by engineers, and to document deviations from the FSAR.

k. Inadequate action taken by CG&E to obtain correction of repeti-
tive problems identified by CG&E in audits of Sargent & Lundy.
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1. Lack of audits of the Sargent & Lundy nonconformance program.

Weld inspection criteria was deleted from the weld data sheetm.
(KEI-1 form) from approximately July 1980 to February 1981.

Lack of socket veld fitup verification on numerous small bore pipes.n.

o. Installation of structural beams which were not required on any

design documents.

p. Doubts about the accuracy of weld records. Information from the
weld rod issue slips was being transferred to the weld data sheets.

q. Lack of control of design document changes.

Site procedures allowed more weld undercut than AWS D1.1-1972.r.

AlRC Personnel Attending Exit Interview March 26, 1981 ,gg
A
P. A. Barrett, Reactor Inspector
R. M. Burton, Investigator
F. T. Daniels, Senior Resident Inspector
E. C. Gilbert, Investigator, IE:HQ
T. P. Gwyn, Resident Inspector
F. A. Maura, Reactor Inspector
J. B. McCarten, Investigator
J. F. Schapker, Reactor Inspector
K. D. Ward, Reactor Inspector
R. F. Warnick, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 2B

11. Management Meetings

In addition to the exit meeting held at the site on March 26, 1981, meetings
involving licensee and RIII senior and/or middle management were held on
March 31, April 10, April 30, June 2, June 3, and August 5,1981. These
meetings are summarized below.

Following the exit meeting held at the Zimmer site on March 26, 1981,
Mr. E. 'A. Borgmann met with J. G. Keppler and R. F. Warnick on the afternoon

i of March 31, 1981, in the Region III office to discuss the significance of
the NRC investigation findings and required corrective actions. As a result
of this meeting, on April 8,1981, Region III sent an Immediate Action Letter
(IAL) to the licensee documenting ten corrective measures that CG&E had
initiated or were planning to take concerning the problems identified by
the NRC investigation team. The ten measures were established to provide
assurance that similar problems do not recur during ongoing and future
construction activities. The IAL and the required corrective measures
are described in Section 11, NRC Actions and Licensee Commitments.

An enforcement conference was held in the Region III office on April 10,
1981, between E. A. Borgmann and others of his staff and J. G. Keppler and
other NRC personnel to discuss CG&E's proposed corrective action program
for deficiencies identified in the NRC investigation and the measures to be
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taken to assure acceptable quality of future activities. This enforcement
conference is documented in IE Inspection Report No. 50-358/El-14.

A followup meeting was held in the RIII office on April 30, 1981, between
W. D. Waymire and others representing CGE and R. F. Warnick and others of
the NRC staff, to discuss the status of measures being taken to assure
acceptable quality of ongoing activities at the Zimmer project and to dis-
cuss the latest draft of the licensee's proposed corrective action program
for deficiencies identified. Details of this meeting are documented in
IE Heeting Report No. 50-358/81-16.

A working level meeting was held on June 2, 1981, between W. D. Waymire and
others representing CGE and R. F. Warnick and others from the NRC at the
Zimmer site to discuss the licensee's proposed quality confirmation program
and the additional measures required to identify and correct construction
deficiencies, to establish confidence in quality records, and to verify the
quality of existing construction. This meeting is documented in IE Meeting
Report No. 50-358/81-20.

The Region III Director, Deputy Director, and the Section Chief met with
CGE's President, Senior Vice President of Engineering Services and Electrical
Production, and the Manager of the General Engineering Department (Acting
Manager of Quality Assurance) on June 3, 1981, to discuss matters relating
to NRC's Ziauner investigation. Topics discussed included the originating
allegations; NRC findings relative to the allegations; problems identified
during the investigation; the NRC's Isumediate Action Letter of April 8,
1981, establishing controls to assure the quality of ongoing and future

- work; the program to confirm the quality of completed work; the licensee's
internal problem identification and resolution system; status of the NRC's
investigation; the role of NRC's Office of Inspector and Auditor in the
investigation; and public and congressional interest in the Zimmer project.
This meeting is documented in IE Meeting Report No. 50-358/81-20.

An enforcement conference was held on August 5, 1981, in the Regional Office
between J. G. Keppler, RIII Regional Director, and others of his staff and
W. H. Dickhoner, CGE President, and others of his staff. Topics discussed
included the NRC investigation, the findings of the investigation, items of
noncompliance resulting from the investigation, escalated enforcement action
being considered, the status of the investigation, the release of the report
and a possible public meeting in Cincinnati, the status of the licensee \ h
quality confirmation program, CG&E organization changes, and other corrective
actions being taken by the licensee. This meeting is documented in IE Meeting
Report No. 50-358/81-11.

12. NRC Actions and Licensee Commitments

12.1 Concerning Ongoing and Future Work

Based on the investigation findings, consideration was given to the need
to suspend construction activities. However, in recognition of the nature
of the problems (largely prograsunatic), the status of the project (95%
complete), and the fact that ongoing work would not compromise the ability

'
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to accurately determine the quality of completed work, it was decided that
stopping construction work was not required at that time. Rather, attention.

was placed on establishing controls to assure the quality of ongoing and
future work.

Following a meeting with NRC on March 31, 1981, the utility committed to I

implement ten specific actions to correct identified quality assurance weak-j

nesses and to preclude their recurrence. These action were confirmed in an
Immediate Action Letter (IAL) dated April 8, 1981. These actions were:

1. Concerning QA Staffina

CGE will increase the size and technical expertise of the CGE QA
organization by adding individuals qualified in the areas of radio-
graphy and nondestructive testing, piping supports and hangers, ;

welding, structural design and fabrication, electrical design and
construction, and metallurgy. (CGE will utilize temporary personnel
qualified in these area until prenanent staff members have been hired.)

2. Concerning Independence and Separation Between Kaiser Construction

and Kaiser QA/QC

CGE will take action by April 15, 1981, to assure independence and :,

i separation of the QA/QC function performed by Kaiser from the con-
struction function.

|

; 3. Concernina QC Inspections

'

Using the personnel described in item I above, CGE will conduct 100%
reinspections of QC inspections conducted by Kaiser and other contractors
after the date of the IAL. This will continue until the revised CGE
audit program as described in item 10, below, is implemented by these

i qualified individuals and RIII releases this requirement.
!

4. Concernina QC Inspection Procedures

All QC inspection procedures will be reviewed and revised (where
appropriate) by qualified design engineers and QA personnel. These
reviews will be conducted by personnel independent of the construction
organization to confirm that the procedures include appropriate
inspection requirements and applicable hold points. The construction
activities controlled by these QC inspection procedures will not be
performed after the date of the IAL until the applicable procedure has
been reviewed and approved.

5. Concerning Training =

QA/QC personnel at the Zisumer site will receive training on any new
procedures and practices resulting from actions taken to fulfill provi-
sions of the IAL prior to implementation of the procedures. In addition,
refresher training will be given prior to June 1,1981, on (1) the iden-
tification and documentation of nonconformances, deficiencies, and
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4

problems, (b) the procedure for resolving nonconformances, deficiencies,4

! and problems, (c) the feedback mechanism for informing the identifying-

individual of the resolution of the nonconformance, deficiency, or problem,
(d) the avenue of appeal should the identifying individual disagree with
the adequacy of the resolution.

6. Concernina Deviations from Codes and FSAR Statements

Prior to May 1,1981, the procedures governing the identification,
. reporting, and resolution of deviations from Codes and FSAR statements
will be reviewed for adequacy and revised as appropriate. The proce-
dures will require CG&E to review and approve the resolution of any

i such deviations.

7. Concerning the Voiding of Nonconformance Reports

The procedures governing nonconformance reporting will be reviewed for
adequacy. The revi4w will be accomplished not later than April 10,
1981. The disposition of each nonconformance report together with
appropriate justification will be documented.

8. Concerning QA/QC Records

The review and alteration of existing QA and QC records has been stopped.
These records will be controlled by CG&E until a program defining records
control, usage, and adequacy has been prepared by CG&E and agreed to by
RIII.

9. Concerning Conditions Adverse to Quality

CG&E will perform a 100% review of all surveillance and nonconformance
reports written by contractor personnel after the date of this letter.
This program will continue until RIII releases this requirement.

10. Concerning the Audit Program

| The exisiting CG&E audit program will be reviewed and revised by
June 1, 1981, to include technical audits of construction work and
more comprehensive and effective programmatic audits.

Follow up inspections by the Senior Resident Inspector and specialist
inspectors from the Region III office have confirmed implementation of
the requirements of the letter. Details of these follow up inspections
are documented in IE Inspection Reports No. 50-358/81-15, 50-358/81-18,
and S0-358/81-19.

12.2 Concerning Existing Construction Work

Because of the problems identified during the NRC investigation, Region III
had taken the position that a comprehensive review and reinspection effort
by the licensee must be accomplished to confirm the quality of the existing
construction work. This quality confirmation program addresses the problems
identified in the investigation and includes the following:

.
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! 1. Concerning Structural Steel

Problem: Some unacceptable welds have been identified..

Some beams have unacceptable re-entrant corners..

Some beams have been installed but did not show on.

design drawings.

Several hundred feet of beams were received from an.

unapproved vendor and can not be accounted for as to
where installed or other disposition. (However, sill

certs are available).
i

Heat number traceability has not been maintained for.

some beams and steel plate.

Some structural welds were painted before they were.

inspected.

Cable tray foot connections have not been inspected.

and they are covered with fire-proofing.

Action: 1. Compare structural steel drawings against plant as-
built conditions.

2. Determine which welds were not inspected or were
inspected after the weld was painted or coated.

3. For embedments, uncover one end of beam. If bolted,
and drawing shows welded, do not assume other end is
bolted. Uncover other end also. If welded and drawings
shows bolted, uncover the other end also.

4. Remove paint and other material from the welds that may
preclude proper weld inspection. If weld coating can not
be removed without affecting the. surface of the weld,
quantify the number of such welds and propose an alterna-
tive program for confirming the quality of these welds.
The NRC/ Region III must approve the alternate program.

5. Conduct a 100% visual inspection of accessible struc-
tural steel field welds or justify less.

6. Conduct 100% visual inspection of accessible Bristol
shop welds or justify less.

7. Perform 100% inspection of field cut re-entrant corners
on beams which could affect safety related systems or
equipment or justify less.

.

.
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8. Determine the acceptability of welding procedures and
- welder qualification used on the job, special require-

ments called out in these procedures, and types of
weld rod specified for field welding.

9. Determine the acceptability of all field procured steel
plate and structural shapes received onsite.

'
10. To ensure that the structural steel problems are not

generic within Zimmer, determine the acceptability of
other field procured essential material, i.e.: piping,

weld rod, fittings, cable, etc.

11. Write nonconformance reports on all unacceptable welds,
unacceptable re-entrant corners,. unacceptable materials,
drawings errors or omissions, etc. Propose disposition
to NRC/ Region III for approval before starting corrective
action.

2. Concerning Weld Quality

Problem: In-process inspections were not performed for some welds.

(cable tray hangers and beam welds).

Because of previous inspection findings indicating.

continuing problems with weld rod control (storage,
temperature, issuance, documentation), there are
questions as to whether or not field welds have
been made using improper or unacceptable weld rod.

Weld rod heat numbers have been transferred to the Weld.

Data Sheet from the Weld 2 Form by individuals other
than the QC inspector who inspected the weld.

Weld inspection criteria deleted from the Weld Data.

Sheets from approximately July 1980 - February 1981.

Action: 1. Identify code welds for which traceability of a credible| weld rod heat number was required but not maintained
i

(failure to perform required inspection or failure to
maintain required documentation) or for which there
is questionable traceability. Justify less than 100%
determination.

2. Identify all Weld Data Sheets that were altered by
transcribing information from Weld 2 Forms. If the
original entry on the Weld Data Sheet indicates an
adequate weld, the NRC will accept that weld provided

| the welder's stamp on the material corresponds to the
j Weld Data Sheet entry.

,

I

i

| .
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,

3. For all AWS structural steel Weld Data Sheets from
7/80-2/81 for which criteria were deleted on Weld
Data Sheets for code welds made in the field, check
to ensure that no hold points were violated. Review
all Weld Data Sheets for the time frame established
(7/80-2/81) and identify those with deletions, omissions,
obvious errors, and applicable items marked "Not Applicable."

4. Verify proper weld procedure, welder's qualification,
fitup, and proper filler metal verification / control.
Determine if any hold points were violated. For those
code welds for which this information has not been
adequately maintained, demonstrate that those welds are
acceptable or provide justification for accepting the
welds. Such demonstration or justification must be
approved by RIII.

5. For all code welds which lack traceability and quality
documentation and for all code welds with questionable
traceability and quality documentation, identify on a
nonconformance report. Quantify the number of such
welds and propose a program to determine the accept-

| ability of the welds and the acceptability of the
material in the welds. The NRC/ Region must approve the
program.

| 6. Review other in-process inspection records for possible
alteration.

3. Concerning Traceability of Heat Numbers on Piping

Problem: Some heat numbers found on installed small bore piping
.

do not appear on the records of accepted heat numbers.

Some heat numbers recorded on isometric drawings do not
.

match the heat numbers on installed piping.

Heat numbers could not be found on some installed small.

bore piping.

Some heat numbers recorded on the isometric drawings had
.

been marked out and incorrect numbers recorded. (Heat
number for a different size pipe).

| Action: 1. Conduct an inspection of 100% of the accessible fieldi

| installed small bore piping identified on attached
Enclosure I for traceability in accordance with ASME
Code requirements.

2. For systems on Enclosure 2, attached, compare existing
documentation against accessible field installed small
bore piping for traceability in accordance with applic-
able code requirements. Conduct a sampling program

|

'
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iutilizing lot sizes sufficiently large to statistically
demonstrate a 95% confidence factor that 95% of the sample
is acceptable.

3. Provide justification for acceptability of inaccessible
small bore piping.

4. For large bore piping designated on Enclosures 1 and 2:

a. Identify all field modifications.

b. Walkdown 100% of the large bore piping involved
in the field modifications. Compare documenta-
tion against the installed large bore piping for
traceability in accordance with ASME requirements.

c. Justify less than 100% identification and walkdown ,

of large bore piping involved in field modifications.

5. If heat number traceability on ASME work can only be
established by the Weld Data Sheet, then it will be
necessary to establish the' credibility of the heat
number on the Weld Data Sheet.

6. Write nonconformance reports on all heat number defi-
ciencies found, propose disposition to NRC/ Region III
for approval, proceed with disposition after NRC con-
currence.

4. Concernirg Socket Weld Fitups

Problem: Socket weld fitup to assure disengagement was not.

verified on some small bore piping.

Actions: 1. Identify all small bore piping socket welds for which
verification for disengagement does not exist as docu-
mented on QC inspection records.

2. In all ASME Class I, II, and III systems, radiograph
100% of accessible welds not having verification of
disengagement or justify less. Provide justification

;

( for radiographing less than 100% of the inaccessible
socket welds for which verification of disengagement

does not exist.

3. Write Nonconformance Reports on all unacceptable socket
weld fitups, propose disposition to NRC/ Region III for
approval, proceed with disposition after NRC concurrence.

;

.
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5. Concerning Radiographs
,

Problem: Radiograph technique did not meet the ASME code in that.

the penetrameters were not adequately shimmed in approxi-
mately 180 out of 700 radiographs reviewed by the NRC.

Action: 1. Demonstrate that the existing radiographs of large piping
supplied by the CG&E piping fabricator are adequate to
identify weld deficiencies by:

(a) Review the shop radiographs to identify those that
are either not shimmed or that are inadequately
shimmed to determine, for each pipe size and thick-
ness, the films which contain the least sensitive
penetrameter image (essential hole or slit) where
the density of the penetrameter is greater than the
density of the area of interest.

'

(b) Reradiograph the welds identifed above, if
accessible, using as nearly as possible the
original technique plus the penetraneter shimmed
to at least the total weld thickness including
reinforcement on the same film, all in accordance
with the code.

! (c) If the essential hole or slit in the penetraneter
is visible after shimming to at least the total
thickness of the weld including reinforcement, all
radiographs of that pipe size and thickness will
be determined to be acceptable.

2. This program must be acceptable to the National Board
of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors and the State
of Ohio.

6. Concerning cable Separation

Problem: The NRC identified six examples of failure to meet.

cable separation criteria.

Note: The original FSAR criteria did not stipulate
separation requirements fro ~m an essential cable
tray to a non-essential tray. The FSAR criteria
is to be clarified for separation of essential,
associated and non-essential cable in both cable
trays and conduits. .

Action: 1. Conduct a 100% inspection for separation of essential
<

and associated cable (a) which are installed between
the cable spreading room and the control panels in the'

main control room, and (b) at all penetrations (walls
; or floor).

.
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2. Perform a 100% computer assisted analysis of asso-
ciated cables to provide assurance that separation
criteria for Class IE circuits have been met.

3. Using the clarified separation criteria, conduct an
inspection of associated cables to arrive at a 95%
confidence level that 95% of associated cables are
properly separated in trays and conduits.

4. The six examples are to corrected.

5. Any problems identified in the above inspections and
review are to be documented on nonconformance reports.
Proposed disposition to be reviewed and concurred in
by NRC/ Region III prior to initiating action to
accomplish the disposition.

iNote If there are conflicts between these commitments
and new requirements imposed by NRR, the more
conservative requirements will be applicable.

7. Concerning Nonconformance

Problem: Nonconformances documented on surveillance reports..

Nonconformances documented on punchlists..

Nonconformances documented on exception lists..

Nonconformances not documented..

Nonconformances documented but not entered into the system..

Nonconformances voided rather than being dispositioned..

Action: 1. Review all surveillance reports and identify all that
should have been nonconformance reports.

2. Review QA pre-op turnover punchlists and exception
lists to identify any items that should have been
documented on nonconformance reports.

3. By letter to each past and present QC inspector,
solicit nonconformance reports that were not entered
into the system.

4. Write nonconformance reports for each such nonconform-
ance identified.

5. Review all previously voided nonconformance reports.
Proposed disposition to be reviewed and concurred in
by NRC/ Region III. Proceed with disposition after

'

NRC concurrence.

'
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6. Review at least 300 previously dispositioned noncon-
formance reports to assure proper disposition. If
this review discloses any that have been improperly
dispositioned, additional nonconformance reports (the
number to be agreed to by the NRC/ Region III) will be
reviewed.

8. Concerning Design Control and Verification

Problem: S&L had no formal procedure requiring verification.

of design calculations for thermal loading of power
sleeves and dead weight loading of all trays.

Three examples were identified in which S&L design.

deviated from the FSAR:

(a) Cable Tray Loading: The actual design basis
differed from that stated in the FSAR.

(b) Cable Separation: (See Item 6, "Concerning Cable
Separation").

(c) Weld Acceptance Criteria: Site procedures take
exception to AWS DI.1-1972 inspection acceptance
criteria for undercut. The FSAR does not stipulate
the exception.

S&L had no formal procedure for documenting design.

deviations when identified by engineers.

| Action: 1. Considering all disciplines, determine that procedures
j exist requiring design calculations for those items

|
requiring a final verification after fabrication and/or
installation. Items to include such areas as piping,'

pipe supports, electrical cable and cable trays, and
structures. Define the items that have not been com-
pleted relative to final design calculations, verifica-

|
tions, and reviews and establish measures to assure

I their completion.
|

| 2. Review the adequacy of S&L's program for controlling
| deviations from the FSAR.
l

3. Review the FSAR for correctness and consistency with
respect to the design by the responsible system.

engineers.i

i
l 4. For item c. above, meet AWS code or change FSAR com-
! mitement to reflect the way the plant is built.

|

| 5. Designers shall review their files to identify all

| design deviations. These deviations shall be docu-
mented and properly dispositioned.

|
~
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9. Concerning Design Document Changes
.

Problem: Some design document changes (DDCs) have not been.

adequately controlled through distribution and;

inspection.

Action: 1. Establish an accurate and complete computer listing
of DDCs. The list when finalized shall contain the
status of every DDC including the status of construc-
tion.

2. Review each essential DDC and applicable QC records to
determine if all in-process and final inspections have
been performed. Justify less than 100%.'

3. Document all deficiencies identified.

4. Take appropriate corrective action to resolve all
deficiencies.

*

10. Concerning Subcontractor QA Programs

Problem: The Bristol Project Superintendent was responsible.

for both the steel erection and the erection quality

,

control.

|

The Bristol field inspection program failed to document.

specific welds inspected and details of the inspection.'

.

Action: 1. The quality of the Bristol work will be confirmed under
Item 1, "Concerning Structural Steel."

| 2. For all safety related activities performed by other
than Kaiser and GE, provide assurance that QA programs;

! were acceptable or that work is acceptable.

11. Concerning Audits

Problem: Past audits by CG&E identified repetitive problems.

regarding design calculations and verifications not
being performed. Corrective action by S&L and followup

! by CG&E was not adequate.

CG&E had not audited S&L to verify compliance with and.

the effectiveness of the S&L nonconformance program.

Action: 1. Past CG&E audits of HJE, S&L, GE, EPD, EODT, GED, and
GCD are to be reviewed to determine the depth and
adequacy of these audits particularly with respect
to the 18 criteria of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50. Assure
appropriate closcout of audit findings.

.
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2. Identify deficiencies in the past audit program.
(Applicable Appendix B Criterion not audited.)

3. Justify acceptability of areas not audited and provide
this justification to RIII.

The licensees quality confirmation program will be revised as necessary
in the event additional adverse conditions are found. This program must
be completed and identified problem areas resolved before an Operating
License will be granted.

12.3 Proposed Independent Measurements by NRC

In addition to witnessing and reviewing portions of the confirmation program
conducted by the licensee and its contractors, the NRC will be conducting a
sampling program of independent measurements to provide further confidence as
to the adequacy of construction. This program will independently verify on
a sampling basis the licensee's Quality Confirmation Program.

ENCLOSURE 1

1. CY-01 Cycle Condensate System - Essential Portions
2. DG-01 Diesel Generators
3. DO-01 Diesel Fuel Oil Systems
4. RD-02 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System
5. RH-01 Residual Heat Removal System - Essential Portions
6. RI-01 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
7. SC-01 Stand-by Liquid Control System
8. Containment Isolation - Valves and Connecting Piping
9. HG-01 Primary Containment Combustible Gas Control System
10. HP-01 High Pressure Core Spray System
11, LP-01 Low Pressure Core Spray System
12. MS-01 Main Steam System to Second Isolation Valve
13. NB-02 Nuclear Boiler System - Automatic Depressurization
14. NB-04 Nuclear Boiler System - Reactor Pressure Vessel
15. VY-02 Core Stand-by Cooling - Equipment Cooling South
16. VY-03 Core Stand-by Cooling - Equipment Cooling North
17. WR-01 Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water System
18. WR-02 Reactor Water Closed Cooling Water System (Inside Containment)
19. WS-01 Service Water System - Essential Portions
20. Stand-by Gas Treatment
21. Feedwater - Essential Portions
22. Piping that comes into contact with the primary coolant up to the

first containment isolation valve outside containment.
|

ENCLOSURE 2

l '. CM-01 Containment Monitoring System (Possible Code Requirements)
2. FC-01 Fuel Pool Cooling and Clean-up System
3. PR-34 Liquid Process Radiation Monitoring System
4. PR-06 Off Gas Post Treatment Radwaste Monitoring System
5. RR-03 Reactor Recirculation Pumping System

- 184-
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6. RT-01 Reactor Water Clean-up System
7. IN-01 Dry Well Pneumatic System
8. LC-01 Leakage Control System
9. NB-01 Nuclear Boiler System - Jet Pump Instrumentation
10. OG-01 Off Gas Processing System
11. VR-02 Reactor Building Ventilation System

12. Reactor Building Equipment Drain
13. Dry Well Floor Drain and Equipment Drains
14. Reactor Water Sample
15. Radwaste Collection
16. Recirculation Pump Seals System
17. Fire Protection
18. VP - Primary Containment Ventilation
19. VC - Control Room Ventilation
20. VX - Switchgear Rooms Ventilation

.

4

I
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November 1, 1982

.

To Whom It May Concern:
,

Please be advised that the attached tape recording of a
telephone conversation between Mr. Ernest Alldredge and
Mr. Applegate was made by Mr. Applegate without Mr. s

IAlldredge's knowledge or permission. Despite that fact,
its content is innocuous and, therefore, no effort is
being made at this time to keep it from being made public.

Magnaflux Corporation

* *

By: /
~ ffi1liam'P. Costantini

Vice President

,

'
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